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PREFACE

It is difficult to present a book on Recent Advances in

Microscopy as a coherent whole, and if it were done it would,

undoubtedly, have an air of being forced. In this book each

writer has been given a free hand in the presentation of his subject ;

as a result, the articles show considerable variation of style,

depending to a great extent on the view taken by the writer as

to the amount of knowledge likely to be possessed by the reader.

In so small a book it is, of course, impossible to present a complete

picture of the present state of microscopical science, but enough

has been written to make it clear that progress is rapid in this

essential branch of biological investigation ;
and there is no

doubt that the results being obtained are of a kind likely to be of

permanent and increasing value. '

It has been difficult to determine how much to discuss, but so

far as possible none of the material found in other volumes of

this series has been included
; thus, other information will be

obtained from Recent Advances in Anatomy, in Physiology and

in Hsematology ; these books can, therefore, be used to supplement

the present volume.

A. PINEY
London
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RECENT ADVANCES IN
MICROSCOPY

Section I

THE MEDICAL SCIENCES

By A. PixEY, M.D., M.R.C.P.

Director of the Pathological Department, Cancer Hospital,

London.

INTRODUCTION
The use of the microscope is so essential a method in medical

practice and research that recent advances consist mainly in

improvements in technique and in new observations of fine

structure. The details of technical methods will not be recorded

here ; in fact, this chapter is intended rather to give an account of

the present position of medical microscopy, that is, mainly of

microscopical anatomy, than to give a bald list of disconnected

observations, however interesting these might be to the profes-

sional histologist. That there are very definite limitations to the

advances possible to microscopy must of course be admitted,
but this in no way impairs the value of this method of approach to

biological truth. First, it must be made clear that histological

methods can never do more than give us a picture equivalent to

some living structure ; we must not expect to gain a view of

living structures at work. It may be objected that such methods

as supra-vital staining, as used by Sabin, supply a closer insight
into living structure than these words would imply. In a sense

R.A.M. 1 1



2 INTRODUCTION

this is true, but the number of structures displayed by this method

is very limited, and even those made visible are not shown in

great detail. Furthermore, such methods present to our senses

only structures as they exist in the presence of some more or less

non-toxic dyestuff : not as they are in their natural environment.

After saying so much as to the deficiencies of microscopy, we can

approach the subject of the present volume in a humble sj^irit,

admiring the persistence that has given such admirable results.

No attempt has been made to convert this chapter into a work of

reference : nothing more has been tried than to give an impression

of the present position of certain aspects of human histology in

their present state of development. For this reason persons are

scarcely mentioned, because, as the book is not intended for the

professional histologist, coherence of the account appeared to be

more important than completeness of the documentation.



CELL-ORGANS

^IiTOCHONDRiA are minute intra-cellular structures having
certain distinctive characters, viz. :

—
They are of low refractive index, and give a characteristic reac-

tion with the dyestuff termed Janus Green, even in a solution as

dilute as 1 in 500,000. Further, they are composed as a substance

that is very soluble in alcohol, acetic acid, and many other fixa-

tives.

As their name implies, they are often of thread-like appearance,
but other shapes are well recognised, although no animal has

mitochondria of a form peculiar to itself. It is, however, very

striking that similarity of function seems to be associated with

similarity in the shape of the mitochondria. There is no very
obvious orderly arrangement of these structures in most cells,

although in the kidney they are collected in the basal parts of the

cells, i.e., next to the blood vessels. Indeed in all other glands
which always secrete in the same direction, the mitochondria are

arranged at the end of the cell furthest from the glandular lumen.

In the intestine the conditions are peculiar because mitochondria

are piled up at both ends of the cells, presumably as an indication

of the dual function of secretion and absorption.
In 1898 Golgi described certain cytoplasmic components in

nerve cells. These structures, now usually known as the Golgi

apparatus, present a peculiar contorted or basket-like arrange-
ment. At about the same time as Golgi's publication, Holmgren
had discovered and described certain clear canals in animal

cytoplasm. These, in form, arrangement and position, so much
resembled the Golgi apparatus, that the two structures were often

regarded as being one
; a view no longer held.

The Golgi apparatus is an area of cytoplasm, often of reticular

form, and of variable size, sometimes being as large as a nucleus.

The material of which the structure is composed is in part soluble in

3 1—2



4 CELL-ORGANS

alcohol
; this moiety can be stained with osmic acid. Most of the

methods for the demonstration of the Golgi apparatus are based

on the observation that, after suitable modes of fixation, a great

affinity for silver is developed.

Usually the Golgi apj^aratus is a fairly dense network of anasto-

mosing strands. Even in adjacent cells its shape is different,

presumably as an indication of great functional plasticity. In

spite of such differences, it can be said with certainty that in a

general way the form of the Golgi apparatus is fairly typical of the

special cell type. Any variations of structure seem to be related

to functional peculiarities in the cells in question ;
thus there

is a generic similarity in the Golgi apparatus of the pancreas of

different animals, and the same applies to its appearances in many
other organs.

The great majority of animal cells contain a Golgi apparatus,

although of very varying degrees of complexity ;
in some formed

elements, for example red corpuscles, no trace of the network can

be found. Indeed there seems to be some evidence that the

apparatus is found only in cells engaged in or capable of active

functional manifestations. It is presumably for this reason that

the cells of developing embryos supply the most admirable

material for the study of the Golgi apparatus in its most typical

forms.

More details of the appearances of the structure in special organs
will be found later, but some general remarks are not out of

place at this stage. There seems to be some relationship between

the position of the Golgi apparatus and the functional characters of

the cell in which it lies, although alteration in the position of

the cell, and therefore presumably of the mode of activity, is not

always accompanied by a redistribution of the Golgi apparatus ;

thus, in ectodermal cells, these structures lie between the nucleus

and the periphery of the cell body ;
and even when the tissue is

reversed, as during the formation of the optic cup, this relationship

persists. In cells which always secrete in the same direction as,

for example, those of the pancreas, the apparatus lies between the

nucleus and the glandular lumen
;
but in the thyroid, at least in

the guinea-pig, it appears that the structure can migrate from one
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end of the cell to the other. It may be too bold, although fasci-

nating, to assume that this reversal is associated with redirection

of the secretion. Furthermore there is often a topographical

relationship between the Golgi system and the centrosome
;

certainly this is so in the thyroid. Here the centrosome usually

lies with the Golgi apparatus between the nucleus and the lumen,

but in some malignant tumours of this organ both structures lie

between the nucleus and the vascular network. It is striking that,

when this reversal of position has occurred in practically all the

cells, the acini are devoid of colloid contents. Again the sugges-

tion seems to be that secretion has occurred towards the Golgi

system, that is away from the glandular lumen, into the blood-

stream.

There is still much uncertainty as to the relationship of the

Golgi system to the system of canals (trophospongium) described

by Holmgren. In many nerve cells there is no doubt that the

two structures are totally distinct.

This brief introduction to the subject of cell-organs can well be

followed by a detailed description giving an account of recent

advances in histology, for that is indeed what our subject might
well have been termed.



TISSUES AND ORGANS

SKIN

The protective function of the integument is the most obvious

function of the covering of the body. As is well known there are

a number of layers forming the skin, and these become more and

more impervious as one travels from the deeper to the more

superficial strata. The most obvious histological sign of this

differentiation is the presence of keratinization, but there are

other, more subtle changes, throughout the layers. As one passes

from within outwards there is found a decrease of mitochondria

and Golgi system, both being lost in the most superficial cells.

Whilst keratohyalin and keratin increase, melanin becomes

scantier, and the cells change in shape, whilst fibrillae and inter-

cellular bridges are formed. It appears that the whole series of

changes gives rise to the appearance of an almost impervious

covering for the body.
The intra-cellular fibrils of human skin are relativelv easilv

rendered visible and are therefore very suitable subjects for

studying the vexed question of the nature of these structures. It

is quite commonly held that the mitochondria give rise to these

fibrils by rearrangement of their positions ; further, their break-

down is supposed to result in the formation of keratohyalin. If

such be the case, it is easily understood whv mitochondria are

absent from the most superficial layers of the integument. The

inter-cellular bridges, which obviously serve the purpose of

holding the cells together, may also act as carriers of stimuli from

one element to another. It is stated that the small thickening
found in the middle of each bridge is a mitochondrial development,
but a clear demonstration of this belief would be difficult.

There has been, and still is, much discussion as to the mode of

origin of cutaneous pigment, i.e., melanin, and here only the avail-

able facts will be recorded. In the most basal cells there is
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formation of this pigment. These elements of course lie near the

blood vessels and have ample mitochondria and Golgi apparatus.

In them the melanin arises almost certainlv from a colourless

precursor, leuco-melanin. The coloured granules lie between the

nucleus and the surface of the body ; perhaps Ludford's suggestion

that this is a mode of protecting the nucleus from the injurious

effects of strong ultra-violet light is an explanation of the arrange-

ment. So far we are on fairly safe ground ;
the controversy

starts in connection with a second mode of formation of pigment
in certain elements of irregular shape : the melanoblasts. These

lie only in the stratum germinativum and their processes extend

between the neighbouring epithelial cells. The word elements has

been used here instead of the more usual term cells, because it is

quite possible that we are really dealing simply with inter-

cellular spaces rendered visible by being filled with granules of

pigment.
The process of keratinization has not been adequately explained,

and even a statement of the sequence of events leading to the

production of keratin is inevitably incomplete. The change
occurs as the cells migrate further and further away from their

blood supply and presumably become more dependent upon slow

methods of nutrition, viz., by diffusion through the inter-cellular

spaces. Keratinization might therefore be the result of mal-

nutrition or of the difficulty of complete removal of waste sub-

stances from the cell body. The latter view is supported by
Drew's observation that keratinization will occur in tissue cultures

of skin if subcultures are not made at sufficiently short intervals.

Further, he showed that the process of formation of the horny
substance proceeded most actively and efficiently in the presence
of connective tissue. Obviously the cells of the skin, when

becoming keratinised, are far removed from any influence likely

to be exerted by mesoblastic tissue.

STOMACH

Perhaps one of the most important regions to which much

investigation has been devoted is the lining of the stomach.

Obviously the human stomach is but rarely in a suitable state for
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fine histological observations. In post-mortem material the time

that elapses between the time of death and of examination is

sufficient to cause grave changes in the cells. With operation
material normal tissue is not usually available, but certainly

this has proved more suitable than have stomachs removed at

autopsy.
The mitochondria of the gastric mucosal cells are long filaments

that extend from the attached end of the cell ; or perhaps Ekloff' s

statement is more correct, when he states that these elongated
mitochondria really consist of granular fragments arranged in rows.

It is commonly recognised that the gastric glands contain two

types of cells, viz., peripheral and central
; usually termed parietal

and chief cells respectively. A third type of cell is found adhering
to the external surface of the epithelial tubes. The chief cells are

of two types ; those in the neck of the gland are mucus-secreting

elements, whereas those in the body of the gland are of zymogenous
character. It is interesting to note that the chief cells of the neck,

the cells of the pyloric glands and those of the cardiac glands of

the stomach all belong to the same type.

The chief cells of the body of the glands are essentially zymo-

genous in function, and there is a distinct impression that the

formation of the zymogen granules is closely associated with the

mitochondria. The chief cells of the neck also contain secretion

granules, but, unlike those in the body chief cells, these are

almost completely translucent. Suitable methods demonstrate

the presence of mucin in these elements. Cells of this type are

not rigidly confined to the necks of the glands : they are often

seen scattered throughout the body of the gland. Indeed, in

man, whole glands, particularly in the region of the fundus of the

stomach, may be composed of neck cells.

The parietal cells have been recognised for a much longer time

than have the chief cells
;

indeed the former were for long

regarded as being the only cellular constituents of the glands.

They are most numerous in the neck of the gland, but also occur

under the foveolar epithelium. These cells are connected with

the lumen of the gland by channels passing between the contiguous

surfaces of the chief cells. Furthermore each one contains a
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complex system of intra-cellular channels, which lie between the

nucleus and the convex edge of the cell. This communicates with

the lumen by way of one or more of the inter-cellular channels

already mentioned. When the stomach is actively secreting it is

found that the staining reaction to neutral red is the same in the

lumen as in the parietal cells
;
there is thus clearly an important

contribution to the gastric secretion derived from these elements.

The Golgi system of the parietal cells differs in the elements

lying in the upper portion of the gland when compared with the

deeper cells. In the former there is a coarse perinuclear network,

whereas in the latter the reticulum is finer and lies around the

periphery of the cell. In neither case is there any obvious relation-

ship between the Golgi apparatus and the mesh of secretory

channels
;

nor is there any particular polar arrangement of the

apparatus such as has been mentioned in the case of other secretory

cells.

The third type of cell is very variable in its distribution, being
absent from the stomachs of some animals

;
the rabbit is a

particularly suitable subject for investigation of the structure,

These elements lie on the surface of the glands and stain deep

yellow w^ith bichromate solutions. It is surprising how often

these cells have been "
rediscovered

"
since they were first

described by Heidenhain in 1870
;
thus as recently as 1924 Twort

referred to them as an "
Hitherto undescribed Type of Cells in

the Glands of the Stomach."

It is important to refer to the frequent occurrence of patches of

intestinal glands inside the stomach, not only in pyloric region,

but also nearer to the fundus. Such masses are identical with the

lining of the small intestine. The most interesting feature of this

heterotopia is that it has never been recorded in autopsies on the

new-born or on very young children. When it has been seen in

adults there has always been found some associated pathological
condition of the stomach. It would appear, therefore, that the

hypoblast of the foetal foregut possesses the power to develop

epithelial cells of the intestinal type ; even more surprising is the

fact that this power does not appear to be lost by the apparently

highly differentiated epithelium of the adult stomach.
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INTESTINE
The cytoplasm of the columnar absorbing cells is filled with

large numbers of very minute granules. The nucleus lies rather

below the middle of the cell, and the area above it may be clear,

but still above the nucleus. Below there is a more alveolar

arrangement of the cytoplasm in which lie the mitochondria and a

double centrosome. Still deeper the Golgi apparatus lies just

above the nucleus and is in the form of a wide coil. The infra-

nuclear area is closely packed with mitochondria. In the cells of

the villi these structures are collected into two masses, one at

each end of the cell. Their number appears to give some indication

as to the functional state of the cell at the time of examination.

Thus they are far more numerous in starvation, whereas they
become scantv and less thread-like after feeding. Tlie tension-

fibres that Heidenhain described as running through these cells

are now usually considered to be mitochondria.

In connection with the so-called carcinoid tumours of the

appendix there has been a renewal of interest in the basal or

argentaffin cells of the intestine. These are usually scattered

about amongst the other intestinal elements. They may be

found in the stomach, villi, crypts, and in Brunner's glands ;
even

in the pancreatic duct a few may be discovered. Although so

widely scattered and apparently small in number they have the

general appearances of a secretory apparatus. They are most

numerous in the crypts where many of them are flask-shaped,

usually with the narrower end at the base. When the base is the

widest part the distal end may taper almost to the thickness of a

fibril, which may or may not reach the lumen
; Masson contends

that the cells should be classified according to the distance to which

these fibrils extend. The granules in the cells show a great

affinity for chromium salts. Kull proposed to term them
"
chromaffin cells," but this name is objectionable because of the

certainty of confusion with the quite unrelated cells of the sym-

pathetic nervous system. As the granules also stain well with

silver the name argentaffin cells proposed by Masson should be

adopted. The constituents of the cell that stain with silver are

mainly the numerous small granules, which, unlike those of the
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Paneth cells, are almost all subnuclear in position. There has

been much confusion about these cells, but we are now in a

position to clarify the position a good deal. Kultschitzky

described certain elements in Avhich the subnuclear cytoplasm was

filled with acidophilic granules ; and these cells were regarded as

being different from the argentaffin cells in which the granules are

intensely safraninophilic. Kull, however, has shown that the

former type of cell is only a less mature aspect of the typical

argentaflin cell.

The function of these cells is unknown, but the common view

that they contribute to the intestinal contents in some uncertain

way is difficult to reconcile with an interesting observation made

by Kull. This writer showed that the protoplasm of these cells

projects into the lumina of adjacent capillaries. This has led

some to postulate an endocrine function for these elements ;
thus

Parat believes that they pour secretin into the blood. Masson,

on the other hand, avers that they bathe the nerve-endings with

some unknown secretion. As yet no one has been able to demon-

strate any changes in these cells during the assimilation or digestion

of any particular foodstuff.

LIVER

As might be expected from the known diversity of function of

the liver, there is great cellular complexity in its constituent

elements : and here onlv a few recent observ^ations need be discussed

because the general histology of the organ is sufficiently well

known.

The essential character of the cytoplasm of the liver cell is

a reticulation, in the interstices of which complex chemical

substances are found, e.g., glycogen, fatty substances, etc. It

appears, therefore, from the histological evidence, that the

various activities of the liver, although functions of one organ,

are carried out in specialised areas of the constituent cells. This

is perhaps to be regarded as encouraging, for, were it not so, any

investigation of a single function of the organ would be

impossible without taking into account all the other activities.

The stellate cells of Kupffer will be discussed in relation to the
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reticulo-endothelium in general, because, although in the liver,

they are sensu stricto not of it.

PANCREAS
There is nothing new to report as to the microscopic characters

of the pancreas proper, but the islets of Langerhans present points

of interest, especially in connection with the relatively recent

discovery of insulin.

All the cells of the islets contain granules, which at first sight

do not differ from those of the externally secreting cells. Closer

investigation shows that there are two types of granules in the

islets. A-granules are precipitated by alcohol and lie in cells

with large spherical nuclei containing little chromatin. Cells

containing these granules lie in the middle of the islets, and may
be diffusely filled with granules or almost all these may be aggre-

gated on the side of the cell nearest to the capillary. B-granules
are precipitated by watery solution of chromic acid and sublimate.

They are much smaller than the A-granules, and cells containing
them are much more numerous than are the A-cells. The nucleus,

which is central, is small and densely chromatic. Lastly there are

some cells with no granules ;
but there are some with a very small

number of A-granules. It is therefore supposed that the A-cells

can arise from these non-granular elements. The old view that islet

cells could be converted into acinar cells has been disproved by

Bensley, who has shown clearly that the former are specifically

differentiated elements incapable of differentiation into any other

form.

Even the mitochondria show distinct differences between the

acinar and islet cells. In the former they are long relatively

coarse filaments, whereas in the latter they occur as very delicate

filaments and as very fine granules.

In spite of the specific characters of the islet cells it must be

recalled that the human embryo of about three months shows the

islets connected with lumina by solid stalks
;

in still-born infants

such a connection is sometimes persistent.

In diabetes various changes have been described in the islets,

but even so some severe cases seem to have shown no pathological
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changes in the cells of these structures. Certainly the hydropic

degeneration which is so frequently the essential lesion is not easy
to detect and is often masked by post-mortem changes. It has

indeed been suggested that this degeneration might result from

hyperglycsemia, and not be its cause. Allen has shown that the

change cannot be induced by causing prolonged hyperglycaemia
of alimentary origin in dogs.

BLOOD
This is not the place to follow out the ramifications of the trains

of thought of haematologists as to the origin of all blood cells from

one or more ancestral forms because there is still no sign of

unanimity ; the many text-books of hsematology can be consulted

by those interested in this rather barren subject.

Lymphocytes. It is interesting that the first description of

mitochondria in lymphocytes was regarded as a very striking

haematological discovery because it was not realised that these

structures were identical with the similar ones observed in many
other varieties of cells. Schridde thought that the granules were

specific characters of lymphocytes ;
so that he claimed to have

demonstrated a differential feature as between lymphocytes and

myeloblasts. It was presumably only the highly specialised

character of haematology that had prevented him from correlating

his findings with those of other microscopists : indeed, a valuable

demonstration of the folly of excessive specialization !

In connection with lymphocytes it were well to mention plasma

cells, because there is still some confusion as to the position of

these common elements. The essential characters of these cells

are : a relatively small nucleus in an excentric position ; the

chromatin often presents an arrangement resembling a cart-wheel ;

the fixed protoplasm has a granulated appearance and stains very

intensely with basic dyestuffs, but the part around the nucleus is

much paler. Furthermore there is a pallid area in the central

part of the cell in which suitable staining demonstrates the presence
of a number of centrioles. This is the typical plasma cell which is

now almost universally believed to arise from small and medium-
sized lymphocytes. The terminological confusion that exists is
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due to the application of the name to other elements that possess

some similar characters.

It is quite common to find, in the blood, even of normal humans,
a small number of cells with intensely basophilic cytoplasm in

which the nucleus is not excentric. These are the so-called

irritation cells of Tiirk, and seem to be stages in the development
of the true plasma cell, so that there is perhaps no very great

objection to classifying both forms together. Difficulties arise,

however, in some cases of leukaemia in which cells with intenselv

basophilic cytoplasm are present in the peripheral blood. These

elements usually present signs of very definite immaturity, e.g.,

nucleoli are distinctly visible. Those who regard lymphocytes as

being derived from a specific stem-cell, the lymphoblast, contend

that some of these elements may justifiably be called lympho-
blastic plasma cells. It is also well known that almost any cell

with non-granular cytoplasm may, in abnormal circumstances,

show excessive basophilia of its body ; so we read of myeloblastic,

monocytic and even erythroblastic plasma cells. In view of the

uncertainty of the whole nomenclature it is indubitably best to

describe these cells in detail, or, if a name must be used, to state

definitely to which category one wishes to refer them
;
the simple

name "
plasma cell

"
is far too ambiguous to be employed without

due qualification.

The function of the lymphocytic plasma cell is unknown, but

histological examination of carcinomata suggests that they may
play a part in absorbing and disposing of products of tissue

metabolism ; certainly they are often very numerous in the

stroma of epithelial malignant tumours where presumably intense

katabolic processes are present.

Myeloblasts. It has already been said that the vexed question
of the origin of blood cells will not be considered here in any
detail, but some reference must be made to the non-granular

leucocyte with an immature form of nucleus so often seen in the

blood in acute leukaemias. It must be presumed that the reader

is acquainted with the usual descriptions of these cells, so that we
can pass directly to an account of their characters as determined

by the method of supra-vital staining with neutral red and Janus
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green. In the marrow it is possible to find reticular cells in the

cytoplasm of which a few dark bodies are present ;
these are

certainly not typical mitochondria, although they may well be pre-

cursors of such structures. It is to the method of depleting the

bone marrow of pigeons by starvation that we owe the discovery

of this cell-type. The next more mature cell discoverable con-

tains definite rod-shaped mitochondria that stain with Janus

green, the subsequent stage being an element in which the

mitochondria are in the form of quite short rods, present in con-

siderable numbers. Up to this developmental condition there arc

no structures staining with neutral red, and it is highly probable

that these three types of cell are not distinguishable from one

another by the ordinary methods of staining used in clinical

ha^matology : all these forms would be termed myeloblasts by the

polyphyletists, whereas the monophyletists would term them

lymphoidocytes. The next phase of maturation is the appearance

of two or three small granules staining with neutral cell : this is

the so-called myelocyte, type A, which must correspond with the

premyelocyte of clinical hsematology. There is gradual increase

of neutral red granules as the cells become more mature, and the

mitochondria get fewer and fewer, until in myelocyte, type C, they
are almost completely replaced by neutral red granules. At this

stage the nucleus has become indented, and we are dealing with

the metamvelocvte of ordinarv terminologv ;
that is, an almost

mature granulocyte is characterised by practically complete
absence of mitochondrial structures staining with Janus green.

Granular Leucocytes. Only two aspects of the extensive

subject of the granular leucocytes need be discussed. First, the

teaching of Arneth which is not recent, although its ramifications

are of very modern date. Briefly, Arneth contends that the

greater the degree of complexity of the nucleus of a granular

leucocyte, the greater is its stage of maturity. It is obvious that

a myelocyte with a completely round nucleus is younger than a

metamyelocyte with a slightly indented one, but it is not quite so

certain that a polymorphonuclear cell with two lobes in the

nucleus is necessarily younger than is one witli three or more lobes.

Nevertheless most workers who have spent much time on this
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subject agree more or less with Arneth's deductions, although

they may differ from him in their definition of the essential

characters of a nuclear lobe. In this matter it were well to follow

Cooke, who contends that no nuclear part should be called a lobe

unless it be connected by nothing more than a single basi-chromatic

fibril. If this method be used as a routine many diagnostic and

prognostic deductions of great clinical value can be drawn from

microscopical examination of blood films, so that the method

should not be neglected, even if the theoretical inferences of

Arneth are disputed. It is not necessary to do more than indicate

that Arneth has complicated his method still further by sub-

dividing the various groups according to the shape of the individual

nuclear lobes, but this laborious technique has not found much

support from clinical hsematologists, perhaps because of its

difficulty. Certainly there is no extensive evidence of its value

other than the work of its discoverer, which is very profound and

has extended over very many years.

Blood Platelets. There is probably no formed element of the

blood about which so much ink has been spilt, but the modern

position can be defined quite briefly. The usually accepted
contention is that blood platelets are derived from the megakaryo-

cytes of the blood marrow. These are large elements of irregular

shape in which there lies a large and contorted nucleus. The most

interesting feature of these elements is the granularity of the

cytoplasm. The granules are minute intensely azurophilic

structures which do not lie evenly distributed in the cytoplasm,
but are collected into small discrete grouj^s. Wright contended,

and most microscopists agree with him, that these fields of granules

with the surrounding portion of cytoplasm are projected as

pseudopodia through the lining of the blood vessels of the marrow,

then being broken off in the blood stream where they are blood

platelets. Wright's original pictures were indeed very suggestive,

but more recent observations of the occurrence of abnormal blood

platelets has strengthened the evidence very much. In cases of

hsemorrhagic purpura it is common to find gigantic forms of

platelets in the peripheral blood
;

these are not usually simply

larger forms of the ordinary element, but show quite different
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appearances. They do not consist simply of a mass of faintly

basophilic cytoplasm in the middle of which lies a collection of

azurophilic granules, which is the character of the normal platelet.

They are apparently composed of several such platelets connected

together ;
in other words, their microscopical characters strongly

suggest that they are in reality small pieces of the cytoplasm of

the megaokaryocyte broken off en masse instead of in smaller

fragments. The impression obtained is as of deficient differentia-

tion of the megakaryocytic cytoplasm prior to the protrusion of

the pseudopodium, so that separation has occurred too soon.

Certainly these giant platelets differ in no respect other than size

from the cytoplasm of the giant cells of the bone marrow. There

is, however, yet further evidence of the accuracy of Wright's

interj^retation of his microscopical preparations. In some cases

of myeloid leuksemia there are found parts of nuclei in the peri-

pheral blood. These pieces have the characters of the nuclei of

megakaryocytes, but of course are much smaller. Attached to

the nuclear fragment are always seen a number of irregular

structures having all the characters of blood platelets. Lastly,

histological examination of the lungs often reveals the presence of

whole megakaryocytes lying, as emboli, in the pulmonary capil-

laries
; here the cytoplasm still shows the arrangement and

tinctorial characters of blood platelets. It seems, therefore,

quite justifiable to regard the blood platelet as being one of the

few structures of which the developmental history is accurately

known, although the same cannot be said of the origin of the

megakaryocyte itself. It is commonly supposed that these large

cells, which may be as much as forty microns in diameter, are

derived from the reticulo-endothelium by simple increase in size,

but this is far from being certain. It is also known that the cell,

when young, is actively phagocytic ; a power that is lost by the

older forms. Pari passu with this alteration of functional ability

there proceed certain histological changes. Thus the young forms

contain many mitochondria of thread-like appearance, whilst a

skein of Golgi apparatus lies near the centrosomes
;

in older forms

mitochondria are less numerous, and the Golgi system can usually

not be seen.
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Macrophages. These peculiar elements have been the subject

of most intensive study during recent years ; here the account

given by Maximow will be followed fairly closely, because no

other worker has made such outstanding contributions to this

complex subject. It is not possible to define the subject of this

section more nearly than by saying that these elements form a

widely scattered system that plays an important role in many
defence mechanisms, particularly in inflammatory processes. It

is now realised that the so-called resting wandering cells of the

body really belong to one great, although scattered, cell-group,

which can be demonstrated by the method of intra-vitam staining

with a variety of more or less non-toxic colloidal substances. The

series of cells so made obvious is often known as the reticulo-

endothelium, although there are objections to the name because the

ordinarv endothelium of blood vessels is a structure entirely

different from the histiocytes and the reticular cells. The name
"
histiocyte

"
is in common use, although its significance is no

longer accepted in its original form. It was supposed that these

tissue cells were totally and entirely distinct from the leucocytes

of the blood, but it is now commonly admitted that their histories

are closely intertwined. The modern convention is to term

histiocytes those cells stainable with certain colloidal dyestuffs

injected into the blood stream, but of course, in human pathology

and physiology, this test is but rarely possible. There are there-

fore many cells allocated to the histiocytic or reticulo-endothelial

system simply because they occupy the position or have the

appearance of elements known to be vitally stainable in other

animals. The interest in these cells, which lie so close to or,

indeed, are part of the supporting reticulum of the tissues, has

stimulated research into this reticular stroma itself, and, as a

result method, technical methods of great value have emerged.

These procedures are almost all based upon the neuro-histological

methods introduced by the Spanish school of Cajal. that is, they

are dependent upon impregnation with silver. Well-made pre-

parations show many surprising features, and supply some good

reason for the use of the name reticulo-endothelium so long as it

is realised that the lining of ordinary blood vessels is not included
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in the conception. In lymphatic glands the sinuses are lined by

elongated cells usually known as endothelium in spite of many
structural differences between its cells and those of vascular endo-

thelium. In this section there will be no discussion of the lining

cells of ordinary blood vessels, and therefore the term "
endothelial

cell
"

will be applied without further apology to elements of

the type that line lymphatic sinuses in lymphatic glands. The

boundary of such sinuses has long been recognised as not being

composed of a complete and continuous layer of cells, but there are

nevertheless no distinct gaps in the continuity of the walls. The

completeness of the boundary has been supposed to result from

the inter-digitation of the elongated processes of the endothelial

cells, but to-day this is not regarded as being correct, because two

types of cell can be found in the wall. First there is the endo-

thelial cell, which does not seem to have any very obvious processes,

and secondly, there is the so-called reticular cell which has only a

small cell body and extensive branching processes. In many
pathological conditions the lining of the lymphatic sinuses differs

very much from normal. For example, in Hodgkin's disease,

when seen in an early stage, there are surprisingly few reticular

cells, whereas endothelial elements are very greatly increased in

number. Later, in the stage of so-called fibrosis, the appearances
are very differer^. Lymphocytes and endothelial cells are very

scanty, whereas fine fibrils are numerous and almost completely
fill the tissue. Giant cells which were fairly numerous in the

earlier cellular stage are now difficult to find, so that there is an

impression as of a diffuse fine fibrosis. The two histogenetic

possibilities that immediately present themselves are either that a

new cell type has ousted the endothelial elements or that there has

been conversion, that is, metaplasia, of the earlier type of elements

into the final variety of tissue. There is no evidence that the

former process is possible, whereas the evidence for the latter is

quite sound. Suitably stained and impregnated sections of the

tissues in the earlier stages of the disease show peculiarly intimate

relations between the endothelial cells and the fairly scanty

argentaffin fibrils, inasmuch as the former are obviously sur-

rounded bv a close network of fine fibrils. It is only on verv
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careful examination, preferably of serial sections, that it is

possible to determine an even closer relationship. It can be seen

that many of the endothelial cells contain in their cytoplasm

extremely tenuous argentaffin fibrils, which, in single sections,

usually appear to be nothing more than disconnected fragments.

In serial sections it is possible to see that the fragments are not

simply an inchoate collection of bits of argentaffin material ; they

are indeed fibrils, which seem to emerge from the cells to ramify in

the adjacent tissue. It is not clear whether naked argentaffin fibrils

leave the cells or whether they split away from the main mass of

cytoplasm with an investment of the cell body around each fibril.

What is clear, however, is that the scanty fibrils of the earlier

stage of Hodgkin's disease are direct derivatives of the endo-

thelium. Further examination reveals that there is still another

source of the fibrillar material. In addition to the endothelial

elements there are also a fair number of elongated reticular cells

of the type that normally form part of the boundary of the

lymphatic sinuses. Inside these elements there are also argentaffin

fibrils, which are more easily visible than are those of the endo-

thelial cells. It is, however, not clear that these intra-cellular

structures emerge from the cell body ;
it seems more likely that

they extend all along the ramifications of the elongated processes

of the cell without stretching into the tissues in the vicinity.

Lastly, the giant cells also show a close relationship to the argen-

taffin fibrils. The irregular processes of these large elements

contain argentaffin material which seems to emerge from the cells

and twine among the neighbouring elements. There seems to be

no doubt that the late or so-called fibrotic stage of the malady is

caused by a conversion of the predominantly endothelial structure

into a reticular one. In other words, whatever the objection to

the term "
reticulo-endothelium," there are distinct advantages

about the name, because it so clearly implies the close relationship

of the two forms of histiocytic cell and also suggests their demon-

strable interchangeability. In this connection reference may be

made to certain of the changes occurring when foreign bodies are

present in living tissues
;

if these be sterile there occurs a com-

pletely aseptic form of inflammation in which the activity of
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histiocytes can easily be observed. Here again there is formation

of giant cells which lie in close relationship to the reticulum and

which contain argentaffin fibrils. It is not clear why such focal

hypertrophy of histiocytic tissue should occur, but one may infer

that these large cells are not only morphological giants but

are also functionally powerful. This is suggested by the observa-

tion that such foreign-body giant cells arise particularly around

substances capable of being ingested and destroyed by phago-

cytosis.

There seems also to be no doubt that the cells of the histiocytic

system can become free elements. The nucleus and protoplasm
of the sessile cell becomes hypertrophied ;

soon the nucleus

becomes vesicular, and, although the cell is still attached to the

reticulum, it bulges into the reticular spaces. Gradually the

outlying processes of the cell are withdrawn and a rounded element

is set free. It appears that such liberated elements are particu-

larly active ; certainly particles of ingested material such as fat

and carbon are seen inside them in relatively large amounts.

So much has been written about that special form of histiocyte,

the Kupffer cell in the liver, that we need say but little here. It is,

however, necessary to point out that recent observation has shown

the presence of at least three types of cells in the hepatic capillaries ;

there is the endothelium proper, then there are branched pericytes

lying between the endothelium and the liver cells themselves ;

and lastly there are endocytes that lie on the inner surface of the

endothelium, or even in the lumina of the capillaries ;
these last

are presumably the true Kupffer cells.

There is much argument as to the mechanism by which the

liver occasionally regains its embryonic function of blood-forma-

tion. Some writers contend that this occurs only by colonisation

of the capillaries by multi-potent stem-cells, whilst other investi-

gators are equally emphatic that such myeloid metaplasia may
arise in loco. Certainly some evidence is available that Kupffer
cells may become free and be converted directly in cells charac-

teristic of the blood. Further, some blood tumours of the liver

(angeiomata) contain immature blood-cells which presumably
must have been formed in situ, because such growths may occur
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in persons in whom no immature blood cells can be found in the

circulation, that is, no source for the multi-potent cells can be

discovered.

At this stage we are inevitably faced with the problem of the

nature of the cell now usually termed a monocyte. This element,

which forms about 6 per cent, of the leucocytes in normal blood,

is still the subject of lively controversy. An origin from myeloid
tissue is supported by the users of the supra-vital method of

staining. Thus it is stated that the very yovmg monocyte, the

monoblast, is quite distinct from the myeloblast. It contains

relatively few small mitochondria which lie in the indentation of

the immature nucleus. In the mature form mitochondria are

much more numerous and are less sharply localised in position ;

furthermore, a few neutral red granules appear, usually in the

nuclear indentation around the centrosome. There is, however, a

totally different view, which is that the great majority of mono-

cytes arise somewhere in the circulation from multi-potent

haemocytoblasts. This is not quite the same as the contention of

the trialistic school which holds that monocytes are derived from

a third hgematopoietic tissue, the reticulo-endothclium itself
;

rather, the attitude is that the monocyte is a peculiar manifestation

of the ubiquitous
"
lymphoid

"
cell beloved of the monophyletists.

The last point in connection with the blood that requires to be

mentioned at present is the peculiar specificity of arrangement of

the reticulum in the normal blood-forming tissues. For example,
the reticulum in the bone-marrow has a special relationship to the

blood vessels from which it radiates after having formed an

incomplete investment. In spite of this peculiarly typical

arrangement there is enormous lability of structure, and innumer-

able stimuli that affect the activity, and therefore the structure of

the bone-marrow results in a rearrangement of the reticulum.

PITUITARY
Recent advances in intra-cranial surgery have made the pituitary

gland a subject of great interest and practical importance, so that

we are quite justified in devoting some space to reviewing new
observations on its cellular composition. First, it must be made
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clear that the old rather coarse subdivision of the organ into three

parts
—

pars anterior, pars posterior and pars intermedia—is no

longer sufficient for accurate description. The pars posterior has

a central part continuous with the hypothalamus, and an outer

epithelial covering (pars intermedia) continuous with similar cells

in the anterior lobe. Further, a thin zone is spread out from the

pars anterior at the base of the brain ;
this is the important

pars tuberalis that was overlooked for many years. The pars

anterior or pars distalis differs very little in its structure in different

types of mammals. Essentially it consists of columns of cells

lying between large vascular sinuses and a very small amount of

connective tissue. The chromophile cells of this part stain

intensely on account of the presence of very large numbers of

granules in their cytoplasm. Two types of granules are present,

known as beta and alpha ;
the former tend to stain with basic,

and the latter with acid stains, but this is not really a specific

character
;
there is, however, little doubt that the two types of

granules are never found in one cell, and equally transitions from

the one to the other form are not known. In man there seems to

be no orderly arrangement of the two types of cells, although the

alpha ones are much the more numerous. These granules are

large and almost completely fill the cell, whereas the beta form are

smaller and less distinct and lie in rather larger elements than do

the alpha granules. The Golgi apparatus lies in a clear area near

the nucleus, and is more easily seen in the beta cells on account of

the paucity of granules ; equally mitochondria are more easily

seen in this type of element.

Then we have to mention the so-called chromophobe cells,

which are non-granular. These elements also are of two types ;

first the smaller form, known as chief or reserve cells. Then

there are larger elements, often near the middle of the columns,

in which a complex reticulum may be seen. These are sup-

posed to be chromophile cells from which the granules have

been lost.

The pars intermedia is almost non-vascular and also contains

two types of cells. First, elongated narrow cells stretching the

whole width of the pars intermedia, and easily impregnated by
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Golgi's method ; and secondly, cells closely resembling the

chromophobe elements of the pars anterior.

The pars tuberalis is only a small structure in man, but is of

great histological interest, because in it may be seen structures

closely resembling the cell-nests found in epitheliomata.
The pars posterior is a nervous mechanism in which typical

ependymal elements, mossy neuroglial cells and certain large

pyramidal cells of uncertain nature can be found. If the last-

named are nerve cells, they certainly differ from any others^

inasmuch as they contain no Nissl granules. In man only one

type of cell is numerous
;

this is a more or less fusiform element

with fragile indistinct process running off from it. Nerve fibres

enter the pars posterior from the supra-optic nucleus and form

complex whorls around blood vessels or around groups of cells.

Some end in hyaline masses, whilst others have an end-bulb

reminiscent of that seen at the end of a regenerating nerve fibre
;

the former structure is not found in the human subject until about

the second year of life.

The pathology of the pituitary gland is far better understood

from the clinical than from the histological aspect, for, although

many changes are known, few have specific characters. In

acromegaly there is almost invariably a definite adenoma com-

posed entirely of eosinophilic, i.e., chromophilic cells, whereas the

usual adenomata of this organ consist of chromophobe cells and

are not accompanied by acromegaly.

THYROID
It is very difficult to determine how much of the recent work

on this important endocrine gland should be mentioned here
;

much of it is of the greatest practical imj^ortance, although not

strictly within our present purview. The structural unity of the

thyroid gland is the individual follicle, although some writers

contend that the unit is really a system of closed tubes suspended
in a lymph sac. One of the most interesting elements in the

organ are the inter-follicular epithelial cells which, in man, normally

form small groups in the inter-follicular stroma, particularly in

late foetal life and in infancy. These cells are normally destined
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to undergo atrophy, but they seem to be able to differen-

tiate in response to a variety of stimuli, and presumably their

existence is related to the development of adenomata of the organ.
In the lining cells of the acini the Golgi system usually lies

between the nucleus and the lumen, but in a small percentage of

the cells this structure lies on the other side of the nucleus.

PARATHYROIDS

These small organs lying so close to the thyroid exert a great

influence on many phases of growth, and do not appear to have

any functional connection w4th their much larger neighbour.
There are three types of cells in these glands : clear chief cells,

which appear to be the most important elements, and, in man,

compose the w^hole organ up to about the tenth year of life.

There is a close resemblance between these elements and the lay

idea of a cell because the protoplasm is so pale as to be almost

invisible, whilst the cell boundary is quite sharply defined. Large

eosinophilic cells with small deeply staining nuclei and very

granular cytoplasm.
The third group are probably only manifestations of the chief

cells.

Nothing is known as to the diversity of function that may be

inferred from the histological characters. Even the situation of

the Golgi apparatus does not give much indication as to the

direction in which secretion normally occurs, because this structure

is so variable in its intra-cellular position. The follicles containing
colloid that develop in the parathyroids in later life misled many
of the earlier workers into the idea that these organs were nothing
more than phases of thyroid activity, but it is now recognised that

almost any secretion, when seen in fixed tissues, is morphologically
identical with thvroid colloid.

THYMUS
The thymus is one of the most interesting and puzzling structures

in the animal body, and we must be excused if much of what we
describe is not strictly new, but there is so much confusion about
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this organ that a good purpose should be served by going beyond
our terms of reference.

It is particularly the small cells of the thymus that present

problems of difficulty and importance. These are small elements

with scanty cytoplasm and dense nuclei lying in the meshes of the

reticulum of the organ. Although these cells have been supposed
to be epithelial elements, there can be no doubt that their mito-

chondria are identical in appearance with those of ordinary

lymphocytes, and are quite different and much larger than those

of the reticular cells. The last-named are almost certainly the

original epithelial cells of the organ. This supporting structure is

rather hidden by the multitude of lymphocytes, but after X-irradia-

tion it is well seen, and shows evidence of great activity. The

cells rapidly divide, and many multi-nucleated giant cells are

formed ;
both these and the cells of the reticulum are very

actively phagocytic. Even in the normal thymus the products of

the breakdown of the small cells are ingested by elements belonging

to the reticulum.

It is the so-called HassaU's corpuscles that have attracted most

attention, because in no other organ are similar structures found.

The generally accepted modern view is that these corpuscles arise

from the reticulum of the organ, probably from hypertrophic and

degenerate elements. In man they are not seen until the second

month of foetal life
; they then continue to increase until age

involution of the organ commences, but it is quite probable that

new ones are formed in the thymic remnants throughout life. A

corpuscle may consist of a single reticular cell or of groups of the

same elements. The appearance of the structure depends upon
its age ;

when young the constituent cells are irregularly polygonal,

but when old they are flattened and hyaline crescentic elements

arranged around a central part composed of debris. Calcification

or cyst formation is quite common. The latter condition, which

was described in syphilitic infants, is not a pathological state, but

may be seen in almost any thymus.
A most interesting constituent of the thymus are the myoid

cells, which are fairly common in lower animals, although not

often described in the human. There is but little doubt that, in
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spite of the transverse striation, these cells are not in any way
related to striated muscle

; they are certainly modifications of the

reticulum. Indeed, it is sometimes possible to observe a striped

appearance even in the degenerate cells of Hassall's corpuscles.

No certainty is possible as to the origin of the eosinophilic

granular cells which are always present in the thymus. It is

tempting to believe that they, like the small cells or lymphocytes,
arise from undifferentiated mesenchyme, but there is more likeli-

hood that they represent immigrated blood cells.

ADRENALS
Like all the endocrine organs much attention has recently been

devoted to the suprarenal glands, and although there are no very

striking advances to record, steady progress has occurred. It is

particularly in connection with pathological changes that our

knowledge has recently been enriched. Simple enlargement in

size is quite commonly found accidentally at autopsy, and little is

known as to its significance, but nodular tumours, innocent or

malignant, may be the cause of remarkable changes in the

secondary sex characters. A child, obviously a female at birth,

may develop the hirsuties of the male, and may even present

enlargements of the reproductive organs reminiscent of the

external genitalia of the other sex. It appears that only neoplasms
of the cortex have this effect

; little or nothing is known of

medullary tumours of the adrenal.

That there is a close dependence of cholesterol metabolism on

the adrenal cortex cannot be doubted, and there is evidence that

the regulation of this process is the work of the cells in the outer

seven-eighths of the cortex. The innermost part appears to be

concerned with the regulation of sexual function, particularly with

the development of the secondary sexual characters. Another

indication of the close relationship of the adrenal cortex to the

sexual functions is shown by the occurrence of histological changes

during pregnancy. Thus there is degeneration of the zona

reticularis, with slight hyperplasia of the other two layers. There

is also formation of a new stratum termed the zona gestationis.

It is, however, quite possible that these alterations result from
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rearrangement rather than true new formation of cells : certainly

many writers are far from convinced of the existence of such

changes during pregnancy.

MUSCLE
Controversies regarding the structure of muscular tissue are as

old as is the science of histology itself
;
and many of the arguments

are still far from being concluded.

It is admitted that striated muscle is made up of threads along
which at regular intervals transverse membrane-like structures

occur. Further, it seems fairly certain that the threads absorb

fluid from the intervening spaces during the process of contraction
;

and as a result there is bulging of the threads between the

transverse membranes.

When one considers how similar are the obvious functions of all

muscles, it is surprising to find how different is the structure of

unstriated muscle from that of the striated variety. It is claimed

that in the former there is a distinct chemical change during
contraction ;

and this is shown by a decreased intensity of staining

reaction and a more fibrillar appearance of the fibres. It is

regrettable that exactly similar aj^pearances have been described

during relaxation, so that all that can safely be affirmed is that

chemical changes, manifested as alterations of staining reaction,

occur in unstriped muscle at some phase of its activity.

Cardiac muscle, of course, presents peculiarities of its own. It

is now generally admitted that the whole of tlie musculature of

the heart is a true syncytium, and, although the information is not

all new, we must rapidly review its peculiarities. The fibres

possess a sarcolemma outside them and ordinary nuclei inside.

Sarcoplasm lies inside the sarcolemma. We do not know the exact

diameter or length of the fibres for the obvious reason that their

endings cannot be seen. In the uncontracted phase there are to

be seen the well-known light and dark discs. The latter contain

an anisotropic substance, whilst the former seem to be devoid of

this material. The light disc is bisected by a thin line at each

end of which is an end-disc. The unit of a fibril appears to be

that amount of tissue that lies between two of the thin lines er
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discs
;
these are the telopliragmata of Hcidcnhain. There are

many more details of structure described by various writers, but

we have here enough for our present needs. Apart from the

syncytial arrangement, which differentiates the myocardium from

ordinary striated muscle, there is another striking difference. The

intercalated discs are transverse structures that are found at

intervals of about forty units or sarcomeres. In healthy muscle

these are straight and lie right across the w-idth of the fibre, but

some travel only a part of the distance, even as little as a quarter.

More complicated intercalated discs have a fairly regular step-like

arrangement. It is probable that the more complicated forms are

accompaniments of advancing age. The most difficult problem is

that of the reversal of striation during contraction, and it is still

impossible to give an explanation of this occurrence.

The specialisation of contractile function of the bundle of His

has led to intensive morphological studies of this vital structure,

and, although a good deal is known, the chapter is far from com-

plete. There are three forms of Purkinje cells : some spheroidal
with abundant protoplasm and a striated border, others

elongated in form with more obvious striation and less bulky

cytoplasm ;
and even more elongated elements with striation

occupying almost the w^hole thickness of the cell. The last

variety of cell appears to become continuous with the ordinary

myocardium. The cells are stated to possess four layers : a

central zone enclosing the nuclei
;
a granular layer around this, in

which the granules stain intensely with iron hsematoxylin ;
a

stratum with very fine longitudinal striation and practically no

transverse striation
;
and a striated cortex in which the fibrils run

circularly, obliquely or longitudinally.

In the human heart it is now customary to distinguish cells of

embryological appearance from others of adult type. The former

are large polyhedral elements containing several nuclei near their

centre. The perinuclear zone is granular, w^hereas the periphery
of the cell is fibrillar. Some of these cells lie, apparently as

association mechanisms, between adjacent bundles. Most striking

is the fact that these intercalated nodes often form a plexiform

arrangement such as that described by Tawara, and now usually
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known as the auriculo-ventricular node. It is probable that this

is nothing more than such a plexiforni collection of intercalated

cells which happens to be situated at a point where studies of the

function of the myocardium would lead one to expect to find it ;

it has attracted more attention than have the other similar

formations, simply because its significance seems to be understood,

and perhaps in part because it was the first such structure to be

discovered.

The other or adult type of cell resembles the ordinary elements

of the myocardium very closely, but is always multi-nucleated.

It must be realised that the separation into types of cell is

rather an artificial one, because transitions can be found between

cells of the embryonic type and those of the adult form just as

they can between the latter and the ordinary myocardium.
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MICROSCOPY OF THE LIVING EYE

By Basil Graves, M.C, M.A. Camb., M.R.C.S. Eng.,

D.O.M.S. Eng.

The interior of the eye is accessible through the clear cornea to

inspection as is no other region in the body, revealing as nowhere

else normal deep structure and its pathological alterations. The

conjunctiva of the lids is

reflected at the fornix, F

(Fig. 1) on to the fibrous

sclera, S, which it covers

as far as the limbus, 1,

having a loose and elastic

connection to the sclera

owing to the intervention

of lax areolar tissue in

which run the coarser

conjunctival vessels. The

epithelium of this ocular

conjunctiva becomes con-

tinuous with the epithelium

covering the clear cornea,

but over the cornea it is

immovably and integrally

blended with the firm

fibrous tissue beneath.

When, as the result of

disease of the cornea,

inflammatory processes
—cellular and vascular—invade it, they

are derived from the superficial vessels of the conjunctiva when

the disease is a superficial one, and from the deep vessels of

the sclerotic, S, or ciliary body, C, when the disease is of deeper
31

Fig. 1.—Section of the anterior part of

the human eye.
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origin ; it is clinically of great importance to be able to determine

the exact level in the cornea of any pathological processes as well

as their nature. The aqueous fluid in the anterior chamber, AC,
is secreted by the ciliary body, C, and drained away through
filtration channels in the angle between the front of the iris, I,

and the back of the limbus, 1. In inflammation of the ciliary

body, C, cellular products are thrown out
; some, x, find their

way into the vitreous fluid, V, and form "
dust

"
particles or larger

"
floaters

"
in it ; others migrate forward and are deposited as

"
keratic precipitates," K.P. (Parsons), on the back of the cornea,

where they give rise when gross to a very characteristic appearance

wrongly misnamed in the past
"
Keratitis profunda." Such

precipitates, in a very fine form detectable only by slit-lamp

microscopy, are often the earliest premonitory sign of oncoming

cyclitis. Apart from revealing formed products, the aqueous

fluid, in pathological states of the ciliary body, may undergo an

increase in its colloid contents revealed by increased visibility of

a minute beam of light traversing it.

The iris, I, consists of a translucent anterior layer, the stroma,

backed by a pigment-layer, P, which is highly obstructive to the

passage of light. In inflammation of the iris its pigment layer

may form adhesions, minute or large, to the anterior lens capsule, a,

or small detached portions of pigment may become adherent to

the lens-capsule, accessible to inspection when the pupil is dilated

by a drug. The lens is held in its position behind the iris by
numerous fibres from the ciliary body {e.g., Z), which together
form the suspensory ligament. The anterior lens-capsule, a,

has a curvature of greater radius than the posterior lens-capsule, p.

Beneath the anterior capsule there is a layer of cells, and those

near the equator are always forming new lens fibres which, con-

tinually through life, lay new lens-matter, both front and back

beneath the capsule, on to the surface of the deeper material

nearer the centre which is always shrinking and becoming more

dense. Hence, at any period of life the lens matter nearest the

centre is the oldest—that right in the centre is the original

embryonic lens-matter—and that beneath the capsule is the latest

to have been formed. The lens-fibres, as they grow in from the
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equator beneath the capsule (see arrows in Fig. 1), meet and unite

along
"
suture lines

"
radiating from the axis of the lens. Near

the central, embryonic region of the lens these suture-lines are

very simple, as in lower animals ;
but nearer the capsule of the

lens where, for a given area, there are more fibres to unite, the

suture lines become more extensive by dichotomous branching
of the limbs of what, deeper in nearer the centre, is only in the

form of a simple Y. The different levels of the substance of

the lens, both anteriorly and posteriorly, corresponding with the

period of their development are distinguishable in their precise

localization by slit-lamp microscopy ; the clinical importance
of the exact localisation of pathological features seen within the

lens is thus obvious.

The vitreous fluid, V, normally contains a tenuous gossamer-like
fibrillar optical meshwork, except in the

"
retrolental gap," R,

immediately behind the lens. Pathological processes may occur here

and may call for minute inspection, e.g., a neuroblastoma growing
from the posterior part of the interior of the eye of a child may be

revealed for the first time from its having pushed the retina, which

it may have detached, up against the back of the lens ; the
"
cat's

eye
"

reflex which this creates is not always easily distinguished
from a rather similar appearance caused by the much less serious

condition of
"
pseudoglioma

" due to organised inflammatory
exudate secreted behind the lens by the ciliary body, C. When the

object seen behind the lens is a detached retina, its arteries will run

from the centre towards the periphery of the lens ; when it is a

cyclitic membrane, its arteries will run from near the periphery,

i.e., from the ciliary body, towards the centre. Microscopy of the

vessels, revealing the direction of flow of the contained corpuscles,
will afford distinction between these two conditions. These few

examples will serve to indicate something of the clinical importance
of minute inspection and precise localisation of features within

the transparent and translucent media of the eye.

For practical clinical purposes. Microscopy of the Living Eye
is concerned with roughly the anterior half of the eye, i.e., lids

and conjunctiva, cornea, anterior chamber, iris, lens and that part
of the vitreous just behind the lens. The subject of microscopy

R.A.31. 2
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of the posterior part of the interior of the eye, inchiding the fundus,

by the appHcation of corneal contact glasses, much practised in

the first instance mainly by Kceppe, will not be dealt with here ;

it has too many practical difficulties to be of material use in general

clinical work ;
the hand ophthalmoscope and the binocular

Gullstrand ophthalmoscope provide more appropriate means of

studying the eye fun-

dus of living persons.

Passing reference may
be made to the study
of the angle of the

anterior chamber—
normally inaccessible

to observation
—

through a corneal

CO ntact glass by
means of Troncoso's
"
Gonioscope

"
;

this

portable hand instru-

ment is a variety of

self-illuminating
periscope allowing
of observation of a

chamber-angle under

magnification of low

degree. The binocular

Fig. 2.—Diffuse reflection, specular reflection, microscope of Czapski
and transmission with refraction. has existed for many

years ; it has been put to but little clinical use by ophthalmologists

mainly because the visibility of features deep within the trans-

parent tissues of the eye is relatively poor when the area of tissue

through which the observation is made is also the path of entry of

the illuminating rays ; this is unavoidable when beams of light of

wide diameter are used.

If an incident beam of light (lY, Fig. 2) strike a polished surface

of a block, PD, of a transparent substance like glass, in say, air,

some of the light
—a high proportion if the surface is highly
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polished
—is specularly reflected along sr, and is of course brightly

visible to an observer who takes his view towards and along the

direction of sr. Some of the light is diffusely reflected in all

directions, d, d, d, producing, where the beam strikes, a surface

patch of light which is visible from whatever direction the observa-

tion is made, and this corresponds in size with the cross-section of

the beam. Thence some of the light, taking its refracted

direction through the substance of the glass, passes along until

Fig. 3.—2, thin knife-like beam passing through cornea ; 4, the
same through cornea near Umbus ; 3, rather wider sht-beam
traversing a block of glass in air.

it meets the demarcating distal surface D where there is a

repetition of all three phenomena provided the glass is in contact

also at this surface with a medium differing in refractive index

from its own. Thus if a ribbon-like beam of light is passed

through a block of polished glass in air, a light-stripe, visible

from all directions, is produced by scatter at the entry and exit

surfaces (3, Fig. 3) where there is a change in refractive index,

and these stripes can be rendered much brighter by increasing
the relative surface-irregularity by any such means as passing a

greasy finger-tip over the surface.

2—2
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In the transparent media of the anterior half of the eye there are

four very definite smooth surfaces—the anterior and posterior

corneal, and the anterior and posterior lental—at each of which,

when light enters or leaves, these phenomena occur ;
but within

the substance of the corneal and lental tissues the traversing light

does not behave in quite the same way that it does when passing

through glass. Glass is physically an optically homogeneous

medium, so that the passage of light within it, between the

proximal and distal surfaces (P and D, Fig. 2), is invisible under

ordinary circumstances (Fig, 3, 3). Transparent living tissues,

on the other hand, are not optically homogeneous : for example,
the cornea is built up of histological cellular elements so

arranged as to admit of as high a degree of transparency as

possible, yet each element is in contact with interspaces containing

nutrient lymph-fluid whose refractive index probably differs a

little from that of the solid elements Some scatter of light occurs

at these multiple microscopic surfaces, the result being a visible

internal illumination of the tissue throughout the path of the beam.

No term existed in physics which might express this phenomenon,
and the word "

relucency
"

has been suggested (6 and 10) for

that property of a transparent non-homogeneous substance in

virtue of which the path of a traversing beam of light is normally

visible, be it due to diffuse internal reflections, scatter, fluores-

cence, diffraction or any of the other causes which may modify
the light so as to render it visible in its interior course ; it is not

necessary, for clinical purposes, to distinguish between these

different contributing phenomena, save that the term relucency

should be understood not to include that of specular reflection

(sr, Fig. 2), as by drawing this distinction the term has more

practical usefulness. It may here be added that, for obvious

reasons, the term "
visibility

"
is no substitute for the term

"
relucency," visibility being merely dependent on such abstract

qualities as contrast ; an area almost non-relucent might be highly

visible in virtue of contrast with a relucent surrounding area.

The usual simple method of illuminating the eye for observation

is to focus obliquely on it, by means of a simple condensing

lens, a beam of light from a distant source ; the more distant
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the source the smaller the diameter of the illuminating beam,
and in days gone by many a teaeher of ophthalmology, often

not clearly as to the actual reasons, would teach the student that

to see by oblique illumination many of the pathological features

commonly met with in the front half of the eye, he should

remove his source of light as far away as was compatible with its

intensity. The reason that this gives better visibility is that the

observer is usually able to manipulate for his effects with a beam
of relatively smaller diameter ;

but when the 12 mm. diameter of

the cornea is considered it may be appreciated that the beam of

light, by such simple methods, can seldom be of less diameter

than the cornea, particularly

with the sources of light which

were available to within a few

years ago. (The arc-lamp does

not seem to have been tried in

the past, doubtless partly from

fear of danger to the living

eye.)

Let such a relativelv wide

beam of light (I, Fig. 4), as

through a simple condensing
lens from an ordinary lamp,
be focused through the cornea

for detection and observation of a spot of K.P. on the back

face
;
the precipitate is illuminated, but the observer, taking

liis view along the direction O, is first obstructed visually by
(a) the dazzle of specular reflection from some part of the curved

corneal surface under illumination, and by (h) some diffuse

reflection from all the anterior corneal surface (and also the pos-
terior corneal surface) under illumination, and also by (c) the

internal illumination of the tissue owing to its relucency ; secondly,
he is handicapped because the visual background of the lens (not

drawn), or it might be the iris, is inevitably illuminated as well.

To summarise, the visibility of the spot of K.P. thus illuminated

is poor, owing, firstly, to impairment of the transparency of the

normal corneal tissue in front caused by the entering light pass-

FiG. 4.—Observation of K.P. illu-

minated by a wide beam of light.
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itig through the area of tissue through which observation must
be made—a difficulty usually much intensified if pathological

processes have modified the surfaces or the interior of the cornea
—and, secondlv, to the unavoidable illumination of the visual

background. Any trained clinical observer knows that he can

usually see a spot of white K.P. much better if he holds his con-

densing lens so as to focus the light on to the sclerotic near its

junction with the cornea, or on to the junction itself (Fig. 5).

The reason of this is that the transparency of the area of corneal

tissue through which observation (O) is being made is not impaired

by the transmission of direct light, and the visual background (1)

is unilluminated. It

mav be asked how
the spot of K.P.

is illuminated
;

it

scatters light which

reaches it indirectly

by two ways, firstly

by diffuse reflection

from the surface of

the iris (Fig. 5), and

secondly by light

which travels from

the sclerotic meri-

dionally along the cornea by total internal reflections—the method

of
"

sclerotic scatter
" which will be explained later (Figs. 33

and 34) . The first of these two factors could therefore be em-

ployed exclusively if we dealt with a beam having a very

restricted diameter, as in Fig. 6, in which, for illustration pur-

poses, the feature for observation has been drawn inside and not

behind the cornea.
"
Retroillumination

"
(R.I.) seemed an

appropriate term for this method (6), but in England tlie term
" transillumination

"
of the Continental writers is usually pre-

ferred ;
and given the required conditions, retroillumination may

afford observation of a bright feature against a relatively dark

visual backgroimd (as in Fig. 6) or of a relatively dark, opaque
or non-rclucent feature against a light visual background, as in

Fig. -Observation of K.P. by light focused
on the hmbus,
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Fig. 7, in which an iUuminated sectional area of the relucent lens-

tissue is chosen as the visual background. Such a small and

intense beam may be employed to yield other equally valuable

illumination-effects, but before these are discussed it is better,

at this stage, to describe the diaphragm-lamp and its principle

of production of a small beam of light of any desired shape and

size in cross-section.

A point-source of light and a condensing lens will yield, in the

2:)osition conjugate to the point-source, a focal beam of small

diameter ; but the size and

shajDc of the point-source
cannot be varied at will so

as to alter the size and

shape of the beam at the

conjugate focus. If, how-

ever, the light from the

point-source (s, Fig. 8) is

collected and focused into

a small diaphragm-aper-

ture, p, of variable size and

shape, then this aperture r

may be used as a source

from which to form, by a

focusing lens, FL, a beam
whose size and shape can be

varied in accordance w'ith

the size and shape of the diaphragm-aperture ; the beam at f, the

conjugate focus of p, will have the shape of the aperture p, but be

of smaller cross-section, in conformity with the usual laws relating

to conjugate foci ; the shorter the focus of the lens, FL, the

smaller the diameter of the beam at f in relation to a given diameter

for the aperture p. In the Gullstrand slit-lamp the aperture

p is in the form of a vertically set slit whose jaws may be opened or

shut so as to provide a slit-aperture whose width can be varied at

will ; the source of light, s, is a vertically disposed condensed

spiral filament. In the original form of the lamp an image of the

filament was focused into the aperture p, i.e., s and p were con-

FiG. 6.—Retroillumination.
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jugate foci in relation to the collecting system c. The focusing

lens, FL, had a large aperture and was not achromatic, so that the

beam at f showed chromatic aberration
; and it had another

defect : f and p being conjugate foci, and an image of the spiral

filament of the lamp being focused into the slit at p, a second

image of the spiral filament was again reproduced in the beam at f,

i.e., the beam at f was not homogeneous unless a homogeneous

light-source were used, such as the glowing end of one carbon of an

arc-lamp instead of a spiral tungsten filament. These defects

of the beam at f—in respect of chromatism and light-dis-

tribution — were subse-

quently corrected in this

way : As more efficient

filament-lamps came on

the market they could be

burnt at a greater inten-

sity, and this allowed of

the focusing lens having
a much smaller aperture
so that it could be made
in achromatic form. The
second error, resulting

from the ultimate pro-

jection of an image of

the spiral filament into the beam at f, was overcome by Vogt's

arrangement of the apparatus ;
he had the lamp bulbs made

so that the spiral filament, s', could be pushed closer to the

collecting system, C, until the image of the filament was pro-

jected on to the plane of FL', i.e., s' and FL', instead of s

and p, now became the conjugates in respect of the system C.

The image of the filament, no longer being in the aperture at p',

is not reproduced at f, the conjugate of p' in respect of the lens

FL'
; i.e., the beam at f is for all practical purposes now homo-

geneous. In the diagram, Fig. 8, which is drawn from the form

of the Gullstrand slit-lamp made by Messrs. Zeiss, also in the photo-

graph of the same apparatus in Fig. 9, K is the lamp switch (12) ;

a, a, a, are screws for centreing the lamp-filament about the optical

Fig. 7.—Retroillumination.
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axis, O ;
L is for locking the lamp-casing in position once it has

been pushed or pulled, and twisted, into the correct position so

that the image of the lamp filament S is both correctly focused

and vertically set ;
T is for locking the body of the slit-lamp in its

encircling collar ;
A is for locking the diaphragm-plate after it

has been set with the slit disposed in any desired axis, though this

is nearly always used \'ertically set ; p represents the plane of

the slit, whose width can be increased or diminished by the screwW
(it is better, by loosening first the screw T, to rotate the whole

/> FL.

T

Fig. 8.—Slit-Lamp.

body of the apparatus round so that A lies underneath and W is

on top where it is more accessible for manipulation) ; d is an

accessory diaphragm-plate mounted on a spindle and having
round or square holes of different diameter, any one of which may
be rotated into the optical axis w^hen a small round or square
beam is desired instead of a ribbon-like beam from a slit, the jaws
of the slit then being screwed w^de apart so as to leave free access

to the round or square aperture. B is a long arm supporting the

focusing lens FL, which can be racked horizontally to and fro by
means of the screw X

;
Y (Fig. 9) is the Arruga fitting, enabhng

the lens FL to be moved up and down along a vertical direction.

The lens FL is set in front of a rectangular diaphragm-plate having
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a rectangular aperture in the centre (Fig. 10). It is necessary for

proper adjustment of the apparatus that the lamp filament should

be correctly focused, and set (in respect of
"
twist "), and centred

(by the screws a, a, a), and finally locked (by the screw L), so that

the image of the filament is in focus on the diaphragm-plate of the

lens FL, and vertically set, and centred on the aperture in this

Fig. 9.—Zeiss Model of the Gullstrand Slit-Lamp and Czapski
Binocular Microscope.

plate, as in E, Fig. 10, in which A, B, C and D represent errors of ad-

justment in one or other of these respects. The slit-lamp is mounted
on a jointed swivel-arm, R (Fig. 9), which provides for variable

direction and for coarse adjustment of the focusing of the beam
on to the eye under observation, the final and fine adjustment of

the focusing being accomplished by the screw X (Figs. 8 and 9).

I like the means of coarse adjustment of focusing provided in the

Bausch and Lomb slit-lamp, viz., by mounting the arm B in

runners so that its optical length can be varied at will. It may
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be pointed out here that the part of the beam used is the foeal

region (f, Figs. 8 and 11), and the learner must accustom himself

to judge the accurate focusing so as not to be working with the

])refocal or postfocal region of the beam. The lens FL is usually
of either 10-0 cm. or 7-0 cm. focal length ;

the shorter the focus

of the lens the nearer must it be placed to the eye under observa-

tion, and the more abrupt, and more easily appreciated, will be

the transition to the focal region of the beam from either the

A B c D £

Fig. 10.—Common errors in focusing, setting and centreing of the
filament image on the diaphragm of the focusing lens. A—image
out of focus, the lamp being too far from collecting-lens ;

B—image
out of focus, the lamp being too near collecting-lens ;

C—image
in focus but incorrectly set so that when the vertical Arruga screw
is used the diaphragm-aperture runs off the image ; D—image in

focus, but incorrectly centred
;
E—image correctly focused, set

and centred.

prefocal or post focal regions (Fig. 11). The height-adjustment of

tlie illuminating beam is provided grossly by the milled-head N
(Fig. 9) on the upright column, and finally and finely by the

screw Y acting on the focusing lens which, when the filament-

image is correctly focused, set and centred (as in Fig. 10, E), is

readily moved up and down in the vertical plane of the

diverging beam which has emerged from the body of the slit-

lamp. Swivelling of the lamp is provided at E (Fig. 9) ;
G is

simply a diaphragm-tube to cut off redundant light, and one end

of it is sometimes fitted with a rotatory screen (not shown in
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this photograph) bearing Koeppe's colour-filters, e.g., a red-free

filter for use in examining blood vessels, and other colours for use

in examining the iris and other parts, but this filter is of no

practical use with the filament slit-lamp ; its use necessitates a

more powerful light-source such as an arc-lamp. The chin and

head-rest for the patient under observation are shown in H, Fig. 9.

The binocular stereoscopic microscope (Fig. 9, M, and Fig. 12)

is supported by a footpiece which stands on a glass-topped table ;

this simple arrangement, in which coarse adjustment of the posi-

tion of the microscope is made with great ease and simplicity,

is far more suitable than having the microscope mounted on a

'*..._ /

> H I
4

PRerocAL FOCAL PasrncAL

> 70
:0:;

PREFOCAL FOCAL PoSTf^'i

Fig. 11.—Influence respectively of the 100 cm. and the 70 cm.

focusing lenses on the configuration of the focused slit-beam.

mechanical stage with crossed rack adjustment. The microscope
is supplied with binocular eye-pieces, usually of two alternative

powers, and with three binocular objectives, giving magnifications

ranging from x 9 to X 45
;

for routine clinical work one magnifica-

tion, X 9, and a second, X 24, is the most satisfactory combination

to have. The mistake is commonly made of using too high a

magnification for work on the living eye ;
the lowest, X 9, seldom

used, is one of the best because its field just covers the diameter of

the cornea. One eye-piece can be fitted with a micrometer-scale

for recording measurements. There are other makes of slit-lamp

on the market, some good, some with the general fault of being

too elaborately constructed in respect of means for their mechanical

adjustment, the maker losing sight of the fact that the clinical

observer wants simple and easy means of adjustment in relation
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to what may always be a shifting object. Elaborate means of

mechanical adjustment could admittedly have their use for obser-

vation of non-living and still objects. For Zoological laboratory

work, e.g., the study of living transparent and translucent tissues

of lower types, it would obviously be desirable to have an apparatus
constructed and mounted so that the axis of illumination and

observation could be set in a vertical

plane at will, to permit of the study
of tissue media beneath the surface

of water or saline in a suitable

container
; and adjuncts readily

suggest themselves for providing
suitable stability and adaptability
for photographic work on still

objects.

Fig. 13 represents Mayou's mount-

ing of a modified Gullstrand Slit-

lamp and Czapski microscope, made

by Messrs. Theodore Hamblin, Ltd. ;

and Fig. 14 represents Fincham's

pattern made by Messrs. Clement

Clarke & Co., Ltd. In the United

States of America a well-known

apparatus is made by the Bausch

and Lomb Optical Company.
The subject of what can be done,

given a controllable and minute

illuminating beam, was left on

p. 39 and may now be resumed. Retroillumination (RI) has

been referred to (Figs. 5, 6, and 7), and whilst more will be

said of it (Figs. 35 to 42 et seq.) it will be best first to

describe other methods of illumination. When the beam is

very minute in diameter, particularly its antero-posterior oblique

diameter, i.e., in the direction of 0-VB (Fig. 15),^ it is

possible to illuminate directly, e.g., a precipitate on the

Fig. 12.—Czapski Binocular

Microscope.

1 In the use of anatomical terms here, it is assumed that the object
—the

patient—is in the upright position, and that the axes of the illuminating
beam and microscope are set in the horizontal plane-
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back of the cornea and still to observe it (O) both through
an area of corneal tissue in front whose transparency is not

impaired by the passage of the illuminating rays, and also

against an unilluminated visual background. It should be noted

that this diagram (Fig. 15), representing a horizontal section

through the illuminated eye, serves to depict either a ribbon-

FiG. 13.—Pattern of slit-lamp and of the Cpazski binocular

microscope, made by Messrs. Theodore Hamblin, Ltd.

like beam issuing from a vertical slit, or a minute round or square

beam, the only difference being the very practical one that the

slit beam, with its more or less limitless vertical range, can

illuminate a much greater vertical area for observation, whilst still

affording the required principles of restricted illumination. It

will also be noted (Fig. 15) that the observer has chosen his line

of observation, O, in a direction to avoid the dazzle along the

axis of specular reflection (sr) from the mirror-like epithelial
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surface of the cornea. If the incident and reflected beams, I

and sr, make a wide angle to one another, the observer may
equally avoid dazzle from the reflected beam by taking a line

of observation across its aerial reflected path, i.e., allowing sr

to cut across the observation axis to the other side of O ; or

he may arrange the incident beam radially along the normal

to the surface so that the reflected beam comes back along the

incident path of the entering light I. The method depicted in

Fig. 14,—Fincham pattern of Gullstrand slit-lamp and Czapski binocular

microscope, made by Messrs. Clement Clarke & Co., Ltd.

Fig. 15 may be called that of observation by
"
direct illumina-

tion
"

(D.I.) (6 and 10).

It has transpired that in this method the clear illumination of

the feature under observation, say the spot of K.P. of Figs. 15

and 16, is not the only valuable result of working with a sharply
restricted illuminating beam : owing to the relucency of the

transparent cornea and lens, the traversing beam defines its own
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path in so clear a manner as to demarcate a sectional area of tissue

affording a very precise means of localising the level of the K.P.

and of other such features. This sectional path of the beam is

shown in Fig. 15, and in perspective in Figs. 16, 18, 25, 44, 46, 49,

50, etc ;
but it must be understood from the beginning that this

sharp-cut clear sectional illumination occurs only at the precise

focal region of the beam
; i.e., if the observer wants this effect in

the cornea or in the anterior part of the lens or in the posterior

part of the lens, he

must so adjust the

beam that its focal

region intersects the

area concerned. This

is shown in Fig. 15,

where the cornea is

intersected by the

focal region ; but in

Figs. 6 and 7 this

focal property of the

illuminating beam
has not been de-

picted. A sharp-cut
illumination effect,

as depicted in

Fig. 16, in both, e.g.,

the cornea (C) and

lens (L) at the same

time, is not obtained

in practice any more

than focused observation through the microscope is obtain-

able at more than one level of tissue at the same time. The

beginner should grasp this essential fact from the outset and

learn to manipulate the focusing adjustment of the lamp,

finding and maintaining his levels, just as he docs when

focusing for observation through a microscope ;
in slit-lamp

microscopy one hand is always controlling the directing and focus-

ing of the illumination and the other hand is controlling the

microscope. The illumination-effect produced in cither cornea or

Fig. 15.—Illumination-beam traversing cornea
and lens

; observation of a spot of K.P. by
direct illumination.
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lens by the slit-beam is shown in Fig. 16a, and by the small

round beam in Fig. 16b, it being understood that the sharp foeal

effect shown would not })c obtainable in both cornea and lens

at the same time.

Dealing now with

the cornea, it will

be seen that the area

traversed bv the

small round focal

beam has the form

of a clear-cut solid

cylinder (Fig. 16b : c)

with front and back

ends well defined by
the anatomical faces

of the cornea
; when

the focused slit-beam

is used the sectionally

illuminated area ap-

pears as a solid

curved four - sided

block (Fig. 16a : c) ;

and the relationship

of the spot of K.P.

to this traversing

cylinder or block,

particularly w h e n

judged with the

added aid of binocu-

lar stereoscopic
observation, affords a very precise means of localisation of the level

of the K.P. The corneal block is diagrammatically represented in

Fig. 17
; the sharpness of the actual outlining is not exaggerated,

but the diagram differs from the reality in not showing uniform

internal illumination of the relucent area enclosed bv the outlines.

The block has two coronal faces, abdc, anatomically anterior or

superficial, i.e., proximal to the observer, and efhg, anatomically

Fig 16 —A : Wide slit-beam
;
B : Small circular

beam, illuminatinij a spot of K.P. on the deep
face of the cornea. Beam in cornea (c) and
lens (l).
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posterior or deep, i.e., distal from the observer, both these faces

being curved in conformity with the curves of the cornea
; and

two more faces, both of them lateral, eacg, the lateral face

proximal to the observer, and fbdh, the lateral face distal from the

observer. It will be noted that the superficial face abdc and the

proximal lateral face eacg, together with all their bounding

edges, are seen in unobstructed view ; but the remaining faces

efhg and fbdh, together with their remaining bounding edges,

particularly the edge fh, are necessarily

seen less distinctly because they are viewed

through the illuminated substance forming
the

"
block

"
of the moment.

It has been said above that the block

is uniformly illuminated throughout its

substance ;
in the case of the human

cornea the relucency of the tissue within is

not quite so intense as the relucency of the

front and back surfaces ; hence the front

and back faces of the block are a little

brighter than the area which they enclose

between them. Pathological features seen

in the block stand out stereoscopically

with great precision in their relation to one

another when viewed under magnification

through the binocular microscope ; and

their absolute localisation as regards their

depth within the tissue—a very important matter in clinical

ophtlialmology
—is very largely evident by their stereoscopic

relationship to the four-sided block
;
but it is not desirable for

purposes of precise localisation to estimate depth solely on this

evidence. The exact estimation of depth should be made when the

observed feature is brought just within the proximal lateral face of

the block (eacg) ; thus, if a vessel is seen emerging from this face

of the block at a point just one-third of the distance between

front and back edges of the face, then, whether viewed mono-

cularly or binocularly, this estimation represents the exact level

of the vessel at this point between the front and back face of the

Fig. 17.—Edges and
faces of the illu-

minated corneal
block.
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cornea. Similarly, in Fig. 16a, c, the spot of precipitate is proved
to be on the back face of the cornea if it occupies the position

drawn when it is in the plane of the lateral face of the block

proximal to the observer, whether the observation be made

monocularly or binocularly. If, instead of working in a
" block

"

of illuminated tissue, we narrow the slit so that the lateral faces

of the block come closer and closer to one another, we narrow the

width of the block until it becomes a thin lamina making what

Vogt has termed an "
optical section." A comparison of corneal

A B C

Fig. 18.—A, Nebula of the cornea giving optical appearance of

flattening of the anterior face. B, Thin optical section through
nebula of the cornea. C, Thin optical section through thin

superficial
'"

bullae
" of the corneal epithelium.

sections w4th the corneal
"
block

"
(but with pathological altera-

tions) will be seen in Fig. 18, and another corneal section, with

pathological features, is shown in Fig. 44, D. It is always best to

use such thin optical sections for localisation of features under

direct illumination ;
their primary detection, if by direct illumina-

tion, may be best done in either the wide beam in some cases, or

in the thin section in others, according to the nature of the feature

and of its immediate surroundings.
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After what has been said about the cornea, Httle need be said

on the subject of direct iUumination in the lens, either by the

wide beam, or by the thin optical section, or by the small cylin-

drical beam
; the first and last are depicted in Figs. 16 and 49, b ;

thin optical sections of the lens are shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 30, A, B, C, the patient being supposed to be looking some-

what upwards in A, horizontally in B, and somewhat down-

wards in C. Sections depict how the posterior capsular surface

has a curvature of shorter radius than the anterior capsular
surface. The human lens, in thin optical section, reveals

anatomical zones defined by thin curved lines of increased relu-

cency. First a subcapsular line almost concentric with, and very
close beneath, each lens-capsule ; the anatomical significance of

this line is not quite certain because the space between it and the

surface far exceeds the thickness of the capsule. Next in order,

proceeding towards the centre of the lens from either the anterior

or posterior capsule, comes a senile or adult demarcating zone repre-

senting the limit of the new cortex laid on beneath the capsule
in adult life

; next a boundary (at the approximate level of the

upright and inverted Y sutures respectively) which marks the

demarcation between the cortex of childhood and that—the most

central—of the intranatal period. These zones, with the exception
of the subcapsular, are not always clearly defined with ease.

It is important to remember that anatomical disturbances

early in the course of the optical section of a relucent transparent
tissue may produce artificial optical effects in the deeper region of

the section which must not be misinterpreted as being anatomical

features. Thus, partly obstructive features, like blood vessels

cutting the thin optical section of the cornea rob the light from the

region of the section axially beyond them and produce
" shadow-

streaks
"

(Fig. 43, X) running back parallel with the optical axis

of the slit-lamp. These may be distinguished from shadow-

streaks due to dust or particles bridging the jaws of the slit of the

lamp by the fact that they are stationary when the focusing lens

is moved up and down, whereas they move with the lens when due

to particles in the slit. Shadow-streaks in the optical section of

the lens caused by a pathological change in the anterior cortex
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are seen in Fig. 49, A. If the apparent flattening of the anterior

corneal face, in Fig. 18, A, were a true flattening, it would prob-

ably produce an optical distortion of the deep face of the block,

such as is sometimes quite difficult to distinguisli from real dis-

tortion. An inexperienced observer studying with high power the

deep face of the cornea can be misled into describing supposed

pathological features which are no more than optical illusions

produced by shadow effects cast by true change of this superficial

face (see Fig. 45, A).

The examination, bv direct illumination, of the fluid inter-

Fig. 19.—Reflection from a polished surface whose specular

qualities are impaired at d, d, d, and whose contour is

altered at c, c, c.

spaces
—the anterior and the vitreous chambers—will be referred

to later.

Another aspect of direct illumination must now be referred to ;

it concerns the study of the four highly smooth specularly reflect-

ing surfaces—the two corneal and the two lental. Everyone is

familiar with the ordinary means resorted to of looking for pat-

terning or graining on a polished or semi-polished surface, viz., so

to dispose the area observed that it constitutes a reflecting surface

from some source of light to the observer's eye ;
thus may be

seen the graining of certain finished surfaces of leather—when the

graining is due to truly superficial irregularities
—or superficial

scratches on a polished wood or metal surface. It is well to consider

the simple manner in which these features are thus revealed. In
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Fig. 19, let E to P represent rays of a beam of light incident on a

highly polished mirror-like surface AB ;
let d, d, d represent areas

of defective reflection due, say, to impairment of the polish ;

let c, c, c represent small elevations or depressions whose polish is

unimpaired. Rays of light such as F, H, K, M, O falling on areas

of normal polish and contour will be specularly reflected along the

prescribed axes Q, R, S, T, Y, respectively, and if such regular

reflection predominates from the surface as a whole, an observer,

taking his view along the general axis represented by Q, R, S, T, V,

will see a shining patch ; i.e., he will be viewing an area of the

surface AB in the axis of its specular reflection. Rays such as

E, G and J, falling on the areas of defective reflection d, d, d, will

not be specularly reflected, but either diffusely reflected or

absorbed, and in either case the areas d, d, d will appear as dark

spots in the shining patch. The rays L, N and P will be specularly

reflected in the directions X, Z and W respectively, every ray

falling on the areas c, c, c being reflected in a direction different to

that of the observation axis ;
with the exception that the rays

from a small area of the summit of the concavity, or bottom of the

convexity, both of which conform to the general disposition of the

surface AB, wdll be reflected along the observation axis. Hence

the areas c, c, c will also appear as dark spots on the mirror surface

with probably (depending in the shape of the areas c, c, c) a minute

bright glint in the centre of each. It can be said that the area

AB is being viewed, and certain peculiarities detected, by
"
direct

illumination with observation along the axis of specular reflec-

tion
"

(" D.I.S.R." (10) ).
This principle may be applied to study

the two corneal and two lental surfaces. Let MP (Fig. 20) be a

plane mirror-surface, M'C a concave mirror-surface and WV a

convex mirror-surface on to an area of which (x) the illuminating-

beam is directed along the axis IX. Observation of the area x

along any such axes as 02, Ol, 03 will be by DI, but only along

the axis O will observation be by D.I.S.R., and the picture of the

area x in this last instance will be entirely different to that in the

other instances ; observation along O affords very sensitive means

of detecting various minute changes and irregularities on the

surface.
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The two corneal and the anterior lental surfaces are convex ;

the posterior lental surface is concave. The anterior corneal

surface is a highly efficient mirror—or rather the normal film

of moisture on its surface is such—because it is very smooth

and also because there is a relatively high difference between

the refractive index of the moisture on its surface and that

of the air in contact with it. The posterior corneal surface is a

less efficient mirror for the main reason that the difference between

the refractive indices of the cornea and the aqueous fluid is less

pronounced ; so we get a

dazzling bright view of any
area of the anterior corneal

surface seen bv D.I.S.R., and

a much duller view of the

posterior surface by D.I.S.R.

The anterior lental surface

viewed by D.I.S.R. is mode-

rately bright, but although
the lens-capsule is very smooth

the reflecting properties are a

little complicated probably

by the fact that immediately
beneath the very thin capsule

lie the living cells and close

next to these the lamellae of

lens-fibres, which doubtless

makes the surface reflection a composite one ;
so that even the

normal anterior capsule viewed by D.I.S.R. presents a charac-

teristic patterning. The normal posterior lens-capsule has a fairly

bright uniform coppery or golden lustre by D.I.S.R.

Of all these four surfaces the two which most nearly approach

mirror-perfection are thus the anterior corneal and the posterior

lental, the one convex and the other concave. The former forms

mirror images behind it, and the latter in front of it. When the

observer is searching about w4th the focusing adjustment of his

microscope to view one of these two surfaces by D.I.S.R., he will

frequently come upon a mirror-image of the diaphragm-aperture

Fig. 20.—Observation of a small

focally illuminated area, x, of a

plane or curved surface along
different axes, that of O being
along the axis of specular reflection.
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Fig, 21.—View as seen through the

microscope along the axis of specular
reflection from the posterior lens cap-
sule. A, when the microscope is in

visual focus on the plane pc, Fig. 22 ;

B, when focused on the level of X,

Fig. 22
; C, when focused on the level

of d or p, Fig. 22.

of the focusing lens (filled

by an image of the filament

of the lamp which is pro-

jected into this aperture) ;

this image, in the case of

each surface, lies, it may
])e said verv roufrhlv, about

the level of the anterior

lens capsule. Hence, if the

observer sees this image in

focvis through his micro-

scope when he is trying to

observe the anterior corneal

surface bv D.I.S.R., he will

know that he must now

rack the microscope on to

a plane nearer himself in

order to bring it in focus on

the corneal surface which is

creating the mirror-image ;

whereas, if he is studying

the posterior lental surface

by D.I.S.R. and he sees

the focusing lens image he

must rack the microscope

away from himself in order

to focus it on the siu'face

which is creating the image.

Thus, with a small round

beam accurately focused

(illumination-focus) on to

the posterior lens-capsule,

the view of the area by
D.I.S.R. would be repre-

sented by the round patch

in A (Fig. 21), provided that

at the same time the micro-
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scope (Fig. 22, pc') is in focus on that patch (Fio-. 22, pc). If

the microscope (X') is in visual focus on the level X, then the

picture seen will be that of B (Fig. 21). If the microscope (d' or

p'. Fig. 22) is in visual focus on the levels d or p, the picture seen

will be something like C (Fig. 21) ;
in Fig. 21, B and C are merely

optical effects seen along the axis a' (Fig. 22), and only the pre-

cise conditions which

create and render

visible the view A
(Fig. 21) will allow the

observer to study the

area of the lens-

capsule (pc, Fig. 22)

by D.I.S.R. It is of

more than theoretical

importance to grasp
the significance of

these images, because

it is frequently not at

all easy for the ob-

server to know at

what level his micro-

scope is focused when
he^ is searching about

to view an area bv

D.I.S.R., and a know-

ledge of the level of

the mirror-image will

always help him to

find the level of the area creating that image. Similar principles

apply to the study of the anterior corneal mirror-surface and
its image.
When we come to observation of the deep, i.e., endothelial,

face of the cornea by D.I.S.R. (Fig. 24), the area seen thus has a

fairly bright golden lustre, though it is relatively much duller than

that of the vividly reflecting epithelial surface
;
and it is beautifully

carpeted by a minutely patterned mosaic representing the outline

Fig. 22.—Observation along the axis of the

specularly reflected beam from the posterior
lens-capsule.
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of the single-layered flat hexagonal endothelial cells (Fig. 25). This

view of the endothelium by D.I.S.R. is to be seen almost at the same

time as, and—in the course of the illuminating beam—close behind,

the area of the epithelial surface also under D.I.S.R. ;
but the two

views are not quite coincident because the radii of curvature of the

two corneal surfaces are not quite equal. Thus it follows that

under conditions in which a small area of the epithelial (anterior)

surface is being correctly viewed by D.I.S.R., the corresponding

area of the endothelial (posterior) surface in the illuminating beam

WCRO' \
I

Fig. 23.—Specular reflection of an incident slit-beam, I, from the
endothelial face of the cornea.

just falls short of being so disposed as to be seen effectually by
D.I.S.R., the axes of the reflected rays from the two being not quite

parallel ; and vice versa when an area of the endothelial surface is

under examination by D.I.S.R. This fact facilitates viewing of

the endothelial surface, since the dazzling from the bright anterior

surface would be very confusing if it were unavoidably seen to full

effect at the same time. Although specular reflection occurs from

all the area of the posterior (Fig. 23) and anterior corneal surface

upon which the focused beam is incident, the area seen by D.I.S.R.

at any one time is never a large one because the curvature of the

cornea prevents rays, specularly reflected off any more than a

small area, from collectively following a mean path approximating
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Fig. 24.—Observation of the endothelial

face of the cornea by D.I.S.R.

to the selected axis of observation. Hence when the axes of the

incident sUt-beam and of the microscope are arranged, as in Fig. 24,

only a small area of the

posterior face of the corneal

block will present itself to

view by D.I.S.R., and, if

we are working, as is usual

in clinical work, with the

illumination and obser\'a-

tion axes lying in a hori-

zontal plane, the area of the

corneal surface— anterior

or posterior
—seen thus can

only be one whose tangent-

plane is vertical (Figs. 23

and 25). Hence, for pur-

poses of viewing the corneal surfaces by D.I.S.R., the illuminating

beam may just as well be cut down to the size and cross-section

of a cylindrical beam of small diameter

(Fig. 25).

It should be noted that a view through
the Czapski microscope by D.I.S.R.

cannot be binocular because the axis of

the right and left portions of the micro-

scope converge on the common point on

which each focuses (Fig. 12). Thus if

one side of the microscope be directed

along the axis O (Fig. 20), the other side

will lie along, say, O^ ; so that whilst the

first would vield a view bv D.I.S.R.,

the second would reveal the same area

simply by D.I. This fact can be put to

use when it is desired to ascertain whether

irregularities of contour of the reflecting

surface are of the nature of elevations (convexities) or depressions

(concavities). The direction of a reflected beam (nO, Fig. 26) off a

specular surface (MR) is deflected (nO') in the direction of tilt (XY)

Fig. 25.—View of the

endothehal face of the

cornea by D.I.S.R.
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of the reflecting surface. Suppose we see by D.I.S.R. an abnormal

picture of the corneal endothelial surface, such as Fig. 27, in

which we can say of the dark patches that they are either areas

which fail to give a specular reflex at all (cjp. d, d, d, Fig. 19) or

else areas which, though

Al

Fig. 26.—Alteration of the axis of specular
reflection with varied tilt of the specular
surface.

'^---^ /i D possessing reflecting pro-

perties, fail, from altera-

tion of contour (cp. c, c, c,

Fig. 19) to reflect the

light along the same axis

as the light reflected by
the general endothelial

surface. If they are the

latter, glinting specular

reflections will be seen off

part of their contour if

they are viewed, through
one side of the microscoi^e, at an angle which is not that of

specular reflection for the whole field as seen through the other

side of the microscope ;
consideration of the position of the

glinting reflections and of the tilt of the axis of observation

readily enables the observer to

interpret whether the contour

variations are of the nature of

convexities or concavities.

To summarise, observation

by D.I.S.R. is no more than

observation by ordinary D.I.

of any part of an anatomical

optical face having mirror-like

properties with the added con-

dition that the chosen axis of the microscope focused on that

part shall correspond with whatever direction at the moment
constitutes the path of specular reflection of the illuminating
beam.

A feature seen in the course of the thin optical sections of the

cornea and the anterior and posterior lens-cortex may here be

Fig. 27.—Views by D.I.S.R. of a corneal
endothelial face in which areas of
altered contour either are not reflect-

ing along the mean axis of observa-
tion or are not reflecting at all.
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referred to. When a very thin optical section of the cornea—
more particularly of its peripheral region near the limbus—is

approaching the angles at which the epithelial and the endothelial

bounding edges will be seen by D.I.S.R., a change occurs in the

appearance of the intra-corneal portion of the beam (Fig. 28)

which lies between their specularly observed areas—it changes
from its normal relucent grey-white appearance to a finely and

vertically striated almost scintillating faint bronze or golden tinsel

colour
;

this must presumably be due to a succession of multiple

J/cnimr/JL Sec/ion. [

Fig. 28. Fig. 29.

Scintillating sheen in the optical section of the cornea.

regular reflections of a sort occurring from the laminated structural

principle on which the cornea is built (Fig. 29) (7). Under similar

conditions, in the thin optical section of the lens-cortex, both

anteriorly and posteriorly, particularly in elderly persons, an

area (Fig. 30 X, X') comes to assume a metallic lustre, sometimes

faint and golden, sometimes rich and copper-bronze. The

explanation must be the same (Fig. 31) as in the case of the cornea

—a summation of regular interior reflections due to meridional

stratification of a medium which is not optically homogeneous (8).

The anatomical surfaces of discontinuity in the lens are each

capable of causing regular reflection in very slight degree because

their visibility in the thin optical section of the lens is best when
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B

Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

Figs. 30 and 31.—Specular lustre in the
lens-cortex seen in thin optical section.

the axes of illumination

and observation make

equal angles with the

normal.

The term " Proximal

Illumination
"

(P.I.) (10)

is an appropriate one to

apply to the displaying

of features below the sur-

face, and within the sub-

stance, of tissues which

are translucent, but not

transparent, in the way
indicated in Fig. 32. In

the anterior half of the

normal eye this applies to

the sclera, with its over-

lying tissue, and the iris ;

and in pathological eyes

mainly to
"
opaque

"

lenses and to areas of

inflammatory exudates.

Under the conditions of

Fig. 32, if the iris be one

whose stroma is not deeply

pigmented its dark sphincter

muscle, lying near the pupil,

may often be seen when the

beam is focused not on the

sphincter, but into the stroma

in the immediate proximity ;

similarlv the blood vessels are

often thus easily seen deep
within a semi-opaque tissue.

A method of detecting

abnormalities of or on the

cornea—already referred to
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as a factor contributing to the visibility of the K.P. in Fig. 5

—by directing the hglit on to the white sclera at the edge of the

cornea—can conveniently be classified as a form of proximal
illumination ;

it can appropriately be called the method of
"
sclerotic scatter

"
(10). The light, focused in the region X

(Figs. 33 and 34), is scattered by the white sclerotic tissue
;
some

of it, entering the cornea meridionally rather than radially, passes

right across the cornea, unable to make its escape because of suc-

cessive interior reflections dej^ending on the critical angle for the

medium. Reaching the

opposite side of the normal

cornea it manifests itself

in the sclerotic at the

limbus, there forming a

faint crescent of light

(Y, Figs. 33 and 34 ;
and

Fig. 44A). If in its course

across the cornea the light

meets some abnormality

such as the scar of an

inflammatory focus or of

a perforation, or if any

part of one of the corneal

surfaces is deprived of its

optical individuality by
adhesion to it of some

scattering body whose refractive index is not materially different,

then the light, escaping from the cornea, becomes visible. This

principle is familiar in certain advertisement signs made out

of plate glass through which light, unseen save where letters

are engraved on the glass, is directed longitudinally. The method

is appropriate only for naked-eye or low-power observation, but

it is a very useful method for the preliminary detection of

features.

To summarise, w^e thus have the following methods of illumina-

tion of transparent or translucent tissues (10) :
—

D.I. : Direct illumination.

Fig. 32.—Proximal illumination.
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D.I.S.R. : Direct illumination with observation along the axis

of specular reflection.

P.I. : Proximal illumination.

S.S. : Sclerotic scatter.

R.I. : Retroillumination.

Retroillumination has already been referred to (Figs. 5, 6 and 7),

Fig. 33.

Fig. 34.

Figs. 33 and 34.—" Sclerotic scatter."

and it remains only to add a few remarks about it. It not being-

possible to use a primary source of light for retroillumination of

the living human eye (as could be done for the study of zoological

tissue specimens), resource can be had only to a patch of light

directed on to a demarcating surface (Figs. 41 and 45B) or to the

visible passage of a beam of light directed through relucent tissue

behind the feature under observation, e.g., a small vacuole in the

anterior lens-cortex (Fig. 35) is readily seen against a small visible
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beam traversing the lens-tissue behind it. Any arrangement of the

illuminated background suffices to render visible a truly opaque
feature like a lump of dark pigment set in transparent tissue, so

long as it lies in the path between the observer's eye and the

illuminated background ; but many features which are visible,

and visible either mainly or only, by retroillumination, are of the

nature not so much of opacities as of sites of refractile disturbance

of the tissue, e.g., little vacuoles formed by discrete drops of fluid

within the substance of the lens-cortex ; or minute punctate
nodules or excres-

cences on the deep
face of the cornea. Re-

troillumination shows

these up because each

acts as a minute lens,

and it is desirable to

have a sharp contrast

effect behind them—
the meeting of light

and darkness along a

sharply defined mar-

gin ; then the view of

the margin, displaced

by refraction as it is

transmitted through,

say, the tiny vacuole, is seen in the vacuole geometrically out

of line with the corresponding effect in the general illuminated

background, as in Fig. 36, which shows vacuoles in the anterior

lens-cortex viewed by R.I., against a sharply defined cylindrical

beam of small diameter in the manner of Fig. 35. If the

vertically extended slit-beam were used here instead, and

the area of retroillumination were thus spread over a wider

vertical area, the visibility of the vacuoles would be far less.

In a similar way, vacuoles, invisible by direct illumination, are

readily seen in the corneal epithelium by R.I. when the small

circular beam is used (Fig. 37). Another source of retroillumina-

tion for the cornea is from a patch of light focused on the iris as

Fig. 35.—Vacuole in the anterior lens-cortex

viewed by retroillumination.

R.A.M.
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Fig. 36.—Vacuoles in the anterior
lens-cortex by retroillumination.

in I, Fig. 41, Thus Fig. 38 diagrammatically represents intra-

epithelial vacuoles of the cornea seen against a small circular beam-

patch sharply focused on

the iris. Fig. 39, A,

represents correct, and B
incorrect focusing for the

R.I. patch on the iris. It

will be noted that while

the microscope is focused

on the cornea the illumina-

tion is focused on the iris,

and the latter must be

sharply focused if to give

the required sharp margin to the retroillumination ;
the observer

must accustom himself always to be adjusting the illumination

focus, knowing that the patch
of light itself is in focus when
it is at its smallest. It often

happens that pathological

features in the cornea are

readily visible by R.I. to a

quite casual observer viewing
the cornea opposite the illu-

minated pupil-edge, even

though he does not trouble to

use a small beam or to focus

it correctly ; this is because

the pupil-edge (Fig. 40)

itself affords the necessary

sharp demarcation between

light and dark visual back-

ground. Fig. 40 shows a

disease of the cornea in

which the deep face reveals

Sectufn,

J^oo

Pcrs^
ecdti/e

Fig. 87.—Intraepithelial corneal vacuoles
seen with retroillumination by a small,

sharp cylindrical beam traversing the
substance of the cornea.

permanent intrinsic changes of the nature of irregular and nodular

thickenings. In an advanced stage of the affection the patient

may proffer that he feels as if looking through corrugated or
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stippled glass. The diagram represents a fairly advanced stage of

the disease in the centre of the cornea seen by D.I. in the corneal

block, the deep face presenting by D.I. an appearance suggestive

of the greyness, the unevenness and the dull hueless lustre of the

surface of pewter which has become partly corroded ;
more

towards the periphery of the cornea the changes are less intense,

taking the form of discrete punctate nodules which are very

readily seen by R.I. against the patch of light on the iris bordering

the pupil-edge. The illustration, which is diagrammatic, incorrectly

shows the pupil-edge in visual focus which cannot be the case if

the microscope is focused on

the cornea, particularly with

the objectives of higher

power.

Fig. 21, C, corresponding
with Fig. 22, d, d', shows

how the specularly reflected

beam from the posterior cap-

sule of the lens may be utilised

in retroillumination of the

cornea.

It is not easy to interpret

the nature of unknown

pathological features seen by
R.I. ; thus, it is not possible

Fig. 38.—Intraepithelial vacuolation
of the cornea by retroillumination.

to say by R.I. if the nodules seen in Fig. 40 are of the nature of

convexities or concavities on the corneal face. (For this, recourse

was had to the interpretation of the reflections off the rims of the

nodules as described under Figs. 19 and 26 (10).

Fine pathological features occur, more particularly of the cornea,

which are visible only by retroillumination and not at all, or only

indifferently, by direct illumination. In these cases it is not always

easy to localise the depth ;
in the first place, the surrounding normal

corneal tissue is invisible by retroillumination
; and secondly, the

pictures seen by the two eye-pieces, particularly with the high-

power objectives, are not always alike, because the visual back-

ground is different for each (Fig. 41). Hence stereoscopic relief is

3—2
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not available for localisation, the observer's retinal disparation

being too gross, though it may or may not play a part in revealing

the mutual relationship of the multiple features to one another.

The level of features seen in the cornea bv retroillumination is

best ascertained by the relationship to some chance feature on a

surface visible at the same time, e.g., a tear
" bubble " on the

epithelial surface, or a spot of pigment on the back of the cornea

after senile detachment from the iris. One other means is available :

to arrange a close angle of the illumination and observation axes

and to endeavour to produce within the same field at the same

time both a view by R.I. and also an illuminated pencil or D.I.

A B
Fig. 39.—A, Correct and B, incorrect focusing of a patch

of light for retroilhiniination.

"block" of the corneal tissue. Thus, in Fig. 42, the view d2,

seen by retroillumination along 02, would be compared with the

view dl seen by direct illumination along 01. This method is

more easily applicable near the periphery of the cornea where the

iris is closer to it than is the case near the centre.

The term "
opacity," which is properly defined as the ratio of

the intensity of incident light to the intensity of light transmitted,

has been partly misused in ophthalmology, as when we focus a

light by ordinary "oblique
"
illumination direct upon an area of

pathological change in, e.g., the cornea or lens, and, judging from

its visibility as it is thus seen by direct illumination, we call the

area an "
opacity." To make a simple comparison ;

a splash of

dark pigment on the anterior lens-capsule, in the direct course of
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the enterino^ slit-beam, is bv no means so readily visible as a small

white-looking
"
lens-opacity

"
thus vividly illuminated

; yet the

pigment may be for all practical purposes completely obstructive

to the passage of light and the
"
opacity

"
often but slightly so.

Certain forms of fluffy white
"
lens-opacities," whose visibility is

very bright indeed under the direct illumination of the slit-lamp,

scarcely show to any marked extent by the transmitted light of

Fig. 40.—A bilateral chronic affection of the endothelial face of the
cornea of elderly persons.

retroillumination. It is a common fault for beginners to look

upon tissue-areas (e.g., the zones of disjunction of the lens) which

may be more relucent than the surrounding tissue (the general lens-

substance) as being more "
opaque." The normal cornea by D.I.

is very relucent ;
but it is not opaque. An ideally transparent

medium has unit opacity of which the density, the logarithm of

the opacity, is zero. Because in the optical section certain features

may appear vividly white, i.e., very visible, very relucent, it is

inaccurate to say that they are very
"
opaque

"
;
the word opacity

should not be used, scientifically, for features whose optical density
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V

borders on zero. Neither the relucency nor the specularly reflect-

ing property of a tissue is to be taken clinically as a measure of

its capacity to obstruct the passage of light ; the term opacity
should be concerned only with retroillumination and not with

direct illumination.

It has seemed aj^propriate, for this book, to confine the account

of Microscopy of the Living

Eye mainly to technique,

partly because the princi-

ples are quite probably

applicable in other useful

fields, e.g., zoological work ;

and also because in the

space available a com-

prehensive account of

common normal and patho-

logical clinical features

could not well be given.

For this, reference should

be made to other publica-

tions {e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

However, it may be appro-

priate to conclude with

some remarks bearing on

the clinical application of

Fig. 41.—Retroillumination : dissimilarity
the subject, illustrated by

of binocular images when under high a few examples of clinical
magnification. i .

,
.

conditions.

In 1911, at the Heidelberg Ophthalmological Congress, Gull-

strand showed his slit-lamp which was combined later for use with

the Czapski binocular microscope. The slit-lamp then had two

outstanding defects by comparison with the models which were

evolved later : the focusing-lens was not achromatic, and the

optical system furnished a focal beam of relatively insufficient

intensity. Vogt, of Basle (later of Zurich), in co-operation with

the late Dr. Henker, director of the Medical Optical Department
of Carl Zeiss, modified the apparatus, taking advantage of the
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opportunity offered by the commercial improvement in the manu-

facture and design of small electric filament-lamps of high intensity.

In the years 1915 to 1919 Vogt published in German various

communications on his clinical slit-lamp findings, his work of

these preceding years at Basle culminating in the publication of

his Atlas (5) in German in 1921, von der Heydt's English

translation of which appeared soon after in America. At this

date the various countries that had been involved in the distraction

of the War were only just

beginning to turn their

attention to new and con-

structive work, and their

ophthalmologists began to

learn of to them an almost

new subject at a time when
it had alreadv attained con-

siderable development in the

hands of Vogt in Switzer-

land. Koeppe, of Halle, also

did much work on the sub-

ject (3). Vogt's
"
Atlas

"
con-

tained very little on the sub-

ject of technique and in the

two or three years succeeding
1920 independent workers

evolved for themselves the

subject of technique, and

Fig. 42.—Simultaneous comparison of

views by retroillumination and direct

illumination for localisation in depth.

published many observations of their own, further impetus being

given to the subject by a summer demonstration which was given

by Vogt, in Zurich, in 1923 and again 1924. By now the writers

on the subject in various countries were becoming numerous and

whilst many published observations which they not unnaturally

assumed to be original subsequent reference often enough showed

previous evidence of similar findings by Vogt in his publications

of 1915 to 1919. Vogt had in these years for ever laid the clinical

foundations of this work. Later, in other countries, the names of

different observers became, in their own country, associated with
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an active interest in the subject : in the United States of America,

Bedell, of Albany, devoted much attention to it and, with von der

Heydt of Chicago who translated Vogt's Atlas, was mainly

responsible for introducing the subject into that country ; in

England, the work of Harrison Butler, of Birmingham, stimulated

the interest of ophthalmologists in the subject ;
in Belgium,

Gallemaerts ; etc.

Although nowadays there are various makes of slit-lamp

apparatus for the clinical examination of the eye, up to com-

paratively recently the one in general use has always been that

of Zeiss, and it is interesting to note how an apparently small

omission, viz., to equip all the instruments with the improved
achromatic focusing lens, was much responsible for the rather

retarded adoption of the apparatus in the countries to which it

was exported. I cannot speak for other countries than England
and the U.S.A., but as late as the end of 1923, in England, the

Zeiss slit-lamp was being sujDplied fitted only with the old Gull-

strand focusing-lens which was not achromatic, and in the case

of the U.S.A. this applied up to 1925. Another commercial error

as regards the countries to which it was exported was the supplying
of the slit-lamp so made that it could be combined for use

alternatively with the simplified Gullstrand ophthalmoscope, the

resulting slit-lamp being quite unsuitable for proper slit-lamp

microscopy of the eye : the temptation to secure two pieces

of apparatus in one led many or most to buy what was

unsuitable.

The term "
Biomicroscopy

"
has appropriately been pro-

posed (13) by Dr. Edward Jackson, though it may be suggested
that the use of the term microscopy was, perhaps, partly respon-

sible in early years for opinions that existed adverse to the alleged

clinical usefulness of the apparatus. It was not sufficiently

appreciated, and sometimes is not now, that the pictorial effects

are more anatomical than histological
—at any rate, where examina-

tion of the living eye is concerned—one of the great advantages

being that the slit-lamp has brought to light the usefulness of the

Czapski binocular microscope. This instrument, little used

hitherto, had existed in almost its present form for many years
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before the slit-lamp was devised. The range of magnifications

usefully appropriate in slit-lamp examination of the living human

eye may be said to be approximately from x 9 to x 45. Clearly,

higher magnification is easily possible in other forms of biological

work, dependent on the limitations imposed by the intensity of

the source of the slit-lamp light, and by the mobility of the object,

and by the depth from its surface to the plane under observation.

The beginner in clinical examination of the human eye usually

makes the mistake of seeking for usefulness in a high magnifica-

tion, forgetting that he is thereby limiting himself in focal depth
as well as in square dimensions. The endothelial cells in the

single layer lining the back of the cornea are just visible as such,

by examination of this plane in the axis of its specular reflection,

with the X 9 magnification (Fig. 25). Variation of the magnifica-

tion is effected by the usual variable combination of oculars and

objectives, the standard apparatus being provided with two pairs

of oculars and three paired objectives ;
for ordinary practical

clinical work it suffices to possess one pair of oculars and two

paired objectives, affording a x 9 magnification
—which just

includes the whole cornea within the field of observation—and a

X 24 magnification.

The examination of the lids and conjunctiva presents little

or no difficulty. By proximal illumination the blood-corpuscles

can be seen circulating in the conjunctival vessels. Sometimes

an optical section helps in distinguishing the nature of a cystic

swelling of the conjunctiva, e.g., an epithelial implantation or a

lymphatic cyst, by revealing the presence or absence of septa

within. The rather rare condition of a pigmented mole of the

bulbar conjunctiva, close to the limbus (Fig. 43), has a very typical

slit-lamp appearance due to the enclosed crypt-like spaces lined

by stratified epithelium which are characteristic of this form of

overgrowth (7) ; these spaces appear by proximal illumination as

multiple dark areas throughout the substance and are far more

characteristic than the presence of pigment whose quantity may
be so small that it is scarcely detectable clinically. In the very
rare instance of this type of overgrowth occurring in the part of

the bulbar conjunctiva beneath the upper lid the jDrolonged lid-
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pressure leads to modification, including vascular disturbance,

in the appearance of the tumour, but its nature is disclosed

with certainty by the contained multiple dark crypt-like spaces.

Fig. 43.—Innocent melanoma, or pigmented mole of the limbus.

The study of the normal cornea reveals its anatomical shape

in the optical section which is uniformly relucent from front to

back, except for a slight normal intensification at the front and
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back corneal surfaces. Descemet's membrane is optically con-

tinuous with, and is indistinguishable from, the substance anterior

to it. The dichotomously branching normal nerve-fibres are

readily visible in the optical section of the cornea. Reference

has already been made (Fig. 25) to the visibility of the lining

endothelial cells when the posterior surface is viewed in the axis

of specular reflection. If the anterior surface is viewed in the

axis of specular reflection no cell-structure is visible, the surface

acting as a mirror being in this case the covering layer of tear-

fluid
; moreover, the cellular layer on the anterior surface is

multiple. Near and at the limbus the epithelial surface line

becomes very slightly raised from the underlying transparent
fibrous tissue, by the intervention of a narrow optical gap, so

that it is discrete (4, Fig. 3). The most superficial vessels which

spread over the cornea in the condition of
"
pannus

"
lie in the

plane of this gap. On the peripheral side of the limbus, i.e.,

over the sclera, this gap is widened by the presence of the lax

areolar tissue which lies between the epithelium and the sclera

throughout the bulbar conjunctiva.

Reference has been made to the internal illumination of the

cornea faintly but clearly against a dark background by the simple
means of

"
sclerotic scatter

"
(Figs. 33 and 34). In Fig. 44, A

shows the detection of a small nebula (at 2) of the cornea, the beam
of light being focused on to the sclera near the limbus (at 1) ; (3) is

the crescent of light in the sclerotic diametrically opposite the

region of imj^act of the beam and after it has passed across the

cornea. The region of the nebula itself is shown in B, under

higher magnification in the direct illumination of the wide slit-

beam. The nebula is a superficial one and bears with it vessels

continuous with the conjunctival vessels. Under still higher

magnification in C, the plane of these superficial vessels is seen

by direct illumination (1) at its true level in the proximal lateral

face of the block, other vessels of the same group being visible by
retroillumination (2) against the light-patch on the iris behind.

The plane of the main cellular infiltration which is giving rise to

this nebula is finally defined with exactness in the thin optical

section D.
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True flattening of part of the corneal face following injury or

disease is possible, but rare. Not infrequently nebulae or scars

deep to the surface will simulate flattening of the surface when
examined with the wide slit-beam, as shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 18, A
;

but when they are examined in the thin optical

B

Fig. 44.—A, Superficial nebula of the cornea revealed by"
sclerotic scatter." B, The nebula by direct illumina-

tion. C, The pathological vessels in the nebula by direct

illumination and retroillumination. D, Thin optical
section of the cornea in the region of the nebulous
infiltration. (Drawn by Theodore Harnblin, Ltd.)

section (Fig. 18, B) the surface contour of the cornea is seen to be

normal.

Localised bullae or blebs of the corneal surface caused by fluid-

elevation of the epithelium show by direct-illumination in the

thin optical section as in Fig. 18, C
; they are also revealed clearly

by retroillumination.

A permanent superficial scar of the anterior corneal surface

due to a grazing blow from a missile, is shown in Fig. 45, A ;
in
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this case the optical properties of the scar are such as to give rise

to a pictorial reproduction of its image at the posterior corneal

face of the block of light. It can be understood how an observer,

studying only the posterior face within a restricted field under a

high magnification of, say, X 35 or more, could misinterpret such

an optical effect as being a pathological condition at the posterior

face ; this mistake is particularly apt to be made by the beginner

when the false appearance is caused by minute bullae of the epithe-

lium of the anterior face whose shadows may make ring-like mark-

ings at the posterior face (see Fig. 46, C). This deeper optical

B

Fig. 45.—A, Scar of the anterior corneal face following

injury. B, Scar of the posterior corneal face following

surgical penetration. {Drawn by Theodore Ilamblin, Ltd.)

modification of the corneal beam by surface features sometimes

makes it difficult to distinguish the exact depth to which a per-

forating injury, or its resulting scar, extends. Accidental per-

forations of the cornea nearly always leave for the rest of life

a scar detectable by slit-lamp examination. Clean deliberate

minute surgical penetrations often leave little or no evidence of

their course through the epithelium and the substance of the

cornea, whose cells regenerate to bridge the gap ;
but every

surgical penetration which is complete and goes through the

posterior face leaves a permanent indication at this face, because

the hyaline material which is afterwards secreted by the endothelial

cells to fill the gap in Descemet's membrane is never in regular
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continuity with the plane of the posterior surface. Fig. 45, B,

shows by retroillumination a very characteristic scar of the

posterior face due to the former perforation by a tangentially

disposed broad spear-like surgical needle.

Precipitates (" K.P.") on the posterior face of the cornea are

Fig. 46.—A, inflammatory
" nodules

"
at the pupillary border, and deposits

on the anterior lens-capsule. B,
"
K.P.", also pathologically increased

relucency of the aqueous fluid which contains numerous products of inflam-

mation. C, Pathological markings of the posterior corneal surface, and
shadow-streaks from droplets on the anterior surface. (Drawn by Theodore

Hamhlin, Ltd.)

shown by direct illumination in Fig. 46, B, having been deposited

from the aqueous fluid in inflammation of the iris and ciliary body.
If the slit-lamp were used for no other purpose than the clinical

detection of
"
K.P.", its possession and efficient use by every

practising oculist would be justified : these fine precipitates on

the back of the cornea may be, and often are, the only feature

distinguishing intraocular from extraocular disease in those mild
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cases of slightly inflamed
"
red

"
eyes, about the nature of whose

condition there may be doubt
;

and they may sometimes be

found, in very small degree, in eyes which otherwise have revealed

nothing suggestive of any organic affection. Very little experience

enables an observer to distinguish between " K.P." in its various

forms, and other abnormalities due, e.g., to actual changes of the

posterior surface, an example of which may be seen in Fig. 40

and Fig. 46, C. Fig. 46, B, illustrates a beam of almost square

cross-section, formed by cutting down the vertical diameter of

the slit, illuminating a large spot of
" mutton fat

"
K.P., of the

type seen in those cases of cyclitis which are often somewhat

loosely styled tuberculous because many improve on empirical

treatment with tuberculin. The long-continued presence of such

massive precipitates may exert some influence on the overlying
and adjacent epithelial surface so that it displays fine vacuola-

tion (9). Some fine precipitates are also depicted in Fig. 46, B ;

often K.P. may take the form of only very fine dust-like particles.

The importance of slit-lamp examination for the presence of fine

K.P. in suspected sympathetic disease of the sound eye following

injury to the other eye, cannot be overestimated (16).

Fig. 46, C, represents the appearance of the posterior corneal

face in an earlier stage of the disease in elderly people previously
referred to under Fig. 40. Only a beginner could mistake these

markings for precipitates on the back face of the cornea. The
four bullous or ring-like markings on the anterior face depict

droplets of oil such as may be seen if an oily solution of a drug has

been used on the cornea ;
the illustration would equally serve for

pathological elevations or bullae of the epithelium of the anterior

face of the cornea. The shadow-streaks in the beam and the

optical simulation at the deep face will be noted.

The onward course of the beam in Fig. 46, B, is readily visible

through an aqueous fluid whose relucency is pathologically
increased by colloid and cellular products of inflammation. The
discrete particles visible in such an aqueous fluid are usually not

individual cells, but clumps of cells—white or red blood cells, or

pigment cells detached from the uveal layer. The normal aqueous
fluid has slight relucency, which is not usually visible with the
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slit-beam, but is visible when a round beam of small diameter is

used owing to contrast with the surrounding unilluminated area

(Fig. 47). Naturally this visibility will vary with the intensity of

the initial source of light, being greater when an arc-lamp slit-

lamp is used. The observer who wishes to judge between normal

and pathological relucency of the aqueous fluid must accustom

himself to the particular apparatus he uses. Certain careful

Fig. 47.—Cylindrical beam traversing the aqueous fluid

between cornea and lens.

adjustments are needed in order to avoid possible fallacies (11 and

18).

When discrete particles are present in the aqueous fluid their

movement discloses the convection-currents in the fluid, beinw

downwards in the anterior part where the fluid nearer the surface

is cooler and upwards in the deeper posterior regions. Fig. 46, A,

shows pigmented and unpigmented cellular and amorphous pre-

cipitates on the anterior capsule of the lens, and, on the pupillary

border of the iris, two very characteristic nodular excrescences,
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one emerging through the pigment layer posteriorly and one through
the stroma anteriorly. These last should not be called tubercles,

but nodules, because they are seldom of tubercular origin ; they
occur mostly in an unobtrusive, but very chronic and persistent

form of iridocyclitis of varying or uncertain aetiology.

The iris is readily accessible to slit-lamp examination
; Fig. 48

shows a striking view of a small angio-sarcoma of the iris in process

Fig. 48.—Small malignant highly vascular tumour of the iris, with

bleeding taking place from crypt-like cavities.

of bleeding into the aqueous fluid, the patient having given the

history that on three or four occasions in the preceding two or

three years she had "
seen red

"
with this eye whose sight was

otherwise normal.

Care is required to obtain clear optical sections of the living

lens, owing to the distance separating the anterior and posterior

surfaces : a sharp section of both regions at the same time is

usually not obtamable, this particularly being the case when the

7-0 cm. focusing lens is used (see Fig. 11). It is, however, usual in
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diagrams to represent the sharp optical section of the lens as being

in simultaneous focus from front to back. The normal curves of

the two surfaces of the lens are shown in Fig. 50, C.

Observations of alteration of shape of the lens in the act of

accommodation are not favourable in the optical section of the

normal lens, owing to the wide distance separating the anterior and

posterior surfaces ;
but a unique case in which a microscopic injury

had led to complete solution and disappearance of the entire con-

tents of the capsule afforded, by no other means than slit-lamp

Fig. 49.—Wide slit-beam (B) and narrow slit-beam

(A) through anterior region of the lens showing patho-
logical dissolution of a small area of the cortex.

(Draiving by Theodore Hamblin, Ltd.)

investigation, very precise and conclusive evidence of the altera-

tion of the tension of the capsule during the act of accommodation

and under the influence of various drugs (17).

Slight disturbances in the optical section of the lens are very
common in elderly people. Examples of this are shown in Fig.

49
;
in B the wide beam is used, and the disturbance in the anterior

cortex is evident, whilst in A the same region is shown in thin

optical section. The optical shadow-streaks passing back from

the disturbed area will be noted. In B the anterior lens capsule,

throughout a large area of its illuminated face, is seen in the axis

of its specular reflection and reveals the
"
shagreen

"
appearance

seen when (and only when) the capsule is thus viewed. In many
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pathological states of the underlymg cortex this
"
shagreen

"

lustre acquires iridescent-like colourings. ]More intense and more

obstructive zone-like changes are shown in the deep cortex, both

anterior and posterior, in Fig. 50, C. What in this picture might

appear to be an extension into the vitreous is in reality only that

portion of the zone-like

change which is faintly illu-

minated by lateral scatter

of light in it beyond the

confines of the optical

section and is viewed by
retroillumination against

the posterior end of the

section.

The slit-lamp makes it

possible to study, in their

early state, minute changes

in the lens more easily

than heretofore. Any in-

dividual, from the age of

about forty-five, is apt to

show minute lens-changes,

forerunners perhaps of

truly senile processes not

due for yet another two or

three decades and of little

more significance from the

point of view of
"
decay

"

than is the occurrence of a

few grey hairs on the head.

Fig. 50.—A, Slit-beam showing a plaque-
like change in the anterior lens-cortex.

B, The same viewed as an opacity by
the ophthalmoscope. C, Pathological
changes in the anterior and posterior
lens-cortex.

(Drawing by Theodore Hamblin, Ltd.)
But all too often the patient

is told of these small changes, or what is more likely he, or circum-

stance, forces an admission as to their presence ;
from this it is but

a short step in the patient's mind to the significance of the term
"
cataract." Up to the present time there is no scientifically

proved specific means of arresting these minute physiologically

retrogressive changes
—when they are purely senescent and are not
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due to local disease in other parts of the eye
—and it is reasonable to

assume that probably none will be found for some time yet to come.

No matter what advantages have accrued in the past and will accrue

in the future from rational research, certain apprehensive elderly

patients will always criticise, some will even feel resentment towards

any profession which, concerned with healing, cannot confer somatic

immortality. The more vigorous has been the patient's vitality,

or the greater his attainments in life, often as not the higher his

social status, then the more independently and indomitably will

he be likely to resent accepting defeat in decline, and so will turn

to any
"
treatment

" that is accompanied by some plausible ritual

—be it bathing the eyes with lemon-juice, gazing at coloured

fetiches or what not—hopefully offered as warding off the dreaded

condition of
"
cataract." This is digression : it is only to urge

avoidance of the misguided use of the word "
cataract

"
(14) in

relation to minute lens-changes, which, often practically invisible

by retroillumination, would commonly enough not materially

alter for, it may be, twenty or thirty years, even when nothing

at all is done ; yet which, to the mind of an apprehensive and

impressionable patient submitting himself to some faith cure,

may afford a wonderful example of a skilled remedy for a

condition which did not materially exist.

Of much more clinical significance may be the discrimination of

lens-changes which are secondary to such other eye-affections as

cyclitis, choroiditis, etc., and also the study of the effects of

perforating and concussion-injury to the lens.

One interesting class of concussion-injury may be mentioned.

Fig. 50, B, shows the ophthalmoscopic appearance of a zone-like

opacity in the anterior lens-cortex caused by a previous concussion-

injury. In Fig. 50, A, its level is defined in the slit-beam between

the capsular and the adult nuclear face. The mjury in this case

was sustained seven years previously in the immediate subcapsular

region ;
the persisting opacity which resulted has relatively

migrated gradually away from the subcapsular region with the

combined growth of new lens-matter beneath the capsule and the

gradual shrinkage of the older lens-matter nearer the centre.

This is a gross and obvious case ; but it sometimes happens that
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concussion-injury to the eye produces at the time a scarcely detect-

able inlluence on what is presumably the most vulnerable part of

the lens, viz., the newest formed subcapsular fibres. As the years

go by this particular layer migrates deeper and deeper, and though
in mild cases its transparency is not diminished and it is therefore

invisible by any form of retroillumination, it has been optically

modified permanently in some way so that it scatters the light,-

appearing in the thin optical section as a clear relucent curved

line nearly concentric with the lens capsule from which it has

become separated. In other words, concussion injury to the eye
can permanently affect a very thin layer, giving it increased

relucency, detectable by no other means than direct illumination

in a slit-lamp optical section ;
and the level of the zone, i.e., its

depth from the capsule, affords a very precise indication of the

relative time that has elapsed since the receipt of the blow which

caused it (15). The condition is not illustrated here
;

its

appearance is not unlike, but very much fainter than, that of

the thin curved lines in the cortex of Fig. 50, C, with the

omission of the coarser, thicker regions of change drawn there.

The normal vitreous fluid shows a gossamer-like fibrillar or

reticular optical appearance whose constituents sway and oscillate

with movement of the eye. This appearance is usually absent for

a short distance immediately behind the posterior lens-capsule,

the retrolental region being a relatively non-relucent space which

presumably contains aqueous fluid (see R, Fig. 1). In some inflam-

matory conditions of the interior of the eye this fibrillar mesh-

work gains definite adhesion to the face of the posterior lens-

capsule. Inflammatory and degenerative products may appear
in the vitreous, sometimes in gross form, e.g., ball-like masses of

cholesterin crystals. If these are examined in the slit-beam with

low ocular magnification they appear somewhat as in Fig. 51, A ;

but if high magnification in used they appear somewhat as in B,

a false impression of exaggerated size tending to be conveyed by
those of the illuminated clumps which are not in the immediate

focal plane of the microscope, which in this drawing is supposed
to be just immediately behind the posterior lens-capsule.

The illustrations which are the subject of this article have been
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chosen to convey a fairly representative idea of the general scope

of slit-lamp examination of the living eye. I am indebted to the

Ophthalmological Society of the United Kingdom and to the

Editors of the British Journal of Ophthalmology for permission

to reproduce some of the figures which have accompanied com-

munications previously published as quoted in the references

below. Figs. 44, 45, 46, 48, 49 and 50 have been kindly drawn for

me by Messrs. Theodore Hamblin, Ltd., from my own clinical

cases, except the case of Fig. 48, which is of a patient who was

under the consecutive care of Mr. Ransom Pickard and of Mr.

A B
Fig. 51.—Pathological masses in the vitreous fluid seen by (A) low

and (B) high magnification.

Foster Moore and to whom I had access when she was in Moor-

fields Eye Hospital : it is here made use of with their kind per-

mission. I am indebted to Messrs. Carl Zeiss for Figs. 8, 9 and 12.

Some of the pictorial living processes seen so strikingly in slit-

lamp microscopy of the living eye, such as the pupil-contractions,

the circulation of the blood-cells in vessels, their inflammatory
exudation and deposit, and many other features, might well be

made a subject of demonstration in the curriculum of all medical

students.
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INTRODUCTORY

The last ten years, and more particularly the last five, have

seen a very important change in the study of the minute structure

of the animal cell. In order to aj^preciate this fully it is necessary

to recapitulate briefly the earlier work.

With the rediscovery of the elementary laws of Mendelian

ijiheritance at the beginning of the century, the previously

described nuclear changes acquired considerable significance. Not

only the influence of the Weissmanian germ plasm theory, but also

the knowledge that the main (if not only) part of the sperm

incorporated in the zygote was the nucleus, induced cytologists to

concentrate upon the nucleus in looking for the material basis of

inheritance. When the remarkable parallelism between the

behaviour of the chromosomes in the maturation divisions and the

segregation of the factors assumed by the Mendelists was realised in

broad outline, it became the aim and purpose of cytologists to

establish the identity of chromosomal material with these factors.

The result of this was to concentrate attention almost entirely

on the nucleus, and at the same time to reduce the cytologist to

the position of an assistant to the geneticist. It was the function

of the cytoiogist to provide the material phenomena upon which

the geneticist could build his theories. As genetical research

88
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continued to find peculiar and exceptional phenomena necessi-

tating modifications and additions to the previous theories, so

cytologists attempted to find their equivalents in cell structure

and behaviour. Thus arose the peculiar position in which genetic

theory outran cytological observation even to the limit of the

resolving power of the microscope.
Once the universality of the ordered methods of nuclear

division, known as mitosis and meiosis, was established in

all the main groups of animals in which genetic investigation

had shown the Mendelian laws to operate, the cytologist's work in

this field was practically at a close. Not that many outstanding

problems did not remain, but, as subsequent work has shown, the

physical limitations of microscopical technique were too great
and the geneticist has had to proceed on assumptions. The
classical examj^le of this is, of course,

"
crossing over," which has

never been actually demonstrated cytologically, although a period
has been described in which it could occur.

The present trend of cytology has arisen, too, from studies

originally pursued in other sciences. The rise of the hormone

theory and the importance of enzymes in relation to both sexual

and general physiological phenomena has stimulated investigations

into the structure and function of the various components of the

cell other than the nucleus. Thus most of the recent work centres

around the activities of the Golgi apparatus, mitochondria, the

phenomena of secretion, absorption of food and other activities of

the normal cell. It will be noticed, too, that although much of the

pioneer work in this direction was carried out on germ cells, whose

rhythm, function and ultimate fate were fairly well known, atten-

tion is now given to many of the other cells of the animal body.
It is of course true that this tendency began more than ten

years ago, but much of this earlier work was isolated and un-

correlated and suffered in confusion as much from the want of

workers as from the lack of knowledge. The very considerable

progress made recently is chiefly due to improved technique.
This has occurred not only in improvements in method made

possible by advances in biochemistry and their application as

microchemical methods, but also in a general onslaught made upon
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the cell organs so that rapidly the homologies of permanent
constituents of the cell could be agreed upon and definite standard

tests of structure and behaviour fixed.

It would be impossible at this point to omit mentioning the

advent of two valuable instruments which have come into the

hands of the animal microscopist. Firstly, the perfection of an

instrument f'or micro-dissection by means of which living cells and

organisms can be manipulated has relieved the microscopist of the

temptation to guess at the physical nature of the cell constituents.

Paraffin sections and smear preparations are no longer the only

means by which he can examine cells. A very considerable body
of evidence has been collected by this means, so that the physical

picture which a cytologist should call up in his mind of the cell

structures need no longer be based on staining and fixing capacity

of the particular structure or the technique applied. In this

direction investigation has only just started and much more is to

be expected from it.

Secondly, the technique of tissue cultivation in vitro has

contributed much to the microscopist's power. The growth of

tissue in a layer one cell thick has made it possible to follow cell

behaviour continuously instead of by a series of pictures compiled

from sections and arranged in (possibly) the right order. Both

this and the preceding technique suffer from limitations chiefly

optical in nature, but the use of the ultramicroscope opens up

possibilities which have only been tentatively explored.

The animal cell can be divided into two parts, the nucleoplasm

(karyosome) and cytoplasm (cytosome). The nucleoplasm consists

principally of the true nucleus which is composed of chromosomal

material. There is also present, however, the nucleolus in the form

of a sphere (sometimes irregular in shape). This is frequently

termed the plasmosome when definite activity is observed in it.

The nucleolus appears to be quite distinct from the chromatin of

the true nucleus, although many of its staining reactions are

similar. Its functions are such that it is usually considered at the

same time as various inclusions in the cytoplasm, to which it

appears to be functionally related.

In the cytoplasm there are present a number of inclusions.
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These are of two kinds, the protoplasmic inclusions and the deuto-

plasmic inclusions. The former are characterised by their uni-

versaHty in cells, their permanence in the cell-cycle and by the

fact that they appear to be definitely active organs in the cells.

The deutoplasmic inclusions differ in kind between different cells ;

they are transitory in the cell-cycle, and they are easily recognis-

able as passive structures in the cells.

The protoplasmic inclusions are the Golgi apparatus, the

mitocho7idria, the central apparatus, and possibly the structures,

known as chromidia, whose relationship to the other inclusions is

doubtful. Evidence will be brought forward to show that another

system known as the
" vacuome "

may have to be considered as

a protoplasmic inclusion, although the knowledge concerning it

does not warrant any final opinion. The Golgi apparatus, if of the

diffuse type, may have modified cytoplasm associated with it. In

this case this cytoplasm is termed the idiosome, and the Golgi

material attached to it the dictyosome.

The central apparatus consists of three parts : the central

bodies or centrioles, the
"

heller Hof" and the sphere or attraction

sphere. Owing to a temporary association of the Golgi apparatus,
in certain cases only, with the central apparatus confusion has

occurred, and the idiosome has frequently been termed the

archoplasm or sphere material. There is no real connection

between the two organs such as is suggested by these names.

The deutoplasmic inclusions are
"
non-living

"
granules of the

secretory type, e.g., fat, yolk, oil droplets, mucous and serous

globules, glycogen granules, etc. They are definitely the end

products of the metabolic activity of the cell, and do not take any
formative part in that metabolism. The protoplasmic inclusions,

however, as it will be shown later, are actively engaged in these

metabolic processes.

The chief advances have been made in connection with the

Golgi apparatus, its structure and function, and while some very

definite facts have emerged in connection with this, it must be

repeated that the most important outcome of the investigations

on this and on the cell structures and functions is a general

clearing of the air with regard to definition, technique and possible
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function. A paper by Brambell, who was a pupil of Gatenby (15),

on yolk formation in 1924 has formed the basis of all subsequent

investigations in that direction, and Bowen, who has contributed

largely to our knowledge of the Golgi apparatus, says at the end

of a review of the knowledge of that cell element (12, 1927) that

the position is hopeful in that certain definite problems are

emerging.
In the protozoa most of the work centres round the establish-

ment of homologies of protozoal cell elements with those found in

higher forms, and therefore is closely related to pure cytology.

The discovery of a neuro-fibrillar structure in many protozoa is of

outstanding importance from the purely morphological point of

view as well as from the physiological.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE GOLGI APPARATUS
The discovery of the reticular apparatus in the nerve cells of

vertebrates by Golgi and his school of workers forms the basis of

all investigations in this direction. This is so much the case that

even recent conceptions of the structure and general appearance
of this cell organ have been coloured by Golgi's ideas and by
theories like that of Holmgren's

"
trophospongium," which were

put forward at that time and which many workers believed were

accepted by Golgi himself. Golgi described the apparatus as a

reticulum or network, while Holmgren conceived of a canalicular

system following the lines of the network, but essentially watery
and "

tubular
"

in character. Holmgren's views were disproved,

but the possibility of internal vacuoles or canaliculae was always

present in many investigators' minds. This was complicated

by the difficult techniques, often capricious in their action,

employed and also by the different forms in which the Golgi

apparatus was found in other cells and animals. Even as late as

1917 we find that the identity of Golgi apparatus in Helix is under

discussion by Gatenby, a discussion reopened in 1926 by Parat

and others, although not very satisfactorily. It was this very

divergence in form now recognised as one of the characteristic

properties of the Golgi apparatus which proved to be the chief

difficulty in the way of earlier workers.
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The reticulate form appears to be more or less typical of

vertebrates (Fig. 52, A. B). It has been so described recently by
Bowen in gland cells (10, a-d), where hypertrophy and eventually

fragmentation may occur ; by Ludford and Cramer in the thyroid

gland and in intestinal cells (23, 81) ; by Brambell in the oviducal

glands of the fowl (16) ; by Ludford in various cancerous growths

Fig. 52.—Diagrams to illustrate the form and structure of the Golgi
apparatus. A and B, Golgi net-work in gland cells of the cat

(after Bowen (10) ). C, Golgi platelets in the oocyte of Liun-
bricHS (after Harvey (44) ). D, Golgi spheres or vesicles in the

oocyte of the spider (after Nath (99) ). E and F, Golgi rods or
batonnettes in spermatocytes of (E) Helix and (F) Cavia (after

Gatenby (30) ). G, Golgi apparatus ; /, idiosome
; M, mito-

chondria
; N, nucleus ; Y, yolk.

w^here fragmentation may occur during the cell cycle (80) ; by
Curry in the tubules of the mesonephros in Necturus maculosus (25),

and by others.

In the invertebrates the typical condition appears to be as a

group, collected or diffuse, of isolated bodies which have been

variously described as rodlets, platelets or spheres (Fig. 52, C-E).
This disagreement as to the actual form of these Golgi elements
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is rather more vital than would appear on the surface. It

cannot be explained away entirely on the grounds of technique,

although this probably has much to do with misinterpretation

of the facts. In 1925 several papers appeared which had a

distinct bearing on this matter. Describing the oogenesis of

Lumbricus, Harvey (44) maintains that the Golgi elements are

here represented by small bodies (spheroids), roughly of the

shape of a mammalian blood corpuscle, with a deeply staining

rim and a more lightly staining centre (Fig. 52, C). These are the

so-called platelets. Later in the year Gatenby and Nath (39)

criticised Harvey's work and said that the Golgi elements were

rods and not platelets. Their observations were made on the

same material. Harvey had attempted to give an account

of the various figures observed by different techniques such as

those of Da Fano, Kolatchew and Champy-Kull by suggesting

that the rodlets represented incomplete impregnation of the

deeply-staining rim in varying quantity. His suggestions are

based upon the assumption that Da Fano preparations at their

best give the nearest approach to the true picture. This assump-
tion appears to be open to criticism, although an alternative

suggestion is not obvious. In 1927 Harvey (45) described the

Golgi elements of the oocytes of Ciona intestinalis as argentophil

vesicles or irregular masses. Nath and Mohan (102) quite recently

have described the Golgi elements in the oogenesis of Periplaneta

americana as vesicular bodies with osmiophilic rims. It is not at

all clear how rims exist on vesicles, and as Nath, in 1928 (99), in an

account of the oogenesis of a spider, found crescentic Golgi

elements which he attributed to either incomplete blackening or

optical sections of vacuoles, it is a little difficult to place much
reliance on his view of the actual appearance of these bodies.

Nath, in a letter to Nature (97), in 1926, has quite evidently

adopted the views of Parat, to which reference will be made later.

He speaks of the Golgi bodies as
"
rings which may also be

appropriately described as vacuoles with a sharp chromophilic rim

and a central chromophobic area
"

(the italics are ours). This

interpretation of the form and structure of the Golgi elements

he finds very satisfactory for the explanation of the formation of
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fatty yolk. Thus, in the vacuole-Uke elements free fat is deposited
until they apjiear as fatty yolk spheres. This deposition appa-

rently occurs in the chromophobic
"
area," as, after treatment in

turpentine, osmicated tissues show only the chromophilic portion

still black. On the other hand, he quotes several cases of apparent
direct metamorphosis of Golgi elements into fat as corroborative

evidence. As will be shown later, the whole conception of the

Golgi apparatus advocated by Parat is based on entirely erroneous

analogies, and most of the views of the Golgi apparatus which

assume a spherical form are more or less tainted with the

canalicular idea of Holmgren, to which Parat refers.

The very well-known series of papers by Gatenby on the

spermatogenesis of many invertebrates (30a-i, 33, 35), and also

the work of Bowen on insect spermatogenesis, make it clear that

the rod is at least a very common form (Fig. 52, E, F), in which

the Golgi elements appear when fixed, and any theory assuming
another form, such as a vesicle, must attempt to give some

explanation of the rod form after fixation. In the protozoa,

Nassonov (91, 92) homologises with the Golgi apparatus of the

higher forms an osmiophilic cup or hemisphere which he has

described around the contractile vacuole of various ciliates.

Bowen (11) and Gatenby (35) are both inclined to accept Nassonov's

interpretation.

It must further be remembered that in the spermatogenesis of

any given species the Golgi elements may be either diffuse or

collected and fused until they form a cup or almost closed vesicle

within which they secrete the acrosome (Fig. 56) (see also p. 140).

Furthermore, it is difficult to conceive of vesicles having any
formal relationship with the plate-like structures often fenestrated

and drawn out into networks, which are found in the vertebrates.

Bowen (11) is inclined to dismiss the exact form as unimportant,
and to consider the Golgi apparatus rather in terms of substance

than form. This would permit the apparatus either to be scattered

throughout the cell in discrete bodies, or else to form definite

concentrations leading up to the hemisphere, plate or network.

Another feature, not of constant occurrence, however, must

here be considered. This is the peculiarly modified cytoplasm
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often found in connection with the Golgi apparatus—which is

called the idioplasm (Fig. 52, E, F). [Many English cytologists use

the term archoplasm for this structure. This is, we think, un-

desirable, inasmuch as the archoplasm is a term used sensu stricto

in connection with the central apparatus, and is always associated

with the centrioles. It is through the fact that the Golgi elements,

with their accompanying idioplasm, are, in many much-studied

cases, concentrated round the passive centrioles, that this confusion

has occurred. It seems convenient, therefore, to confine the use of

the term archoplasm to that structure alone, and adopt the term

idiosome for the modified cytoplasm associated with the Golgi

apparatus.] This material has only been observed in germinal

tissue, and has not been demonstrated in somatic cells. (Bowen

'22, Gatenby in oocytes ; and others.) Harvey, Parat and Painleve,

and others, suggest that the Golgi material probably exists all round

the idioplasm, and in fixation runs together to one side, and leaves

the interior practically invisible except in those cases mentioned.

This certainly accords with the peculiar fact that the idioplasm
is always on one side only of the Golgi material, but it appears to

be based on the Vacuome Theory, which does not find general

acceptance. As already mentioned, the plate or network condition

of the higher forms must constantly be borne in mind, and it is

difficult to see just how the suggestion would work out in this

connection.

In all probability the idiosomal material is a constant feature

of the Golgi complex, and its presence on one side only may be

connected with certain one-directional functional activities of

the Golgi apparatus as suggested by Nassonov (91) in the case of

Protozoal excretion, and as shown by Bowen (10) and others to

be the case in the secretory activities of gland cells.

As regards the chemical nature of the Golgi apparatus, little

progress has been made. It is generally acknowledged that it is

lipoidal in nature, with probably a protein in association with it.

Positive fat tests have been obtained only in two cases by Weiner

and Cowdry (128, and vide 12). This is very small evidence for

the acceptance of a view of the constitution of a permanent cell

element, but it does show at any rate that the reactions can be
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obtained in certain cases, and that the Golgi apparatus is real, and

not an artefact.

Several observations recently have shown that the Golgi

apparatus is more or less rigid, and at any rate of sufficient con-

sistency to retain its shape when extruded from the cell (Bowen,

10b, and Avel, 1b). Brambell, for example, has described the Golgi

apparatus in the secretory cycle of the ciliated epithelium of the

oviduct of the fowl, and notes the Golgi fragments extruded from

the cell (16).

It is remarkable that there are few cases in which the Golgi

apparatus has been seen in the living cell. Strangeways and

Canti (123) have been unable to trace the Golgi apparatus in the

living cell grown in vitro under dark-ground illumination. The

mitochondria and fat droplets are, however, quite visible. It is

worthy of note that the process of mitosis was not too well seen,

and it may be that optical difficulties, not fully appreciated, have

prevented the Golgi apparatus from being seen.

Other recent workers claim to have seen the apparatus either

in the living cell or else by means of a vital dye. Nath and

Mohan (102) state that the Golgi elements can be seen in the

oocytes of Periplaneta americana without the use of a vital dye,
and also by staining intra vitam with neutral red, which tinges the

Golgi vesicles pale red. King (71) also claims to have seen the

Golgi apparatus in Anoplophrya hasili in the unstained living cell

and by means of neutral red. In both these cases there does not

seem to be sufficient evidence to show that the structures seen

are the true Golgi apparatus. The validity of the use of neutral

red as a specific Golgi vital stain is extremely doubtful, and is due

to an acceptance of the Vacuome Theory. As Gatenby (35) has

very appropriately pointed out, the structures stained by neutral

red, and termed Golgi apparatus by the supporters of the Vacuome

Theory, are not universally argentophil, whereas the true or classical

Golgi apparatus is consistently so.

A more reliable example is described by Rau, Brambell

and Gatenby (113), who publish photographs of the apparatus
stained intra vitam with Janus green, and by means of the Lewis

method. Other cases mentioned by workers [e.g., Nath) are found
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to be after the application of 2 per cent, osmic for 10 to 15 minutes,
but the use of the term "

intra vitam
"

in these circumstances is

to be deprecated.

Having thus summarised the more orthodox views on the

subject of the structure of the Golgi apparatus, it is necessary
to consider a theory brought forward originally by Accroyer (vide

12) in 1924, and subsequently sponsored and elaborated by Parat,

Painleve and their co-workers. It was noted at the commmence-
ment of this section that the canalicular nature of the Golgi appa-

ratus, put forward by Holmgren, and afterwards generally attri-

buted to bad technique, still lingered in the minds ot many
cytologists as a possible explanation of the different forms of the

Golgi apparatus. This has received fresh impetus of late from the

Vacuome Theory. This theory, as stated by Parat and Painleve,

in several papers (106-109), is as follows :
—

All animal and plant cells have two, and only two, fundamental

but independent morphological elements—the vacuome and the

chondriome. The vacuome is an aqueous phase ;
the chondriome

a lipoidal one. The vacuome consists either of isolated vacuoles,

or else of a canalicular system. The vacuome stains specifically in

neutral red intra vitam. From these premises they state that the
"
reticular apparatus

"
of Golgi, and the

"
trophospongium

"
of

Holmgren (in fact the whole classical Golgi apparatus), are arte-

facts produced by precipitation of silver or osmium at the surface

of, inside or between the vacuoles.
"

II n'existe pas d'' appareil
'

cellulaire
; les deux seules entites morphologiques de toute cellule

vegetale et animale sont le vacuome et le chondriome.''''

This theory w^as originally propounded by Accroyer {vide 12)

in 1924, who stated that the chondriome (composed of all the mito-

chondrial units) can be stained intra vitam in Janus green ; the

secretory granules or vacuoles round them can be stained intra

vitam in neutral red. This was taken up and expanded by Parat.

The idea was derived partly from the canalicular theory of earlier

authors, and partly by analogies with plant-cell structures.

Since these analogies form a most important part of the theory

itself, and no less of its criticism, it will be necessary to diverge

for a moment to consider the position in plants. Two workers.
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Dangeard and Guillermond, are responsible for the actual data,

and although they differ slightly with reference to the chondriome,

as this is not particularly relevant, it does not matter for the

present argument. Both these authors identify the vacuome of

plants, which appears to be of universal occurrence, with the Golgi

apparatus of animals. They are driven to this conclusion chiefly

because they are unable to find any other plant-cell structure to

homologise with the Golgi apparatus. The chondriome, according
to Guillermond, is divided in plants into two structures, an active

portion (or plastidome), and an inactive ^^art. Dangeard regards
these as separate structures, although possibly related. The
former he terms Plastidome, and the second the Chondriome (or

spherome). Apart from fatty (Dangeard) or lipoidal (Guillermond)

granulations, no other permanent structures could be found.

Parat starts from this position, accepts the homologies suggested

by Guillermond, and further admits that neutral red is a specific

stain for the vacuome. In a series of papers in collaboration with

Painleve (106-109), he deals with the appearance and structure of

the vacuome in animals. First, in the salivary glands of Chiro-

nomus (106) he describes the mitochondria as being stained intra

vitam in dahlia, and Janus green, but they do not take up neutral

red or cresyl violet. On the other hand, dahlia and Janus green
do not stain the vacuome, but this may be stained in neutral red.

He considers the chondriome a lipoidal phase, the vacuome an

aqueous one. Later (107) the secretory cycle in these cells is

described. The vacuoles composing the vacuome grow, and

running together empty themselves into the lumen and disappear,
new vacuoles appearing in the reconstructed cell. During the

confluent stage a definite canalicular appearance is obtained. This

is compared with the figures in Da Fano and Prenant-Kopsch
material, and it is suggested that this is in all probability the
"
trophospongium

"
of Holmgren. In such material a

precipitation of silver or osmium occurs on the surface of the

vacuome, and thus an artefact known as the Golgi apparatus is

produced.
In a third paper (108) they refer to work in various inverte-

brates, in cells of the stomach gfands of frogs, intestinal glands,
4—3
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pancreas, liver and kidney. In most cases this repeats the work of

others, and demonstrates the presence of a vacuome in these cells.

Avel (1, 1a) made certain criticisms at this stage of the con-

troversy. He pointed out that a vacuome had not been proved
to exist in all animals, and questioned whether neutral red was

specific for the vacuome. Both these criticisms are theoretical,

and the first does not seem to hold good inasmuch as all tissues

examined do appear to have a vacuome. Gatenby accepts their

universality (35). The question of the specificity of neutral

red is much more open to question, and Avel does not attempt
to follow it up by any experiments. He says, however, that he

does not find that osmic deposits occur within animal cell

vacuoles as assumed by Parat and Painleve (see above). This is

corroborated by all workers.

Parat and Painleve (108), in reply to Avel's criticism, again
define their position as regards the vacuome. It can be seen

without vital staining under good optical conditions if the general

topography is known. It varies in position with different kinds of

cells. Usually it is concentrated, but in neurons it is diffused.

It is frequently found around the nucleus and near the centrosome.

They reassert its affinity for neutral red and state that frequently

secretory granules may be found within. By far the most interest-

ing part of the paper is a series of drawings of the same type of

cell as seen after preparation by the methods of Dietrich, Da Fano,
and in neutral red respectively (Fig. 53). This does definitely

establish some sort of topographical relation between the vacuome

and the classical Golgi aj^paratus. Parat and Painleve use this as

evidence for the identity of the vacuome and the Golgi apparatus—the classical figures of the latter being only artefacts or precipi-

tations on the true Golgi or vacuome. This cannot be accepted,

we think, as nothing more than the topographical relation is

indicated. It would appear that Parat is here confusing secretory

granules with the apparatus. It is at any rate worthy of remark

that nearly all his own data are collected from tissues of a very

definitely active secretory kind.

Special mention should be made of the case of Helix aspersa.

The original description of the spermatogenesis of this animal by
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Gatenby (30b) shows that it is undoubtedly pecuHar in many
features. The Golgi apparatus is apparently represented by the

so-called
" Nebenkern." This consists of a spherical mass of

differentiated cytoplasm surrounded by, or rather containing at

its periphery, a number of batonettes (dictyosomes). These

obviously correspond to the Golgi bodies of other forms, the central

mass being idioplasm. The situation is complicated by the fact

that two kinds of mitochondria occur, the micromitosomes and

A B c

Fig. 53.—Diagrams of mucous cells from the gastric epithelium of
Triton to illustrate the relation of the vacuome to the classical

Golgi apparatus (from Parat and Painleve (109) ). A, by
Dietrich's method ;

"
chondriocontes," black

; vacuome, white.

B, by Da Fano's method
;

the classical Golgi apparatus. C,
after intra vitani staining in neutral red

; the vacuome.

the macromitosomes. These two sets take part in the formation

of the tail sheaths, the former making the front sheath, the latter

the hind sheath. The " Nebenkern "
does not take any part in

the formation of the tail sheath. It appears to be sloughed off.

The formation of the acrosome is not observed.

Parat denies that the dictyosomes are the real Golgi apparatus.
This latter is really represented, he says, by the vacuoles which

lie in the archoplasm (idioplasm), which stain in neutral red.

The batonettes or cortex of the archoplasm are really the
"
lepido-

some "
of mitochondria. This criticism is, of course, based on the
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assumption that the vacuonie, stainable in neutral red, is the true

Golgi, and that this stain is specific. Karpova (68) states that

dictyosomes, mitochondria and other granules are stained in

neutral red
; furthermore, Janus green will stain both the

dictyosomes and mitochondria. She does not agree with the

homologies suggested by Parat, but states that the vacuoles are

the canals of Holmgren and not the Golgi proper. (This view

does not seem to us to differ much from that of Parat in essentials.)

She concludes that the dictyosomes are really very similar to the

mitochondria, and that the similar chemical composition leads one

to the conclusion that they are of the same origin (cf. plastidome
from chondriome in plants). It is, of course, admitted by nearly

all workers that the Golgi apparatus and mitochondria are similar

in chemical composition when that composition is expressed in

crude terms such as can be derived from coarse tests with dyes. No
microchemical tests have as yet been elaborated to separate the

different proteins to any satisfactory degree.

Finally, Gatenby (35), in 1929, has shown that his original

interpretations are correct. He has demonstrated the neutral red

vacuoles within the Golgi, and followed the whole cycle through
with intravital staining. The whole behaviour of the

" Neben-

kern
"
of Helix is so exactly similar to the Golgi complex of other

sperms that there does not appear to be any reasonable doubt

about their homology now (Fig. 55, E, F).

Bowen makes the point (12) that the very diverse form of the

Golgi apparatus from the isolated bodies of the invertebrates to

the plate or network of the vertebrates is not consistent with

chance deposition. Further, in plant promeristem cells spherical

vacuoles occur packed together closely ; these blacken with osmic,

but no intervening network is formed.

It has been pointed out previously that the vacuome theory is

based in origin at any rate upon the supposed homology of the

plant vacuome and the animal Golgi apparatus. That this homo-

logy is untrue has been shown by Bowen (12) and by Patten,

Scott and Gatenby (110), who have demonstrated the presence of

osmiophilic platelets in plant cells (Fig. 54).

Bowen, in 1927 (12), describes these platelets, and while not
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claiming any definite homology for them, maintains that they
introduce a new complexity into the problem. No longer is it a

case of homologising two structures in both animals and plants.

These platelets do not stain either in Janus green or in neutral red,

and, therefore, whatever they may be, they belong to neither

of the two previously recognised systems : the chondriome

and vacuome. Later he has amplified the description, and

Gatenby and others (110) have confirmed this very fully. The

latter are quite definite in that they consider that the plant

osmiophilic platelets are Golgi apparatus as they are demonstrated

by Kolatchev and Mann-Kopsch methods. So far Benda,

?.N--.V. o;,^V :.,. 0*. .
o ••.'r/--..-.:oo--

%--'iW^:c6''
.'.^'\o- V t

i-.- .">•:>«{> *>'*v«''' /

Fig. 54,— Meristem cells from root tips after Kolatchev's method
(from Bowen (12) ). A, in Barley : B, in Kidney bean

; P., osmio-

philic platelets ; A\, nucleus
; l^ac, vacuoles.

Flemming-without-acetic and hematoxylin, Champy-hsematoxylin
and silver-nitrate methods have failed, but few modifications have

been tried as yet.

Gatenby does not agree with Bowen as to the exact interpreta-

tion of the vacuome in plants. He considers that Bowen's

vacuome is probably due to corrosive-osmium artefacts, and that

the true vacuoles may be associated with the Golgi apparatus,

although they are certainly not
"
protoplasmic inclusions," but

"
deutoplasmic."
This discovery, then, deals a very decided blow at the vacuome

theory. The final disproof has been forthcoming quite recently in

a paper by Gatenby (35), in 1929, in which he has studied the
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Golgi apparatus and vacuome simultaneously by intravital

methods. In Abraxas grossulariata in the growing spermatocyte
the vacuoles are near the centrosomes, but not inside the Golgi

apparatus. During the spermatocyte division they are near the

chromosomes on the spindle and separate out into two sub-equal

Fig. 55.—Diagrams to illustrate the relation of the vacuome to

the Golgi apparatus (after Gatenby (35) ). A-D, in Cavia

cobaya. A, spermatocyte ; B, spermatocyte division
; C and D,

spermatids. E and F, in Helix. E, Spermatocyte ; F, sper-
matid. A, acrosome

; Ch, chromosomes ; G, Golgi apparatus ;

6\r. -j-T', Golgi rodlets and vacuoles; M, mitochondria; A^,

nucleus ; P.N.G., post-nuclear granule ; T./., tail filament ;

v., vacuoles.

groups. Throughout the formation of the acrosome the vacuoles

are near the Golgi apparatus (acroblast), but it is impossible to

say that they are in any way active. They moved down the

tail, but owing to the habits of the moth of transferring sperm in

bundles with much of the Golgi and vacuolar material attached he

could not state whether they were sloughed off. In Helix aspersa
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(Fig. 55, E, F) the vacuoles are seen within the sphere

formed by the Golgi elements. After the formation of the

acrosome the Golgi remnants move down the tail, each usually

accompanied by its vacuole. In Cavia cohaya (Fig. 55, A-D) the

vacuoles are outside the idioplasm with its Golgi cortex, although

near it. The vacuoles do not appear to play any part in the

formation of the acrosome, and later move away down the tail

with the Golgi remnants. The acrosome stains deeply in neutral

red. He also draws attention to the Y-granules described in

Saccocirrus (33), and places them in the vacuolar system as they
behave similarly to those mentioned above. These were seen in

chrome-osmium techniques, which is unusual, and such a demon-

stration is only likely under certain conditions. Voinov (131), for

examj^le, describes similar structures in the spermatid oiNotonecta.

This study has therefore finally disproved the vacuome theory

as enunciated bv Parat and others. It remains to examine what

truth underlies the facts.

There is accumulating proof of a vacuome as a constant

feature of animal cells ;
this point was emphasised by Bowen (12).

Bowen savs : "I believe that in focusing his attention on the

supposed relation between the Golgi apparatus and vacuoles,

Parat has missed exactly what might prove to be the most interest-

ing feature of his studies . . . the problems presented by the

vacuome as such are in themselves of far-reaching interest."

These problems mentioned by Bowen are enumerated by him as

follows : Is the vacuome a constant feature of the animal cell as

it is of the plant ? The importance of this is at once obvious. If it

is simply a chance collection of secretory granules found only in

certain specialised types of cell, then the problem is merely

parochial. On the other hand, if it is found in all cells, then the

vacuome may have to be raised to the same degree of importance
as the Golgi apparatus and other protoplasmic inclusions.

Secondly : what is the relationship between the vacuome and the

Golgi apparatus ? It is evident from Parat's observations that

an intimate topographical relationship does occur between the

Golgi apparatus and the vacuome in a great many cases ; even

allowing for some cases of mistaken interpretation. (Gatenby does
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not agree with Parat in the case of the spermatocyte of Cavia.

According to Parat, the vacuome hes in the idioplasm inside the

Golgi cortex, while Gatenby considers the true vacuome as vacuoles

outside the acroblast—see above.) This point has been taken up
by Gatenby, and in the paper previously referred to he makes some

very interesting suggestions. In the first place, in the forms in

which the vacuome has been described, it is apparent that it may
either be inside or outside the Golgi complex, e.g., Helix and

Abraxas respectively. He is inclined to accept Nassonov's theory

regarding the contractile vacuole of the protozoa, and thinks,

therefore, that the contractile vacuole of the protozoa is perhaps
the homologue of the vacuolar system of the metazoa. From this

he argues that the archaic position of the vacuome is inside the

archoplasm (idioplasm) just as in Helix, and possibly other forms

not yet described. The vacuome may become extra-idioplasmic

either later on in the cell-cycle, or else in some of the higher forms,

such as Cavia. In Abraxas there is undoubtedly a very close topo-

graphical relationship, the first observed appearance of the

vacuomes being in a position just vacated by the Golgi apparatus.

Gatenby concludes then by stating that the vacuome appears
to be related to the Golgi apparatus, but does not think that the

vacuome should be raised in status to that of a protoplasmic
inclusion like the mitochondria and Golgi elements, as there is no

evidence to show that it can "
per se increase afterwards the number

of its vacuoles."

Another consequence of the vacuome theory of Parat is a certain

confusion which has arisen owing to the use of the vacuolar concept
of the Golgi apparatus without sufficient definition of terms and

ideas. Reference has already been made to Nath (102) and

King (71), both of whom seem to have accepted the vacuome

theory, for they describe Golgi vacuoles seen in unstained cell

intra vitam, a thing which is not possible with the ordinary classical

Golgi apparatus, as Strangeways and Canti have shown in 1927.

Their descriptions are therefore difficult to interpret. In

most cases it seems to us that they have seen and described the

vacuole around which the Golgi proper lies as a sort of crust or

cortex. This is the interpretation given by Gatenby (35, p. 317).
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A further unorthodox view should be mentioned. In two

papers (125, 126) Walker, and Walker and Allen, have denied

the real existence of the Golgi apparatus. In the first paper he

attempts to give a resuine of the acrosome in spermatogenesis.

It appears that he has misinterpreted the true views of workers

on this subject. Much of his confusion is due to the apparent

homology between idioplasm and archoplasm, which is inferred

by the incorrect use of these terms by some writers. The only

paper of Bowen's on spermatogenesis quoted by Walker does not

set out to deal with the Golgi apparatus, but with the behaviour

of the Nebenkern or mitochondria, while Bowen's two previous

papers (3, 4), which deal very fully with the structure and behaviour

of the Golgi apparatus and acrosome, are entirely neglected by
him. In his second paper he deals with artefacts similar {sic) to

the Golgi apparatus in appearance, produced by the usual methods

for the demonstration of that organ, in artificially and synthetically

produced films. He states that lecithin and kephalin in certain

colloidal mixtures behave as do the Golgi apparatus. He declares,

therefore, that as these two substances are known to be present

in the cell, the Golgi apparatus is an artefact pure and simple.

In criticism of this it may be said that the figures produced
in support of this hypothesis are very different from the true

apjDearance of the Golgi apparatus in good preparations. Secondly,
the fact that lecithin and kephalin both behave in this way and

are present in the cell does no more than to present a possibility

as to the chemical constitution of the Golgi, upon which light is

much desired. It certainly does not account for the remarkable^

constant evolutions through which the Golgi apparatus goes in

close correlation with other perfectly well-known cell phenomena
of very divergent kinds. Walker does not make any attempt
to account for the constancy of appearance of the Golgi elements

in definite and constant phases of the cell cycle. This fact should

be faced by anyone denying the existence of the Golgi apparatus.
A final point must be raised with regard to the true Golgi

apparatus. It has long been known that in the cases where it is

disposed as a plate or network it is capable of considerable hyper-

trophy, and when in the form of isolated elements (dictyosomes)
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these often grow and divide. The question of origin, however, is

not completely answered by this statement, for Harvey and

Brambell, among recent authors, state that formation of Golgi
de novo occurs. Harvey (44) bases his conclusions on the presence
of small osmiophilic granules considerably smaller than the typical

Golgi elements. These cannot represent cut pieces of whole

elements, as they lie well within the substance of the section.

Brambell (16), in the cell cycle of the ciliated epithelium of the

oviducal glands of the fowl, found that the Golgi apparatus frag-

mented and moved towards the lumen, together with the nucleus

and secretory products, and that, while the nucleus subsequently
moved back to the base of the cell, the Golgi fragments were

extruded into the lumen with the mucus. Fresh Golgi apparatus
arose near the nucleus at the base of the cell. From his figures

there does not appear to be any doubt about the facts. It is of

course possible that Golgi apparatus existed there before, but did

not become stained. Differences of staining capacity are known
in the Golgi apparatus according to the phase of metabolic activity.

There does not appear to be any likelihood of a solution of this

problem in the near future.

To summarise then the position at present as regards the

morphology of the Golgi apparatus, it appears that this inclusion

is a protoplasmic one, capable of growth, independent of other

cell structure (other than the general cytoplasm), and division.

Its production de novo is doubtful but possible.

The apparatus consists probably of a lipoid material combined

with a protein of a consistency sufficient for it to maintain its

individuality in the more fluid cytoplasm.
It may appear as a plate or network in the form of a

ring, disc or cylinder, in which case the apparatus is continuous

except during times of metabolic activity, when it may become

irregularly fragmented and distributed throughout the cell. In

other forms it occurs as individual elements, either collected into

one definite locality or else scattered in the cytoplasm.

Altliough modified cytoplasm, known as idioplasm, is normally

only found to accompany the apparatus in germ cells, it is also

probably present in all cells, although not demonstrable. This
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idioplasm is situated on one side of the fixed Golgi elements,

these appearing either as platelets or batonettes (rodlets). A
secretory granule or vacuole may occur within the idioplasm, and

it has been suggested that the real situation of the osmiophilic

Golgi is as a sphere round the idioplasm with its vacuole. This

is probably incorrect, as it does not fully take into consideration

the plate-like form of Golgi apparatus unless the sphere is envisaged

as incomplete. It is doubtful whether this would form a stable

system, although it is not impossible.

Associated with the true Golgi apparatus there appears to be a

vacuolar system primitively situated within the Golgi cortex, but

which may be outside it. This vacuome is probably a deuto-

plasmic inclusion, being incapable of independent duplication and

growth. (Voinov seems to think the vacuoles enlarge in Notonecta,

however.) The vacuome stains intravitally in neutral red, and is

watery and probably acid in nature.

THE FUNCTION OF GOLGI APPARATUS
It is in the direction of elucidating the problems connected with

the function of the Golgi apparatus that most progress has

been made during the last ten years. Although the apparatus

was discovered in the nerve cell a function was found first in the

animal sperm. This process culminates in the formation of the

acrosome or tip of the spermatozoon and was described by a

number of workers, among whom Gatenby and Bowen stand out.

In the spermatid the scattered Golgi elements, with their

accompanying idioplasm, collect into a clump with the idioplasm

in the centre (idiosome) and the Golgi bodies on the outside

(cortex). This complex, which is not in connection with the

centrioles at this stage, is termed the acroblast, as from it is formed

the acrosome (Fig. 56). This acrosome is of one of two types
—

vesicular or granular. The former is found in Mammalia,

Amphibia and Hemiptera. It is formed inside the acroblast in

the idioplasm and, as the complex is close to the nucleus and the

cortex appears to be incomplete on the side nearest the nucleus,

the acrosome projects out from the acroblast and touches the

nucleolar membrane. Usually inside the acrosome is found a
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small granule termed the acrosomal granule (Fig. 56, B, C). The

gr^anular acrosome is found in Paludina (Gatenby), and Columbella

(Schizt). The exact character of the granule is not clear. It

may be either the limiting type of the vesicular acrosome or else

the acrosomal granule itself without any vesicle surrounding it.

The remains of the acroblast, known as the Golgi remnant, pass

down the tail and are sloughed off with the residual protoplasm,

/433.

Ai.gr

CAs.

Fig. 56.—Diagrams to illustrate the formation of the acrosome.

A, B and C, in Hemipteran spermatids. D, E and F, in mam-
malian spermatids (from Bowen (IOd) ) ; (A, B and C, after

Bowen ; D, after Lenhossek ; E, after Meves ; F, after Gatenby
and Woodger), Ah., acroblast ; As., acrosomal vesicle ;

Ass., acrosomal vesicles ; As.gr., acrosomal granule ; C.As.,

compound acrosome
; G., golgi material ; G.r., golgi remnant ;

/,, idiosome
; A^, nucleus.

while the acrosome comes to lie at the tip of the metamorphosing

spermatozoon (Fig. 56, C). Either the acrosome is deposited by
the acroblast on the nuclear membrane, whence it moves over the

surface until the required position is taken up (e.g., Hemiptera),

or else, as in the case of mammals, the acroblast accompanies it

to the tip, deposits it in situ, and then moves back down the tail.

In other forms, such as the grasshoppers, moths, etc. (3, 4, etc.),

although the essential character of the process is the same,
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a peculiar divergence of procedure occurs. Instead of the aggrega-
tion of the isolated dictyosomes into a compound acroblast, each

dicyosome secretes in its own idioplasm a vesicle. These vesicles

subsequently run together to form a compound acrosome. There

is no reasonable doubt that the acrosome is secreted by the Golgi
cortex with or without the assistance of the idiosomal material.

Writing in 1924, Cowdry (22), in speaking of the function of the

Golgi apparatus, is unable to come to any conclusion or even

to point the way to any possible general function of the Golgi.
" At present it is unwise to be too specific. Since the whole cell is

our unit it is altogether likely that the portion of the cytoplasm
which is revealed to us in fixed preparations in the form of the

now familiar Golgi apparatus may take part in many different vital

manifestations. . . . Its activities may be bent in one direction

during spermatogenesis and along entirely different lines in cells

specialised to perform other duties."

The first step towards an understanding of the function of the

Golgi apj^aratus w^as taken by Nassonov (89) in 1923, when he

suggested that the phenomenon of secretion might be connected

with the Golgi apparatus. He pursued his own line of thought in

later papers which will be dealt with below, but it was left to

Bowen to approach the matter from the point of view of the Golgi

apparatus. In a series of papers (10a-d) he has shown past all

doubt that the Golgi apparatus is very intimately connected with

the production of secretory granules in many well-known glands.

Bowen started with Nassonov's findings and attempted to cor-

relate them with his own work on spermatogenesis. (It must be

clearly understood that at that time (1924) the formation of the

acrosome was put down to secretory activity of the acroblast and

that it was practically the only case completely understood from

the morphological point of view.) He was quite clear that the

suggestions made were merely hypothetical, and the final proof of

them must consist of
"
a demonstration that the general topo-

graphical relationship of Golgi apparatus and secretory glands is

always such as to allow a possibility of the existence of some more
intimate association

;
an extension of our knowledge of the finer

structure of the Golgi apparatus, especially in somatic cells ; and
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a critical demonstration of the relation of the individual secretory

granules to the detailed structural features of the Golgi apparatus."

(The term secretion is in all cases used to refer to the production

of a granule within the cell ; excretion refers to the act of extrusion

from the cell.)

He describes the secretory cycle in a large number of glandular

tissues, such as salivary glands
—

parotid and submaxillary glands

of the cat, salivary glands of Limax ; pancreas
—in salamanders

and cat ; liver—cat. All these are glands of the alimentary canal

and produce secretory granules of either the mucous or serous

type (Fig. 57). In both types of cells the Golgi apparatus,

which is in the form of a network, undergoes very considerable

hypertrophy at the onset of the secretory cycle. At that point,

however, the two types of cell cease to agree. The mucous secre-

tory granules grow fairly rapidly after their appearance and soon

reach their maximum size (Fig. 57, C). They are then pushed
outwards towards the lumen away from the Golgi network, which

remains more or less compact near the nucleus (between it and the

lumen). Fresh granules then make their appearance amongst the

network until the whole cell is packed with mucous granules

(Fig. 57, D).

The serous cells show a different and more significant cycle. The

granules do not appear to attain their full growth at once, but the

Golgi network, which is greatly hypertrophied, extends through-

out the mass of granules and remains in intimate contact with

them until they are full-grown (Fig. 57, F-H). The granules all

appear to reach their full size at about the same time.

In the case of Limax the Golgi apparatus is represented not by
a network, but by the scattered Golgi bodies characteristic of the

invertebrates. The same relationships exist here between the Golgi

bodies and the secretory granules as in the case of Golgi network.

The importance of the different behaviour of the Golgi appa-

ratus in serous and mucous cells lies in the fact that it suggests

that the Golgi apparatus is definitely concerned in the process of

secretion. How else explain the different behaviour of the Golgi

than as an expression of physiological (chemical) differences in the

act of secreting different substances ?
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Bowen states and his figures prove that
"
a very close topo-

graphical relation was found between the Golgi material and the

developing secretory granules."
In a second paper (10b), Bowen deals with lipoidal secretions

found in the so-called skin glands
—

inguinal gland of the rabbit,

Meibomian glands of the cat, oil glands of the chicken and duck,

Fig. 57.—Diagrams to illustrate the relationship of the Golgi
apparatus to the secretory cycle (after Bowen (10a) ). A-D, in

mucous cells from the submaxillary gland of the cat. E-H,
in serous cells from the parotid gland of the cat. A and E, show
commencement, D and H, the end of the secretory cycles.
G., Golgi apparatus ; A\, nucleus

; Sec.gr., secretory granules.

Harderian gland of the rabbit. In these glands the general pro-

cess resembles that in the serous gland cells. The Golgi apparatus

hypertrophies and appears rather flocculent like that described

by Cuttaneo {vide 11) for the mammalian egg. Bowen thinks this

is very significant. The granules of lipoidal substance grow in

size, associated with Golgi material, which shows a decided

tendency to fragment. This tendency to fragment increases

as the cycle progresses, and the granules are inclined to run
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together into large globules with Golgi fragments upon their

surfaces.

Finally, Bowen deals with lachrymal glands producing a watery

secretion, and also glands of the male reproductive system. In

the case of the lachrymal glands, such as the tear gland of the cat,

Harderian gland of the duck and the infra-orbital gland of the

rabbit, the general cycle is similar to that of the mucous glands.

The Golgi reticulum lies near the nucleus away from the lumen.

The granules appear amongst the reticulum, and as they are formed

are pushed towards the lumen. The Golgi apparatus undergoes

hypertrophy, but never loses its position or extends far up the cell.

Great complexity of the network characterises the onset of secre-

tion. In the glands of the epididymis of the cat he was not able to

follow the secretory cycle completely owing to his inability to

demonstrate the secretory granules. Hypertrophy of the Golgi

apparatus seemed to occur in the middle and end of the cycle.

His most interesting point is in connection with the epithelium of

the vas deferens. In the cells of this tissue a reversal of the
" normal "

position occurs and the apparatus is found below the

nucleus away from the lumen. This condition had been reported

previously by Cowdry, and has also been remarked on subse-

quently by Cramer and Ludford in the thyroid gland. Cowdry
believed it to be the result of the secretion passing outwards into

blood vessels instead of into the alveolus. Cramer and Ludford

cannot agree with this, and do not find activity of the Golgi

apparatus directed towards the blood vessels at this time. Bowen's

interpretation of the reversed polarity in the epididymis is the

same. He can find no evidence of reversal of direction of secretory

activity. He concludes that a reversed polarity of the cell pro-

duced by a change in the position of the Golgi apparatus has no

influence on the secretory cycle.

Nassonov had meanwhile pursued another line of inquiry, which

has proved equally good. In two papers (91, 92), he has described

the contractile vacuole and its related structures in Protozoa after

using Golgi methods of preparation (Kopsch, Kolatschev). His

material of the first paper consists of Holotrichan infusoria {e.g.,

Paramcecium caudatum), Peritrichan infusoria (e.g., Vorticella sp.),
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and a Flagellate (Chilomonas paramcecium). The results of im-

pregnation may be briefly summarised.

In the case of those protozoa possessing simple contractile

vacuoles, such as the Peritricha studied, and forms of the Holo-

Hn.

A ^ ^ D E

Fig. 58.—Various Protozoa to show the contractile vacuoles and
their relation to the Golgi apparatus (after Nassonov (91 and
92) ), A, Paramoscium caiidatum. H, Chilomonas paramoscium.
C, Vorticella sp. D and E, Dogiellela sphcerii. C.v., con-
tractile vacuole ; C.c, canals

; G., Golgi apparatus ; M.n.,
mega-nucleus ; A^., nucleus

; R., reservoir.

tricha like Lionotus folium and Nassula lateritia, the contractile

vacuole wall was deeply impregnated in all stages from systole to

diastole. In Paramoecium caudatum, in which there is present a

compound contractile vacuole consisting of the central reservoir

and its contributory canals, the impregnation occurred not only
around the central reservoir but also in the walls of the canals,
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which were shown to be continuous with those of the reservoir

(Fig. 58, A). In systole the impregnated wall of the reservoir was

small and darkly stained and the canal impregnation reduced

almost to rods. In diastole, however, the canals in section

appeared as rings and the reservoir was large and lightly im-

pregnated.
In Chilomonas paramoecium the simple reservoir was deeply

stained round its periphery, although the point of opening into

the pharynx was free from impregnation (Fig. 58, B).

The impregnation is in all cases very definite, limited and

intense. Nassonov concluded that the
" membrane "

so impreg-

nated secreted (or excreted) the fluid found in the contractile

vacuoles at diastole.

His own work on the connection between secretion and the Golgi

apparatus of the Metazoa, taken together with this new example,
leads him to homologise the walls of the contractile vacuoles of the

Protozoa with the metazoan Golgi apparatus. This is based not

merely upon similarities of staining reactions, but also upon the

general morphology and, most important of all, upon similar func-

tion. As regards the morphology a general resemblance will be

seen between the incomplete sphere of the impregnated wall of

the contractile vacuole and the form of the Golgi during acrosome

formation and during cell secretory activity. Homologies based

on morphology of the Golgi apparatus cannot be pressed too far,

as we have seen that the present view does not stress the import-

ance of the actual morphological form.

In respect of the functions it is quite evident from Nassonov's

own preliminary work (and Bowen's later very exhaustive survey)

of the relation of the Golgi apparatus in gland cells to secretory

activity that secretion of various granules or vacuoles is a common
function of the Golgi apparatus. The excretion of fluid into a con-

tractile vacuole is an exactly comparable process. In fact it may
be acknowledged that secretion and excretion are frequently

identical and the choice of the terms depends upon the point of

view. Nassonov therefore feels justified in asserting the homology
outlined above.

Objections were raised against this hypothesis chiefly upon the
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grounds of technique. Hirschler (vide 11), for example, found

that impregnation of the nuclear membrane could be obtained on

occasion. All such criticisms were done away with, however, in

the second paper by Nassonov (92), for they ^fere based on the

fact that the impregnated structure demonstrated by Nassonov

lay close or was definitely apposed to the wall of the contractile

vacuole, and therefore deposition of silver or osmium might occur

at the surface and produce an artefact.

In Chilodon sp. the impregnated region is in the form of a ring
or girdle encircling the vacuole. There is no question of the im-

pregnation of a general vacuole-cytoplasm surface. Furthermore,
in DogieleUa sphcerii the apparatus (as it may now be confidently

termed) is not only in the form of a ring but stands well away from

the vacuole (Fig. 58, D, E). The ring appears flattish in section

and is composed of a lattice work of fairly fine texture. Nassonov

compares it with the condition found in the cells of the epidermis
of the gills of the axolotl larva, with which, from his illustrations,

it is practically identical.

It may be taken for granted therefore that in those protozoa

possessed of a contractile vacuole the Golgi apparatus of the

metozoa is represented by a lipoidal substance in the neighbour-
hood of the walls of that vacuole. This homology, important as it

is from the morphological aspect, is doubly so from the physio-

logical or functional point of view.

To turn now to other work described at about this time,

we find that a considerable amount of unconnected data and

observations were made. Brambell, in 1923 (14), describes the

behaviour of the Golgi apparatus in the neurones of Helix aspersa.

The apparatus consisted of rodlets in a homogeneous argentophil
cloud round the nucleus. In the large neurones this cloud was
almost absent on the side of the nucleus near the axon, and in

small neurones the cloud was confined to the side of the nucleus,

well awav from the axon base. The so-called Tigroid bodies

(Nissle granules) were always associated with the Golgi bodies.

It is, of course, well known that the Golgi apparatus usually under-

goes hypertrophy when repairs are being carried out to the nerve

fibres, but Bowen (11) drew attention to the general agreement of
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authors that the Nissle granules and the Golgi apparatus are

associated in many distributions. Brambell put forward the sug-

gestion that the Golgi apparatus was responsible for the production
of these Nissle granules ; so far no evidence has been brought
forward to contradict this view. Rau and Ludford (114), however,
in 1925 attribute the remarkable size and complexity of the Golgi

apparatus in nerve cells to the high degree of metabolism present.

This explanation is, however, couched in rather general terms and

seems to be an hypothesis of doubtful value.

Confirmatory evidence of Bowen's w^ork is found in several

papers. Brambell (16), in 1925, drew attention to the part played

by the Golgi apparatus in the secretions of the oviducal glands of

the fowl. In the alveolar glands the Golgi network is actively

engaged in the production of the albuminous granules. General

hypertrophy takes place during this activity and a corresponding
reduction in size occurs during the periods of rest. The ciliated

ejDithelium is also secretory and a similar cycle is met w4th. The

Golgi apparatus fragments, however, and is extruded at the

moment of excretion, the apparatus being reformed de novo at the

base of the cell near the nucleus.

Cramer and Ludford (24), in 1926, investigated the activity of

the thyroid gland in mammals. Control of the secretory cycle

can be effected by various means (discovered by Cramer), and the

secretory condition of the glands was therefore known before

fixation and examination. In resting glands the Golgi apparatus
was much contracted and the mitochondria highly staining and

very small (Fig. 60, A, B). In active glands, however, the Golgi

apparatus is largely convoluted and undergoes considerable hyper-

trophy (Fig. 60, C, D). The mitochondria enlarge enormously.

They conclude that the Golgi apparatus is related to secretion

and that the mitochrondrial activity is connected with the pro-
duction of variations in surface energy wdthin the cytoplasm, thus

assisting in the redistribution of lipoids. This conclusion is of

considerable interest.

The Golgi apparatus was also enlarged with the mitrochondria

in cases of exophthalmic goitre in mouse and man (81) ;
the polarity

of the Golgi apparatus was frequently reversed. They suggest
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that the secretory products may be directed outwards. Bowen,
it will be remembered, did not consider this conclusion necessary.

The same two workers in 1925 (23) showed that the Golgi

apparatus w^as very actively concerned in the process of resyn-

thesis of fats from fatty acids and glycerol in the cells of the

intestinal epithelium. An enormous hypertrophy of the Golgi

apparatus occurred. The mitochondria appeared unchanged

throughout the activity. There is no doubt as to the synchronism
of the Golgi activity and the resynthesis, as known conditions were

produced by experimental feeding. The resultant fats can also

be demonstrated cytologically.

In the case of the kidneys observations by Curry (25), in 1929,

after excessive excretion experimentally induced, showed that no

significant variations in inter-relations of granules, globules,

mitochondria and Golgi apparatus occurred. The explanation

suggested is that the kidneys are normally so active that the

increase induced was small and so did not cause a sufficient

difference in the inclusions. This is very probable. It must be

remembered that the kidneys differ from the true glands in that

their activity is constant and continuous, whereas glands such as

those referred to above all have alternating periods of rest and

activity. Furthermore, the peculiar and very constant form of

the Golgi apparatus in all kidneys of vertebrates indicates that

some correlation exists between the apparatus and the specialised

function of the cells.

The Golgi apparatus in other cells appears to be fairly small.

Such exceptions as there are, are significant. Epithelia under-

going cornification have an hypertrophied Golgi apparatus (Deineka
and Cajal). Similarly, in connective tissues forming adipose
tissues or in the formation of cartilage and osteoblasts, hyper-

trophy occurs.

From data such as these has grown up the general theory
of the function of the Golgi apparatus. Nassonov first put it

forward, but Bowen has been instrumental in obtaining its

general acceptance, in these terms :
—

The Golgi apparatus is a centre of synthetic processes. It is

engaged primarily in the production of secretory granules. These
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may be excretory in nature. These products are of a temporary

character, such as mucous, serous, Hpoid granules, yolk, acrosome,

Nissle granules, etc. The apparatus undergoes hypertrophy

during the process and is not transformed into the various products.

This feature is constant in all the foregoing examples, and is

the fundamental postulate for the so-called
"
Process theory of

action."

So far no mention has been made concerning the function of

the Golgi apparatus in the female germ cells except the refer-

ence to yolk in the preceding paragraph. This is because the

evidence in this connection is more equivocal than that pre-

viously brought forward. The whole question of the formation of

the yolk will be considered in detail later, but the part played

by the Golgi apparatus will be briefly reviewed now.

In 1920 Gatenby and Woodger reviewed the general position

as regards the formation of yolk (41). As regards the Golgi

apparatus the only positive evidence is found in Patella, where

the dictyosomes are in the form of rods on the surface of the yolk

spheres. Comparison with the process in Limncea led them to

suggest that probably the archoplasm (= idioplasm) became loaded

with lipins and fats, and thus metamorphosed into yolk. During

embryogeny it was supposed that these bodies yielded up their

nutritive material and so once more became protoplasmic inclu-

sions. Thus it will be seen that the idea that the Golgi apparatus

might play some part in the production of the deuteroplasmic yolk

spheres was entertained even at that time. No actual mention

of secretion occurs, and even in 1924 Brambell in a paper inspired

by Gatenby repeatedly speaks of
"
Golgi yolk

"
as yolk "formed

from the Golgi elements
"

(italics ours), and not as yolk produced

by the Golgi apparatus. This idea of the metamorphosis of a

protoplasmic inclusion into a deuteroplasmic one is recurrent

in the English literature concerning the formation of yolk.

Nath, for instance (93, etc.), describes one kind of yolk as being
derived from a direct metamorphosis of the Golgi apparatus.
Nath and others have published a series of papers during the last

five years all dealing with this aspect. A consideration of one by
Nath and Mohan in 1929 will illustrate his general attitude. The
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Golgi apparatus can be seen in the living oocyctes of Periplaneta

americana, both with the aid of neutral red and unstained. The
bodies were vesicular, with osmiophilic rims. As explained in the

previous section, Nath is probably describing an osmiophilic

sphere
—the true Golgi dictyosome

—
-surrounding a vesicle of

cytoplasm corresponding to the idioplasm. In the maturing

oocycte these bodies spread throughout the cytoplasm and the

rim (spherical shell = dictyosome) becomes attenuated as the

interior becomes packed with fatty yolk.

There does not appear to be much doubt that the description

given above is that of the secretion by the Golgi bodies (dictyo-

somes) of the fatty yolk. This is done just as the acrosome is

secreted, namely, inside the dictyosome. It is exactly comparable
with the case of Patella quoted above, except that Patella has the

dictyosome as batonnettes, but here they appear to be spheres.

(As already pointed out, Nath's explanation of the crescentic

bodies in sections does not satisfy us, and it may indicate that the

sphere is an incomplete one, just as it is in the formation of the

acrosome and in the Flagellate reservoir.)

In 1926, Bowen (11) in reviewing the literature was unable to

come to any definite conclusion. He considered that the whole

question of yolk formation was in hopeless confusion. (Bram-
bell's paper in 1924 had done much to clear the air, and from that

the progress in this direction really dates.) Bowen makes the

suggestion, however, following Brambell, that one kind of yolk,

namely, the fatty yolk, lipoidal and blackened by osmic, light and

oily in character, was formed by the Golgi apparatus. This con-

clusion was more or less essential for his particular theory at that

time, although subsequent researches appear to have confirmed

his suggestions to a certain extent.

Harvey, in the eggs of Ciona intestinalis (45), describes what

appears to be a modification of this process. According to him

the yolk arises partly from the material of the yolk nucleus,

which is albuminous, and partly from lipoidal substances extruded

from the follicle cells into the egg. These two materials are com-

pounded by the mitochondria into yolk by taking them into

their own substance, while retaining the individuality of the
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mitochondria. The important point is that the Golgi apparatus

appears to produce the yolk nucleus in the early oocyte. This,

being albuminous, differs from the previous cases and may be

regarded with suspicion. The other accounts of the development
of the yolk in Ciona do not agree with this. Hirschler (49) says
the yolk nucleus is derived from the cytoplasm and that the

Golgi apparatus contributes lipoid material to the yolk droplets

formed by a previous swelling of the mitochondria. Neither of

these accounts seems entirely satisfactory.

Lastly, Ludford (74) believes yolk to be formed in Patella by
the Golgi bodies in much the same way as the acrosome.

This appears to fit in with the theory enunciated above, and

certainly conforms most nearly with the Process theory of

action.

Summarising now the present position as regards the function

of the Golgi apparatus in animal cells, we find a general

tendency for this cell inclusion to act as a centre of synthesis.

The actual substance of the apparatus does not seem to take any
material part in the process of synthesis except as an enzyme or as

the producer of enzymes. In a review of the behaviour of the

Golgi apparatus in various types of cells it has been shown that

many different kinds of substances may arise as deuteroplasmic
inclusions as the result of its activity. Even in the single class

of the gland cells, mucous, serous and lipoidal secretions, all arise

from the activity of the Golgi apparatus. In the male germ cell

the watery acrosome is produced by the Golgi complex, and in the

female germ cell there is a growing body of evidence to show

that some of the yolk (lipoidal) at any rate is formed by the Golgi

elements. The same marked contrast between the characters of

the products can be seen in the nerve cells, where formation of

the Nissle granules is apparently the function, and in the thyroid

gland, activity or the resynthesis of fats from the fatty acids and

glycerol in intestinal cells.

Having regard to this great variety of the products of Golgi

activity, it is only in general terms that any working hypothesis

can find expression at present. It seems likely, however, that in

the future, with the continued elaboration of technique and the
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advances in microchemical tests, a more definite description of

the function of the Golgi apparatus will be given.

MORPHOLOGY AND FUNCTION OF THE
MITOCHONDRIA

As the investigations of cytologists have been turned to the

form and function of the Golgi apparatus, so the mitochondria

have been neglected. It is a remarkable thing that so little is

known positively about one of the
" best-known "

protoplasmic

inclusions. Cowdry, in his summary of the knowledge of the

first-class mitochondria in 1924, had to admit that nothing of

importance was really known about them.

A considerable mass of data has been collected so far regarding

the form and behaviour of these structures, but there does not

seem to be a sufficiently strong link to warrant any really general

statement concerning their function. There has been carried out

a very interesting and suggestive piece of work by Horning, which

will be described in detail below, which appears to make a definite

move in the right direction. We are still very far, however, from

being able to explain in terms of function such specialised behaviour

as the formation of the tail sheaths in many animal spermatozoa.
The chemical nature of the riiitochondria appears to be some-

what similar to that of the Golgi apparatus, namely a protein sub-

stance compounded with a lipin. The micro-chemical reactions

of mitochondria are, however, not constant. This may be due

to the accumulation of deutoplasmic substances within them,
but there are several cases where the mitochondria do not appear
to stain typically, and these cannot at present be correlated with

any particular activity of such a kind.

The general form of mitochondria has been well known for a

long time. They are usually filamentous, the length greatly

exceeding their thickness. In many cases, however, they show

that this is only one of many variations, the other extreme being
small spherical granules. Intermediate shapes are known, both

the filamentous and granular appearances occurring in the life-

history of one animal, or in the course of the cell cycle. Growth
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is generally accomplished by an elongation of the main axis.

There appears to be a consensus of opinion, hov/ever, that the

mitochondria are capable of storing material within their sub-

stance. Under these latter circumstances enlargement in the other

two axes takes place, the mitochondria becoming fatter instead

of longer, as in the case of true growth.
The generally-accepted criterion of activity of the mitochondria

is growth. This may either take the form of elongation without

division, in which case they may assume very If ng filamentous

forms, or else division may take place as rapidly as the elongation,

so that a great multiplication of mitochondria takes place. This

is frequently found as a recurrent phase in gland cells. Another

form of activity is probably shown by the other form of enlarge-

ment, namely by a sweDing of the filaments or granules. The

actual nature of this action is not known. It is found most

frequently in oogenesis and spermatogenesis.
There are other cases, to which reference will be made later,

in which a definite activity apparently takes place, but is asso-

ciated with neither of these changes in form, but rather by a

diminution in size, and even total reduction.

One of the problems of the earlier workers was the actual

standing of the mitochondria as cell organs. Many workers

were inclined to believe that they were really symbiotic bacteria,

since many of their reactions are the same, and that such

differences as exist are due to the fact that they are quite definitely

modified for the symbiotic mode of life, and that this has probably
been going on for a very long time. The question is not entirely

one ol technique, as evidence that mitochondria arise de novo

would militate strongly against the symbiosis theory. On the

other hand, it must be remembered that it is extremely difficult

to prove such an origin, as it may be that the mitochondria are

not really absent, but are merely in a non-staining phase in the

cell, and that their apparent production de novo is simply a return

to a stainable phase. The weight of the evidence is, however, on

the side of those who maintain that the mitochondria are definite

cell organs of an equal standing at least with the Golgi ai3paratus,

with which they are classed as protoplasmic inclusions.
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This conclusion was reinforced recently by the discovery of a

vital dye known as Janus red, which is the sodium salt of diethyl-

safranine monocarboxylic acid. This dye, found by Brailsford

Robertson, has been employed by Horning (61), and found to stain

mitochondria selectively, leaving bacteria unstained. The variety

of bacteria tested does not leave much doubt as to its

specificity. Although Janus green B was fairly selective, it also

stained other cell organs, such as the Golgi apparatus, in certain

cases {Helix spermatids), and also some forms of bacteria.

Using this and other methods of demonstrating mitochondria,

Horning has investigated their distribution, form and function

in the protozoa and some metazoan cells (pancreatic cells).

As regards their distribution, they appear to have a distinct

tendency to adhere or remain near to protoplasmic surfaces.

Thus they are found in dense aggregates on and about the surface

of the nucleus (63). He was unable to trace any penetration of

the nuclear membrane, as Rikita Honda had claimed. In all

probability the latter's claim is based on badly-fixed material.

He debates the possibility of their adherence to the surfaces being

a surface tension phenomenon. The final suggestion is that it is

explainable on the grounds of their phosphatidal nature. Phospha-

tides, like other fatty substances, tend to collect at interphase

surfaces, since they reduce surface tension.

This explanation is also used to account for their position in

other parts of the cell. In Opalina and Paramoecium they may be

found arranged in rows just below the cuticle, between the bases of

the cilia (64), Their disposition is different in the two cases. In

Opalina they are arranged as rods, the long axes of which lie at

right angles to the longitudinal rows of cilia, parallel to the

surface of the cell. In Paramoecium the mitochondria lie end to

end in rows, so that the long axes of the rods lie parallel to the row

of cilia. It is suggested by Horning that as the general distribu-

tion is similar, the differences may be explained on the grounds
that in Opalina the rows of cilia are wide apart, and thus allow

the mitochondria to lie across between the ciliated lines, but in

Paramoecium the cilia are close together, so that the mitochondria

must lie lengthwise. Although only two cases are thus quoted to
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uphold the suggestion, it does seem a Ukely one, since in the rest

of the cytoplasm of Opalina and Paramoecium, and in fact in many
other cells in which lineated structures are not present, the mito-

chondria lie haphazard in the cell.

The last case of adherence of mitochondria to surfaces men-

F.i/ac.

Fig. 59.—Portions of Amoeba showing the process of digestion in

relation to the mitochondria (from Horning (61) ). C, cell

outline ; F.vac, food-vacuole
; F.pt., food-particle ; M., mito-

chondria.

tioned by Horning is also the most interesting from the point of

view of the function.

Observed in both living and stained preparation, the mito-

chondria in Amoeba have been seen to adhere to engulfed food

particles (65). So far as he has been able to see, the mitochondria

become attached to the food as it commences to circulate through
the cell (Fig. 59, A). No mention is made of an enclosed vacuole

of water engulfed with the food ;
in fact evidence definitely con-

troverting that idea is found later in the process. The mito-

chondria on the food particle apparently secrete, cause to be
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secreted, or merely have secreted around them a watery vacuole,

the well-known food vacuole (Fig. 59, B). The food particle

commences to disintegrate as digestion proceeds, the mitochondria

enclosed by the vacuole with the food become smaller and less

densely staining (Fig. 59, D, E). Finally the mitochondria inside

disappear ;
the food vacuole becomes very small, indicating the

passage of digested foodstuffs out into the cytoplasm (Fig. 59, F),

and the faecal remains are shot out. It is a matter for remark

that although many mitochondria become attached to the outer

surface of the food vacuole during its passage through the cell,

not one has been seen to pass through and enter the vacuole and

take part in the processes of digestion which are undoubtedly

going on inside. No mitochondria appear able to pierce the

vacuolar
" membrane "

or surface when once it is formed, so that

only those actually adhering to the food particle are included

within the vacuole.

There is not much doubt that the mitochondria are largely

responsible in this case for the production of enzymes for the

process of digestion. It is probable also that they actually

give up their own substance for this purpose, for even if we

assume that they merely become unstainable rather than actually

disintegrate, it must be admitted that they never take any further

part in the activity of the cell, as they would be cast out with the

faecal remains. Before continuing with this particular line of

inquiry, some other work by Horning must be mentioned in connec-

tion with the form and structure of the mitochondria.

He has traced the various stages of the mitochondria through
the life cycle of Opalina (59) and Monocystis (66). In the first case

{Opalina), he finds them as twisted filamentous structures under-

going multiple longitudinal fission in the asexual multiplicative

phase of the cell. Before encystment they undergo transverse

fission rej^eatedly to produce spherical bodies, in which condition

they apparently remain during encystment and in the gamete

stage. When the zygote is formed they commence to fuse together
and form larger bodies, which secondarily break up into elongate

filamentous particles again, for the asexual phase.
In Monocystis the mitochondria are present throughout the
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asexual life cycle as rods, but at the onset of spore formation they
decrease in size and numbers. In the spore no mitochondria can

be seen, but they reappear in the sporozoite as soon as it is liberated.

Horning believes them to be reformed de novo, and therefore that

they have ceased to exist as individual inclusions during the spore

stage. This is of course possible, but we do not think that the

technique for demonstrating mitochondria is sufficiently advanced

for us to be able to say that because they are not visible they have

entirely disappeared as cell inclusions. Theoretically, of course,

such a statement can never be justified, although the presumptive
evidence may be very strong. Such evidence is not really forth-

coming, however, in this case. The lapse into small spheres of

small staining capacity may here be more emphasised than in the

case of the sj^herical bodies of Opalina cysts, but both appear to

be correlated with the small metabolic activity as Horning sug-

gests, and there does not seem to be sufficient justification for

assuming that the mitochondria disintegrate in one case and not

in the other.

To return to the previous point regarding the function of the

mitochondria
;

it would seem that the evidence of Horning in

Amoeba leaves little doubt that the suggestion that the mito-

chondria are the seat of enzymatic activity must be taken seriously.

On the other hand, a great deal of negative evidence is forth-

coming. For instance, Cramer and Ludford have shown that the

process of fat absorption in the mammalian intestine is associated

with a hypertrophy of the Golgi apparatus, but the mitochondria

remain unchanged throughout the cycle (23). The same two

workers, however, in the case of the thyroid gland, note that both

Golgi and mitochondria are enlarged during secretion (Fig. 60).

Their figures show, and they write of, an enormous enlargement of

the mitochondria, accompanying a convolution of the Golgi

apparatus (24). They give as an explanation that the Golgi

apparatus is probably actively engaged in the actual production
of the secretion, but that the mitochondrial variations produce

corresponding variations in surface energy within the cytoplasm,
and thus effect redistribution of the lipoids. If this were the whole

story one might be excused expecting similar j^henomena in the
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intestinal fat-absorbing cells. A perusal of the very considerable

amount of work carried out by Ludford (23, 24, 77-81) will show
that although the actual amount of our knowledge of the behaviour

of these cell organs is increasing enormously, it is still practically

impossible to correlate the various phenomena satisfactorily.

Horning, however, claims to have found that the zymogen grains

Fig. 60.—Cells from the thyroid gland showing the differences in form of the

Golgi apparatus and mitochondria in resting and active phases (from
Cramer and Ludford (24) ). A and B, Resting glands from animals
fed \vith thyroid or exposed to heat. C and D, Active gland from
animals given tetrahydronaphthylamin or exposed to cold. G., Golgi
apparatus ; L., lumen

; M., mitochondria ; iV., nucleus; w., nucleolus;
Sec.gr., secretory granules.

of the pancreatic cells in the guinea-pig are formed from the fila-

mentous mitochondria (58).

In the case of specialised cells, such as the male germ cells, the

position appears to be even more confusing. In the spermato-

gonium and spermatocyte they are present as filaments or granules

(Figs. 63, A, 64, A). During the spermatocyte divisions they do not

appear to separate into two subequal groups, but remaining near

the spindle in the centre of the dividing cell, become mechanically
cut into two groups by the developing cell wall (Figs. 63, C, 64, C)

K.A..M. 5
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(Bowen, 4). During spermateleosis they appear to undergo very

extraordinary changes. They first of all collect into a mass on the

side of the nucleus on which the centrioles now lie. This mass is

termed the Nebenkern (Fig. 64, D). The subsequent history varies

somewhat, and it is not possible to make a connected description.

Doncaster and Cannon (20, 26), in 1920, working on the louse, state

that the granular mitochondria become vacuolated so that the

Nebenkern appears as a mass of foam. The outer vesicles fuse to

form larger ones. This process continues until near the spermato-

cyte division the outer vesicles have become only two in number
and hemispherical in shape. Inside there is a mass of more deeply-

staining vacuoles. After the unequal division of the cell the mass

moves back into the mass of protoplasm gathering on the tail, but

was not actually seen to be sloughed off owing to technical diffi-

culties. They further emphasised that the so-called mitochondrial

spireme seen by Gatenby in the Nebenkern was due to optical

section of the vacuoles in the inner mass.

Bowen returns to this point in a paper (7) in 1922. He conceived

the typical Nebenkern to consist of two parts. The outer, or

chromophobic, is derived from the medullar of the original mito-

chondria forming the mass
;
the inner, or chromophilic, is from the

cortex of the mitochondria (Fig. 64, D, E). He does not explain how
the readjustment necessary to produce this condition is obtained.

However, he considers the inner chromophilic mass to exist in many
forms. For instance, it may be in spiremes in the Lepidoptera

(Gatenby, 30a), or as plates in the Hemiptera (Bowen). Eventu-

ally the whole central mass disappears in the Hemiptera, although
as this takes place faintly-staining vacuoles appear within the

chromophobic outer vesicles. These vacuoles, by coalescence,

form the core of the tail sheaths (Fig. 64, F, G).

Bowen insists that very varied techniques should be used

in problems such as these, so that only the best preparations—those considered most nearly to conform to the condition in

the living cell—are used. This really only moves the problem
a step further in a circular direction, and although his own

platework in the Hemiptera may correspond essentially with

the mass of vacuoles (vacuolated platework ?) of Doncaster
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and Cannon, the spireme of Gatenby does not seem wholly

explicable.

Gatenby in 1922 described the very remarkable formation of

tail sheaths in Saccocirrus from the Nebenkern (33). This occurs

entirely during spermateleosis. The mitochondria composing the

Nebenkern run together to form larger and larger droplets, until

finally three sub-equal large spheres are formed. These elongate

tremendously and form the tail sheath. In this case there is no

division into inner and outer parts or any complicated formation

of secondary vacuoles such as that described by Bowen in the

case of the Hemiptera.
So far then all that can be said of the mitochondria in spermato-

genesis is that they appear to metamorphose either directly or

indirectly into the tail sheaths when the latter are present. As
to the function of the tail sheaths or how they are actually

produced nothing is known.

In the process of oogenesis and particularly of vitellogenesis,

the part played by the mitochondria is again in considerable

doubt. The general behaviour of the mitochondria may be fairly

briefly summarised. In most cases the mitochondria are either

invisible or else few in number and more or less scattered in the

oogonial stage. As the oocyte enters upon the growth period,

the mitochondria appear to clump themselves together and form

what has frequently been termed a
"
yolk nucleus." (N.B.—

This term has often been applied to structures other than

mitochondrial.) This usually breaks up sooner or later, and the

mitochondria are found to be fairly evenly distributed.

On the whole the general opinion is that the mitochondria do

not metamorphose into yolk and that they do not appear to take

any direct part in vitellogenesis. As an example may be taken

the oogenesis of Lumbricus, described by Harvey (44) and by
Gatenby and Nath (39). These observers differ fundamentally
on several points, but they agree that the so-called yolk-nucleus
is formed of mitochondria. Harvey says they are filamentous,

while Gatenby and Nath describe them as granular, attributing

the filamentous condition to artefacts. They also agree that the

mitochondria are not metamorphosed into yolk. Similar con-

s—a
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elusions will be found in most of Nath's papers on oogenesis

(93-102).

The case of Ciona intestinalis
,
also investigated by two workers,

requires a certain amount of notice. Hirschler (49) derives yolk

granules from the mitochondria, and finds that vitellogenesis is

completed by a fusion of these granules with the Golgi bodies.

The mitochondria themselves are derived from the original yolk
nucleus which appears as a granule in the very early oocyte.

Harvey (45) also states that the mitochondria swell up to form the

ultimate yolk spheres of the mature ovum. The process described

is however very different from that stated by Hirschler. The
mitochondria are not derived from the yolk nucleus, being found

present together with it at the very earliest stage. The swelling

of the mitochondria comes about by the compounding by the

mitochondria of albuminous material in the form of the
"
yolk

nucleus
"

(secreted by the Golgi apparatus) and of lipoid material

contributed by the test cells, into the yolk spheres of the late

oocyte. Harvey is quite clear that he thinks that although the

mitochondria take an intimate part in the formation of the yolk,

they do not lose their identity as definite cell inclusions.

In concluding a resume of our knowledge of the function of the

mitochondria in oogenesis, it is necessary to mention one or two

significant features. Firstly the two cases of Lumbricus and Ciona

are not incompatible. For this very good reason : we had

occasion to point out that the evolutions of the mitochondria

during spermatoteleosis were undoubtedly significant of something
but that it was impossible to say exactly of what. The same

applies here in the case of oogenesis. The complicated formation

known as the yolk nucleus followed by the spreading out of the

mitochondria must be of some importance. So far no facts have

been brought forward which completely bar the possibility that

the mitochondria are employed either directly or indirectly in

vitellogenesis.

In conclusion then, the only progress made in connection with

the mitochondria is that there does appear to be a plausible

possibility that the mitochondria are actively concerned either in

actions themselves enzymatic in nature, or in the manufacture of
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enzymes whieh will in turn carry out a process of catalysis or

synthesis in the animal cell. In this connection it is not unjustifi-

able to point out that in plant cells there is ev^ery reason to believe

that the chief cell organ of synthesis
—the plastid system—is

phylogenetically related to the chondriome of plants.

THE NUCLEUS AND NUCLEOLUS
We pointed out in the introduction that the main phenomena

connected with the nuclear cycle were elucidated by the end of

the w^ar. Certain problems such as the demonstration cyto-

logically of crossing over, and the possibility of parasynapsis and

telosynapsis are always present, but they have faded rather

from the cytologist's view during the present decade. It is true,

however, that the work of Hogben (55-57) did much to demon-

strate parasynapsis in animal cells whatever the conditions found

in plants may be.

The most iixiportant feature of the cytology of the nucleus in

recent years is the demonstration by the school of Muller in

America of
"
translocation

" and its related phenomena (86-88,

103). When chromosomes in germ cells are exposed to X-rays in

appropriate doses they are found to exhibit a tendency to

fragment. This phenomenon has been known for a good time,

but it now appears that these fragments, although they may
remain separate, often become attached to one of the other non-

homologous chromosomes. This rearrangement of the chromo-

somal material is stated by the geneticists to be associated with

differences in the genetic behaviour. It is found that some of

the mutations normally associated together (linked) in breeding

experiments are now associated with different groups of mutations.

A complete correspondence between the genetical facts and the

cytological observations is difficult to establish in Drosophila on

account of the similarity in appearance of the second and third

chromosomes. But it appears that similar alterations in the

linkage groups occur between the autosomes and the sex-chromo-

somes. Thus, a translocation from III to Y (Fig. 61, C) has

enabled a distinction to be made between the second and third

chromosomes. This establishment of the third chromosome as
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distinct from the second (cytologically) has permitted the observers

to study them more minutely and it is now possible to distinguish

definitely between the second and third chromosomes and so

establish cytologically translocations between the second and third.
" Chromosome II contains more chromatin than III and typically

appears as longer, or, when relatively condensed, thicker. How-

c I X-

D
Fig. 61.—Chromosome figures from Drosophila to show translocation

(B and C) and deletion (D). A represents normal condition.

Roman figures refer to the number of the chromosome pair,
X and Y to the sex-chromosomes ;

XX is the " added X "

condition and X- indicates deletion. The dotted lines show
the probable translocations (from Painter and Muller (103) ).

ever, it is not always possible to distinguish between the two

because these studies also show that the rate at which the chromo-

somes of different pairs in a given cell contract is subject to a good
deal of individual variation

"
(88).

Fragments have been found to be detached from any one of

the X, II and III (88, 103), and Y (119) chromosomes, and they

may be attached to any of the other (non-homologous) chromo-
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somes (Fig. 61, B, C) including the fourth. Translocations involv-

ing the second and third are the most numerous apparently, either

chromosome being the donor. (We do not intend to enter into

the genetic data here as they are irrelevant to the cytology except
as confirmatory evidence.)

Another modification induced by X-ray application is known
as

"
deletions." These occur in the X-chromosomes (Fig. 61, D).

Many cases are known involving a large or small portion of the

chromosome and differences in the transmission of the sex-linked

characters have been observed in these cases as well.

The importance of these discoveries from the point of view of

the cytologist lies in the fact that the possibility of chromosome

fragmentation and fusion with other chromosomes is now demon-

strated and can be used as a working hypothesis in treating the

chromosome groups of related species.

For instance, the work of Metz (83) has shown, a good time ago,

that the chromosome groups in various species of Drosophila
could be accounted for on the assumption that either fragmenta-
tion or fusion of chromosomes had taken place. This has now
been demonstrated as a fact in X-radiated forms.

It must be remembered that these cytological observations are

all made from embryonic or somatic tissues and not from ger-

minal. This does not invalidate the results at all, but it certainly

puts a limit to the possibilities of cytological confirmation of the

behaviour during germ-cell formation in the maturation divisions.

Several early attempts were made to investigate spermatogenesis
in Drosophila, e.g., Stevens in 1908. These were more or less un-

successful owing to the difficulty of handling the material

adequately. (The gonads are surrounded with fatty tissue, which

prevents the penetration of most good cytological fixatives.)

Metz has, however, recently given a description of spermato-

genesis in Drosophila funebris, which species he found the most

favourable (84). Synapsis apparently occurs between homo-

logous chromosomes in the telophase of the last spermatogonial
division. The sex chromosomes remain relatively condensed and

attached to or incorporated in the nucleolus. In the early growth

phases of the spermatocyte the autosomes become so diffuse that
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no account could be given of their detailed behaviour. No
distinctive leptotene and early diplotene stages could be made

out, but the chromosomes became distinct again in the metaphase
of the heterotype division. They are, however, irregular in out-

line, and no flat metaphase plates could be found except in

D. ohscura and closely related species. The distribution of the

chromatic material, however, is perfectly regular. The second

division is much more normal and presents no special peculiarities.

Metz observes may interesting cytoplasmic structures but does

not analyse them. These structures are believed to be the so-

called scattered chromosomes of Jeffrey and Hicks. Comparison
on an accurate basis is, however, impossible, as the two latter

workers use Carnoy's solution for
"
fixation." This fixative,

although a good penetrant of chitin and fatty tissue, is not good

cytologically.

There is little doubt that this description of Metz requires

confirmation, and much that may be interesting from a theoretical

point of view would probably result.

Turning to the nucleolus we find that a considerable amount of

attention has been given to this organ from various aspects. For

instance in 1920, Hogben described processes of nucleolar emission

of granules in Hymenoptera (55), Periplaneta (56) and Libellula (57).

This was done primarily with the view of sustaining the indivi-

duality and continuity of the chromosomal material throughout
the germ-cell cycle. It also had another significance, for, as

pointed out by Hogben in the case of Periplaneta and Libellula,

these emissions are apparently connected with vitello-genesis.

In the case of the Hymenoptera studied by him (Synergus and

Formica rufa) nuclear particles were ejected as the germinal
vesicle became lightly staining. They migrated to the cytoplasm,

fragmented and acquired an enclosing membrane. They
were, however, transitory in nature. In Periplaneta the

process is more complicated. During the earlier stages of the

oocyte, particles are emitted from the nucleolus, or plasmosome,
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Fig. 62.—Various cells illustrating nucleolar extrusion. A, Spermatocyte
of Saccocirrus (after Gatenby (33) ). B, Oocyte of Saccocirrus (after

Gatenby (33)). C, Oocyte of LibeUula depiesso (after Hogben (57)).
D. H., ooc\i:es of Patella (after Ludford (75) ). B.b., basophil
body; B.gr., basophil granules attached to nuclear reticulum; D.,
deutosomes

; M., mitochondria
; N., nucelus

; n., nucleolus
; n.e.,

nucleolar extrusions; O.h., oxyphil boy; O.p., oxyphil particles;
F., Y-granules (vacuome) ; Y., yolk granules.
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which is deeply staining. These disappear, and the plasmosome
is seen to contain vacuoles. These vacuoles are in turn emitted

and new vacuoles formed, which follow the others into the

cytoplasm. These vacuoles are termed by Hogben deutosomes,

as they become yolk.

In Libellula depressa the nucleolus is differentiated into two

concentric regions (Fig. 62, C). Intranucleolar vacuoles make
their appearance during the growth phase one at a time and

emerge first into the nucleus and then into the cytoplasm, where

they pass to the periphery, break up and form yolk. They thus

are deutosomes.

Ludford, in Patella (75), describes a very complicated process

of nucleolar extrusions which apparently result in part in the

formation of yolk. The nucleolus is here definitely differentiated

into two parts which lie, separated eventually from each other, in the

nucleus (Fig. 62, D-F). One part is oxyphil, the other basophil.

E:?^rusions continue during the differentiation, particularly from

the increasingly basophil part. The oxyphil portion dwindles and

fragments, and is ultimately extruded into the cytoplasm, where

it is apparently related to yolk formation (Fig. 62, D-H). The

basophil portion fragments, the granules becoming attached (?)

to the lignin network (Fig. 62, G, H).
The almost classical case of nucleolar emissions is described by

Gatenby in the case of Saccocirrus (Fig. 62, A, B) (33). Nucleolar

extrusions commence at an early stage and continue throughout
the oocyte. The extruded portions remain attached to the nuclear

membrane, where they undergo differentiation, becoming the centre

of vacuoles inside of which the nucleolar granules partially break

up. On the absorption of the vacuoles the granules are scattered

throughout the egg as deutoplasm (Fig. 62, B).
" The deutoplasm

forms dense clouds of heavy granules throughout the entire egg

cytoplasm."
Gardiner (29) states that there are definite nucleolar extrusions

in the oogenesis of Limulus polyphemus, and that with the help

and interaction of chondriosomes, dictyosomes and ground dyto-

plasm, yolk is formed. However vague this account, it does

connect the extrusions with yolk formation. Both King (69) and
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Nath (93) describe in the oogenesis of Lithobius forficatus two

phases of nucleolar extrusions. The first are budded off and

extruded (King), and give rise to secondary nuclei (Nath). King
does not trace their fate ; Nath says they disappear. The second

phase of nucleolar activity differs from the first in that the nucleo-

lus itself fragments, and is apparently totally extruded. King

says they grow into yolk spheres, while Nath states that they

disappear before the appearance of vitelline (albuminous ?) yolk,

but thinks they may have something to do with it. (The two

researches were carried on independently and practically simul-

taneously.)

Spaul (117) attributes the formation of yolk to the nucleolar

extrusions in Nepa. Harvey (46), in Carcinus moenas, also states

that nucleolar extrusions are associated with the yolk droplets.

Nath, in scorpions (96), describes basophil and oxyphil extrusions.

These disappear later as the albuminous yolk becomes prominent.
He does not trace any direct transformation from nucleolar extru-

sions into yolk droplets. The same author has stated that the

basophil bodies lying in the acidophil nucleolus of the oocyte of

Luciola gorhami (101) breaks up, migrates into the cytoplasm, and

gives rise directly to albuminous yolk. The nucleolar budding in

this case lasts throughout oogenesis. He also finds, however, that

there are no extrusions in the spider Crossoproza lyoni (99), although
there is albuminous yolk and in the centipede Otostigmus Fece (100)

only a few extrusions take place, which disappear long before the

albuminous yolk puts in its appearance. Nath and Mohan, in

Periplaneta, describe the albuminous yolk as nucleolar in origin,

the extrusions moving to the periphery of the cytoplasm and then

breaking up into small bodies evenly distributed. They subse-

quently grow enormously in size. Gatenby finds, in Sycon com-

pressa, nucleolar extrusions in oogenesis, but is unable to assign

any definite function to them (32). King, in Peripatopsis capensis,

notes nucleolar budding in very young oocytes. These have,

however, only been traced as far as the nuclear membrane (70).

Hirschler, of course, attributed a nucleolar connection to the yolk
nucleus in Ciona intestinalis (49), and Harvey, although he states

the yolk nucleus to be formed by the Golgi apparatus, conceives the
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possibility of the actual material being derived from the nucleolus.

The yolk nucleus is in this case albuminous in nature (45).

Sufficient data have been brought together above to show that

there is a growing consensus of opinion that the nucleolus, via its

extrusions, may be associated with the formation of the albu-

minous yolk. It is evident, of course, that there are many dis-

crepancies, but many of these may be due to differences of the

subject under investigation. Further work may well lead to a

general clearing up of this matter.

Practically nothing more can be said at present regarding the

function of the nucleolus, and it is evidently a field in which

investigation will be amply repaid.

SPERMATOGENESIS, OOGENESIS AND YOLK
FORMATION

Spermatogenesis. Most of the important features of sperma-

togenesis have been described under the headings of Golgi appa-
ratus and mitochondria, but a short account is due to correlate the

various structures and to refer to the behaviour of some other

cytoplasmic inclusions.

The mature sperm consists of a head, middle piece and tail.

The head is made up of a tip called the acrosome and the con-

centrated nucleus. The acrosome is usually considered to have a

penetrating function, but Bowen does not agree with this (9).

According to him, the shape of the acrosome does not lend support
to this theory. For instance, in mammalia it is a round, blunt cap,

fitting over the nucleus (Fig. 66. G). Furthermore, he maintains

that the acrosome is not always terminal. Quoting Goldsmith's

Coleopterous work, he says that there the acrosome is at the side

of the nucleus, and parallel witli it. In Lepisma he himself finds

the acrosome behind the nucleus (9), which reduces the cutting
tool idea to an absurdity. Gatenby, however, has re-examined

the spermatogenesis of Lepisma domestica (38), and finds the

acrosome in the usual tip position, and thinks that Bowen has

mistaken the rather large post-nuclear body for it. On these

lines Bowen would have misinterpreted Goldsmith's work. This

post-nuclear body lies at the bas^ of the head and joins it on



Fig. 63.—Diagram of spermatogenesis in Helix (after Gatenby (30b, 35) ).

A, Spermatocyte, B and C, Spermatocyte divisions. D, Early Sper-
matid. E, F, G, Spermateleosis. Ab., acroblast ; As., acrosome ;

Ce., centrioles
; Ch., chromosomes ; G., Golgi apparatus ; /., idiosome ;

J/., mitochondria
; X., nucleus

; P.N.G., post-nuclear granule ; T.f.,
tail filament

; T.s., tail sheath
; Vac, vacuome.

To face p. 140.



A'A. chb. v^ac.

Fig. 04.—Diagram of spermatogenesis in the hemiptera (after Bowen (3,

and 7) ). For details of lettering see Fig. 63. In addition : As.v.^ acrosomal
vesicle ; As.gr., acrosomal granule ; Nk., Nebenkern

; Nk.chL, central

(ilnomophilic mass of Nebenkern
; Nk.chb., cortical chromophobic mass of

Nebenkern ; Nk.chb.vac, vacuoles in chromophobic cortex of Nebenkern.

[To face p. 141.
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to the middle piece (Fig. 63, G), which contains the basal granule
of the tail filament. It has a fairly thick cytoplasmic sheath.

The tail itself contains only the tail filament surrounded by a very
delicate cytoplasmic envelope.

The structure of the spermatocyte is quite simple, and very
unlike that of the spermatozoon. The nucleus is eccentrically

placed, and has by its side the Golgi apparatus, which consists

(according more or less to the method of fixation) of a spherical

shell incomplete on the side apposed to the nucleus, a reticulum

or a number of rodlets (batonettes) arranged or enclosing a mass

of modified cytoplasm, the idiosome (Fig. 66, A, etc.). In the

centre of the idiosome are the centrioles (Fig. 66, A). There is no

definite connection between these two structures, although they
are associated in this phase. In the later spermatocyte the Golgi

apparatus with the idiosomal material breaks up into separate

Golgi bodies (= rodlet + idiosomal cytoplasm), and becomes

scattered throughout the cell. The mitochondria at this stage are

in the form of granules or filaments, and are usually evenly
distributed (Figs. 64, A, 65, A).

In the spermatocyte divisions the Golgi bodies are gathered
into subequal groups, and accompany the centrioles as they

separate on the formation of the spindle (Figs. 63-64, B, C).

The mitochondria, however, usually lie around the spindle, and

are only separated into two groups by being mechanically cut in

two by the formation of the inter-cellular wall (Fig. 64, C).

The resultant spermatids are very like the late spermatocytes,
but are, of course, much smaller (Figs. 63-66, D). Now follows

the process of spermatoleosis, or metamorphosis, of the spermatid
into the mature spermatozoon.
The centrioles are usually at what is to be finally the anterior,

or
"
tip

"
end, of the spermatozoon. They are packed in between

the nucleus and the cell wall (Figs. 63-66, D). On the other side

of the nucleus there comes to be formed the acroblast. This is

derived from the Golgi bodies by their fusion into a spherical form

with the idioplasm inside (Figs. 63-66, D). In the centre of this

is formed the acrosome (Figs. 63-66, D). In some forms, such as

the mammalia, hemiptera and amphibia (Bowen), the acrosome
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is vesicular, and inside it there is to be found an acrosomal granule

(Figs. 64-66, E). In Paludina (Gatenby, 30d), the acrosome is

granular, and may be either the acrosomal granule or else a limiting
form of the vesicular type (Fig. 63, E). In the Acrididae and certain

moths (Bowen and Gatenby), a complex acroblast is formed. Each

Golgi body forms an acrosome on its own (Fig. 65, D). These

vesicles then fuse together to form a compound acrosome

(Fig. 65, D).
The acrosome is deposited towards the surface of the nucleus,

and its movement to the future anterior end of the sperma-
tozoon may be accomplished in one of two ways. For example, in

the Hemiptera the vesicle is deposited on to the nuclear membrane,
and moves over the surface of it to the front of the sperm (Fig. 64,

D, E) ; while in the mammals the vesicle and the acroblast all

move to the anterior position, where the acrosome is deposited and
the Golgi remnant (as the acroblast is called after deposition of the

acrosome) moves back again (Fig. 66, D, E). In both cases the

Golgi remnant appears to be cast off as the spermatid gets rid of its

surplus cytoplasm. Meanwhile the centrioles have moved round

the nucleus, being usually diametrically opposite the acroblast and
acrosome (Fig. 66, D, E). Thus at the final stage of acrosomal

deposition they lie posterior to the nucleus (Figs. 63-66, F, G).

The mitochondria during the formation of the acrosome have

massed themselves posterior to the acroblast and formed the

Nebenkern (Figs. 64, 66, D). They swell up and form a vacuo-

lated mass (Fig. 64, D). The actual constitution of this mass

appears to vary considerably, and even in the same form different

interpretations are put upon it. As far as can be seen there are two

portions, an outer chromophobic and an inner chromophilic

(Fig. 64, D). This is reported by a number of workers, e.g.,

Bowen and Doncaster and Cannon. The chromophilic substance is

variously disposed. Doncaster and Cannon speak of it as vacuolar,

and attribute the spireme condition (Gatenby in Lepidoptera) to

optical sections of the cortices of the vacuoles. Bowen, however,
thinks that the different patterns are due to different techni(jues (7).

The ultimate fate of the Nebenkern is obscure. In many forms it

is sloughed off with the surplus proto^^lasm and Golgi remnant, but
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Fig. 05.—Diagram of spermatogenesis in the Lepidoptera (after Gatenby
(30a, 35) ). For details of lettering see Figs. 63 and 64. Note the

compound formation of the acrosome.

[To face j>- l^ii.
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Fig. 66.—Diagram of spermatogenesis in Cavia (after Gatenby (30i and .'io) ).

For details of lettering see Figs. 68 and 64.

[To face p. 143.
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where tail sheaths are present these are formed from the chromo-

2)hobie material (Figs. 64, 65, E-G). No satisfactory explanation
of the evolutions of the Nebenkern has been given as yet.

The tail filament arises from the peripheral centriole at the end
of the second spermatocyte division, just at the commencement
of the formation of the acrosome (Figs. 63-66, D). As they reach

the posterior position the two centrioles come to lie side by side, and
the tail filament grows very greatly in length (Figs. 63-66, E, G).
Two other structures demand attention. Firstly the post-nuclear

bodies which originate in an unknown way appear as small

granules, staining in osmic in the late spermatocyte (Fig. 66, A).

They are usually very near to the Golgi apparatus. An excellent

account of their behaviour was given by Gatenby and Wigoder in

1929 (40). In the spermatid they have come to lie just behind

the nucleus and far from the Golgi complex, which is by this time

depositing the acrosome at the tip (Fig. 66, D, E). They are known
in mammals, amphibians, molluscs, insects and annelids, and in

all cases they expand until they form a strongly argentophil band
at the posterior end of the elongating nucleus. This may be very

large, as in the case of Cavia cohaya (Fig. 66, G).

The origin of these post-nuclear bodies is doubtful. Its first

observed a^Dpearance by the Golgi apparatus, as also its ability

to be stained by osmium and silver, suggests an origin from the

Golgi apparatus, but its definite formation has not yet been seen.

Gatenby and Wigoder attribute a supporting function for the

delicate tail to it, and this it probably would have, but there is no

evidence for this other than its position, and it has not been

demonstrated that the body is any more rigid than the surround-

ing cytoplasm.

Finally we come to the recently-described vacuolar system.
For a description of this system in spermatogenesis we are again
indebted to Gatenby (35). He has described its behaviour in

Abraxas, Helix and Cavia. An account of this system in the

spermatogenesis of Saccocirrus was also given by him much earlier

before its identity was known (33).

In Helix the vacuoles stainable intra vitam in neutral red are

found at first in the spermatocyte within the Golgi apparatus
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(Fig. 63, A). They are set free, however, and perform no visible

function, and eventually drift down the tail with the surplus

protoplasm (Fig. 63, F, G).

In Abraxas and Cavia they are first found very near the Golgi

apparatus, and possibly have been extruded from it (Figs. 65,

QQ, A). Throughout the divisions and subsequent spermateleosis

they keep close to the Golgi apparatus, and even as the Golgi

remnants drift down the tail the vacuoles can be seen in company
with them (Figs. 65, 66, F, G).

They have been described as the Y-granules in Saccocirrus (33),

with similar behaviour (Fig. 62, A). No function can be attributed

to them as yet. They have also been observed by Voinov (131)

and Hirschler (52, 53).

Oogenesis and Yolk Formation. Oogenesis, apart from the

deposition of reserve products, is comparatively uneventful. This

deposition occurs before the first oocyte division during the so-

called growth period. Simultaneously the nucleus enlarges after

synapsis, becomes very lightly staining, and is termed the

germinal vesicle. This is a comparatively long period. The

separation of three polar bodies by unequal division occurs finally.

Fertilisation may occur at many stages of the maturation division,

but a very remarkable case is reported in Saccocirrus (Gatenby),
where it takes place before the germinal vesicle stage. By far the

most interesting period of oogenesis is that of yolk formation, and

to that we shall now turn.

Just as the formation of the acrosome by the Golgi apparatus
in spermatogenesis proved to be a sure starting point for investi-

gating the problems of the Golgi apparatus, so it was hoped that

a study of vitellogenesis in oogenesis would lead to further light

being thrown on the functions of the various cell organs. The whole

matter has, however, proved to be of extraordinary complexity, so

that there are few fields of cytology in which there is more confu-

sion, and opinions are more hopelessly divided. The study of yolk
formation has increased greatly during this decade, and a convenient

starting point will be found in a paper by Gatenby and Woodger
in 1920 (41), in which they summarise the position at that time.

Their review includes a description of the vitellogenesis of three
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closely-related Mollusca, Helix, Limncea and Patella. In the

first two animals, the yolk is either derived from the cyto-

])lasm, or else by a metamorphosis of the Golgi elements which

are diffuse. In Patella the Golgi dictyosomes are found attached

to the yolk spheres, and there does not seem much doubt that they

are closely connected.

In amphibia and insects a distribution of the mitochondria to

the periphery, where the yolk always appears, suggests a possible

connection
;

but in the frog, where the mitochondria stain

differentially to the yolk, no transitional forms have been found.

Certainly in insects the yolk and the Golgi apparatus appear to be

unconnected. The yolk here is possibly derixed from the nucleoli

(Hogden, vide infra).

In Ascidia the work of Hirschler (49) shows that yolk arises by

growth of the mitochondria and subsequent fusion with the Golgi.

(This is denied by Harvey, vide infra.) In embryonic cells the

swollen mitochondria (i.e., yolk) shrink back to their original size.

In Ascaris, yolk is derived by the swelling of the mitochondria.

No contact with the Golgi apparatus is seen. Fat appears in the

cytoplasm distinct from the rest of the inclusions.

The relationship between mitochondria and fat is gone into by

Gatenby and Woodger, but there is little definite evidence except

that the mitochondria can swell up to form fat (Schreiner, Murray
and Dubreuil).

Gatenby explores the possibility that the archoplasm (= idio-

plasm) associated with the Golgi elements may become loaded

with leipins and fats under the action of the Golgi, and thus

change into yolk (vide, e.g., Patella, supra).

Apart from these well-known inclusions, the relationship of the

so-called yolk nuclei and chromidia required much further investi-

gation, as the definitions given them show that they are not always

homologous structures. Furthermore, the part played by the

nucleolus, illustrated by the case of Saccocirrus (Gatenby), and

insects (Hogben), was not correlated with the other cell activities.

It will be seen from this that practically all the known cell

inclusions, including even the chromatin of the nucleus (crude

technique had attributed a chromatin origin to many chromidia
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probably of mitochondrial nature), were under suspicion as pro-

ducers or auxiliaries in vitellogenesis. This, of course, is rightly

so, but the whole case is vitiated by the fact that certain ones only

are picked out in certain cases as the sole agents. The cases of

Ascaris and Patella appear to be mutually incompatible.

Reference has been made above to the work of Hogben on the

role of the nucleolus, and as a very important suggestion was made

by him at that time, the outlines of his results must be briefly

summarised (55-57).

Despite individual differences between Periplaneta and Libel-

lula, it appeared that the nucleolus became differentiated into two

phases. In Periplaneta these phases follow one after the other,

in Libellula they occur simultaneously. From one phase (the

first in Periplaneta, the cortical in Libellula) no permanent struc-

tures are derived, but from the other phase, vacuoles are emitted

either many at a time (Periplaneta) or one only at a time (Libel-

lula). These vacuoles pass out into the cytoplasm and there turn

into yolk (deutoplasm). In Libellula they are often surrounded

by mitochondria derived from the so-called yolk nucleus, and

Hogben is led to suggest that the formation of yolk is due to the

intricate interaction of the metabolic functions of plasmosome

(active nucleolus), mitochondria and Golgi apparatus. This sugges-

tion is of considerable value and appears to have been lost sight of

by everyone until a reference is made to it by Harvey in 1929 (46).

It will be seen from the summary of work on oogenesis set out

below (pp. 148 et seq.) that no attempt has been made to follow up
this suggestion and to test whether the facts can be interpreted on

this basis.

Starting with the vertebrates, we know that the yolk contains

proteins, fats and lipins, but in the invertebrates, although this is

still true, there are other reserve materials present as distinct

granules or spheres in the cytoplasm. These various substances

Brambell considers are elaborated in different ways either directly

or indirectly from the Golgi apparatus, or from mitochondria,

from nucleolar material or again independently from the ground

cytoplasm. He therefore considered that the term yolk (using the

term generally for reserve materials) should always be qualified
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by a reference to its composition and origin. As a matter of fact,

the terminology suggested by him at the suggestion of Gatenby
refers only to the origin, i.e., Golgi yolk, nucleolar yolk, etc.

This in our opinion is unsatisfactory, as it prejudges the case.

Further, the only criteria which are more or less independent of

personal observation and opinion are chemical ones and therefore

refer to the composition of the yolk. This has apparently been

found the case in practice, and the literature is confused by terms

such as
"
true yelk

"
or

"
ordinary yolk," the former being used

by Gatenby (33) for light fatty yolk in Saccocirrus, the latter by
Bowen (11) to refer to heavy albuminous yolk in general. Bram-

bell produces support for his suggestion by observations on

Helix and Patella. In both these molluscs there are two types of

reserve product ; one is light (as shown by centrifuging experi-

ments), fatty and produced by the Golgi apparatus (vide Gatenby

above), the other is heavy, albuminous and formed by a swelling

of the mitochondria. Differences between Helix and Patella

consist in the fact that the fatty yolk is formed directly /rom the

Golgi apparatus in Helix, but rather secreted by the Golgi in

Patella. There are also differences in the proportions of the two

types of yolk. He can find no evidence as to how the mitochon-

dria swell up, whether by building up material themselves or by

absorbing it from the cytoplasm. The metamorphosis of the

Golgi rods in Helix is shown by all the intermediate conditions

which he finds, and it is produced by a deposition of material

within their own substance, presumably without loss of identity

by the latter. This brings it more or less into line with Patella.

Bowen reviews the position in 1926 (11), and although few new
facts had been produced, is inclined to the view that the whole

situation w^as in a hopeless confusion. This attitude will probably
be inevitable if too much weight is put upon the earlier workers'

results, for, not merely improved technique, but also a general

clarifying of ideas has taken place and more exact terminology is

now possible, although it is not resorted to too often. Bowen

suggests that there are two and only two kinds of yolk. Firstly

fatty yolk ; lipoidal in nature, blackened by osmic acid, light and

oily and therefore easily found at the top of the egg after centri-
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fuging ; secondly more abundant (this is certainly not true in

some cases, e.g., Patella, vide Brambell, supra) heavy ordinary

yolk (presumably albuminous in nature). The former he is

inclined to associate in formation with the Golgi apparatus, while

the latter he suggests is formed otherwise. (In justice to Bowen

it should be pointed out that he is concerned chiefly with the

Golgi apparatus, and that omissions of statements concerning

other inclusions is due to this.)

The possible methods of yolk formation are practically as many
as the number of workers. They can, however, be grouped into

about two main groups. As a preliminary, it is necessary to

point out that it is practically impossible to discuss work in which

only one type of yolk in invertebrates is acknowledged. This

holds particularly for the earlier workers who failed to distinguish

between the fatty or lipoidal yolk and the albuminous or protein

yolk. Their facts can, however, be taken as evidence that one or

other type of yolk has been observed to be derived in a particular

manner.

Gatenby

Hogben

5J

SUMMARY OF YOLK FORMATION
1919 Ajpanteles

1920

Gatenby and

Woodger.

5J

J»

1920

1920

Synergus
Formica

1920 Periplaneta

1920 Libellula

1920 Helix

Limncea

Patella

No fatty yolk.

Albuminous yolk by inter-

action of mitochondria

and secondary nuclei.

Albuminous yolk probably
from secondary nuclei

from nucleolus.

Albuminous yolk from

nucleolus.

Albuminous yolk from

nucleolus bv interaction

of mitochondria and Golgi

bodies.

Yolk from Golgi bodies or

cytoplasm.

Yolk by Golgi bodies.
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Brambell

jj

Ludford

>>

Gatenbv

Hirschler

Harvey

55

5>

Gatenby and

Nath.

Nath .

1924 Helix

1924 Patellai

1922 Limncea

1921 Patella

1922 Saccocirrus .

1918 Czona

1927 Ciona

1929 Carcinus

1925 Lumbricus

1925 Lumbricus

1925 Scorpions

{Euscorpius,

Buthus and

Palamnceus).

Fatty yolk from Golgi

bodies.

Albuminous yolk from

mitochondria.

Nucleolar extrusions pos-

sibly related to yolk.

Fatty yolk from Golgi
bodies.

Albuminous yolk from

nucleolus.

Fatty yolk from Golgi

bodies.

Albuminous yolk from

nucleolus.

Lipoidal matter contri-

buted by Golgi bodies

to swollen yolky mito-

chondria.

Albuminous matter from

Golgi bodies and lipoi-

dal matter from test-cells

compounded by the

mitochondria.

Fatty yolk material from

nucleolus and cytoplasm.
Albuminous yolk from

Golgi bodies.

Yolk from cytoplasm.
No yolk present.

Fatty yolk from Golgi

bodies.

Albuminous yolk (when

present) from nucleolus.

(When albuminous yolk

absent, no nucleolar ex-

trusions.)
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Nath . . 1928 Crossopriza .

Nath and 1928 Otostigmus .

Husain.

Nath and 1929 Luciola

Mehta

Nath and 1929 Perijplaneta

Mohan.

Nath . 1924 Lithohius

King . . 1924 Lithohius

Weiner

Koch .

1925 Lithohius

1925 Lithohius

King 1926 Peripatopsis .

Fatty yolk from Golgi

vacuoles.

Albuminous volk from

cytoplasm.

Fatty yolk from Golgi

vacuoles.

Albuminous yolk from

cytoplasm or nucleolus.

Fatty yolk from Golgi

vacuoles.

Albuminous yolk from

nucleolus.

Fatty yolk from Golgi

vacuoles.

Albuminous yolk from

nucleolus.

Fatty yolk from Golgi

vacuoles.

Albvmiinous yolk, probably
from nucleolus, but not

directly.

Fatty yolk Golgi bodies

(probably).

Albuminous yolk from

nucleolus.

Fatty yolk from cytoplasm.
Albuminous yolk from

Golgi bodies.

Fatty yolk from yolk
nucleus.

Albuminous yolk from

cytoplasm.

Fatty yolk, possibly from

Golgi (not certain).

Nucleolar budding also

occurs probably.
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King . 1926 Oniscus

Gardiner

Gresson

Hibbard

Voinov

1927 Limulus

Fatty yolk from Golgi

bodies.

Albuminous yolk from

mitoehondria.

Nucleolar extrusions. Yolk

as result of interaction

of Golgi, mitochondria,

nucleolar material and

cytoplasm.
1929 Tenthridinidce from Golgi

yolk from

1928 Discoglossus .

Spaul .
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range of the invertebrate animal kingdom (Mollusca, Saccocirrus,

Scorpions, Spiders, Insects. Myriapods, Oniscus). It must be

said in criticism, however, tliat there is a considerable degree of

difference between these authors on the exact method of elabora-

tion of the fatty yolk spheres. To quote examples of this, the

spheres may be apparently secreted by the Golgi rods, the latter

remaining on the outside of the spheres (Gatenby and Woodger in

Patella (41), Ludford in Patella (74) ) ;
on the other hand the

Golgi bodies may swell and so be metamorphosed into yolk,

having the fatty substances deposited within them (Brambell in

Helix (15), Nath and collaborators in Scorpions (96, etc.), etc.).

A further complication arises in this connection because Nath

has adopted Parat's views as regards the
" vacuome " and Golgi

apparatus. He therefore refers to the neutral red staining vacuoles

as Golgi bodies, and that these swell and fill with fatty substance.

Gatenby has shown (35) that although these vacuoles may be

associated with the Golgi apparatus and may therefore be present

in the idiosome (so that Nath's results would coincide with the

first type of fatty yolk formation by Golgi), the vacuoles may have

no intimate relationship with the Golgi bodies by the time fat is

being deposited in them. Nath is therefore possibly (but not

probably) examining some other cytoplasmic inclusion.

Turning now to the second group of opinions, we find that the

only point in common between them is that they all agree that

fatty yolk is not formed by or from the Golgi bodies. Instead,

cytoplasm (Weiner in Lithobius), cytoplasm and nucleolus (Harvey
in Carcinus), material from test-cells compounded by mitochon-

dria (Harvey in Ciona),
"
yolk nucleus

"
(Koch), vitelline layer of

cytoplasm (Weiner on Tegenaria) are all invoked in turn as sources

or instruments to form the fatty yolk.

It will thus be seen that there is no opinion on the matter which

can be mentioned as generally accepted.

With regard to the albuminous or proteid yolk there is more

general accordance in some ways, although here again there is a

strong minority. Starting with Hogben (on Periplaneta, Synergus,

Formicus and Libellula), who found that nucleolar extrusions were

intimately related with the formation of albuminous yolk, others
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have followed, notably Gatenby (on Saccocirrus), Ludford [Limncea

and Patella), Nath and collaborators (Scorpions, Lithobius,

Luciola, and Periplaneta), King (on Lithobius), Gresson (on

Tenthridinida^), Spaul (on Nepa). There are, however, two distinct

views contained here, for several workers believe the extrusions

to be directly metamorphosed into yolk while other workers (or

the same workers on different material) conceive of an indirect

relationship. In the minority we find Brambell (on Patella) and

King (Oniscus) finding the mitochondria swelling up to form

protein yolk ; Weiner (on Lithobius and Tegenaria) and Stoepoe

(Nepa) derive this yolk from the Golgi bodies, as does Harvey also

(on Ciona (indirectly) and Carcinus). Nath finds the cytoplasm
the source of albuminous yolk in Spiders and Koch does the same

in Lithobius.

Thus in regard to the formation and source of the albuminous

yolk, no general statement can be made.

There are only a few cases in which comparisons can be made
between different sets of observations on the same material.

This does tend to eliminate the personal bias to a certain extent,

although workers in the same school of thought are liable to the

criticism of having the same preconceived ideas.

Comparisons in the case of the Mollusca, Helix, Limncea and

Patella show that there is quite a considerable amount of difference

of opinion at any rate concerning the origin of the albuminous

yolk. The four workers on Lithobius show wide divergencies as

to the processes involved. Even Nath and King differ over the

origin of the albuminous yolk (rather more than the summary
indicates ; vide Addendum to King's paper (69)).

Summarising, it would appear that no definite conclusion can

be come to at the present time. It does not apparently assist

matters to say that the majority of workers are of the opinion
that the fatty yolk is produced by the Golgi bodies and the albu-

minous yolk derived from the nucleolar extrusions. The weight
of evidence produced by other workers is sufficient for us at least

to conclude that that is not the whole story.

To return to the suggestion of Hogben's referred to above, that

the yolk is probably produced by an interaction of the various
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cell inclusions and components, seems to us to be the most accept-

able working hypothesis. The degree to which one particular cell

organ may contribute will doubtless vary, inasmuch as the exact

chemical nature of the yolk, both fatty and albuminous, may vary
in different animals. The relative amounts of fatty and albu-

minous yolks has been shown to differ considerably in Helix

(fatty yolk 10 per cent., albuminous yolk 50 per cent.) and

Patella (fatty yolk 75 per cent., albuminous yolk 10 per cent.) by
Brambell (15). Nath has shown that of three genera of scorpions,

two (Euscorpius and Buthus) have albuminous yolk, and the fatty

yolk contains no free fat and one (Palcemnceus) has no albuminous

yolk, and the fatty yolk contains free fat. Such differences are

amply sufficient to produce appearances which will lead to

incorrect interpretations being put upon the processes examined.

A complete elucidation of these problems is evidently very far

off, but it seems to us that this is a likely line of attack now
that microchemical technique has become more exact and corre-

spondingly useful.

MISCELLANEOUS
Protozoa. The most outstanding morphological discovery in

the Protozoa is that of the neuromotor system. This was origin-

ally described by Sharp in Diplodinium ecaudatum as early as

1914 (116). But it was not until 1920 that an experimental
demonstration was given by Taylor (124) of its true nature and

function. Since then many workers (chiefly at the University of

California), such as McDonald (82), Rees (115), Campbell (18, 19),

Pickard (111) and Visscher (129) have found similar systems in a

large number of Ciliates belonging to widely divergent orders.

A striking feature is the great similarity in broad outline of

these systems in the different forms. In general terms the

neuromotor apparatus consists of a central
" motorium "

situated

below the pharynx, from which radiate fibres to different parts of

the cell, but most particularly to the membranelles and specialised

ciliary structures. At the bases of such locomotor organs can be

found the basal granules of the ciliary fibres, and to these are

attached the
"
nerve fibres

"
from the motorium. Taken together,
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the neurofibres and the motor-granules and fibres constitute the

neuro-motor apparatus.
In Diplodinium ecaudatum, Sharp describes, besides the central

Mem.

.la.n.

Mem.

Mot.

Fig. 67.—Diagram of the Neuromotor apparatus in Favella (after Camp-
bell (10) ). The membranelles have been omitted for the greater part on
the near side in A. A, Side view. B, Oral view, showing the spiral adoral
fibre. A., anus

; Ad.f., adoral fibre
; Circ, circumoesophageal ring ;

D.f., dorsal fibre; F.p., food-particles; Ma.n., macro-nucleus ; Mi.n.,
micro-nucleus

; Mem., membranelles
; Mot., motorium ; My., myo-

nemes
; O.p., oral plug ; V.J., ventral fibres.
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motorium, a circumoesophageal ring which appears to be another

constant feature of the apparatus. This ring has fibres directed

posteriorly to the wall of the gullet (Campbell (18) ). Sharp also

finds fibres to the dorsal membranelles and to the adoral mem-
branelles. The operculum of Diplodinium also has special fibres.

It was the structural relations of the various parts of this sytem
with the motor organs that led Sharp to the conclusion that

together they formed a neuro-motor apparatus.

Taylor found in Euplotes an admirable material for experi-

mental investigation. Owing to the rigid pellicle surrounding the

animal he was able to make incisions in the cell without causing a

physical collapse. The neuro-fibres were further identifiable in

the living organism both with and without the use of vital

dyes. Having made a very complete study of the normal locomo-

tion of this Ciliate, he was in a position to examine the effects of

section of the neuro fibres with confidence. From his experi-

ments there is no doubt that these fibres do act as a co-ordinating

mechanism. Thus cutting the anal cirri fibres affects the creeping
and swimming movements dependent upon the action of these

cirri
; destruction of the motorium and cutting the attached

fibres interrupts the co-ordination of the movements of the loco-

motor organs, the membranelles and the cirri.

The conductive part of the system appears to consist, in those

forms, so far studied of (1) the motorium, (2) the circumoesophageal

ring, (3) dorsal and ventral fibres running to the ectoplasm
beneath the cilia ;

the dorsal (or anterior) fibres appear to be the

commoner and most strongly developed running to the peristomial

region (Campbell (18) ), (4) the adoral fibre which runs around the

pharynx in a spiral and connects up with all the pharyngeal mem-
branelles (Fig. 67). There are two of these in Boveria teredinidi,

which has a very complicated system.
The only form differing widely from these is Parmncecium,

which is a generalised form without any very special locomotor

organs (115). It has a generalised neuro-fibrillar system consist-

ing of a neuromotor centre (demonstrated with difficulty, but

evidently corresponding to the motorium), from which radiate

out two sets of fibres. Firstly two peripheral whorls, the larger
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on the oral side and the other on the aboral side, probably

correspond to the dorsal and ventral fibres ; secondly cytopharyn-

geal fibres, an anterior set to the anterior zone of membranelles

probably corresponding to the adoral fibres, and a posterior set to

the posterior end of the pharynx. This last is evidently the

generalised form of the circumoesophageal ring with its fibres to

the gullet.

These discoveries in the Ciliata are of considerable importance,

not only from the morphological point of view, but also in the

consideration of behaviour and function in these highly organised

Protozoa.

Several attempts have recently been made to establish the

homologies of the constant cell inclusions of the Metazoa in the

Protozoa. So far the results are not easy to harmonise, chiefly

owing to the great differences of organisation found in the various

classes of the Protozoa, and it is due also to the uncertaintv of the

specificity of Metazoan methods of demonstration in Protozoa.

The homology of the Golgi bodies is a case in point. Duboscq
and Grasse have examined the so-called parabasal bodies of certain

Flagellata, principally those Trichonymphids found in Termites

in France (27, 28). They come to the conclusion that in appear-

ance of structure these bodies resemble the Golgi bodies of metazoa.

There is an elongated rod deeply impregnated by the classical

Golgi methods of osmium and silver accompanied by an
"
idiosome

"
or chromophobe area on one side of it. When these

methods are employed it is worthy of note that only the parabasal

bodies are visible. The possibility of their being mitochondria is

explored, but what are taken to be true mitochondria are seen at

the same time by some methods as filamentous or granular

particles. They suggest that the parabasal bodies are a source of

energy (whether physical or chemical is not stated) which is

utilised by the flagellae.

Gatenby and King (37) have described bodies in Opalina
ranarum which they compare both with the metazoan Golgi and

with the parabasal bodies of the Flagellata. These are osmiophil
and irregular in shape and lie at the base of the cilia, to whose

filaments they appear attached. Their function may here be
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similar to that of the parabasal bodies. King in Anoplophrya
hasili finds Golgi bodies consisting of distinct cavities in deeply

staining substance (71). Although they have no connection with

the cilia, King states that they are very like the bodies in Ojpalina.

The mitochondria are evenly distributed and quite distinct. The

homologies are, however, still considered doubtful. These
"
Golgi bodies

"
can be seen in living preparations stained in

neutral red, and as we have shown previously, the vacuome is not

always closely connected with the true Golgi apparatus (although
it may be so in the Protozoa).

We are on safer ground in considering the results of Nassonov in

ciliates and flagellates (91, 92). He has examined forms possessed
of contractile vacuoles, and has described the osmiophil and argeh-

tophil substance found apposed to the wall of these vacuoles (and
their contributory canals) as the Golgi apparatus (Fig. 58).

Certainly the appearance of these structures is similar to the

metazoan Golgi, particularly those in Chilodon and Dogiellela

(Fig. 58, D, E), where the apparatus is not too close to the vacuole,

but encircles it like a ring. Perhaps the most convincing evi-

dence is that of function, for, granted that these bodies are not

artefacts, then their relation to excretion is very similar to the

relation of the metazoan Golgi apparatus to secretion. (A

complete analysis of Nassonov' s work is given in the section on

the Function of the Golgi Apparatus.)
Mention has already been made of Horning's work on the

mitochondria of Protozoa (59, etc.). Apart from the use of a

specific dye for the identification of these inclusions, the main

interest of his work undoubtedly lies in their relation to the food

vacuoles of Amoeba. Apparently the food particles are not sur-

rounded by a watery vacuole when they are engulfed. These

vacuoles appear only after mitochondria have adhered to the

surface of the food particles. His observations that the mito-

chondria appear to be unable to pierce the vacuoles when once

they have been formed cannot admit of any other plausible

explanation. Observations intra vitam with a dye have thus a

great advantage over other methods.

The peculiar distribution of these bodies also appears to be in
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sight of explanation on the grounds of the action of phosphoUpins
on surface tension. This is shghtly outside the confines of

microscopy, but it is very necessary to take as many facts into

consideration as possible.

Cell Membranes. One of the problems which microscopists

have to face is connected with the nature of the cell and

nuclear walls. This question dates back to the discovery of

the cell in plants when the cellulose wall which w^e know now as a

secretion was regarded as the most important cellular structure.

Similar mistakes have occurred in animal cytology, especially in

connection with such specialised membranes as the vitelline

membrane of the egg. We are concerned now, however, with the

true protoplasmic wall.

The advent of the technique of micro-dissection has been used,

chiefly by Chambers (21), to ascertain the nature of the restraining

cell wall. By means of the very delicate apparatus employed, it

is possible to touch delicately, puncture or tear the surface of

various cells contained in hanging drops. All the results point to

the fact that the cell wall is a definitely organised structure. This

is not to say, of course, that it is possible of isolation. As a matter

of fact, the reverse is the case. Its very organisation is dependent
not only upon the external medium, but upon the condition of the

protoplasm within. The chief proof of its organisation depends

upon the results of its destruction. If a mammalian (non-

nucleated) red blood corpuscle be punctured the haemoglobin

immediately begins to diffuse out over the whole surface of the

cell
;
not merely at the point of puncture. The semi-permeability

of this membrane has been destroved all over by iniurv at one

point. Again, if the ciliated cells of the ovary of the sea-urchin

be punctured, disintegration of the cell wall takes place, com-

mencing at the break and rapidly spreads all over. The progress

of the degenerative process can be watched most successfully in

the ciliated region, as the cilia ceases to beat as soon as the wall

below has disintegrated. The time factor must not be neglected
as evidence. Portions of cells can be torn aw^ay from cells

(Amoeba, Lewis, vide 21) without permanent injury provided that

sufficient time is given for the surface film to organise itself. If,
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on the other hand, the injury is violent and sudden, disintegration

sets in rapidly before another surface film can form. The quick-

ness with which the new film is formed varies according to the

surrounding fluid. It is remarkably quick in the star-fish egg in

hypertonic sea-water (Chambers, 21). Another factor is the

condition of the protoplasm inside dependent upon external

conditions or upon its own specificity.

Enough has been said to show that the cell wall cannot be

expressed entirely in terms of an interfacial film, but that it

possesses definite organisation and must be considered as a cell

organ.

The results of Strangeways and Canti (122, 123) and others by

dark-ground illumination show a slightly different picture. They
state that there is no definite cell wall visible, although the outline

is sufficiently distinct. This we think is not contradictory to

Chamber's conception, because the organisation suggested is a

chemical and physical one of really minute proportions, and there

is no reason to suppose that optical differentiation of a sufficient

magnitude is likely to occur.

A similar view is supported by the work of Gray on cell division.

According to him the dividing cell wall is actually laid down in

situ, i.e., organises itself. Separation into two is a mechanical

process subsequently carried out. If reference is made to the

case of the spermatocyte division figures given by Bowen (4)

when he refers to the cutting in two of the mitochondria, I

think it is clear that a similar explanation will fit that case equally

well (Fig. 64, C). Similarly, in the case of the nuclear-wall, all the

evidence of microdissection workers shows that it has a definite

organisation. Nearly all the experiments enumerated above on the

cell wall have been paralleled in the case of the nuclear membrane
with similar results.

Any advance in our knowledge in this direction is likely to come

from the physiologist and from the biochemist. On the whole,

the microscope has been used to its optical and manipulative
limits.

Pathological Cytology. A really adequate treatment of this

subject would require many more pages and more expenditure of
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time on the part of the reader than could be demanded in a work

of this nature. Some reference must, however, be made to the

work which is being done in this direction. Summed up briefly,

it may be said that the amount of information concerning the

behaviour of cell constituents during the cell cycle in a very large

number of pathological conditions is enormous, but that so far no

outstanding co-ordinating facts can be produced.
A very comprehensive account of the cytology of cancer will

be found in a paper by Ludford (80). A few examples will show

how difficult it is to draw any general conclusions whatever. As

regards the behaviour of the chromosomes during mitosis, all

types of aberrations may be found from the normal behaviour

{e.g., squamous-cell sarcoma of the mouse) to pluripolar (car-

cinoma) and abortive (epithelioma) mitoses. Fig. 13, in the paper
referred to above, summarises the many different phenomena met

with.

Turning to the protoplasmic inclusions, we find the same

divergence in the phenomena present. Considerable hypertrophy
of the Golgi apparatus and mitochondria may occur as in

hypertrophied cancer cells in the fibro-sarcoma of the rat. The

extent to which this may be found varies even between different

specimens of experimentally induced tar cancers on the same

animal. Similarly, during mitosis the Golgi apparatus behaves in

quite different ways (see Fig. 14, 80). Nucleolar extrusions take

place in some cases (adeno-carcinoma of the mouse), but such

conditions found in cancerous tissue cells can be also found in

j^erfectly normal tissues.

Despite the considerable amount of data at his disposal, Ludford

is compelled to come to the following general conclusions :
—

"
It has been pointed out that with our present microscopic

technique there is no means of distinguishing between a normal

and a cancerous cell. The wide range of pathological variations

are the morphological expression of the reaction of the cells to the

peculiar conditions of tumour growth. There is no pathological

state restricted to cancer cells alone, so that there exists for the

cancer cell no precise morphological diagnostic character of any
kind.

H.A.M. 6
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"... New methods of research will have to be devised,

therefore, before we can explore cytologically the possibilities

opened up by the work of these investigators (Gye and Barnard.)"

(80, p. 290).
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THE GOLGI APPARATUS

Till within recent times the Golgi apparatus, first discovered

in 1898 by Golgi in the Purkinje cells of the barn owl's

brain, was not convincingly shown to be present in plant cells.

Definite evidence is now, however, forthcoming to show that the

Golgi apparatus is also present in plant cells. Bowen has described

in the male heads of Polytrichum commune, P. juniperinum, P.

filiferum, in the root tips and growing points of Equisetum

arvense, and also in the root tips of Vicia faba, Pisum sativum and

other plants by the osmic acid impregnation method, certain

bodies which he has named "
osmiophilic platelets^ These

platelets are suspended in the hyaloplasm, and are never found

within the vacuoles. They are disc-shaped and composed of osmio-

philic material. A large number of such discs occur in each cell,

though the number per cell varies enormously. They are relatively

small in size, though size variation is exhibited. During mitosis

there appears to be no orientation or division of the platelets, and

it is apparently due to chance that an equal distribution leads to

an approximately equal number of these bodies appearing in each

daughter cell. The method of division of the platelets was not

discovered, but possibly fragmentation may play a part. Bowen

definitely advanced the opinion that these osmiophilic platelets
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are related to the Golgi apparatus of insects, and represent the

Golgi material of the plant cell.

Bowen also recognised two other systems of bodies, the
"
plas-

FiG. 68.—(1) and (2) cell from root-tip of Vicia

faba, showing pseudochondriome (ps.) as densely-
blackened spherical granules and plastidome
(pL) as black dots, osmiophilic platelets (op.) as

rings. (3) A network developed by fusion of

primary vacuoles (vac). (4) Osmiophilic plate-
lets in V. faba. (5) Golgi reticulum in V. faba.
((1), (2), (3) after Bowen, Q. J. Micr. Sci. ;

(4) after Patten, Scott and Gatenby, Q. J.
Micr. Sci. ; (5) after Scott, Arner. J. Bot.).

tidome
^^ and the ^''pseudochondriome.''' In undifferentiated cells

the plastidome consists of distinctly elongated bodies which show
a great variety of shape. The pseudochondriome, on the other

hand, is characteristically spherical. Multiplication is apparently

by simple fission, and at mitosis there is an equal distribution to the
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daughter cells. The plastidome, the individual bodies of which are

termed "
archij^Iasts,^^ unlike the pseudochondriome, passes through

a definite series of changes connected intimately with the nuclear

division figure, differing thereby from the pseudochondriomes, which

are merely scattered throughout the cytoplasm. Bowen was unable

to discover the function of these bodies and which of them repre-

sents the animal chondriome. Later, however, he ascertained that

in the root tips and growing point of Equisetum arvense, the plasti-

dome system is apparently entirely concerned with the formation

of plastids, while the pseudo-chondriome has nothing to do with

plastid formation. The plastidome system of the meristematic

cells is elongated in shape and the chloro^^lasts and leucoplasts

are gradually differentiated from them. It will be remem-

bered that the pseudo-chrondriome system is characteristically

spherical in shape, and has apparently no function. From the

very constant differentiation in staining capacity, morphology
and structure, these bodies seem to belong to two totally different

categories of cytoplasmic inclusions.

Patten, Scott and Gatenby, using the Kolatchev technique on

the root tips of Vicia faba, have in large measure confirmed

Bowen's findings. In the root tips of this plant, as well as in the

shoot of Pisuin sativuvi and the root tips of Hyacinthus, they
found cells with only mitochondria, and others with osmiophilic

platelets alone. The platelets were by far the commonest

cytoplasmic inclusions revealed by the Golgi osmic methods.

These platelets are very small, but in good preparations they

impregnate clearly on a yellowish protoplasmic background.
When seen edgeways, they appear as a black line. Observed flat-

wise, they are found to possess an osmiophile cortex and a central

chromophobe medulla. They rarely form chains, and do not unite

when close together. The platelets are very uniform in size, and

are not moved by centrifuging. Patten, Scott and Gatenby
claimed that the platelets closely resemble the Golgi bodies of

the Hemiptera among animals.

Scott has also discovered Golgi bodies to be present in the root

tip of Vicia faba. The material was fixed in Bensley's fluid, and it

was discovered that the Golgi apparatus only made its appearance
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after forty-eight hours' fixation. It may be on this account that

the presence of the reticulum had not been observed in plant cells

by previous investigators. The Golgi apparatus is more or less

definitely localised in position. It is abundant in periblem and

dermatogen, and also in the youngest layers of the calyptrogen.

Mitosis is active in this region, and the Golgi reticulum persists

throughout nuclear division. In the remaining tissue of the root

tip, i.e., the central plerome strand, in which the cells are already

beginning to elongate and vacuolate, the Golgi network is absent.

When secondary rootlet formation is about to occur, the Golgi

apparatus disappears from the cells of the primary root tissue,

but by the time that the secondary roots are J to 1 cm. long,

the Golgi network reappears in the primary dermatogen and

periblem. In the meanwhile, the dermatogen and periblem of

the root initials become possessed of the Golgi reticulum. In

the tertiary rootlets the Golgi network is well marked. In the

phase of primary root growth, during which the Golgi apparatus
is absent from the meristematic cells, the cytoplasm of these cells,

though devoid of a distinctly blackened network, is not homo-

geneous. A colourless system of canals ramifies through it, and

from its appearance, colourless, in contrast with the blackened

network of the secondary roots of the same axis, it may be con-

cluded that the development, or at least the maintenance, of a

canalicular system is independent of the usual canal contents.

In other words, the usual osmic-reducing substances, proteins,

lipoids and fats are absent. The accumulation of water from the

condensation of amino-acids during protein synthesis is suggested
as a possible origin of the Golgi apparatus in plant cells by this

author.

MITOCHONDRIA

Mitochondria or chondriosomes are small granules, globules,

rods, or sometimes thread-like structures, which are always to

be found in the cytoplasm. Their presence has led to endless

discussion as to their nature and function in the living cell. The
most usual view, as far as the higher plants are concerned, is that

they are primarily concerned with the formation of the chloro-
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plasts. For a description of the recent papers on this aspect of

the problem, see Barton-Wright,
" Recent Advances in Plant

Physiology."
As well as their probable function of plastid formation, a number

of other views have been put forward with regard to their activity

in the cell, and some of the more important of these will now be

discussed.

According to Marston, from the reactions of mitochrondia to

azine dyes, these bodies contain proteolytic enzymes, and he

came to the conclusion from the rapidity with which synthetic

processes occur in the living cell, that the mitochondria are the

site of enzymatic synthesis in the cell. Robertson held that the

presence of lipoid material in these bodies would cause molecules

to be orientated at the surface in such a manner that the reactive

groups (carboxyl and amino-acid) would point to the external

aqueous phase, and so be effectively concentrated at the phase

boundary of mitochondrium and cytoplasm. According to both

de Nouy and Cowdry, mitochondrial substance is arranged in

such a manner as to give a surface film of maximum extent with

the minimum of material, and such a local concentration would

furnish an explanation of the facility with which enzymatic syn-

thesis would take place at the surface of these bodies in the cell.

Horning and Petrie have investigated the influence of mito-

chondria on starch grains present in the endosperm of cereals.

The types used were Red Hogan maize. Warden wheat and Cape

barley. Hand-stained sections were prepared and stained in

Janus Green B (1 in 8,000). This dye was found to be excellent

for the purpose of rendering the mitochondria visible. The

material was also fixed in osmo-chromic fluid and Cox's fixative.

It is a well-known fact that in maize the endosperm is packed
with starch grains, and that at the onset of germination the finely-

granulated cytoplasm of the epithelial cells of the scutellum be-

comes coarser in structure and this granulation increases in amount,

following on the erosion of the starch grains in the endosperm cells

adjacent to the epithelial cells bounding the scutellum. The hydro-

lysed products of the endosperm cells are absorbed by the epithe-

lium, and are then passed on to the embryo and used in germina-
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tion. Considerable changes now occur in the scutellum : the cells

elongate and increase in size, there is also considerable crushing

of the depleted endosperm cells, and the elongated cells of the

scutellum may form themselves into hypha-like growths which

invade the endosperm.

Horning and Petrie also studied the behaviour of the mito-

chondria in the resting grain in both scutellum and endosperm.

They were found to be present in moderate amount in the epithelial

cells and other cells of the scutellum, and were but sparsely distri-

buted in the endosperm. The material was examined three days
after the onset of germination, when the endosperm cells imme-

diately adjacent to the scutellum had begun to show signs of

depletion. In the meantime the epithelial cells, as well as the

rest of the cells of the scutellum, had greatly increased in size,

causing considerable crushing of the depleted cells of the endo-

sperm. The scutellum now showed a great profusion of mito-

chondrial bodies, which were located in all the cells of the

scutellum and epithelium. These bodies were found to be clustered

in particularly large numbers round the outer walls of many of

the epithelial cells, often appearing to be partly embedded in the

cell wall itself. Horning and Petrie suggested that this feature

shows that the mitochondria have actually passed through the

epithelial layer into the endosperm. Presumably the mito-

chondria arise in the epithelium by repeated division. Six days

after germination had commenced, they were found to extend

well into the endosperm cells adjacent to the epithelium which

were in the process of undergoing depletion of their starch

content. Numbers ot these mitochondrial bodies clustered round

the walls of the endosperm cells, and in many cases they were

actually found to be surrounding the grains themselves. Starch

grains enclustered in this manner were always discovered to

be in an advanced stage of erosion, while those which were not

so far corroded invariably had fewer chondriosomes surrounding

them. Horning and Petrie considered that some of the mito-

chondrial bodies present in the endosperm were certainly formed

in situ, but that this supply was continuously being supple-

mented by an active process of secretion from within the epithe-
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Hum. They suggested that diastase is secreted from the scutellum

in association with the mitochondria, and that in this manner the

enzyme is brought into contact with the starch grains, and that

active hydrolysis ensues.

Although mitochondria were also found to be present in the

aleurone layer of the grains, no evidence was found for their

migration from this region into the endosperm cells. Examination

of the isolated endosperm mounted in "
plaster of Paris

"
pillars

immersed in water showed that in sixteen days the number of

mitochondria was distinctly greater than in the dormant grain

They occurred in clumps scattered throughout the cells, and were

also observed in the elongated form and in process of fission. It is

therefore evident that mitochondria can increase in the endo-

spermal region without active secretion supplementing the supply

from the epithelial layer and scutellum. The rate of hydrolysis,

however, in the isolated endosperm was very much less without

secretion from the scutellum. Similar results were obtained in

barley and wheat, but in these cases there was also a simultaneous

secretion of a cytohydrolytic enzyme which dissolved the walls of

the endosperm cells prior to the hydrolysis of the starch grains.

It is feasible that mitochondria should be able to migrate

through the plasma-membrane. Cowdry, for example, has con-

cluded that mitochondria are for the most part phosphatides in

composition, together with the addition of a small amount of pro-

tein, and there is sufficient evidence to show that fattv substances

of various kinds pass from apical meristems, where they are syn-

thesised, into external differentiating cells, in the course of which

translocation through numerous cell walls must occur.

The Vacuome

The presence of vacuoles filled with cell sap is a well-known fact

in plant cells. These vacuoles differ in size in different cells. In

meristematic tissues they are small and numerous, and as these cells

grow and differentiate, they increase greatly in size and coalesce.

The vacuolar system of a cell, whether there be a single or many
vacuoles, has been termed by Dangeard the " vacuome.''^

The origin of the vacuolar system, or vacuome of cells has
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led to much controversv. The older idea, due to von Mold

and others, claimed that they arose de novo in the cell. But as

far back as 1885, de Vries disagreed with this view, and advanced

the opinion that vacuoles were formed from certain bodies, to

which he gave the name '•

tonoplasts.^^ To settle these conflicting

opinions, Pfeffer put the matter to experimental test. He intro-

duced a crystal of asparagine into the plasmodium of myxomycetes
and found that membranes were formed round the resulting

droplets. He concluded from the results of his work that vacuoles

could arise de novo in the cell. Pfeffer's views about this matter

were very generally accepted up to recent times. Dangeard,

however, advanced the theory that the vacuolar system of the cell,

or as they preferred to term it, the vcicuovie, is a permanent
constituent of the cell. This view has been enthusiastically

supported by Guilliermond.

These w^orkers have found in the Cyanophycese and bacteria

certain corpuscles which stain deeply with basic aniline dyes.
Similar bodies were also discovered in the fungi, and they were

always to be located in the vacuole. These corpuscles, termed by
Dangeard

"
metachromes," or

" metachromatic corpuscles," are

supposed to result from the precipitation of the normal colloidal

constituents of vacuoles by intravitam dyes, and they are there-

fore thought to exist in the vacuole of the living cell in the sol state.

In the growing tips of the hyphse of either Saprolegnia or Mucor,

Dangeard observed that vacuoles first made their appearance as

small beads or grains which were to begin with, somewhat isolated,

and also as threads which later fused together to form a network.

These bodies closely resemble mitochondria, and are composed
of a thick metachromatin fluid or solution which stains readily
with cresyl blue. With the ageing of the hyphae, these thread-like

bodies swell as the metachromatin solution absorbs water and
become conspicuous vacuoles, w^hich eventually fuse to form

larger vacuoles. In the flowering plants, Dangeard found in the

vacuoles a certain substance which he claimed to be closely
related to metachromatin. This was thrown out of colloidal solu-

tion by the action of intravitam stains, taking the form of deeply

stained, rapidly moving corpuscles in the vacuoles, the bulk of
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the vacuolar contents in the meanwhile staining slightly, or not

at all. It was thought that the vacuoles in the meristematic regions
arose by the hydration and swelling of numerous small mito-

chondria-like bodies containing a thick solution of metachromatin.

As the cells of these regions proceed to differentiate, these cor-

puscles swell into small round vacuoles, which eventually fuse into

a single large vacuole.

Guilliermond claimed to have confirmed these results for the

yeasts and various ascomycetes (Penicillium, Endomyces Magnusii,
and others). Neutral red was found to be the best stain, and gave

very much clearer

results than cresyl

blue. This w^orker

came to the conclu-

sion that in the

majority of the fungi

the vacuome origi-

.^^^^B^ms^^M%.
M'*'

••.

Fig. 69.—Hyphae of SaproJegnia stained with
neutral red. The vacuome shows as a
network in the three upper figures, whilst
in the lowest it can be seen as a vacuolar
canal in which the neutral red has thrown
down deeply staining corpuscles. (After
Guilliermond, Amer. J. Bot.)

nated at the hyphal

tips as small grains,

which showed at

first a very uniform

staining with neutral

red. Further away
from the tips these

grains began to swell

and gradually formed minute vacuoles, in each of which meta-

chromatin was precipitated by the neutral red as a small red grain
which exhibited marked Brownian movement. In the older hyphae
these vacuoles fuse to form larger vacuoles, in which the meta-

chromatin particles may be numerous. It was only in the cases

of Saprolegnia and Mucor that the filiform and reticulate vacuoles

described by Dangeard were discovered. Guilliermond was of the

opinion that the vacuome was absolutely distinct from the chondrio-

some, for the vacuome absorbs intravitam dyes more quickly,

while, on the other hand, the chondriosome is stained neither by
cresyl blue nor by neutral red. Apparently in the meristematic

regions of the higher plants the colloidal matter in the vacuoles is
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\ ...
not metachromatin, and has no properties in common witli this

substance, beyond the fact of affinity for intravitam dyes. Tlie

colloidal substances in the vacuoles of flowering plants differ

widely in different cases, but they are for the most part composed
of alcohol-soluble proteins, tannins and anthocyanins. In matur-

ing seeds the vacuoles are alleged to be changed into aleurone

grains. These vacuoles, which are at first composed of a weak

solution of colloidal protein ^
are then dehydrated and break down

into smaller vacuoles, and these ultimately shrink into small

solid protein or aleurone grains. At the onset of germination
the reverse changes occur : the grains absorb water, swell

into small vacuoles, and finally fuse and form larger vacuoles.

Unlike Dangeard, however, Guilliermond held the opinion that in

certain cases vacuoles may and do arise de novo. He also put
forward the suggestion that the Golgi apparatus of the animal

cytologist and the Holmgren canals are two pictures demonstrated

by different techniques, the one a negative and the other a positive

of the same cell structure, which is actually the vacuome demon-

strated in the living cells of plants with his neutral red technique.

THE STRUCTURE OF CHROMOSOMES
A number of contentious points are involved in a discussion of

this nature. The question of correct fixation of material plays a

very important part, and no doubt the various views that have

been put forward from time to time are due to the fact that

different workers have employed varying methods of fixation.

Nuclei with large chromosomes have been principally investigated
with regard to structure, and it is mainly with these that the

following discussion is concerned.

At the prophase of mitosis the reticulum breaks down into the

long slender thread of the spireme and the longitudinal split is

first observed. The origin of this split is still a matter of con-

troversy. According to Farmer, Digby, Eraser, Newton and

others, it arises in the previous telophase, whereas according to

Sharp there is no longitudinal split at telophase, but only alveola-

tion of the chromosomes to form the reticulum of the new nucleus.

Sharp observed the presence of alveoles or achromatic areas in the
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telephasic chromosomes of Vicia and Tradescantia, which enlarge

and coalesce to form a more or less continuous achromatic matrix.

This process involves the assumption of a reticulate form of the

chromatic karyotin.

Another view of the matter is the so-called chromonema hypo-
thesis. Bonnevie, one of the principal supporters of this theory,

considered that each chromosome at telophase differentiates

into an endogenous spiral thread, which persists through inter-

phase and emerges from the chromosomes at the following pro-

phase as a slender filament which later splits. On this view the

achromatic material is not continuous from one nuclear generation

to another, but is differentiated anew at each telophase as the

spiral develops and the term " chromonema "
is given to the spiral

filament. The achromatic portion swells and becomes the karyo-

lymph, at the periphery of which, the nuclear membrane is laid

down, while the spiral filament or chromonema persists as a definite

structure throughout most or all of the nuclear cycle, and is not a

temporary structure concerned with the split at prophase of mitosis.

This view has been further extended by Kaufmann, working
with Tradescantia pilosa. He found that at anaphase in the

nuclei of this species, the chromosome is made up of two morpho-

logically dissimilar substances, achromatic and chromatic. The

chromatic portion occurs as a pair of unbroken intertwined spiral

threads, whereas the achromatic portion serves as a matrix for

the chromatic material. At the inception of telophase, the achro-

matic material becomes continuous with the nuclear sap and the

chromatic part of the chromosome maintains the genetic continuity

of the chromosome. At early prophase the chromonemata (spiral

portions) can be seen as a single thread spirally coiled, or as distinct

intertwined threads. With the further onset of prophase, chromo-

mere-like swellings make their appearance on the thread, and

each of these forms a centre of activity in the formation of new

chromonemata. At metaphase, when the chromosomes reach the

equator of the spindle, each individual chromosome can be seen

to consist of spiral parallel threads showing both chromatic and

achromatic material, the former being clearly seen as a pair of

spiral threads which become particularly clear at anaphase.
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A somewhat different interpretation of the chromatic filament

has been suggested by Martens. In his investigations on Paris

quadrifoUa and Listera ovata, the chromosomes were observed

throughout the whole cycle of change, and the claim was made

that two morphologically distinct portions are concerned

in their structure, (1) a homogeneous achromatic matrix, which

is distinct from the nuclear sap, and (2) an embedded portion

or chromonematic element. During early prophase this chromone-

.
i a 3 4 5 , A

Fig. 70.—Structural changes undergone by the chromosomes in somatic

mitosis in Paris quadrifoUa. (After Martens, from Sharp, Introduction to

Cytology.)

matic portion has the structure of transverse or oblique curved

strands lying peripherally in the matrix, and many of these are

joined to form a zig-zag thread, but they do not constitute a con-

tinuous spiral throughout the length of the chromosome. During
the later stages of prophase they become continuous, and after

division of the chromosomes this chromonematic element, w^hich

at all times is accompanied by its achromatic matrix, still retains

its zigzag form until late in interphase, when it becomes broken

up into irregular strands. According to the view put forward by
this worker, the chromonema is a constant structural element of

the chromosome.
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Bolles Lee, working with Paris quadrifolia, claimed that the

structure of plant and animal chromosomes is essentially the same.

He found that in the homotypic division of meiosis there was an

achromatic axis which at certain stages of division showed a peri-

axial spiral differentiation, connected by means of a spiral flange

(these flanges appeared as lateral processes) surrounded by an

achromatic membranous sheath. According to Lee, the essential

difference between plant and animal chromosomes lies in the fact

that the former occasionally show alveolation, and the axes of the

latter are always more solid.

Another general view of chromosome structure is that the

achromoatic matrix encloses a number of discrete chromatic units,

the so-called chromomeres. At prophase these chromomeres unite

in more or less regular rows in the matrix, which is also a constant

element of chromosome structure. Sands has investigated the

chromosomes of Tradescantia virginica from this standpoint. His

description is limited to the structure displayed by the chromo-

somes of the pollen-mother cells at diakinesis, their arrangement
on the equatorial plate, and their structure at anaphase and early

telophase in both pollen-mother cells and somatic cells. The

acetocarmine method was employed. Sands considered that his

results support the view that the achromatic matrix forms

a foundation for a number of chromomeres. These chromomeres

are arranged irregularly within a linin cylinder. The surface of

this cylinder may be either smooth or irregular, according as the

chromomeres do or do not project beyond the periphery.

More recently Sharp has reinvestigated this problem in a

number of different plants. The species used were Trillium grandi-

florum, Allium cepa, Podophyllum peltatum, Vicia faba and

Tradescantia virginica. Benda's fluid was mainly used for fixa-

tion. The observations were confined to the large somatic chromo-

somes of these plants. In all cases it was found that the chromo-

somes were composed of two principal morphological units, which

exhibited considerable differences in their affinity for stains during

late telophase, interphase and early prophase of mitosis. These

staining differences, however, are by no means so marked at late

prophase, metaphase, anaphase and early telophase.
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Throughout the mitotic cycle the more chromatic constituent

of the chromosomes persists in the form of two chromonemata.

The less chromatic constituent forms a matrix in which the chromo-

nemata lie for the major portion of the cycle. It was found im-

possible to obtain any information as to whether it remains distinct

from the matrix material of the other chromosomes and the karyo-

lymph at interphase or whether it merely loses its identity between

nuclear divisions.

At anaphase the chromosome is made up of an achromatic

matrix and a more chromatic constituent ;
the latter has the

structure of a zig-zag thread or chromonema. This thread fre-

quently appears double, i.e., there are two chromonemata present

which may either remain close together at the upper region of the

chromosome or separate rather widely at the lower portion. With

the close of anaphase, the chromosomes shorten, and at the incep-

tion of telophase, the chromaticity of the chromosome matrix

decreases considerably, leaving the chromonemata more clearly

visible. At telophase the chromonemata are more contorted than

at anaphase, owing to the shortening of the chromosome as a whole.

Mutual connections now make their appearance by means of

anastomoses with neighbouring chromosomes to form the reti-

culum of the daughter nuclei.

The alterations observable in the chromosomes at telophase are

continued into interphase, when the individual chromonemata

can still be observed. Finally, the anastomoses of the main portion

of the chromonemata become more and more alike, so that the

latter are no longer discernible in the meshwork of the resting

nucleus. In the meantime the matrix material of several chromo-

somes becomes entirely achromatic and apparently continuous. At

early prophase the reticulum is resolved into separate tracts,

which represent the chromosomes in which the chromonemata

become more and more visible with the disappearance of the

anastomoses. The matrix of each chromosome also becomes more

visible than the surrounding karyolymph. The chromonemata

now become more clearly distinct and regular, giving the aspect

characteristic of the spiral stage. At the middle of prophase the

chromonemata straighten out, thicken and diverge a little as they
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take up positions on the borders of the flattening matrix. When

prophase has been concluded the structure of the chromonemata

is difficult to see, but they appear to be a little contorted. At

metaphase each daughter chromosome can be seen to be composed
of a matrix containing two chromonemata, so that the entire

metaphase chromosome is double in respect to the matrix and

quadruple with respect to the more chromatic constituent. For

further details of this work the original should be consulted.

As Sharp has very rightly pointed out :

"
the problem at present

confronting students of chromosome structure is to place a proper
evaluation upon these appearances presented by chromosomes

under the microscope. It seems clear that the chromatic substance

which has been called karyotin, and which is arranged in a slender

thread, with or without achromatic elements in the prophase, is a

constant nuclear constituent. It has been variously described as

having the form of granules, irregular short strands, a continuous

spiral chromonema, a spongy framework and a cortical sheath.

All of these aspects have been observed in sectioned material fixed

by the older methods, as well as in whole chromosomes by the

recently readopted acetocarmine process. Opinions differ widely
with respect to which are natural aspects and which are artifacts.

Probabilities seem to favour the naturalness of a regular type of

structure, such as is exemplified by chromonemata, as against the

irregularity characterising a spongy framework, arising through
alveolation or a matrix with scattered granules."

Work on chromosomes from living cells has not progressed

sufficiently far as yet to determine wliich of the conflicting views

at present in vogue is correct. It is probably correct to say that

in all fixed material, by whatever method, a certain number of arti-

facts are bound to make their appearance, and it is the presence
of these artifacts that makes this particular problem of cytology
so difficult for investigation.

THE NUCLEOLUS

Practically all nuclei contain one or more bodies which are

termed nucleoli or are occasionally spoken of as plasmosomes. As

a general rule they are not present in the nuclei of male gametes.
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In character the nucleolus is somewhat irregular in shape and may
possess one or more vacuoles, in which small granules are

occasionally found. The nucleolus shows an affinity for acid

dyes, and according to Meyer, Zacharias and others, it is mainly

composed of proteinaceous material. In Allium root, according

to de Litardiere, the substratum of the nucleolus is made up of some

achromatic material which is impregnated with a less resistant

chromatic substance or substances.

Till within recent years, there has alw^ays been considerable

divergence of opinion with regard to the function of the nucleolus,

but the trend of recent work has shown that it plays an

important part at mitosis and supplies chromatin to the developing

spireme.
In his investigations on ferns de Litardiere observed that there

was an inverse ratio between the chromaticity of the chromosomes

and the volume of the nucleolar mass. He therefore suggested

that chromatic material passed out of the chromosomes at

telophase and formed the nucleolus, which in turn at telophase

passed chromatic material to the chromosomes once more. In a

similar manner. Martens discovered that in Paris quadrifoUa the

achromatic matrix of the chromosomes showed a very decided

chromaticity at late prophase, metaphase and anaphase, and that

this chromaticity was lost at telophase. He thought it probable
that this w^as due to a transfer of chromatic material from the

nucleolus to the matrix of the chromosome during these various

stages of mitosis.

A more elaborate study of the matter was conducted by van

Camp on the root meristem of Clivia. Here apparently the

reticulum of the nucleus is basophile, whereas the nucleolus is

acidophile and has an avidity for iron, and the two are in direct

contact. At the inception of prophase the spireme becomes more

iron-avid, with simultaneous decrease in the size of the nucleolus.

Finally the nucleolus breaks up into small fragments and becomes

less iron-avid. With the completion of prophase the nucleolar

material has passed entirely to the developing chromosomes. Van

Camp claimed that the chromosomes are not simply impregnated

by material from the nucleolus, but that the two form a special
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complex to which he has given the name "
kinochromatin." At

telophase, dissociation of the two substances takes place once

more, and the iron-avid and acidophile materials make their

appearance at certain points along the chromosomes as small

globules, and these eventually fuse to form fresh nucleoli. Cleland

has also brought forward evidence of a similar nature. In

CEnotherafranciscana sulphurea he found that the microsporocytes
showed nucleoli as rather pale bodies after chromatic material had

left them.

Latter has shown that the nucleolus of Lathyrus odoratus adds

chromatic material to the developing chromosomes during pollen

formation. The nucleolus here stains deeply, and is more or less

spherical in shape. In the peripheral region of the nucleolus

there is apparently a greater staining power than in the central

region giving the apj^earance of a large central vacuole and a

crystal body, which varied in shape, was found within the

vacuole. A similar body has been described in CEnothera by
Cleland. Occasionally two or even three such bodies were

found to be present, but their nature was not ascertained. The

suggestion is put forward that they are possibly composed of

proteinaceous material.

In normal nucleoli, after they have assumed an elliptical shape
at synizesis and come into contact with the nuclear membrane, the

mass of delicate threadwork generally appears to move away from

the nucleolus and takes up its position on the side opposite to the

nuclear cavity. The separation, however, of the knot of thread is

never complete, and the nucleolus, which lies flattened against the

nuclear membrane, is connected to the compact mass of thread by
means of a few delicate strands. The very constant connection of

the thread with the nucleolus during the distribution of deep-

staining material along it suggests that a transference of chromatin

from the nucleolus takes place.

As the synizetic knot passes away from the nucleolus across the

nuclear cavity, only a single crystalline structure can be seen

and one or more loops of the thread remain definitely in contact

with the nucleolus, the apex of at least one loop being

directed towards this structure. Prolonged examination, however,
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Fig. 71.—Nucleolar behaviour in Lathyrus odoratus. (1) Resting pollen
mother cell with a crystal body in the central vacuolar region of

nucleolus. (2) Faintly stained nucleolus showing minute dark-staining

granules, which are probably fragments of the crystal body. (3) Spireme
loosened from synizetic knot. The spireme is a continuous thread
attached to nucleolar body. (4) Same as (3). The nucleolus is lying

against the upper membrane of the nucleus, being in a focus higher than
the other nuclear contents. (5) Seven persistent loops of the spireme
can be distinguished from a mass of smaller loops and are lettered a-g.
A split is present in the thread of some of the main loops, but this is

not generally observed in nuclei at this stage. The loops appear to

radiate from a central nucleolus. (After Latter, Anns. Bot.)
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showed that one loop of the thread was definitely in contact with

this inclusion. Other nuclei, which present a similar stage of

development, show a loop of the thread attached to a darkly

staining oval body at the periphery of the nucleolus and no crystal

occlusions are simultaneously present. With the loosening of the

thread from synizesis, the peripheral darkly staining body becomes

considerably larger and more conspicuous and the connecting

threads still in contact with the nucleolus are very constantly

associated with it. Except for the presence of this deeply staining-

body (nucleolar body) the nucleolus is apparently homogeneous
at this stage. It would appear that this nucleolar body is derived

from the crystal occlusion of the resting nucleolus. With the

inception of the second contraction, the nucleolus frequently shows

budding and partial fragmentation, and the extruded portions

remain in the nuclear cavity as additional nucleoli and the

remaining portion of the nucleolus at the periphery becomes very

vacuolated in appearance. During the passage of the nucleolus

to the periphery of the contracted reticulum, several small

nucleolar can be seen. Their appearance suggests that the

large crystal body of the nucleus has undergone fragmentation.

The fact that the time of association between the reticulum and

the nucleolar body coincides with the time of the chromatic thread

formation, suggests that the nucleolar body is of importance in the

passage of chromatic material to the linin thread. In the open

spireme stage, the nucleolar body is considerably larger than in the

early stages of synizesis. This proves that it cannot be the actual

substance of the original nucleolar body alone which is passed

on to the thread, but suggests rather that the function of the body
is that of an elaborating organ, and that it transfers elaborated

material to the thread with which it is in contact.

Similarly, Gates and Latter discovered very much the same state

of affairs in Lathrcea. Unlike Lathyrus and most other forms, the

nucleolus never became crescent-shaped against the nuclear

membrane, but remained approximately spherical throughout the

prophase stages. Again a constant association was found of the

post-synizetic reticulum with one or more nucleolar bodies as in

Lathyrus, and crystal bodies were also found to be present.
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Zirkle claims to have separated nucleolar material from the

chromatin of the reticulum and also from mitochondria in Zea

mays. In the resting nucleus all the chromatin is localised in the

reticulum and the nucleolus contains none. It was found impos-

sible to detect whether any strands connect the nucleolus with

the reticulum in the living resting nucleus. At prophase of

mitosis, however, a very distinct connection can be seen to be

established between the nucleolus and spireme and this connection

is attached to the narrow end of the rather pear-shaped nucleolus.

Often a double connection can be detected owing to the splitting

of the nucleolus and nucleolar material can be seen flowing into

the spireme across the connecting bridge.

It was found that when the root tips were fixed in zinc or

nickel bichromate, results somewhat contradictory to this view

were obtained. But when the material was fixed in nickel-

chrome-acetate (2?H 5-0—5-2) the entrance of nucleolar material

into the developing spireme could be very readily seen, as this

fixative dissolves all the chromatin and mitochondria. iVt a later

stage the nucleolus can be seen connected at two places with the

spireme ;
it then becomes drawn out and finally constricted into

two parts which pass to opposite poles of the spindle. The

nucleolar material thus enters the daughter nuclei in two ways :

(1) in the chromosomes, and (2) as a distinct body. The latter

reaches the poles of the spindle first, and the nucleolar globules

then proceed to fragment, the majority of the fragments

passing into the cytoplasm, while the chromosomes are still on the

equatorial plate. At telophase the nucleolar material which has

been contained in the chromosomes collects into droplets, which

flow together and reform the nucleolus of the resting nucleus once

more. The nucleolar material is thus continuous, and is derived

from pre-existing nucleolar material
;

a certain amount, however,

is lost at each division by the process of fragmentation and ulti-

mate disappearance described above. Zirkle considered that the

nucleolus has two possible functions : (1) that it transmits the

influence of the genes to the organism, and (2) by means of its

electro-positive charge it serves as a framework for the distribu-

tion of chromatin to the daughter cells.
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More recently Sheffield has confirmed the various observations

recorded above in different species of (Enothera, and finds like

these different authors that there is transference of chromatin

from the nucleolus to the developing spireme.
It will be seen, that contrarv to the view of the older workers,

the nucleolus apparently plays an important part in the activities

of the nucleus, and is not a reservoir of waste material as was

thought at one time. But although the examples cited above do

show that a significant relationship exists between the nucleolar

material and the cyclic alterations of the chromosomes, the exact

nature of this relationship yet remains to be determined.

NUCLEAR DIVISION
It is not proposed to deal here with the ordinary process of

mitosis in the nuclei of the higher plants. This aspect of nuclear

division is dealt with at length in the ordinary text-books on the

subject, and only certain peculiar methods of nuclear division

found in some of the lower fungi, algse and the bacteria will be

discussed.

Plasmodiophorales. The members of this order of fungi form

a natural but very isolated group, with no evident affinities to the

rest of the fungi. They exhibit two types of nuclear division in

the course of their life-history, one during the growth of the

amoeba, which is continued up to the time of spore formation, and

the second represented by two successive divisions directly

associated with reproduction. The first method of nuclear

division is often termed "
protomitosis

"
or

"
cruciform

"
division,

while the method of division associated with spore formation is

typically mitotic and apparently constitutes a meiotic phase.

Separating these two different types of division is the so-called
"
akaryote

"
stage, during which stainable chromatin is extruded

into the cytoplasm.
Cook has investigated Ligniera junci in regard to its nuclear

divisions. This member of the Plasmodiophorales is a root

parasite of Callitriche stagnalis. The resting nucleus is about

2-5 jx in diameter, more or less spherical in shape and surrounded

by a deeply staining nuclear membrane. The chromatin forms a
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Fig. 72.—(1) Protomitosis, a very early stage in which the plate is

beginning as a slight excrescence of the edge of the nucleolus.

(2) The split of the chromatin plate into two thin plates, which
show slight enlargements at their ends. The spindle is visible

and the nuclear membrane has become characteristically
shaped. (3)

" Double anchor stage." The plates have now
become drawn apart and the nucleolus has nearly split. The
spindle has become more diffuse and the plates are slightly
curved. (4) Plate has become divided, spindle fibres are less

visible and the nucleolus has become drawn out and dumb-bell

shaped. (.5) Akaryote stage. Chromatin extruded into cyto-
plasm and nucleolus has vanished. (6) Spore formation. Heter-

typic metaphase. The nuclei in the first division of spore
formation, showing clearly marked spindle and chromatin
differentiated into chromosomes. (After Cook, Anns. Bot.)
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thin peripheral area of deeply staining material lying within the

nuclear membrane. It is granular in nature and not visibly

aggregated into a chromatin reticulum. A well-marked spherical

nucleolus is also present. At the initial stage of protomitosis there

is an aggregation of peripheral chromatin to form a ring (Fig. 72, 1)

round the periphery of the nucleus in close association with the

nuclear membrane. Simultaneously intranuclear spindle fibres

make their appearance, lying across the nuclear cavity at right

angles to the chromatin ring. The spindle is equal on both sides

of the chromatin plate and the chromatin appears as a line lying
across the nuclear cavity. The ring of chromatin now splits

across, forming two rings, which are apparently similar to one

another in size and shape (Fig. 72, 2), and the central nucleolus

(karyosome) elongates at the same time and lies across the

chromatin plate. As soon as the split becomes more evident in

the chromatin plate, the nucleolus becomes still more elongated.

The nuclear membrane at this time becomes less spherical and

begins to elongate in the same direction as the nucleolus. Further

elongation of the nucleolus leads to its spherical ends being joined

by a thin strip. The chromatin plates precede the nucleoli to the

poles of the spindle and a
"
double anchor "

or dumb-bell effect is

obtained. Finally the nucleolus separates into two and the

chromatin j^lates become more or less completely curved round the

two parts. There is no clear evidence at this stage of chromo-

somes, or for the matter of that at any stage of protomitosis.

The reproductive phase in these plants is separated by the

so-called akaryote stage. This is brought about by the gradual
reduction in the size of the nucleolus, which eventually disappears.

The chromatin within the nuclear membrane shows a gradual
decrease in amount, and small granules of chromatin make their

appearance in the cytoplasm. Finally all the chromatin passes

from the nucleus through the nuclear membrane into the cyto-

plasm.
At the conclusion of the akaryote stage, the nucleus is reorga-

nised and a typically mitotic division takes place, in which appa-

rently there is a reduction in the number of chromosomes. This

mitotic division occurs immediately before spore formation. The
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prophase is difficult to see, but the metaphase is very distinct and

shows the chromosomes very clearly on the equator of the spindle.

At the completion of the first division, which was held by Maire

and Tison to be a reducing division, there is a second division,

which is presumably of the same nature as the homotypic division

of the higher plants.

This very curious process of protomitosis or cruciform division

has always been held to be the correct interpretation of the nuclear

divisions of these plants, and the various stages described by Cook

have been found by all the earlier workers. His description of the

process merely differs from the older investigators by the use of

more up-to-date methods of technique. A very different inter-

pretation of the nuclear phenomena exhibited by the Plasmodio-

phorales has, however, recently been put forward by Home. A
number of different genera were investigated, e.g., Spongospora,

Sorosphcera and Plasmodiophora. Home claimed that the somatic

divisions are typically mitotic in character, and that all the existing

accounts are entirely unsatisfactory. According to his description

the nucleus has a definite membrane, and viewed from a median

plane presents a configuration very similar to that of a wheel

with a centrally-disposed nucleolus and chromatin threads radiat-

ing from it. The same general type of structure was found in the

resting nuclei of all three genera. At the onset of division the reti-

culum breaks down into a spireme. At metaphase the chromo-

somes become united end-to-end to form a continuous band sur-

rounding the nucleolus, and this band then divides to form two

daughter bands, which finally break down to form the daughter
chromosomes at anaphase and telophase. The nucleolus is a pro-

minent structure of the nucleus, and persists throughout division.

It is these continuous bands of chromosomes which, according to

Home, have been misinterpreted by previous workers into the

well-known cruciform structure exhibited by these nuclei.

After an unrestricted period of mitotic activity, the nuclei

cease to divide and become achromatic. Presumably this achro-

matic appearance of the nuclei corresponds to the akaryote stage

of other investigators. Home assumed that a fusion of coenocytic

growth forms takes place at some stage, and that this union in the
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life-history is followed by fusion in pairs of nuclei of opposite sex

during this stage. No evidence, however, is brought forward in

support of this statement.

At the conclusion of the transitional period the reconstructed

nuclei show a well-developed aster and centrosonie, but the

nucleolus is inconspicuous. These nuclei are considered to be

diploid in nature. Meiosis now occurs ; the first division is held

to be heterotypic, and the chromosome number is reduced accord-

ing to the telosynaptic scheme of Farmer. A homotypic follows

the heterotypic division, and occasionally there is a third division

which immediately precedes spore formation.

Cyanophyceae. The cell structure of the Cyanophyceae, or blue-

green algae, has always been a subject of much dispute. It has been

known for a considerable time that there is in the cells of these

plants a central region which is relatively colourless in comparison
with the rest of the cell contents. It is the nature of this central

body which has led to such acute differences of opinion. The

more general view is to regard it as corresponding to a nucleus,

but its nuclear nature has also been extensively denied. According
to Kohl, Olive and Phillips, the central body of the Cyanophycean
cell is a nucleus which divides mitoticallv. But these workers

differed materially among themselves as to the arrangement of

the chromatin and the actual details of division. Fischer, on the

other hand, denied the presence of a nucleus in these cells, while

Gardner held that the small refractive granules which he found

in the cells of these plants possessed a definite outline charac-

teristic for each species and regarded this as the true nucleus, but

considered that it did not divide mitotically.

Acton has investigated the nature of the central body very fully

for the Chroococcaceae. She found in this familv that there was

no highly specialised nucleus such as is present in the higher

plants. There was, however, a gradual transition in the cells from

an almost undifferentiated condition in the lower types to a some-

what specialised one in the higher, of which Chroococcus macro-

coccus represented the highest type and Merismojpedia elegans an

intermediate stage. The protoplasts consisted of a ground sub-

stance transversed by a reticulum of thin threads with thickenings
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at the nodal points. These were termed "
plasmatic microsomes,'*

and served as centres for the accumulation of reserve material

elaborated by the pigmented parts of the protoplast. In the

greater number of species that were investigated there was no

clear differentiation into central and peripheral region, but the

plasmatic microsomes in the centre of the cell accumulated meta-

chromatin, while those at the periphery accumulated cyanophycin.
This is best exemplified in Chroococcus turgidus. In Gleocapsa

many of the cells showed a deeply staining network in the central

region, somewhat simulating the spireme stage of normal mitosis.

Merismopedia elegans showed the presence of a definite central

body at the time of division. This, however, was not of the same

nature as the nucleus of the higher plants, but was apparently an

accumulation of chromatin or allied material at the nodal points

of a small and definite area in the centre of the cell. Chroococcus

macrococcus showed the highest type of central body. This

central body was definitely nuclear in nature, and the cell contents

could therefore be differentiated into nucleus and cytoplasm.

Only the peripheral portions of the central body stained with the

usual nuclear stains and showed a fine reticulum of chromatin at

the nodal points. There was a sap-vacuole in the interior of this

nucleus. According to Acton, the evolution of the so-called

nucleus in this group has taken place along the following, lines :

excess of food material elaborated by the pigment of the proto-

plast was first stored by the plasmatic microsomes as the carbo-

hydrate, cyanophycin. As, however, more and more material

was elaborated, the reserve in the centre of the cell became more

complex in nature and the protein metachromatin granules were

formed. In the course of time this accumulation of nucleo-protein

was restricted to a particular area in the cell, and at first this

restriction only occurred at division (Merismopedia). In this way
a portion of the cell came to be physiologically differentiated on

account of its function in connection with division. This area is

the nucleus. At a still later stage this incipient nucleus became

stabilised and was always present. C. macrococcus exhibits the most

primitive stage in the evolution of the Cyanophycean nucleus. The

central body here divides and there is no evidence of mitosis. It

R.A.M. 7
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seems to remain permanently in the stage resembling the resting

nucleus of the higher plants. Repeated division of the cell appears
to diminish the comparative size of the central body, for in older

cells it is always somewhat small compared with younger ones.

Haupt has also investigated the
"
nucleus

"
of several genera of

the Cyanophycese, but obtained his best results with Anabcena

circinalis. The ground substance here was found to be distinctly

granular in nature, and highly vacuolated. The cyanophycin

granules were confined to the peripheral region of the cell. He
was quite unable to find any evidence of a differentiated central

body or nucleus described by other workers. The undifferentiated

protoplasm was found to be evenly distributed throughout the

entire cell, the peripheral region differing from the central region
in the presence of pigment. Haupt, however, was able to find a

stainable granular body in the central part of the cell, which

forms string-like masses somewhat resembling chromosomes. It

is, however, homogeneous in nature and shows no signs of differen-

tiation into chromatic and achromatic portions, and has no resem-

blance to the nuclear reticulum of the higher plants. Cell division

takes place by means of a centripetally-growing cell wall, and at

the same time the central body becomes constricted into approxi-

mately two equal halves, a division which is strictly amitotic in

nature. This central substance shows many resemblances to the

chromatin of normal nuclei, but Haupt refuses to regard it as being
nuclear in nature.

Bacteria. The problem of whether or not the bacteria are

possessed of a nucleus has always been a difficult one to settle.

The minute size of these organisms makes observation, and there-

fore interpretation, a matter of difficulty. The presence of chro-

matin granules scattered in the cells of these forms has been known
for a very considerable time, but workers have disagreed as to

the exact significance that should be attached to them and whether

they may be regarded as homologous in nature to the nuclei of

higher organisms. The view has also been seriously put forward

that the whole bacterial cell is in reality a nucleus.

Some interesting observations have recently been made on

this problem by Stoughton, who worked with Bacterium malva-
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cearum, which is the cause of the
"
angular spot

"
disease of the

cotton plant. He first observed the presence of deeply-staining
structures within the body, especially in cultures more than four

days old.

The bacterium was grown on potato agar or a synthetic medium
of K2HPO4(0-l per cent.), KNO3 (0-2 per cent.), MgS04 (0-1 per

cent.), NaCl (0-1 per cent.), glucose (1-0 per cent.) and agar (1-5

per cent.). The staining technique employed was as follows :

chemically-cleaned slides were flamed and a drop of Ziehl carbol-

fuchsin (diluted with an equal volume of water) was placed at one

end of the slide and a thin film of stain made by drawing the edge
of a strip of typewriting paper over the drop and along the slide.

For success, the film should dry rapidly and evenly and be barely

perceptibly visible when the slide is held up to the light. A small

drop of sterile water was now placed on the middle of a flamed

thin cover-slip. This was touched with a platinum wire carrying
the organisms from the culture, and the cover-slip was then in-

verted and dropped on the stained slide. The mount was sealed

with vaseline or gold size. The bacteria take up the stain slowly
if the film has been correctly prepared.

In general appearance, in cultures twenty-four hours old, the

bacteria show a prej^onderance of slender rods which stain more
or less evenly and deeply and vary in size from 1-5 to 4-Oju. by
0-5 to 0-9

IX, and are cylindrical with rounded ends. If the stain

be not too intense and the slide be examined immediately after

preparation and before staining is complete, a number of the

cells can be seen to contain a deeply-staining spherical granule

(rarely two or more such granules may occasionally be observed).
These spherical bodies, as a general rule, are situated towards

one end of the cell, and are conspicuous by reason of their

greater affinity for the stain. This structure is soon lost to

view because the rest of the cell takes up the stain. After the

lapse of three to four days, the cells in culture lose their power of

staining evenly over their whole surface, and another structure

now becomes visible. This body is centrally placed, and shows

a different appearance in different cells. Concurrently with the

appearance of the central body, the granules previously referred to

7—2
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take up stain with much avidity. The central body is, however,

most readily observed in cells ten days old, and bears some relation

to the condition of the cell with regard to the process of division

to be described below. It is homogeneous in nature, and more or

less spherical in form, in cells which have recently been produced

by division, but in some cells, apparently at the same stage, the

body presents the appearance of a four-lobed or
"
tetrad-struc-

ture." Owing to the minute size of this body, the existence of

such a
"
tetrad

"
is very largely conjectural.

While division of the cells is in progress, the central body

Fig. 73.—Diagrammatic representation of hypothetical alternative

division-cycles in the vegetative cell of Bacterium malvacearum.

(After Stoughton, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Lond.).)

becomes dumb-bell shaped and is comprised of two rounded

bodies ; one in each of the daughter cells with a connecting strand

between. In other cells, each end of the dumb-bell shaped figure

appears to be more or less bilobed or double. In some of the

cells this structure appears to be much elongated, and shows only
small signs of a dumb-bell shape. This latter phenomenon is

usually associated with elongation of the cell as a whole, such as

is commonly the case when transverse fission takes place. On the

other hand, in some cells, the central structure appears to have

completely divided into two portions before much elongation of
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the containing cells has occurred. These last two appearances
are apparently associated with two different types of fission of the

bacterial cell. In the first case, the central structure elongates

with the simultaneous elongation of the cell, and later seems

to divide by the simple process of pinching through, much as

though it had been stretched and had given way in the middle,

whereas in the second case, which seems to be derived from the

previously described dumb-bell by separation of the two halves,

the division of the cells appears to be accomplished by the laying

down of a definite transverse wall between the two halves of the

central body.
It would seem a reasonable hypothesis to consider that the

various appearances described above represent definite phases in

a division cycle (which possibly entails two alternative modes of

division of the originally single central body), and that this cycle

or cycles is in some way connected with the normal fission process

of the bacterial cell (Fig. 73).

Observations were also made on living cells. These also showed

the central body as an ill-defined refractive structure, which in the

course of division elongated to a dumb-bell form and finally

divided into two halves. Each half passed into one of the daughter
cells in the same way as in stained preparations.

The behaviour of this central body certainly conforms in a

remarkable manner to that of a nucleus, and the process of division

is apparently typically amitotic in nature.

ACHROMATIC FIGURE

Recent investigations on living tissues have introduced a

number of modifications into our conception of the origin of the

achromatic figure. In plants, unlike animals, it is only in the

lower groups that a centrosome is present. This body is absent,

for example, in the Spermophyta. Thus, the achromatic figure in

plants is of two types, one with asters and centrosome (amphiastral

type), and the second without these structures (anastral type).

In the lower plants, such as the fungi and algae, the achromatic

figure is characteristically intranuclear. For a very complete
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description of these figures see Bagchee for the ascomycete,
Pustularia holarioides and Carter for Padina Pavonia.

In the ascomycetes, three nuclear divisions occur in the ascus,

leading to the formation of eight daughter nuclei, which form the

nuclei of the ascospores. The centrosome in these forms is often

discoid in shape and lies against the nuclear membrane. With the

onset of mitosis, the aster develops in the cj^toplasm above the

centrosome, and the latter now divides to form two daughter
centrosomes. As the daughter centrosomes move apart, the

fibres of the intranuclear spindle can be seen projecting into the

nucleus. When the centrosomes reach the opposite sides of the

nucleus, the two groups of fibres become arranged in the form of a

sharp-poled spindle stretching across the nucleus with the chromo-

somes arranged at the equator. As a general rule, the nuclear

membrane remains intact until the chromosomes approach the

poles of the spindle at anaphase, when it may disappear and the

nucleolus escapes into the cytoplasm. There is thus no doubt that

in these forms the achromatic figure is of nuclear origin.

The origin of the achromatic figure in the higher plants has led

to a good deal of controversy. On the older view special substances

were postulated in the cell to account for the origin of the figure.

Nothnagel advanced the view that exosmosis of the karyolymph

through the nuclear membrane into the cytoplasm caused precipi-

tation of the fine fibrils which compose the figure. This view has

been upheld by Tischler, who also suggested that intranuclear

figures are formed in the same way, except that it occurs here

through the inward diffusion of cytoplasmic fluid.

The view that the achromatic figure is entirely nuclear in origin

has come to the fore within recent years from the investigations

of Devise and Robyns. Devise considered that the figure was

solely nuclear in origin in the sporocyte of Larix. It would

seem that the karyolymph becomes altered in some way by the

cytoplasmic fluid after the shrinkage and disappearance of the

nuclear membrane.

Robyns has conducted a more elaborate investigation of the

problem of the origin of the achromatic figure. The plants

principally used were Vicia faba and Hyacinthus orientalis. For
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the complete details of this work the original memoirs should be

consulted. It was found in the root ti])s of both Vicia and

Hyacinthus that the nuclear membrane, together with the chromo-

somes, first contracted into a
"
chromosomic pouch

"
away from

the two poles of the original nuclear area after a period of enlarge-

ment and left behind it two polar caps of hyaline nuclear sap,

which allowed the nuclear membrane to retreat by filtering

through it. These caps, which eventually become the spindle

cones, were thus topographically nuclear. They were composed of

karyolymph, which lay between the shrunken nuclear mem-
brane and the cytoplasm. Although there was addition to the

karyolymph of cytoplasmic fluid during the time of nuclear

enlargement, the cytoplasm contributed no formed element to the

developing achromatic figure. Further, according to Robyns, the

spindle is optically homogeneous in the natural condition, and the

visible fibres and lamellae which can be observed in fixed material

are the consequence of improper fixation (Fig. 74).

CYTOKINESIS
The differentiation of masses of protoplasm into cells is accom-

plished in a number of different ways. In the lower plants the

method of separation is as a general rule by means of cleavage
furrows or by the accumulation of vacuolar material in special

regions and by the formation of cell-plates in the equatorial

region of the achromatic figures at the end of mitosis. The term
^^

cytokinesis
'^

is given to the differentiation of extra-nuclear

protoplasm.
In the lower Thallophytes, e.g., fungi and algae, the presence of

cleavage furrows is a very constant feature of cytokinesis and the

process takes place in much the same manner as in animal cells.

CEdogonium, however, forms an exception, and a typical cell plate
is laid down across the equator of the spindle. In sporocytes,
on the other hand, the presence of a cell-plate was always con-

sidered to be a characteristic feature. Recently, however, a good
deal of attention has been focussed on this particular aspect of the

problem and the method of wall formation has been found to vary

greatly in different groups.
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The investigations of C. H. Farr and W. K. Farr have shown
that furrows which are developed from the periphery inwards are

mainly responsible for cytokinesis in angiosperm microsporocytes.
It was discovered that in Nicotiana the four pollen nuclei, at the
conclusion of the homotypic division, are all connected by achro-

matic fibrils. The two sets of connecting fibres from the second
division may persist and four new sets are added, or occasionallv,

the two sets formed at the second division may disappear and

•**

»-N
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»«-

Fig. 74.—Development of achromatic figure in root tip of Ilijacinthus. (1) Stage
of greatest prophasic nuclear enlargement. (2) Polar caps present, due
to shrinkage of nuclear membrane. (3) Nuclear membrane partially
vanished, caps about to develop into spindle cones. (4) Spindle cones
established—metaphase. Note chromosomes do not invade spindle area.

(After Robyns, from Sharp, Introduction to Cytology.)

six new sets are formed anew. Although these fibres may show

thickenings here and there on their surface, they take no part in

the formation of the separating walls. Constriction furrows now
make their appearance at the periphery and proceed to grow
inward until finally they meet in the centre and the protoplast is

thus simultaneously divided into four spores. The formation of

walls in Nelumbo lutea has also been investigated by Farr. It was

found that at the conclusion of the homotypic division the four

daughter nuclei enlarge very considerably, reaching approximately
four times their former volume. Quadripartition of the cell now
takes place by furrowing. This begins by the appearance of a
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structure which at first sight seems like a centripetally formed

cell-plate. The plate, however, does not extend across the centre

of the spindle, and is connected with the plasma-membrane at the

periphery. The number of fibres of the spindle now increases.

The furrow at its first inception is a very slender structure. During

quadripartition. furrows are apparently initiated within a given

mother-cell at one and the same time and proceed in their develop-

ment at approximately the same rate, so that it is the portion of

the central spindles between the exact central point and the exact

centre of the tetra-nucleate cell which is the last to be traversed

by the furrow. Finally, the furrows meet at the centre, dividing

the protoplast simultaneously into four microspores.

Gates, working with Lathrcea, has concluded that the microspores

are cut off by furrows which are thickened by a special thickening

secreted from the protoplasm, first from the surface generally,

and at a later stage from the sides of the advancing furrows. At

the end of the process the sporocyte wall and material separating

the four microspores disappear and the spores are left free.

According to Gates and Rees, in Lactuca, at the completion of

the homotypic division, constrictions appear in the cytoplasm at

four points placed at equal intervals on the periphery and within

the mother-cell wall. The interval between the cytoplasm and

the cell wall appears to be filled with pale-staining material.

These cytoplasmic constrictions now become deeper until they
meet in the centre and finally divide the cytoplasm into four

separate masses. The process of constriction may take place in

the absence of spindle fibres, or it may even cut across them before

they have disappeared, but in no case could cell-plates be observed

to be laid down on the spindles, the whole process taking place

independently of any such structure.

Castetter has studied cytokinesis in the microsporocyte of a

biennial variety oiMelitotus alba. Here vacuoles play a conspicuous

part in the process. At the end of the second division

hyaline areas begin to develop between the four daughter nuclei.

These hyaline areas are apparently due to the movement of

granular material from the part toward the nuclei and is accom-

panied by a simultaneous extrusion of liquid into the vacuoles.
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The vacuoles now fuse to form larger vacuoles, which practically

separate the protoplasm into four parts or masses. Furrows are

now formed at the surface and proceed to grow inwards and meet

the vacuoles, and complete cleavage of the protoplast is effected.

At the heterotypic division callose is secreted in large amounts

by the protoplast, which is only first seen at the corners of the

pollen-mother cells as synizesis is initiated. With further develop-

FiG. 75.—Cytokinesis in the microsporocyte of Melitotiis. (1) Prophase of

first meiotic division (callose uniformly stippled) being secreted from

protoplast. (2) Telophase of homotypic division. (3) Special wall (black)
and fissures appearing. (4) and (5) Vacuoles forming between nuclei.

(6) Special wall extending in wards. (7) Special wall extensions have
met at centre. (8) Thickened special wall complete. (After Castetter,
from Sharp, Introduction to Cytology.)

inent of the nucleus the protoplast becomes entirely surrounded

by this homogeneous substance, until in the pachynema stage it

becomes quite massive. At the end of the homotypic division,

and as the cleavage furrows near completion, this special callose

wall advances centripetally with the furrows which soon cut into

the vacuoles. Finally, partitions, which are the continuation of

the incoming callose wall, are formed between the young micro-

spores. These partitions are formed by the deposition of a callose

secretion of the protoplasts on the surface of the wall (Fig. 75).
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Wall formation in Zea mays has been investigated by Reeves.

Like Castetter, he also found hyaline eallose surrounding the

protoplasts in the young anthers. This constitutes the mother-

cell wall, and is thicker in regions where the protoplasts are in

close contact. After the completion of the first meiotie division,

thickenings are formed on the spindle fibres at the equator of the

cell. Tlie thickenings now fuse together and form the cell-plate,

and since they follow the formation of the peripheral spindle

fibres, they ultimately extend to the mother-cell wall. The cell-

plate splits, and a homogeneous substance appears between its

halves. This substance does not give the pectic reactions of a

normal middle lamella, but is apparently of the nature of eallose.

The formation of cell-plates is similar after both heterotypic and

homotypic divisions, and when mature, the microspores are liber-

ated from the eallose wall by its disintegration. In Zea mays there

is no quadripartition of the mother-cell by furrowing.

MEIOSIS

It is not proposed to discuss here the rival claims made by the

telo- and parasynaptic schools of thought as to the probable
mechanism of chromosome reduction, but only to consider peculiar
conditions of meiosis in different plant groups and their correla-

tions.

(Enothera. The first of these that calls for consideration is the

genus (Enothera, which has been studied in very considerable detail

by Gates and his co-workers. The first publication dealing with the

meiotie phase in this genus w^as by Gates in 1908, who showed
that there was an end-to-end arrangement of the chromosomes

following on synapsis. This telosynaptic interpretation has
been followed by all subsequent investigators, with one or

two exceptions. In fact, it w^ould seem that (Enothera furnishes,

jpar excellence, an example of telosynaptic reduction. Sub-

sequent work has shown that in the Onagra group of (Enotheras,
the segmentation of the spireme takes place in a characteristic

manner for each species, whether it be mutant or hybrid. A
certain number of free pairs of chromosomes are formed and the
rest remain connected in a ring.
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Following on the earlier work of Gates and Cleland, Sheffield

has published an important account of cytological studies of

certain of the meiotic stages of (Enothera. Five species were

investigated : CE. novce-scotice, CE. eriensis, CE. ammophila, (E.

rubricalyx and CE. Agari.

At prophase the reticulum was found to be resolved into a

single apparently continuous thread which was in connection with

the nucleolus. The spireme thread then gradually shortened

and thickened, and all the loops were tightly drawn into

a tangled deeply staining knot, from the end of which the

loops sometimes projected. This knot lay close to the nucleolus.

CE. 7iovce-scoti(je behaved somewhat differently from this general

rule during the presynizetic and synizetic stages, for at early

synapsis large variously shaped chromatin masses made their

appearance (Fig. 76, 4). In CE. Agari, CE. eriensis and the hybrid

CE. rubricalyx x CE. ammophila these masses disappeared at an

early stage, being apparently reabsorbed by the thread. In

CE. novce-scotice these rounded chromatin masses were often found

to be connected into a kind of chain. They disappeared, however,

at pachynema. A second contraction now followed, and

when the bivalents emerged, it was not usual to find them

paired. They were generally arranged in rings, consisting

of varying numbers of univalents, and the number present

in each ring was practically constant for each species. In

CE. novce-scotice and CE. eriensis the chromosomes were arranged
in a single ring of fourteen chromosomes. In CE. ammophila there

was one pair of chromosomes cut off from the rest which lay in a

continuous ring. Four pairs were cut off in CE. rubricalyx and a

ring composed of six chromosomes was left. Closed rings were

also present in CE. Agari, but these were not found to be constant

in their construction. These rings of chromosomes are drawn on

to the spindle at metaphase.
The formation of the large rings of chromosomes in the later

stages of prophase, instead of the usual pairing of bivalents, has

been described for many species of CEnothera. When some, or all

of the chromosomes are arranged in rings and at anaphase alternate

chromosomes pass to opposite poles of the spindle, they are not
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arranged according to chance. In CE. novce-scotice, for example,
in which fourteen of the chromosomes are arranged in a single

ring, the total number of ways of arranging fourteen chromosomes

within a single ring is Z 13. The total number of ways of arranging

fourteen chromosomes so that alternate pairs pass to the opposite

poles in such a way that no two homologous chromosomes pass to

/g /7 2'^

the same pole is '- '-—'. It therefore follows that if the
2

arrangement be haphazard within the ring, the chances of non-

disjunction taking place will be Z13 : Z6 . /7 . 2^, i.e., 429 : 16.

Thus, if fourteen chromosomes be arranged within the ring accord-

ing to pure chance, just over 3- 5 per cent, in the heterotypic

division of all homologues will pass to the opposite poles. There-

fore a large amount of functionless pollen will be produced and a

number of mutants thrown in each generation. Hence the arrange-

ment within the ring cannot be according to chance. In those

forms in which pairing and linkage of chromosomes is a regular

occurrence, the inheritance of characters borne by the homologous

pairs will take place probably according to normal Mendelian

lines. The joining of the chromosomes into large rings and the

ultimate segregation of those chromosomes which alternate is

essentially a new form of linkage, each linkage group acting as a

unit in heredity. When complete pairing occurs and linkage is

observed between certain morphological characters, the factors

responsible for these characters must be contained on a single

chromosome. However, when the manner of segregation at

anaphase is controlled by the linkage of a number of chromosomes,
the factors responsible for linked morphological characters need

not be situated on the same chromosome, but must be in the same

group of linked chromosomes.

Abnormalities in the segregation of linked chromosomes

are of frequent occurrence at anaphase and arise through two

adjacent chromosomes of the spireme passing to the same

daughter nucleus. This may result in a six-eight distribu-

tion. If, however, the irregularity is to the same extent com-

pensated by two adjacent chromosomes passing to the opposite

pole, the normal number of chromosomes will go to each pole, but
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probably in each daughter nucleus one univalent will be missing,

whilst another is duplicated. Irregularities in segregation may be

the result of non-disjunction of a pair of chromosomes, the

daughter nuclei thus receiving different numbers of chromosomes.

Such segregation also results in the exchange of homologues
between the two daughter nuclei. Usually, in non-disjunction,

six chromosomes pass to one pole whilst eight pass to the other ;

occasionally, however, five-nine divisions are observed, and

presumably they arise in a similar manner. The daughter nuclei

formed as a result of such uneven segregation at meiosis continue

their development in the normal way. Undoubtedly pollen grains

with eight chromosomes are formed and function in fertilisation

with the ultimate production of trisomic mutants. Presumably
those with six chromosomes do not function, as no thirteen

chromosome mutants are known. Those irregular segregations

which do not result in an uneven distribution of chromosomes may
still be of considerable importance genetically. Double non-

disjunction may occur, homologues passing towards the same

pole in each of two cases.

The significance of these results, however, cannot be properly

interpreted until more is known of the process of meiosis in the

megaspore mother-cell. Till the recent publication by Gates and

Sheffield, it was not known whether the process of meiosis was

precisely the same as that which occurs in the pollen mother-cells.

The only previous publication bearing on this aspect of the

problem was by Davis on CE. biennis, who described strings of

chromosomes in the megaspore mother-cell. It would thus

appear from this work that regular groups of linked chromosomes

are also formed in the megaspore mother-cell as well as in the

pollen mother-cells.

Gates and Sheffield have investigated megaspore formation in

CE. ruhricalyx in connection with linkage, which is so evident in the

pollen mother-cells in this genus. In the heterotypic division of

this form the reticulum becomes coarser and the nucleoli lose

their vacuolate appearance, but budding of the nucleolus was not

observed. An endonucleolus could, however, be seen. The

reticulum contracted away from the nuclear membrane and
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compacted into a tight knot. Presynizetic stages were passed

through rapidly and the nucleus now contained a biconvex

nucleolus, and closely adjacent to it lay a knot of chromatin

material. The transformation of the reticulum into a thread was

O^
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Fig. 76.—Megaspore development in CEnothera ruhricalyx.
(1) Loosening of synizetic knot. The thread is connected with
a dark-staining body within the larger nucleolus. (2) The seg-
mented spireme can still be seen attached to the endonucleolus.
The knot is loosening and several pairs of chromosomes have
been set free. (.3) Diakinesis. The spireme is now resolved into
six chromosomes, arranged end-to-end and four bivalents.

(4) Microsporogenesis in CE. novce-scotice. Synizesis. Large
chromatin aggregations still persist. (1-3, After Gates and
Sheffield, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Lond.), 4, After Sheffield, Anns. Bot.)

thus completed. The fine long thread was tightly tangled, but

was found to be attached to the endonucleolus (Fig. 76, 1). The

staining capacity of this thread rapidly increased, while that of

the nucleolus decreased. Synizesis was very prolonged and the
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spireme became considerably thickened whilst it was still con-

tracted into a knot. The synizetic knot then loosened out, and

this was accompanied by thickening of the spireme. The open

spireme stage was passed through with rapidity, and the second

contraction was ushered in. The spireme shortened and thickened

and became drawn into a dense knot which lay near the nucleolus.

When the folds of this knot gradually unloosened, it was seen

that not only had the thread become divided into a number of

thickened areas, each a chromosome, but that several pairs of

chromosomes had become cutoff from the main part of the spireme,

although they might still be interlocked with it (Fig. 76, 2).

The spireme was still in contact with the endonucleolus, and the

nucleolus at this stage had completely lost its affinity for stains.

At diakinesis the nucleolus still persisted as a pale non-staining

biconvex body, lying opposed to the nuclear membrane. The

spireme now broke away from the nucleolus and at the same time

the endonucleolus disappeared. When the second contraction

knot had completely loosened out, it was seen that the spireme
had become constricted into fourteen chromosomes. Eight of

these segmented off in pairs from the main part of the spireme.
The chromosomes of each pair bent round so that they were

approximately parallel to each other and those which were

presumably free ends had usually become attached, so that each

bivalent took the form of a small ring. The remaining six chromo-

somes, which were still joined together end-to-end, also formed

themselves into a ring. It was ascertained that the ringed pairs

might be interlocked with each other or with the main spireme,
or they might be entirely free. The chromosomes were of a

spongy nature, those forming the large ring being connected by
fine threads. During diakinesis the chromosomes condensed and

lost their spongy texture.

The behaviour of the nucleus at this stage, and in all the subse-

quent stages of the reduction division, was identical with that

of the nuclei in the mother-cells on the male side. Occasional

irregularities were found to occur during meiosis, such as non-

disjunction, double non-disjunction, lagging and fragmentation
of the chromosomes. No resting nuclei were found during
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interkinesis, although a few anastomosing strands may have made

their appearance. An unexpected difference was found between

the megaspore and microspore formation, in that the microspore

mother-cell reached a volume more than twice that of the

megaspore mother-cell.

The most important of the irregularities occurring at meiosis

were non-disjunction and double non-disjunction. Evidence for

both these phenomena was obtained at metaphase, and daughter

nuclei containing six and eight chromosomes were seen at inter-

kinesis and also during the homotypic division. It was found

impossible to estimate the frequency of such irregularities here.

This is more simple when pollen mother-cell development is being-

followed.

The behaviour of the nucleus is thus almost identical in the

formation of the megaspore and microspore, the main difference

lying in size and shape.

Sheffield has studied the chromosome behaviour in a number of

Fi hybrids between self-pollinated species of (Enothera, The

resting and earlier prophase stages of the pollen mother-cell nuclei

appeared to be the same in all species of (Enothera, as well as

mutants and hybrids, but as soon as the spireme emerged from

the second contraction knot, each was found to be characterised

by its own peculiar ring formation.

In the case of the hybrid CE. eriensis X ammophila, when the

spireme emerged from the second contraction, the threads took

the form of a ring composed of twelve chromosomes with one free

pair. This arrangement persisted till anaphase, when the chromo-

somes which were adjacent in the ring drew apart and passed to

the opposite poles of the spindle. Although a ring of twelve

chromosomes occurred regularly in diakinesis, there was a distinct

tendency for it to break at one point and to give rise to a chain

before it reached metaphase. It was found difficult to determine

whether the break always took place at the same point in the ring.

The amount of non-disjunction was 9 per cent.

CE. ammophila X eriensis. This reciprocal hybrid was quite

different, both morphologically and cytologically, from the above.

Here there is no pairing of the chromosomes during meiosis and
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they are all linked together in a single ring. At metaphase,

neighbouring chromosomes become attached to the fibres of

different poles and are slightly drawn towards the pole to

which they are ultimately destined. This results in the zig-zag

arrangement so typical of (Enothera species in which a large

amount of chromosome linkage prevails. As in the reciprocal

hybrid, there was a marked tendency for the ring to break into a

single chain prior to metaiDhase. Many instances of non-disjunc-

tion and double non-disjunction were observed, approximately
10 to 11 per cent, of the former.

CE. ammophila X novce-scotice. The F^ generation in this

hybrid all showed novce-scotice characters very strongly. At

diakinesis the hybrid was characterised by the complete absence

of pairing of the chromosomes, and once more in this case all the

chromosomes were linked together in a single long closed chain.

They remained in this condition till metaphase, when alternate

chromosomes segregated. Non-disjunction was shown in a

number of cases.

(E. ammophila X rubricalyx. In this form a relatively large

number of the chromosomes shows pairing during diakinesis and

metaphase, and only six remained linked together in a ring. The

pairs from the small rings, as in the parental types, do on occasion

become interlocked with each other or with the large ring. There

is often a curious infolding of the nuclear membrane during

diakinesis. The amount of non-disjunction was about 8 per cent.,

and double non-disjunction was also frequent.

CE. eriensis X rubricalyx. During diakinesis and metaphase,

twelve of the fourteen chromosomes of the hybrid were linked

together to form a closed chain, while the remaining two chromo-

somes formed a small ring-pair. The chromosomes of the large

ring formed a zig-zag pattern at metaphase and adjacent ones

separated at anaphase, when the homologues of the small ring-pair

also separated. Again non-disjunction (10 per cent.) and double

non-disjunction was frequent.

CE. rubricalyx x novce-scotice. In this case a ring of twelve

chromosomes was formed. At anaphase segregation occurred in the

usual way. The amount of non-disjunction was over 12 per cent.
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It has been known for a long time that the (Enotheras differ

from other plants on hybridisation ;
the specific liybrids are very

constant throughout all succeeding generations. Chromosomal

linkage can be correlated with much of the genetical behaviour of

these plants. The constancy of interspecific hybrids, the produc-

tion of twin hybrids and the differences resulting from reciprocal

crossing, can be correlated with chromosome behaviour. The

occurrence of chromosome linkage, resulting as it does in linkage

between the genes of a number of chromosomes, modifies

normal Mendelian behaviour. It enables hybrids to breed true

and behave in the same way as wild species. Indeed, there

is little obvious difference between known hybrids and wild

species. For the present, the origin of the rings of chromosomes

still remains a controversial point and only further breeding can

lead to a true understanding of the problem relevant to chromo-

some linkage.

Gates and Sheffield have investigated five generations of

hybrids from CEnothera (biennis X ruhricalyx) X ammophila and

CE. ammophila X {biennis X rubricalyx) and their cytological

peculiarities. The chromosome linkages appear to be a means of

explaining the genetical behaviour observed in these forms. The

reciprocal F^ hybrids are very different. They are patroclinous,

CE. (bietinis x ruhricalyx) x ammophila especially showing the

peculiar leaning stems and bent stem tips of CE. a7nmophila. The

rubricalyx character—an excess of anthocyanin in various parts
—

is dominant in all crosses. The F^ generation of CE. [biennis X

rubricalyx) X ammophila contained two types which differed in

having light and dark green leaves. In Fg, two families were

erect, uniform, and resembled rubricalyx, while the third family

segregated into two types : A, which agreed with the dark green

Fj plants, except in the presence of erect stems ;
and B, having

light green leaves and bent stems. In Fg, F4 and F5 these types

bred true in essentials. The F^ generation of CE. ammophila X

(biennis X rubricalyx) contained a single type (B^) which was

erect, but possessed the grey-green leaves of CE. ammophila. In

F2, three families bred true and two segregated into types A and B,

which resembled the original parents of the cross. In later
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generations the A type bred true, B plants produced B and A,
and Bj families bred true. Further, when the A and B types were

crossed together they produced an F^ of A and B plants.

The cytological aspects of this problem were also investigated.

In the case of the hybrid (E. ammophila X (biennis X ruhricalyx)

a ring of eight chromosomes was obtained as well as three bivalents.

Most usually the three bivalents took the form of rings, while the

closed chain was much contorted and twisted to enable it to lie

in the nuclear cavity. At metaphase, adjacent chromosomes

became attached to the fibres of the spindle and the three free

pairs of chromosomes took up their position about the equatorial

region of the spindle. At anaphase the three bivalents assorted

in the usual way, each chromosome travelling to the opposite pole

of its homologue. Fairly frequent instances of non-disjunction
and lagging of chromosomes were observed, as well as fragmenta-
tion at anaphase.

In the case of the reciprocal hybrid, CE. {biennis X rubricalyx) X

ammophila, a small ring consisting of a single pair of chromosomes

was cut off from the spireme very early as the knot from the

second contraction loosened out. When further unfolding of the

knot took place, six further rings were set free. When the bipolar

spindle was formed, as a rule most of the bivalents came to lie near

the equatorial region. They never, however, formed a regular

equatorial plate. Usually some of the bivalents approached the

centre of the spindle and the mates separated, wiiilst the other

homologues were still joined. This resulted, as a general rule, in

a very irregular metaphase and anaphase. As the metaphase was

so irregular, it is clear that the univalents comprising each separate

group of chromosomes could not travel simultaneously to the

opposite poles. Once the homologues broke apart they separated

rapidly, but the univalents which compose each daughter nucleus

would travel to the poles in a procession.

In the cross CE. (biennis X rubricalyx) X ammophila at

diakinesis seven bivalents were always observed. It was quite

otherwise with the cross CE. ammophila x (biennis X rubricalyx).

In a few pollen mother-cells the amount of chromosome linkage

was found to be abnormal. In one case, four bivalents and a closed
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chain of six chromosomes were seen. Another abnormal confi-

guration was a ring-pair and twelve chromosomes in a closed chain.

It will be seen that although the chromosomal constitution

of these reciprocal hybrids is the same, yet differences in morpho-

logical structure and cytological behaviour is very evident. When
CE. amrnophila is the pollen parent, each chromosome of the two

groups which are brought together finds a mate, with which it

becomes paired. In the case of the reciprocal cross, on the other

hand, when what must be regarded as virtually the same chromo-

somes are brought together, only six of them pair, the other eight

lemaining linked in a ring. It would seem then, that some impor-

tant part must be played by the cytoplasm, which is derived from

CE. {biennis X ruhricalyx) in one cross and from (E. ammoyhila
in the other. When the cytoplasm of the egg is contributed by
the constant hybrid CE. {biennis X rubricalyx), 100 per cent,

pairing occurs, but when CE. ammophila is the seed parent then

eight of the chromosomes remain linked.

Lathrcea. The rneiotic phase in the pollen mother-cells of two

species of Lathrcea {L. clandestina and L. squamaria) has been

investigated by Gates and Latter. All five species of this genus

are root parasites of different trees and shrubs. It was found

that the pollen development in these two species was very similar

at all stages and that the haploid number of chromosomes was

21 and the diploid 42. This possibly represents the hexaploid

condition
;
the fundamental number being 7. It was discovered

that the method of chromosome reduction does not conform

precisely to either telosynapsis or parasynapsis.

The pollen mother-cells show nuclei with a spherical, deeply-

staining nucleolus. The latter contains vacuoles and crystal

bodies. The reticulum is granular in appearance, and at the first

onset of synapsis this granular appearance of the reticulum is

lost and a delicate thread-like structure is revealed in its place.

Held in the meshes of the reticulum are dense aggregations of

chromatin (Fig. 77, A), the appearance of which is the first indica-

tion of approaching synapsis. These homogeneous bodies are not

pro-chromosomes, but are definitely parts of the threads them-

selves, and are included in the synizetic knot as contraction proceeds.
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Fig. 77.—Microsporogenesis in Lathrcea (A) L. clan-
destina. Presynizetic nucleus with chromatic

aggregations held in meshes of reticulum.

(B) Synizetic knot. (C) Loosening of synizetic
knot. (D) Further loosening of knot. Thickened
portions of thread can be seen in contact with
nucleolus. (E) L. sqiiainaria. Formation of
chromosomes on reticulum. (After Gates and
Latter, J. Roy. Micr. Soc.)

When contrac-

tion of the reticu-

lum has reached

i t s maximum
the synizetic
knot is extreme-

ly condensed

(Fig. 77. B),
and large masses

of densely-stain-

ing homogeneous
material are pre-

sent in the knot.

At the initiation

of the late

synaptic stages,

the change from

the granular
appearance of

the reticulum to

that of a well-

defined thread

is very marked

(Fig. 77, C). As
the knot loosens

out, it can be

clearly seen that

the chromatin is

unevenly distri-

buted along the

thread, and also

that the latter

remains in con-

stant association

with the nucleolus. When every trace of the synizetic knot has

disappeared, the branched loops of the thread lie on one side of

the nucleolus, apparently radiating out from it (Fig. 77, D). Those
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portions of the thread in direct contact with the nucleolus display

heavy chromatin thickenings in contrast with the fine thread of

the more remote parts. This condition suggests a transference

of substance from the nucleolus and its utilisation in thread forma-

tion ; the near threads being much thickened by the extruded

material. The nuclear condition in Fig. 77, D, is not composed of

separate loops lying free from one another, but is the still con-

tinuous reticulum. This reticulate condition of the post-synizetic

thread has not been previously recorded in plant cytology. At a

slightly later stage in nuclear development the thread becomes

more evenly distributed throughout the nuclear cavity, and the

chromatin thickening is nearly uniform over the reticulum.

The method of chromosome formation is not typical of either

para- or telo-synapsis. The first indication of chromosome forma-

tion is the appearance of small chromatic beads upon the reticu-

lum, while the thread between the aggregations is very delicate

and pale-staining. The chromatin aggregations are irregularly dis-

tributed upon the reticulum (Fig. 77, E), and show great variations

in size. It was found impossible to say definitely whether a single

aggregation represents a future bivalent or univalent chromo-

some. Chromosome formation takes place by the flowing together
of the chromatin on the post-synizetic reticulum. After a time

the threads joining these aggregations are absorbed and the bi-

valents become independent of one another.

The method of chromosome formation eventually falls into line

with that typical of telosynapsis. The homologous chromosomes

of several pairs can be seen connected end-to-end—in some cases

from their free ends—and a severed strand projects, indicating

incomplete absorption of the reticulum on which they were formed.

According to Gates and Latter, the chromatin aggregations
shown on the reticulum indicate that neither a para- or telo-

synaptic scheme of reduction is in force in these forms. In the

earlier stages there is no pronounced parallelism of the reticulum

to be observed, but in early diakinesis there is union of certain

homologous chromosomes in telosynaptic formation. Thus,

though a tendency to ultimate end-to-end union of homologues is

evident, the method of pairing on the reticulum may take an inter-
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mediate position between the two schemes. The maintenance of

a reticulum throughout the post-synaptic stages and subsequent
formation of chromosomes on this reticulum structure, with omis-

sion of the pachynema stage, indicates a lowly type of nuclear

specialisation, which may perhaps be correlated with the parasitic

nature of the plant. The nuclear behaviour of Lathrcea suggests

that in the course of nuclear evolution some similar method of

chromosome formation may have existed, and that a specialised

spireme was evolved later with the consequent para- or telo-

synaptic pairing of the constituent chromosomes.

Brachymeiosis. The nuclear life-cycle of the Ascomycetes has

for a number of years been a matter of acute dispute. The fusion

of two nuclei in the ascus was first observed by Dangeard many
years ago, and was considered by him to be a true sexual act. The

matter, however, soon became complicated when Harper, followed

by a number of investigators, claimed that a fusion also occurred

at an earlier stage in the life-cycle. This preliminary fusion was

stated to occur in the archicarp after the entrance of the male

nuclei from the antheridium. In those forms in which the anther-

idium was functionless, or even absent, the fusion of two female

nuclei (Humaria granulata, Blackman and Fraser), or even two

vegetative nuclei (Humaria rutilans, Fraser) was described. This

earlier fusion was then considered to be the true sex act and the

fusion in the ascus vegetative in nature. Following the fusion in

the ascus, there are three nuclear divisions in these forms, leading

to the production of eight daughter nuclei which form the nuclei

of the ascospores. The first division is heterotypic and the second

homotypic, and some years ago Fraser put forward the claim that

the third division was also a reducing division, and termed it a
"
brachymeiotic

"
division. If there be two fusions in the life-cycle

of these forms it is clear that there must be two reducing divisions,

and Fraser was the first investigator to bring forward evidence

of such a second reduction. Following on this alleged second

reducing division, other workers in Fraser's laboratory also claimed

to have seen such a brachymeiotic division.

The first opposition to such a view came from Claussen, working
with the discomycete Pyronema confluens. In an admirable paper
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he showed the entrance of male nuclei from the antheridium into

the oogonium through the trichogyne, and ascertained that there

was no fusion of the male and female elements at this stage. The

nuclei, however, paired, and when the ascogenous hyphae were

budded out from the oogonium, these pairs or synkaryons passed

up the ascogenous hyphae. The usual crozier formation occurred,

and the two nuclei divided, walls were laid down and the penulti-

mate cell contained two nuclei. The only fusion in the life-history

was the fusion of the two nuclei in the penultimate cell. The three

divisions in the ascus followed, the first was heterotypic and the

second homotypic. The third was not brachymeiotic, but a

purely equational di\'ision with no further reduction in the number

of chromosomes. Claussen considered that the presence of so-

called
"
fusions

"
in the earlier stages was due to poor fixation, and

that some of the nuclei were in a pathological condition. There-

fore, on these grounds, the figures described by the brachymeiotic
school as

"
fusions

"
are regarded as purely artifacts. Practically

without exception, the papers which subsequently followed this

work placed the same interpretation on the nuclear phenomena

displayed by the Ascomycetes, and since there was no early fusion

in the life-history the necessity for a second reduction became

unnecessary, and Claussen's synkaryons placed this group on the

same footing as the Uredinales.

More recently Bagchee has followed essentially the same inter-

pretation for the ascomycete, Pustularia holarioides. Only the

divisions in the ascus were examined. The first heterotypic

division was found to follow the telosynaptic scheme of reduction.

The di^^loid number of chromosomes in this form are 32, and 16

bivalents made their appearance at prophase of the first division.

In the next two divisions 16 chromosomes could be counted, i.e.,

the third division was purely vegetative and not brachymeiotic.
A somewhat curious compromise has been arrived at for the

form Pyronema domesticum by Tandy. He was able to confirm

Claussen's description of the general sexual process. This species,

like P. confluens, possesses both an oogonium and an antheridium.

The entrance of the male nuclei was a fairly prolonged affair, and

the claim is made that at the fringes of the oogonium fusion of
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male and female elements took place. Ascogenous hyphse were

budded out in the usual way from the oogonium, and when their

tips bent over to initiate the young asci, simultaneous division of

the nuclei took place. In some of them the nuclei showed 7

chromosomes on the spindle at metaphase and 14 (7 to either

pole) at anaphase, i.e., the haploid number. In others, 24 chromo-

somes were counted at metaphase, and 20 could be counted on

their way to the poles, i.e., the diploid number. Thus the third

division might or might not be brachymeiotic. It is therefore

suggested that sometimes a fusion of male and female elements

takes place in the oogonium, and if such has occurred, then the

third division will be brachvmeiotic in nature. On the other

hand, fusion may not take place and the third division will then

be vegetative. Tandy has suggested that P. domesticum re-

presents a transitional form among the Ascomycetes.

SEX-CHROMOSOMES
That sex is controlled by special chromosomes has been known

for some times in the case of animals, and the matter has been

very extensively investigated by animal cytologists. In the case

of plants, however, their discovery is of very much more recent

date.

In plants a large variety of sexual conditions are exhibited.

Sharp, following Blakeslee, distinguished the following : homo-

thallic plants, i.e., those manifesting the two sexes in the same

gametophyte or thallus, and heterothallic plants, those manifesting

sex in different gametophytes. Heterophytic plants are those in

which two kinds of spores, with male and female tendencies

respectively, are borne by separate sporophytes. Homophytic

plants are those in which a single sporophyte bears the two kinds

of spores, with male and female tendencies respectively, or spores

of one kind with a bisexual tendency. Thus the Bryophytes are

all homophytic, but they may be either homothallic or hetero-

thallic. Seed plants, on the contrary, are all heterothallic, but

they may be either homophytic or heterophytic.

It was among the Bryophytes that evidence was first forthcoming

that sex was bound up with meiosis. The Marchals, for example,
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found in certain mosses that two kinds of spores are produced in

equal numbers in the sporogonium, and that these spores develop
into male and female plants respectively. These workers were

quite unable to alter experimentally the sexes of the gametophytes.

Very similar results to these were obtained by Schweizer for

Sphichnum sphcericum, and by Fleicher for some other genera of

mosses. Here again the spores were of tw^o sizes, large and small. The

large apparently gave rise to female plants and the small to male.

The suggestion that sex-chromosomes were present in unisexual

Angiosperms was first made by Blackburn and Harrison for

Populus at the Hull meeting of the British Association. Only
the chromosome complement of the pollen was investigated and the

XY condition was suggested
to be present. Later, however, V ^ (j
Blackburn investigated both

the male and female side in
^

Melandrium, and found the

male to have the XY com-

position and the female XX. Fig. 78.—Chromosome sets from

rpi .
•

. , male and female gametophyte of
ine most important case

Sphcerocarpus. (After Allen,

among Bryophytes, is that of from Sharp, Introduction to

Sphcerocarpus. It was first ^ ^ ^^^^''

shown by Strasburger that the spores of a single quartet give rise

to tw^o male and two female plants. Ten years later Allen demon-

strated the presence of the first sex-chromosomes in plants. In

S. Donnellii the sporophyte has eight pairs of chromosomes,

including an unequal XY pair At the heterotypic division of

meiosis, this XY pair separate and then divide longitudinally

at the homotypic division. The two spores receiving the X-

chromosome develop into female plants, while those receiving the

Y-chromosome give rise to male plants. Schacke has demonstrated

the same situation in S. taxanus.

The problem of sex-chromosomes in plants has now been

much investigated to the Angiosperms, and their presence has been

demonstrated in a number of heterophytic species.

Santos has investigated the case of the unisexual plant, Elodea.

The nuclei of the somatic tissues contain 48 chromosomes. At
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meiosis, 24 bivalents emerge from the second contraction ; they

undergo considerable condensation, until they acquire a more or

less definite form and the 24 pairs include an XY pair which are of

unequal size. At metaphase each of the bivalents is attached to

the spindle by one end and the two constituent elements move

apart. The X-chromosome is considerably larger than the Y-

member, and they pass to the opposite poles of the spindle.

The second division is equational, so that the pollen grains are of

two kinds, two with nuclei containing an X-chromosome and two

:<Wm
iyi^^-^X^'-v

Up
'/?Ssv^<t

3

Fig. 79.—Microsporogenesis in Elodea canadensis. (1) Diakinesis, showing
unequal chromosome pair, fm (XY). (2) Beginning of anaphase, X
and Y disjoining ( / and rn). (3) Metaphase, showing X and Y (/ and //*).

(After Santos, Bot. Gaz.)

with the Y-chromosome. In the female plants, the nuclei contain

the elements XX and in the male plants contain an XY pair.

Correns showed in Rumex acetosa, that the staminate plant was

dispone and that there was a very considerable difference in the

rate at which the pollen tubes carrying male and female deter-

mining gametes grow down the styles. Later the matter was

carried further by Kihara and Ono, who showed that in the

staminate plant the somatic number of chromosomes is apparently
15. In the case of the microsporocytes there are six gemini and a

triple group composed as follows : a large chromosome (M-chromo-

some) and a smaller member attached one to either end (m^ and mg).
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During the heterotypic division of meiosis M disjoins from ni^ and

nig, and at the homotypic division all three split longitudinally,

and thus two of the microspores receive seven chromosomes (six

autosomes and M), and the other two receive eight chromosomes

(six autosomes and m^ and mg). The somatic nuclei of the

female plant contain twelve autosomes and two M-chromosomes.

/ V\

'A
^

/,

\
\

^^m

A^^
i*«.'3r%

^

\

G

Fig. 80.—Sex chromosomes in heterophytic Angiosperms. (A) Vallisneria

sjjiralis, showing eight autosomes. (B) F. spiralis showing eight
autosomes and one long constricted X-chromosome. (C) Melandrium
album showing XY pair about to disjoin. (D) Humulus japonicus

showing XY pair on right. (E) Populus balsamifera with XY pair.

(F) Valisneria dioica showing X and Y disjoining at first division.

(G) Rumex acetosella showing Mm disjoining from m at first division.

(H) Polar view of the same. (A-D after Winge, E-H after Meurman.
From Sharp, Introduction to Cytology.)

Thus at fertilisation with a male gamete carrying M, the result

will be a female plant, and fertilisation with a male gamete carry-

ing nil and nig will give rise to a male plant. Kihara and Ono
considered that the M-chromosome is equivalent to X and that

the nil ^1^^ ^^2 elements compose the Y-chromosome. Meurman

reported a similar state of affairs for R. thyrsiflorus, but according
to this author in R. acetosella, M and one of the m's disjoin from

the other m at the first meiotic division.
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In the genus Melandrium the presence of sex-chromosomes

was independently discovered by Blackburn and Winge. These

workers reported that an unequal pair of XY chromosomes are

present in the staminate plant and that the members of this pair

disjoin at the heterotypic division in the microsporocytes. In the

carpellate plant Blackburn described the presence of an XX-pair.
She also found the same state of affairs in Lychnis dioica and in

the hybrid L. alba X L. dioica. In this case Blackburn is of the

opinion that the larger and not the smaller member of the pair

represents the Y-chromosome.

The presence of sex-chromosomes has now been reported in the

genus Humulus. Winge described in both H. lupulus and H.

japonicus the somatic number of chromosomes in the male plant

as 20. This number is made up of 18 autosomes and an XY-pair
of chromosomes. The X-member of the pair can be readily

distinguished from the Y-member by its larger size and the

presence of a constriction in the middle. At meiosis this XY-pair

disjoin and at the second division they divide longitudinally.

The question of sex-chromosomes has been further investigated

by Kihara in H. japonicus. Here there are 17 chromosomes in

the male and 16 in the female plant. In the male plant the 17

chromosomes are made up of the following, 14 autosomes and

3 sex-chromosomes. One of these is large and V-shaped, and

is presumably the X-chromosome, while the other two are J-shaped
and comprise the Y-chromosome, made up of a pair (y^ and yg).

The sex-chromosomes here are very large and larger than the

largest autosomes. In the female plant the two X-heterosomes

are large and V-shaped structures. At meiosis of the pollen

mother-cell, the sex-chromosomes form a tripartite complex of

which the central X-chromosome passes to one pole of the spindle

and y^ and yg pass to the other. The behaviour of the sex-

chromosomes is therefore identical with that of the corresponding

stages of Rumex acetosella. The chromosomal formulae of these

plants are given as follows :

Staminate (diploid) . . 14-|-X+yi+y2
(haploid) . . 7 -f X, 7 + yi + y2

Carpellate (diploid) . , 14 ~|- X -|- X.
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Winge has reported the case of the XO-type of sex-chromo-

somal mechanism in Vallisneria spiralis. In the staminate plant

there are 17 chromosomes in the somatic nuclei. In tlie micro-

sporocyte there are eight paired gemini and one unpaired X-chro-

mosome. Since in the first division of meiosis the X-chromosome

passes to one pole of the spindle and divides equationally in the

second mitosis, half of the microsporocytes receive nine chromo-

somes (8 + X) and the other half receive but eight. The chromo-

somal complement of the carpellate plant has not been investigated

as yet. A similar state of affairs has been reported for Dioscorea

sinuata by Meurman. Jorgensen, however, in a re-investigation

of Vallisneria has failed to confirm the presence of the XO
mechanism described by Winge.
Meurman has confirmed the statement of Blackburn and

Harrison that there is evidence for the presence of heterosomes in

the Salicacese and that probably they occur in both genera of this

family. In Populus balsamifera, P. Simoni, and P. trichocarpa,

Meurman has demonstrated an XY mechanism.

POLYPLOIDY

Generally the number of chromosomes in the somatic nuclei

of a plant is constant for a given species. When a comparison is

made of related species it is very frequently found that the chromo-

some complement is some multiple of a basic number. It has also

been found that different varieties of some species possess twice

the number of chromosomes normal for that particular species.

This relationship is practically exclusively confined to the vege-
table kingdom, only some three cases being known in the animal

world.

If n represent the basic haploid number of chromosomes in the

somatic cells of some fertile type, then exact multiples of n can be

represented as follows :
—

Number of chromosomes in somatic nucleus.

n ...... Haploid
2n ...... Dij^loid

3n ...... Triploid
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4n

5n

6n

8n

All plants with a hig

Tetraploid

Pentaploid

Hexaploid

Octoploid

;'her chromosome number than 2n are termed

polyploids. Polyploids are divided into two classes according as

their different sets of chromosomes are derived from the same

species, in which case they are termed autopolyploids, or from

different species, when they are known as allopolyploids. The

genetics of the two classes is very different.

The earliest experimental case of polyploidy was that of

CEnothera gigas, which was first recorded by Gates and Lutz some

years ago. This plant is a tetraploid mutant and is a cell giant.

It was first suggested that this mutant owed its origin to a

longitudinal split in the chromosomes at division of the fertilised

Ggg, a view opposed by de Vries, who considered that it arose

through the union of two diploid gametes. Bridges has termed

the doubling of the diploid number of chromosomes by the process

of splitting and non-separation,
"
non-division." It has generally

been thought that such a process occurs most frequently in the

zygote, with the result that a tetraploid individual is produced.
The actual evidence for such a view is only indirect, but neverthe-

less very strong. De Litardiere, for example, found in Spinacia
oleracea not only somatic cells with 12 chromosomes, the normal

number for this species, but also cells with 24 and 48 chromosomes.

As a general rule the daughter chromosomes remained closely

associated at prophase and separated normally at anaphase, but in

other cells they became independent and underwent a second split-

ting process, with the result that 24 chromosomes passed to either

pole of the spindle.

A doubling of the chromosome number through nuclear fusion

may also occur. Gates has reported such a case for CEnothera.

The nuclei may apparently fuse during the telophase of the

homotypic division of mitosis. Similarly Blackburn and Harrison

found one giant spindle instead of two normal ones in the second

sporocyte division of Rosa, thereby showing that the mitotic

figures may unite. Winkler has reported tetraploidy in graft
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hybrids of Solanum due to the fusion of nuclei in adjacent cells

near the wound.

Among tetraploid wild species, the case of Spiranthes cernua

perhaps comes nearest to that of (Enothera gigas. This species

is widely distributed in North America and is stouter in all its

parts than related forms, and is apparently a cell giant. In the

genus Primula (see below), cell-gigantism can occur either with or

without polyploidy. Thus the simplest form of tetraploidy appears
to be that in which chromosome doubling is accompanied by an

increase in the volume of the nuclei and cells.

The whole question of size relations between chromosomes,

nuclei, cells and organs of polyploid species requires further

investigation, in order to analyse completely the nature of the

changes which have occurred in each case. These size relationships

vary very much in different genera. Thus in Trifolium, species

are to be found with the same chromosome number, yet the

chromosomes may differ in size. Also in this genus there appears
to be no direct relationship between chromosome number and

plant size, but there is such a relationship between cell size and

plant size. Thus in T. campestre and T. glomeratum, which have

the same number of chromosomes (n = 7), the chromosomes are

also approximately the same size. T. arvense and T. pratense

have the same number of chromosomes, but these differ in size.

In T. repens the number of chromosomes has been doubled

(n = 14), yet the size of the chromosomes remains about the same

as that of related species. In T. minus the chromosome number

is again tetraploid (n = 14), but the chromosomes are smaller and

may have arisen through transverse segmentation. Lastly, in

T. pannonicum, the chromosome size is the same, while the

chromosome number is 14.

In the tetraploid form of Primula sinensis there are 48 chromo-

somes, the diploid plant having 24. About thirty factors are now
known causing variations in the diploid, and nine of these also

occur in the tetraploid plant.

The genetical behaviour of these forms differs in three ways.
Thus the recessive factor, which causes intense crimping of the

leaves and flowers in the diploid, has a very much less intense effect

K.A.M, 8
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in the tetraploid species. Again, intermediate forms are possible

in the tetraploid plant which are not found in the diploid. The
most important differences relate to the laws of segregation and

inheritance. Only one kind of heterozygote is possible in the

diploid. In the tetraploid, on the other hand, three kinds are

present. The genetics of plants heterozygous for several factors,

especially when these are linked, is very much more complicated,
but agrees with expectations if the factors be associated with

definite loci in the chromosomes.

The conditions present in the allopolyploid are very different.

For example, in the cross between Primula floribunda and P.

verticillata a sterile hybrid has several times been obtained. This

problem was investigated by Newton and Pellew, who have

shown that the hvbrid, which contains one set of nine chromo-

somes from each parent, can become fertile by throwing tetraploid

branches. The seedlings produced from these branches are the

well-known Primula kewensis. Here there are nine sets of four

chromosomes, which may be called r^F^V^Vj, F2F2V2V2, and so

on, the floribunda chromosomes being called F^^Fg, etc., and the

verticillata V^Vg, etc. These chromosomes generally unite in

pairs, and not in fours, and since the plant breeds nearly true, it is

assumed that F^ generally pairs with F^ and V^ with V^, and so on.

Thus each gamete will have the composition F^ViFgVg, etc., and

the plant breeds true. Occasionally, Y^ pairs with V^, and off-

spring different from the parent will be produced. Several other

fertile and constant inter-specific hybrids are similarly allo-

tetraploids, and it is probable that this is one method whereby
new species arise in nature.

Triploids. It has generally been considered that triploids have

arisen by the union of a diploid gamete with a haploid one.

Certainly triploids have been produced by crossing tetraploid

mutants with diploid species. Another possible origin for triploids

is the entrance of two male nuclei into the egg (dispermy). Such

a process has been recorded by Ishikawa for (Enothera.

In Hyacinthus de Mol observed that diploid plants on occasion

produced a few functional diploid pollen grains. This result was

apparently due to the shortening of the growing season and was a
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physiological response. When diploid varieties were pollinated

witli such grains, a few triploid plants were obtained among a good

many diploid ones. According to de Mol, abnormal physiological

states possibly play a larger role than has generally been allowed

in causing chromosome doubling in other genera. The actual

mechanism at work in Hyacinthus still awaits discovery.

Haploids. It will be convenient here to consider the question

of haploids, although strictly speaking such plants do not belong-

to such a discussion as this. The appearance of haploid individuals

among diploid forms is very rare. The first known case of such a

phenomenon in Angiosperms was found by Blakeslee and his

co-workers in 1922 for Datura stramonium. They have since

obtained several such plants. They were of very much weaker

growth than the diploid forms, but these workers succeeded in

growing them to sexual maturity. Later, Clausen and Mann

reported the presence of two haploid plants in their Nicotiana

tabacum hybrids. Gates has also recorded a single haploid

Oenothera among his cultures. This plant occurred among the F^

hybrids. Reciprocal crosses were made between (E. rubricalyx,

and CE. eriensis, both of which have 14 chromosomes. (E. ereinsis X
Q^. ruhricalyx gave a uniform F^ generation, wdth the red pigmen-
tation of ruhricalyx and the flowers of eriensis. These bred true

in F2. The reciprocal cross, (E. ruhricalyx X CE. eriensis, made at

the same time, produced seedlings yellowish in colour and which

developed little chlorophyll and then promptly died when their

stored food was used up. The striking non-viability of this cross

led to its repetition, with the same result. From another capsule,

obtained by crossing different individuals of the same two species,

85 seedlings were obtained, which also behaved in the same

way, with the exception that two of the seedlings survived for a

time and one was planted out. The latter reached maturity and

belonged to a new type. It was very much dwarfed and com-

pletely sterile as regards pollen and seed production. This plant

proved to be a haploid and possessed seven chromosomes in its

somatic cells. It showed the red pigmentation of ruhricalyx. Its

leaves were narrow and rather pointed, and these were at first

thought to be characters belonging to eriensis, but they are more

»—2
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probably characters pertaining to haploicl ruhricalyx. It is

suggested that this haploid mutant developed parthenogenetically
from a ruhricalyx egg under the stimulus derived from the

foreign pollen tubes of eriensis. Other CEnothera haploids

have recently been described by Kulkarin and Davis and by
Emerson.

Aneuploids. These are forms which have somewhat more or

less than the diploid number of chromosomes
;
the number not

being an exact multiple of the basic haploid number. Aneuploids
as a general rule differ very much more from the normal diploid

form than do tetraploids, triploids, etc. Aneuploids with extra

chromosomes (hyperploids) are of common occurrence, but the

corresponding hypoploids are rare. The best known aneuploids
contain one more than the diploid number of chromosomes

(2n +1). These are called trisomies, and are best exemplified

by CEnothera lata, CE. scintillans. CE. ohlonga, etc., and by the

Datura mutants since investigated by Blakeslee and his associates.

In Datura stramonium, which has been investigated by Blakeslee,

Belling and their co-workers, it w^as found that the haploid

number of chromosomes was 12. The make-up of these 12 chromo-

somes was as follows : one very large, four large, three large

medium, two small medium, one small and one very small. The

haploid mutants have one such set, normal diploids two, triploids

three and tetraploids four. In addition to these polyploids, a

considerable series have been discovered with the complement,
2n + 1. Other types have also been recorded, e.g., 2n + 1 +1,
2n +2, 4n + 1> and 4n — 1. The unbalancing effect of this

extra chromosome is shown in the so-called
"
globe

"
mutants. It

was found that the 2n + 2 globe has the characteristics of this

mutation more developed than the 2n + 1 mutant, and the same is

true of the 4n + 2 type compared with the 4n + 1 type. In each

case the degree of nuclear unbalance was reflected in the somatic

appearance of the plants. It was also found that the 2n + 1

mutants, both in Datura and CEnothera, differed in their external

appearance, as well as in their anatomical structure from the

diploid form. More recently Blakeslee and Belling have reported

the appearance of so-called
" chromosomal chimeras," in which
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single branches of diploid plants showed 2n -f 1? 2n — 1, or 4n

chromosomes.

Higher Polyploids. Given triploid and tetraploid forms, the

higher multiples may be derived from them. A hexaploid, for

example, may arise by the doubling in a triploid hybrid through
non-division in the zygote or by the union of triploid gametes.
Blackburn and Harrison have investigated the genus Rosa in this

respect. R. pimpinellifolia contains 14 chromosomes in the female

gamete. This was crossed with R. tomentosa (male gamete with

seven chromosomes). The resulting fertile plant was R. Wilsoni

with 42 chromosomes, instead of a plant with the expected 21.

Here hexaploidy has resulted from a doubling in a hybrid between

a tetraploid and an unbalanced pentaploid. This question of

higher polyploids will be discussed in more detail for cereals.

Polyploidy in the Graminae. In wheat, barley, oats and rye the

basic chromosome number is seven. All cereal barleys and rye
have 14 as the diploid number of chromosomes in their somatic

cells. In the case of oats and wheat, three distinct classes are

now known : (1) diploid species with 14 chromosomes, tetraploid
with 28 chromosomes, and (3) hexaploid forms with 42 chromo-

somes.

Taking the case of oats first, three of the diploid species, Avena

hrevis, A. stigosa and A. nuda, have but a limited economic use,

and a fourth diploid species, A. Wiestii, has no economic value.

It is the hexaploid species A. sativa that is of the greatest economic

importance, but two other hexaploid species, A. hyzantina and A.

fatua, are useless from the economic standpoint. Similarly in the

wheats, the diploid species Triticum monococcum is of no economic

importance. Of the six tetraploid species, T. durum, T. turgidum,
T. polonicum, T. dicoccum, T. persicum, and the wild species

T. dicoccoides are very important agricultural plants, while the

rest have but little economic use. Again, as in the genus Avena,
it is among the hexaploid species that the most useful wheats are

found, e.g., T. vulgare and T. compactum. The species T. Spelta
is also hexaploid, but has practically no agricultural value.

Although it is clear that the chromosome number does not

determine the economic importance of cereal species, it is equally
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clear that the duphcation or multipHcation of chromosome
number has played a large part in the evolution of the species of

wheat and oats and is of the greatest use in agriculture.

The hexaploid species of both oats and wheat behave cytologi-

cally and genetically like simple diploids, i.e., when the germ-cells

are formed, the 42 chromosomes pair to give 21 bivalents. It has

usually been assumed that the hexaploid species have been

formed by the reduplication of the chromosome set of one original

diploid species, i.e., by autopolyploidy, and that the present wide

diversity of hexaploid cereals, as well as the differentiation of their

chromosomes which causes them to form 21 pairs instead of seven

sets of six, has been brought about by gene mutation subsequent
to the doubling. According to Huskins this is an improbable
state of affairs, and their diversity and behaviour are just what

would be expected if they had arisen by allopolyploidy. The

hexaploid species have probably arisen by two steps. In the first

stage there was hybridisation of two diploid species followed by
chromosome doubling to produce a tetraploid form and then the

hybridisation of this or similar tetraploids with diploids. This

again, followed by chromosome doubling, led to the hexaploid

species.

Nilsson-Ehle and other workers have discovered that different

varieties of wheat may have one, two or three pairs of factors for

red colour of grain. It has also been shown by Akerman that

three independent pairs of factors affect the development of

chlorophyll in oats. In wheat it appears that head-type, dwarfing

and chlorophyll development may be determined by one, two or

three pairs of factors, and that the production of awns and hairs

and the winter or spring habit of growth, by either one or two

factors. In oats there is good evidence of as many as three pairs

of factors affecting grain colour and ligule development and of two

pairs affecting pubescence and side or open type of panicle. This

is in marked contrast to the condition exhibited by barley and

rye, in which du23licate factors are rare and single factor differences

common.
These duplicate factors may arise in a diploid either through

parallel gene nuitation in different chromosomes or through
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duplication of parts of chromosomes, but the simplest and most

plausible explanation of the common occurrence of duplicate
factors in tetraploid and triplicate factors in hexaploids is that

they were present in the original diploid species, and have been

brought together in the cultivated cereals by allopolyploidy.

The speltoid and fatuoid mutations of wheat and oats seem to

be clear cases showing the effect of polyploidy in producing
mutations. Their appearance in cultivated varieties of wheat and

oats is correlated with chromosome aberration. Different genetic

types of these mutants, all similar in appearance, may apparently

arise, as Huskins has shown, through the interchange of a pair of

chromosomes, or through gain or loss of a chromosome, and the

heterozygous mutant form can therefore be obtained with 41, 42

and 43 chromosomes. The "
homozygous

" mutant types segre-

gated from these have 40, 42 and 44 chromosomes respectively,

and by making the appropriate crossings or through further

chromosome aberration they can be obtained with 41 and 43

chromosomes also. These results are explicable if the characters

of cultivated wheat and oats involved be determined bv the inter-

action of rather distinct pairs of factors, situated on similar (but

not identical or truly homologous) chromosomes which have been

brought together by allopolyploidy. The mutant form will then

probably arise whenever the balanced interaction is disturbed.

Age apparently plays a part in t!he production of mutant forms,

esjDecially of speltoids and fatuoids. Some of the oldest European
varieties of oats very rarely produce fatuoids, but these are of

frequent occurrence in forms of recent origin. Hybrids between

hexaploid species or even varieties of cereals sometimes have

irregular chromosome behaviour, and the crossing of varieties

may introduce aberrations in later generations. This is to be

expected if they be allopolyploids.

One of the most important features of work on speltoids and

fatuoids in cereals in connection with polyploidy bears on the effect

of the latter in hiding harmful mutations and also on the problem
of the origin of dwarfs. Fatuoids or speltoids with 41 instead

of 42 chromosomes are almost as vigorous as normal plants. The

production of grains, however, in such plants is much below normal,
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and any 40-chromosome progeny from them are usually dwarf and

sterile. If such plants occur in cultivated varieties, they must
reduce the yield to a certain extent. Their occurrence is directly

attributable to polyploidy, as in diploid species chromosome

aberrations are not of such frequent occurrence.

Further support for the view that cultivated wheat and oats

are allopolyploids comes from the work of Tschermak and Bleier.

They investigated crosses between jEgilojps ovata x T. dicoccoides

and ^. ovata X T. durum (each of which has 28 chromosomes).

They obtained new fertile forms with 56 chromosomes, which

they have named Mgilotricum sp. Another point in favour of the

hypothesis that wheat and oats are allopolyploids is the fact that

most of their characters are found, in whole or part, in species with

lower chromosome numbers. This last can be explained by assum-

ing that parallel mutations have occurred in different species. But

hybridisation, followed by chromosome duplication as the evolu-

tionary mode of these genera, affords a simpler and more plausible

explanation.

Gregor and Sansome have described, within the species Phleum

pratense L., two intersterile groups of ecological significance.

Within each a relationship was found to exist between the growth-
forms of a particular habitat and the environmental conditions

of that habitat. The authors are of the opinion that the survival

of these growth forms is dependent on their genotypic response

to the environmental conditions of the habitats which they

occupy. The cytological examination shows that Group I is

hexaploid (2n = 42), while Group II is diploid (2n = 14). Two
chromosome groups (2n = 14 and 28 respectively) have also been

found in P. alpinum L. The cross P. pratense 2n x P. alpinum
4n gave plants with a 3n number of chromosomes. These hybrids

were almost completely sterile, but gave rise to four hexaploid

plants. Group I x P. alpinum 4n gave one sterile 5n plant.

Fertile hybrids have now been obtained from the artificial hexa-

ploid X the natural (Group I) hexaploid. It is tentatively sug-

gested that Grou]3 I (6n) may be the result of natural hybridisa-

tion of P. pratense Group II (2n) with some other plant, in a manner

analagous to that for the artificially produced hexaploid, which
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resulted from the d()u])ling of the chromosomes in gametes of the

]iyl)rid between P. jmitense, Group II (2n) x P. aJpinuni 4n.

Whether or not this surmise is correct will dej^cnd on future work,

but it can be stated definitely tliat the gap between P. pratense,

Group I (6n) and Group II (2n) has been successfully bridged

by the employment of the tetraploid form of P. alpinum L.

Although the P. alpinum polyploid may only represent the dupli-

cation of chromosome sets within the diploid form, it, nevertheless,

constitutes an important ecological and evolutionary unit.

Polyploidy as a Source of Species and Horticultural Varieties.

Hurst has given a short record of this aspect of polyploidy, and

the following account is a condensation of his paper.

Many varieties in horticulture are polyploids. These have been

found in strawberries, apples, bananas, roses, sugar cane, toma-

toes, dahlias, primulas, cannas, daturas, petunias, tulips, and

numerous other plants. Many of these are giant forms, and on

that account have an especial appeal to the horticulturalist. It

is therefore clear that polyploidy is a fruitful source for horti-

cultural varieties.

The great majority of polyploids are polyploid species. In

roses, in which both allopolyploids and autopolyploids occur, over

1,006 forms have been examined, and 629 were found to be poly-

ploids. Of these polyploids, 21 were polyploid varieties and 608

he regarded as polyploid species.

Polyploid varieties have similar sets of chromosomes and

characters, which have no doubt arisen by reduplication of the sets

within the same diploid species. Consequently, although their

chromosome sets have increased in number, their specific characters

remain the same and they differ from the diploid species whence

they have been derived only in their varietal characters. Many
of the garden roses known to the horticulturist are polyploid

varieties, often triploid and tetraploid. Polyploid species, on the

other hand, have unlike and differential sets of chromosomes

and characters. They are distinct species, and they differ from

one another by one or more differential sets of chromosomes and

characters. At synapsis their chromosomes are either bivalents,

or both bivalent and univalent. Polyploid species are found in
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large numbers in the wild state, and have a wide distribution.

Polyploid species have been found in the Rosaceous genera,

Rosa, Rubus, Fragaria, Cratwgus, Prunus, Potentilla and Alche-

milla, and in families such as the Compositse, Scrophulariaceae,

Solanacese and others, a similar state of affairs has been found to

exist.

The genus Rosa has been investigated by a number of workers

with regard to chromosome number and characters. Rosa spino-

sissima is a tetraploid species which combines the characters

denominated by Hurst BB and CC of two diploid species. CC is

characteristic of tortuous branches and prickly, setaceous stem,

while small leaves and small bracteate singly-set flowers are

denoted by BB. In size of parts, the polyploid species are very
much smaller than the diploids, whereas as a general rule the poly-

ploid varieties are larger in their various j^arts than the diploid.

Genetical hvbrids between the B and C sets of chromosomes

produce plants with similar characters to those displayed by the

polyploid BBCC species and demonstrate experimentally their

true nature.

In the tetraploid AACC species we have numerous wild species

as well as the oldest-known cultivated varieties of roses, R. centi-

folia and its subspecies damascena and gallica. These all show a

combination of the characters and chromosomes of the two

diploid species AA and CC. Numerous hybrids between these

two diploid species show similar characters, and a detailed analysis

of these provides an experimental demonstration of the nature of

this polyploid species.

Some remarkable results have been recorded in the gerietical

tests. In the hybrid AC all external A and C specific characters

appear side by side, whereas in the AACC polyploid species only
about one half of the A and one halfof the C characters are given

expression, and these appear in relays as it were, throughout the

plant. This remarkable difference between the workings of the

genes in single differential sets and in double differential sets of

chromosomes seems to be worth following up.

In the AAEE tetraploid species of Rosa Davidii we get the

stout prickles and compound inflorescence of the AA species with
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the graceful liabit and long drooping fruits of the EE species,

In the same way, although with a greater number of complications,

the hexaploid and octoploid polyploid species of Rosa show similar

combinations of the chromosomes and characters of three and fovir

differential species respectively.

In addition to the two kinds of polyploidy
—

polyploidy varieties

and polyploidy species
—a third kind is known among roses, which

is really a combination of the two. A number of garden roses are

polyploid varieties of the AA species. The triploid tea rose. Lady
Hillingdon, according to Hurst, carries three A sets of chromo-

somes and characters, while the tetraploid tea rose, Gloire de Dijon,
has four sets of A. IVIost of the old-fashioned hybrid perpetual
roses belong to the polyploid species carrying two sets of A and

two sets of C chromosomes and characters.

Hybridisation between these two species has given rise to the

modern hybrid teas, which are polyploid hybrids carrying three

A sets and one C set of chromosomes and characters. So far these

have only been found in cultivation, but if diploid gametes arise

in cultivation through physiological disturbances due to changed
conditions, there is no reason whv thev should not arise in nature

under extreme conditions, and no doubt polyploid hybrids of this

mixed type will be found in the wild state.

There is another possibility that must also be considered :

Garden roses that were once polyploid varieties may have now
become partially differentiated by mutations of their genes under

the influence of intensive cultivation. A similar condition may
arise from two species hybridising and subsequently reduplicating
which were not entirely alike in their chromosome sets. In such

circumstances it is to be expected that there would be a mixture

of multivalent and bivalent chromosomes at synapsis. In cases

of intense cultivation, the sets themselves might be formed of

chromosomes from two or more different sets which had become
broken up as in the heteroploid hyacinths.

The experimental creation of polyploid species is now an

accomplished fact. Thus Primula kezvensis, Nicotiana digluta,

and the new polyploid genera Brassico-raphanus and /Egilo-

triticum originated in controlled experiments and the details of
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their origin are fully known. They arose through hybridisation

of distinct species and the subsequent reduplication of their

chromosomes made them fertile. It is probable that the numerous

polyploid species of Rosa originated in this way, although the

reverse process of loss of sets in polyploid species giving rise to

lower polyploid sjoecies and ultimately to diploid species is believed

by Hurst to be at w^ork in the evolution of the species of Rosa.

R. centifolia is one such case in point. The tetraploid species of

this plant threw off as bud-sports several triploid mutants in

France.

Taxonomically, polyploidy explains many difficult problems and

makes clear the remarkable polymorphism of a genus like Rosa,

in which the many sets of chromosomes and characters in the

polyploids give a range of variation far exceeding that of

diploids.
"
Polyploidy has helped us to realise for the first time w^hat a

species really is. It has experimentally demonstrated that a

species is no longer an expert opinion, but a real entity which can

be experimentally demonstrated by the combined methods of

taxonomy, cytology and genetics. True species are entirely

discontinuous and isolated from one another by their different sets

of chromosomes and characters. A knowledge of the true nature

of a species clears the way for an inquiry into its origin and

evolution. That polyploidy has played a great part in this is now
clear. The evidence shows a rhythmic process of evolution up and

down from diploid species to polyploid species by additions of sets

of chromosomes, and down from polyploid species by losses of sets

of chromosomes. From the experimental evidence there can be

little doubt that the evolution of a species is in large measure

directed and controlled by the conditions of life acting directly

on the chromosome sets and the genes contained therein causing
mutational responses and changes of balance which when favour-

able create new species."

Sterility and Polyploidy in Cultivated Fruits. Cultivated fruits

are often complex hybrids with a complex chromosome constitu-

tion. A number of our fruits are polyploids, and those with the

higher chromosome number than the diploid are as a general rule
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more productive, and again, those with an even number of chromo-

somes are better fruit bearers than those with an odd number.

For example, the tetraploids, hexaploids and octoploids are more

productive than triploids, pentaploids and heptaploids.

Fertihty in the genus Rubus, for example, is closely associated

with a balanced chromosome constitution. The basic chromo-

some number here is seven. The raspberry varieties, Superlative

and Lloyd George, have 14 chromosomes, while Mahdi and Veitch-

berry have 21 and 28 respectively and Loganberry and Laxtonberry
42 and 49 respectively. It is a well-known fact of horticulture

that the triploid Mahdi and the heptaploid Laxtonberry are poorer

croppers than the even chromosome series, the diploid raspberry

the tetraploid Veitchberry and the hexaploid Loganberry. Excep-
tions to this rule are due to apogamous development of seed.

The chances of obtaining fertile progeny from cross-breeding is

largely limited by the numerical relationships of the chromosome

complements. If a diploid be crossed with a tetraploid the

offspring are triploid and a tetraploid crossed with a hexaploid

yields pentaploids. It has been shown by Crane and others,

however, that on occasion exceptional seedlings do arise from such

matings. Thus when Rubus rusticanus inermis (diploid species)

with 14 chromosomes was crossed with Rubus thyrsiger (tetraploid

species) with 28 chromosomes, three seedlings were obtained, two

of which were triploids arising from the addition of seven rusti-

canus and 14 thyrsiger chromosomes. The other seedling had

28 chromosomes and arose by the functioning of an unreduced

Qgg of its mother, wiiereby the full chromosome complement of

rusticanus (14) combined with the haploid complement of thyrsiger

(14) yielded a tetraploid plant with 28 chromosomes. This tetra-

ploid seedling proved to be highly fertile and very productive,

whereas only occasional druplets were obtained from the triploid

offspring. It would seem that the Veitchberry and Laxtonberry
have originated from the functioning of a gamete with the unre-

duced number of chromosomes. For example, the Laxtonberry
was derived from the Loganberry x Superlative and has 49 chromo-

somes. Here there has been a combination of the full complement
of the Loganberry (42) with the haploid number of Superlative (7).
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In the same way the so-called Duke cherries, which have 32

chromosomes, have arisen from the sweet cherry (2n = 16) and

the Sour cherry (2n = 32) by the same kind of irregularity.

The basic chromosome number in the genus Prunus is 8, and

here again the more fertile forms have a balanced number of

chromosome, e.g., the tetraploids, hexaploids and octoploids.

Crane and others have raised from the cross P. domestica (48)

with P. cerasifera (16) and another cross was also made between

P. mstitia (48) and P. spinosa (32). The offspring possessed the

expected intermediate number of chromosomes, i.e.. 32 and 40.

The offspring of the cross between P. domestica and P. institia

were hexaploid and invariably fertile, whereas the crosses between

P. domestica and P. cerasifera and P. institia and P. spinosa rarely

yielded fruit with viable seed.

The ornamental cherries are in the main triploids, e.g., the

species P. nana, for their degree of sterility is too high for them to

be cultivated for fruit. In families raised at the John Innes

Institution from crosses between forms with 32 and 16 chromo-

somes respectively, a high degree of sterility has generally been

obtained. This result is possibly due to the unbalanced triploid

chromosome complement. A number of seedlings were examined

for chromosome number and were found to have 24.

The strawberry presents an interesting case of polyploidy.

The wild European strawberry (Fragaria vesca) has 14 chromo-

somes. The other species, including cultivated forms, are all

polyploids. The diploid forms hybridise Avith great ease and give

fertile offspring. In the same way crosses between octoploids also

give rise to fertile offspring. As a general rule all attempts to

intercross species with different chromosome numbers have ended

abortively, and only sterile offspring have been obtained. Our

present cultivated forms are all octoploids and probably arose

by the introduction into Europe and subsequent crossing of the

two octoploid species, F. virgiyiiana and F. cliiloensis.

It will be seen from the short account given above that poly-

ploidy has largely entered into the production of domestic fruits.

Increase in size and other desirable attributes are frequently

associated with polyploidy and hybridisation.
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MICRODISSECTION
Thanks to the investigations of Chambers and his co-workers,

a very considerable amount of information is now forthcoming

regarding the nature of the nucleus and cytoplasm in the living

cells of animals. Unfortunately at present our information is

comparatively meagre with regard to plant tissues. The principal

barrier that has reacted against noteworthy advances in the

microdissection of plant cells is the presence of a resistant cellulose

wall. The delicate glass needle used in these investigations is

unable to pierce the plant wall and becomes broken. It is thus

a purely mechanical difficulty which stands in the way of any
advance in this field of plant cytology.

Nevertheless, in spite of these obstacles, a start has now been

made in this branch of the subject, and the more outstanding

investigations will be considered here.

Cytoplasm. Scarth has investigated the nature of the cyto-

plasm in the living cells of the mesocarp of the Snov/berry,

Symphoriocarpus. It was found that the strands of cytoplasm
were frequently rigidly inextensible, so that when they were

slightly stretched they often broke across and recoiled back like

a snapped thread. At other times the threads appeared as gushing
streams. In this streaming condition, they appeared to be viscid

and highly extensible and could be pulled into threads less than a

micron in diameter. A needle pushed through a rapidly moving
cytoplasmic strand in the staminal hairs of Tradescantia, for

example, carried the viscid cytoplasm like a film over the point of

the needle as it emerged on the opposite side of the hair. When
the needle was moved backwards and forwards in the axis of a

strand, the respective portions of the latter lengthened and

shortened elastically, with little or no slipping of the needle.

Streaming is therefore comparable, not only with high viscosity,

but also with definite elasticity. Again, in Spirogyra the nucleus

may be pushed from end to end of the cell, and it immediately
recoils to its original position when released.

The question of the viscosity of cytoplasm has been a matter of

controversy. It is generally recognised at the present time that

protoplasm represents a complex colloidal system. Chambers and
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Seifriz, using a wide variety of examples, investigated this matter

of viscosity. They employed the eggs of Fucus, pollen tubes,

and Plasmodia of myxomycetes, and found the cytoplasm to be of

the consistency of a liquid. There was a rapid increase in the

viscosity of the eggs of Fucus towards the end of the ripening

process, but at fertilisation there was a return to the liquid

condition once more. The matter of cytoplasmic viscosity seems

to be variable and to vary with different conditions of development.
In the myxomycete plasmodium a sol condition was ascertained,

whereas in the hyphae of the mould Rhizopus, the cytoplasm was

apparently in the gel state and was claimed to have the consistency
of bread dough. Heilbrunn, however, has criticised the various

methods that have been employed from time to time to measure

the viscosity of the living cell and claimed that the microdissection

method was by no means ideal for this purpose.
" For the

measurement of viscosity, the microdissection method can at the

best give only indications of gross differences in viscosity. And
even for these it is more or less uncertain." The introduction of

the needle into the cell involves injury, and this might possibly

alter the viscosity of the cytoplasm. The early experiments of

Heilbrunn himself on the endodermal cells of Viciafaba, in which

he observed the fall of starch grains under the influence of gravity

and compared the rate with their fall in water, seemed to show that

the viscosity of the cytoplasm was about eight times that of water.

Later he introduced a second method, in which small iron rods

were placed in the plasmodium of a myxomycete. The Plasmo-
dium was then placed under the influence of a magnetic field from

an electric magnet. The extent to which the rods turned under

these conditions depended on the viscosity of the cytoplasm.
Here the results indicated that the viscosity was from nine to

eighteen times that of water.

Weber made the claim that the form taken by some plant cells,

e.g., Spirogyra, when plasmolysed, depends on viscosity and that

the form of plasmolysis can be taken as an index of viscosity.

There can be little doubt that the viscosity of the li\'ing cell varies

at different times in its life. But it is important to remember that

it is physical structure and not viscosity that determines whether
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a system shall be a sol or gel. Hence viscosity measurements in

themselves are not sufficient.

Seifriz regarded cytoplasm as being formed of either an en-

tangled mass of fibres or as an orderly arrangement of chains of

molecules ; the fibrous ground substance being protein in nature.

Heilbrunn has disagreed with this view, and thinks it to be a

suspensoid in nature.

Chloroplast. The nature of the chloroplast in Spirogyra has

been investigated by Scarth with microdissection methods.

According to this investigator it is usually an elastic jelly of

doughy consistencey. When pushed about or stretched with the

needle it preserves its irregularity of outline and sometimes breaks

across. It is sufficiently plastic to be pushed through an opening
narrower than its own diameter.

Nucleus. Chambers has described the metazoan nucleus as

being fluid in nature and showing no visible structure, with the

exception of one or more nucleoli and the nuclear membrane. It

is quite otherwise with the nuclei of plants. They range from

apparent homogeneity (Symphoriocarpus and Spirogyra) through

fine-grained heterogeneity {Elodea) to a coarsely mottled appear-
ance (Tradescantia). When the cytoplasm is stripped from the

nucleus of Spirogyra it takes the form of a smooth, transparent

sphere. If it be punctured, the contents are ejected violently.

The liquid portion is quickly dispersed and the solid portion then

becomes visible. In Tradescantia the solid portion, when extruded,

shows an irregular folded mass corresponding to the more highly
refractive portion of the normal nucleus. This gelatinous portion
is sufficiently plastic to be deformed as it passes through an opening
and it sets to a tough elastic jelly outside. In Elodea the fine-

grained nucleus ejects its contents as small irregular lumps of

jelly. In Symphoriocarpus, although the nucleus appears to be

homogeneous, on ejection, the contents show as a small portion or

flock of coagulum. The nuclear membrane disappears immediately
the nucleus is injured.

There is a conflict of evidence w4th regard to the origin of the

nuclear membrane. It has been considered by some as being
of cytoplasmic origin. According to Scarth two membranes are
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concerned. In the first place there is the hmer face of the cyto-

plasmic envelope surrounding the nucleus and secondly the outer

surface of the nucleus. Between the two there is apparently a

clear solution. Thus the nuclear membrane is partly cytoplasmic
and partly nuclear in origin. It may be due to this fact that there

has always been a certain conflict of evidence on the matter.

Chromosomes. The nature of chromosomes in living material

has been investigated by Chambers and Sands in the pollen mother-

cells of Tradescantia virginica. The chromosomes in this species

are particularly conspicuous structures, and therefore very suitable

for work of this nature. The spindle area here forms a hyaline

jelly-like mass, less solid than the surrounding cytoplasm and

distinctly separated from it. In the living state no evidence could

be found for the presence of fibres. The chromosomes lie in this

jelly-like mass. They were found to be elastic, jelly-like, nodulated

cylinders, which possess a cortex differing markedly in refractive

index from the central core. They were also found to be very
much more resistant to injury than animal chromosomes.

Meiosis. Chodat has observed the course of meiosis in the living

cells of the orchid, Gymnadenia conopsea. In the megasporocyte,
which is only surrounded by a single layer of transparent nucellar

cells, the nucleus is seen to show a reticulate structure under

oblique illumination. Chodat was able to follow the formation

of the leptotene and pachytene threads and the production of

gemini. At metaphase the eight gemini became arranged on the

equator of the hyaline achromatic figure, and their disjunction

and passage to the poles was also observed. In general behaviour

the process was apparently very similar to that in fixed material.

THE MICROSCOPY OF THE CELL WALL
The meristematic cells of plant tissues and parenchymatous

cells possess walls composed mainly of cellulose. The apical

meristems of shoot and root frequently do not give the ordinary

microchemical reactions for cellulose. According to Tupper-Carey
and Priestley, who have investigated the apical cells of the

radicle and plumule of Vicla faba with microchemical reagents,

these cells do not give the tests for cellulose unless they have been
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previously treated with strong acid or alkali. Etiolated stems

require a short treatment with aqueous alcoholic potash before the

normal colour reactions are given, whereas the normal green stem

gives a blue colour with iodine and sulphuric acid without any such

preliminary treatment, and only a short treatment is required
before the reaction is given with chloriodide of zinc. The claim is

put forward that the reaction in the apical region is masked by
the presence of other substances, e.g., proteins, and the presence of

these bodies prevents
the reaction with

iodine and sulj)huric

acid. Wood, how-

ever, has been un-

able to confirm this

statement. She used

the chloramine re-

action which depends
on setting iodine

free from potassium
iodide after a pre-

liminary treatment

of the tissue with

chlorine gas. Various

plant tissues, both

monocotyledons and

dicotyledons, were
submitted to this

(1)

(2)

Fig. 81.—(1) Development of cotton hair from
seed coat. One day after opening of flower.

(2) The same, three days later. (From
Denham, Shirley Inst. Mem.)

treatment, and in no case did the experiments indicate more than

0-001 per cent, of protein in the cellulose walls. It is therefore

unlikely that their presence in the wall will interfere with the

normal reactions for cellulose and pectin. According to Wood, the

chemical state of the cell wall partakes of an equilibrium between
cellulose proper, oxycellulose and hydrocellulose, and in most cases

the two former predominate.
The Cotton Hair. The economic importance of the cotton hair

has led to extended observations on its morphological nature.

According to Balls, the ordinary epidermal cell of the outer ovule
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coat has a thick basal wall, which separates it from the sub-

epidermal layer. The side walls are thinner, and a thin cuticle

covers the outer wall and dips s^lightly between the side walls. A
nucleus, about one-fifth of the cell in length, is also present, and

small vacuoles are to be found in the cytoplasm. The outer wall

of the cell bulges and the nucleus moves forward towards the tip.

The swelling of the outer wall increases to about twice the

diameter of the original cell, and the nucleus now stains deeply
and shows a well-marked nucleolus. The nucleus keeps close

behind the tip of the swelling or hair, which continues to elongate
at the rate of about 1 mm. per day. It would appear that

in Egyptian cotton this elongation is not continuous, but is

intermittent during sunshine. At a later stage, the nucleus

seems to settle near the centre of the fibre, and the cell

wall remains extremely thin for the first three weeks, and

the cuticle covering it can scarcely be distinguished unless the

wall has first received a preliminary treatment with Schweitzer's

reagent.

The particular features of the hair which require special con-

sideration are : (1) General conformation, (2) primary wall,

(3) secondary thickening, (4) central canal, (5) pits in the hair

wall, (6) spiral markings and striations, (7) convolutions, and

(8) abnormalities.

Like the epidermal cells of most plants which have their outer

wall differentiated into cuticle, the cotton hair is also cuticularised

on its outer surface. The cuticle proper in normal untreated

hairs is indistinguishable from the primary wall which is laid down

during the process of growth in length. The chemical nature of

cutin is still unknown, but it appears to be of a fatty or waxy
nature. The primary wall is composed of cellulose, and is

chemically distinct from that of the secondary deposition. Accord-

ing to Balls,
"
secondary thickening

"
in the hairs takes place by the

laying down of concentric layers of cellulose, probably delimited

from night to night, on the delicate cellulose-cuticle wall until a

definite thickness is reached. By means of swelling reagents

(9 per cent. NaOH, followed by carbon disulphide). Balls was able

to prove the presence of such rings up to the number of 25, with
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an average thickness of 0-4
/x each, corresponding with the number

of days from the cessation of growth in length.

In the dead and dried condition the lumen of the cotton hair

contains the remains of the cytoplasm and nucleus responsible for

its growth w^hen alive. The whole of the lumen is covered with

a layer of cytoplasm, whilst the centre is occupied by vacuoles

containing cell sap, the osmotic pressure of which keeps the wall

turgid. One of the points of greatest controversy in regard to the

structure of the cotton hair is the presence of so-called pits. Balls

described oblique slit-like cracks in the secondary thickening,

tapering from the centre of the hair to the outside, and he claimed

that they were responsible for the convolutions of the hair.

Fig. 82.—Normal cotton hair, showing convolutions and thickened edge.
(From Denham, Shirley Inst. Mem.)

Denham considered that thev were due to a double line of weakness

recurring in two or more super-imposed layers.

A number of different writers have described the presence of

spirals and striations on the cell wall of the hair. This aspect of

the morphology of the cotton hair has been widely studied by
Denham, who claimed that the spirals and striations could be

interpreted from the behaviour of the cytoplasm in the hairs of

Tradescantia. Here the striations directly follow the movement
of the cytoplasm, and particles can be seen moving along adjacent
striations in parallel and opposite directions. There is therefore

no reason for giving up the view that these striations are due to a

localised spiral thickening which reaches its highest expression

in the structure of tracheids and vessels. For a very full discus-

sion, the original paper by Denham should be consulted.

The convolutions of the hair have also been investigated by
Denham at the Shirley Institute. These may be divided into four

classes : normal, movable, preformed and suppressed. Their

presence exercises a marked influence on the spinning j^roperties

of the hair. The normal and movable convolutions are due to the
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spiral inequalities of the hair. These two types tend to merge
into one another, but are differentiated by their behaviour in the

presence of moisture. If a single hair be placed under the micro-

scope without a cover-slip and be gently breathed upon, a number

of convolutions can be seen to run up and down the length of the

hair under the influence of increased humidity. The normal or

fixed convolutions, on the other hand, are altered but slightly by
this treatment.

The development of the cotton hair takes place in a closed boll,

and on this account the space for its development is small compared
with the length to which the hair can grow. Consequently the

hair is compelled to double back upon itself many times with

the formation of a number of bends, and these bends are fixed in

the hair structure by the ensuing "secondary thickening" of the

wall. Suppressed convolutions are apparently due to spiral lines

of weakness. They have also been produced in hairs after

prolonged soaking in water followed by excessive twisting.

For other points in connection with the microscopy of the

cotton hair the paper by Denham should be consulted, where the

presence of slip planes, formation of wall layers and other factors

are very fully discussed.

THE STRUCTURE AND FORMATION OF LIGNIFIED
TISSUES

The early incidence of lignified tissues in the plant body is

intimately involved with the chemical processes taking place in

the meristematic region of shoot and root. The growing points,

i.e., the regions in which the formation of new tissues is taking

place, lie at the extreme ends of the branches of both shoot and

root. In every branch the basal region is the oldest and the apex
the youngest portion, and it is within the apical region that early

lignification occurs.

In longitudinal section passing through the middle portion of

a growing point, as is well known, the end of the stem shows a

nearly flat or dome-shaped structure, and the leaves can be seen

to arise as slight projections on either side. In the apical region

of the shoot three regions can be distinguished
—dermatogen,
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which gives rise to the epidermal layer, periblem, whicli produces
the cortical tissue, and plerome, from which is formed the vascular

system. In the leaf, the vascular system and mesophyll are

formed from periblem. The root, in addition to dermatogen,

periblem and plerome, possesses another layer, the calyptrogen,
which forms the root cap.

In certain cases it is a well-known fact that the bast or phloem
also becomes lignified, and in many plants the so-called " hard " and

"soft "
bast can be readily distinguished by means of aniline

chloride. The formation of the bast fibres in Bcehmeria nivea has

been investigated by Aldaba. The bast fibres in this plant are par-

ticularly long, and estimations of their length have been variously

given as being from 150 to 580 mm. But even the higher
value given here does not express their true length, according to

Aldaba, who, using a special technique of maceration with 5

per cent, potash, found that the fibres were even longer than

580 mm.
The fibres originate in a layer of undifferentiated parenchy-

matous elements a short distance behind the growing point. These

cells are approximately 20
jj,

in length. Growth and differentiation

now takes j^lace simultaneously. The young, actively-growing

undifferentiated fibre portions are invested solely in a hyaline,

tenuous membrane, while their low^er portions are provided with

conspicuous thickened walls. The delicate membrane w^hich covers

the upper undifferentiated region of the fibre is a direct continua-

tion of the outermost lamella of the thick wall wiiich invests

the older part of the fibre (Fig. 83, 1). Later, tw^o membranes
are found to be present, an inner layer, which jackets the protoplast
and terminates at the lower level of the cell, and a second mem-

brane, which covers the elongating portion of the protoplast.

With elongation of the fibre, both these membranes become

extended apically. Fig. 83, 5 show^s the terminal portion of the

fibre, which has nearly attained its maximum length. In this older

and more highly differentiated cell, there are a series of inner

tenuous, hyaline membranes, which are growing upwards towards

the growing tip of the fibre. Each of them is in direct continuity
with one of the lamellae of the cell wall, wiiich mav be traced down-
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ward into the heavily-thickened basal portion of the fibre. This

would seem to suggest that as the membranes grow upward their

lower extensions gradually become transformed into cell-wall

lamellae.

In the more highly differentiated portions of the fibre, there

are in addition to the lamellae, which extend upward into the elon-

gating tip of the cell, a series of concentric layers (Fig. 83, 4), which

form more or less elongated compartments. The upper and lower

extremities of these compartments, which appear as semi-circular

walls occluding the lumen, are referred to by different authors as
"

caps.'' The innermost of these unmodified lamellae is an un-

modified membrane. This is in marked contrast to the condition

exhibited in the younger portion of the fibre, in which the upper

extremity of the compartment terminates in a series of tenuous

hyaline membranes, which are in direct continuity with the

lamellae in the lower portion of the compartment. Such facts as

these suggest that whereas the outer cell wall lamellae are differen-

tiated from delicate membranes which grow upward from base

to apex of the fibre, the lamellae of the included compartments
are produced by membranes of considerably restricted longi-

tudinal growth. There is direct continuity of protoplasm through
the caps, which are perforated by a terminal pore, and the terminal

portions of the unmodified membranes in the upper portion of the

fibre have apertures, so that there is complete continuity of the

protoplasm from one end of the fibre to the other.

A detailed study of the fibres at different stages of enlargement
and differentiation shows that each of the successive hyaline

membranes arises from a previously-formed one. The new mem-
brane arises as an ingrowth from the basal portion of the primary
membrane and grows upward towards the elongating tip of the

young fibre. After the secondary membrane has attained a con-

siderable longitudinal extension, a tertiary membrane now arises

from its basal portion, and as this membrane becomes vertically

extended, a quaternary membrane arises in its turn from the basal

portion (Fig. 83, 3). During the later stages of the elongation of the

fibre, the successively-formed membranes grow upward towards

the apex of the cell, and as they do so, their basal extensions
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Fig. 83.—Diagrams representing various stages in the differentiation of bast

fibre in Bcehmeria nivea. (1) Young fibre enclosed by single, closed,
tenuous hyaline membrane. (2) Later stage in enlargement of fibre

and shows an inner secondary hyaline membrane which originates as an

ingrowth of basal portion of primary membrane and grows upward
towards the elongating apical portion. (3) Still later stage, showing
a number of inner telescoping open tubular membranes, each of which
has originated as an ingrowth from the preceding one. (4) More
advanced stage of fibre development. (5) Nearly mature fibre. The
fibre has practically ceased longitudinal growth and the upper extremity
of the first tubular membrane has reached the upper end of the fibre.

The walls of the compartments are forming and several successively
formed tubular membranes are growing upward within the dilated

portions of the fibre. (After Aldaba, Amer. J. Bot.)

become transformed into cell-wall lamellae. Cell-wall formation

may therefore be visualised as a telescoping of a series of succes-
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sively-formed tubular membranes within an elongating closed

tubular membrane.

The bast fibres of Linum usitatissimum were also investigated

by the same inethod. Although less extensive in length than those

of Bcehmeria, the mode of formation was found to be very similar.

The first-formed basal telescoping membranes originate in the

basal extremity of the cell and grow upward, ultimately reaching
the apical end of the fibre.

The phenomenon of cell wall formation in bast fibres of both

Boehmeria and Linmn obviously cannot be accounted for solely on

the basis of the theories of apposition and intussusception. The

growth of successive telescoping tenuous membranes, which sub-

sequently differentiate into cell wall lamellae, is more suggestive of

transformation. The phenomenon of growth and differentiation

in the bast fibres of these plants raises the question of whether

the mode of formation of cellulose walls is fundamentally similar

in all types of plant cells. In other words, is the cell wall formed

in all cases by the continued growth and transformation of the

plasma-membrane ? It should be noted in this connection that

it is not essential to assume that the successively-formed portions

of the plasma-membrane arise invariably by a telescoping process,

since the latter phenomenon may be a specialised one, only
characteristic of certain types of elongated cells.

The statements regarding the nature of flax fibre are very

conflicting, and the whole subject of the chemistry and formation

of these fibres has recently been reinvestigated by Anderson.

The work was mainly carried out with fresh sections, cut freehand

from the plant, and microchemical tests were applied for the

identification of the cell wall material in situ.

An important method of studying the fundamental structure of

the cell wall was also worked out. The flax fibre was placed on a

slide in a 1 per cent, solution of iodine in potassium iodide and

50 per cent, sulphuric acid slowly added at the side of the cover-

slip. Marked swelling of the cellulose wall of tlie fibre now
occurred. When the fibre reached the swollen condition, the

cover-slip was pressed down immediately over the fibre with a

needle, and considerable enlargement of the fibre took place, thus
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revealing the fundamental structure. If further pressure were care-

fully applied, splitting of the fibres was brought about, and by
careful manipulation the material could be laid flat on the slide.

Additional hydrolysis and continued pressure made it possible to

peel apart the different layers of the structure, and a study could

then be made of their structure under higher magnification than

in the case of untreated fibre.

Cells that are to differentiate into fibres are developed in the

apical meristem. They lie just within the endodermis, and are

distinguished soon after the primary xylem elements have been

formed. The middle lamella between the young cells is composed
of pectose. The secondary wall, i.e., additions to the primary wall

during the period of active enlargement of the cell, consists of

cellulose containing pectose in varying amounts, especially near

the middle lamella. The walls of the young fibre are seen in cross

section to be slightly wrinkled and rather irregular.

The enlargement phase of fibre development involves two

types of increase, an early rapid and extensive increase in dia-

meter and length, and a slow but perceptible increase in diameter

which is limited to certain cells and which continues throughout
the life of the plant.

The first evidence of tertiary wall formation appears in the

lower part of the fibre, at the close of the rapid period of elonga-

tion. This is not due to any gradual and uniform thickening of

the secondary wall, but is the result of the periodic addition of

new layers of material. Each successive layer of material is

secreted from the protoplast, and appears in cross-section much
infolded and wrinkled. It is in contact with the secondary wall

at only a few points, or even not at all. The cellulose when first

deposited is highly hydrated, and seems almost gelatinous. The

material of the infolded deposit is pure cellulose. The first

tertiary layer is pushed to the secondary wall, where it fits closely.

It does not adhere to the secondary wall, nor is any cementing
material present between them. When pressed against the

secondary wall by cell turgor it loses its infolded and wrinkled

appearance and becomes firmer and more rigid. After the first

infolded layer has been pushed against the secondary wall, other
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layers are subsequently added, in the same manner, on the inside

of those already present. These layers of tertiary deposition are

not cemented together, nor is there any attachment between

them.

There are two phases of tertiary deposition that have to be

considered : a division of all tertiary deposits into from two to

five distinct layers and the appearance in these larger divisions of

many minute lamellae.

The mature fibres when separated from the stem have many
marked characteristics. A definite banding is particularly evident

on staining with iodine and dilute sulphuric acid, as well as the

presence of local displacements or nodes of local enlargement, and
minute spiral striations are also present as well as isolated proto-

plasts surrounded by definite cell walls in the centre of mature

fibres. The presence of bands of material surrounding the fibre

can be seen by swelling the fibre rapidly with strong sulphuric
acid. With this treatment, the swelling is limited to certain

places by the presence of these constricting bands and the swollen

fibre has the appearance of a chain of tiny sausages. These bands

are the remnants of the secondary wall that still adhere after

retting of the fibre.

The minute spiral striations that can be made out on the

surface of the fibre are fibrils which build up the fibre wall. These

are arranged as aggregates of anisotropic fibrils in distinct layers,

which are spirally wound alternately right and left in the separate

layers. The separate fibrils show a high bi-refringence and

parallel extinction under crossed nicols and retain their parallel

extinction when rotated about an axis parallel to their elongation,

indicating that they are homogeneous units. Pectic compounds
under crossed nicols reveal their colloidal nature very sharply, and

can therefore be readily distinguished from the adjacent cellulose,

so that this method of using polarised light offers a ready means

of determining the extent of pectic material in the cell wall.

Lignification of the flax fibre begins in the middle lamella by
the conversion of pectose already present in that position. The

lignification continues into the secondary wall first by the trans-

formation of pectic material in that region, and finally the whole
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of the secondary wall is affected. Microchemical tests apparently
indicated that the cellulose in some way becomes modified before

the onset of lignification. Lignification is not general in all the

fibres in the cross-section of a stem, but occurs somewhat spas-

modically in isolated groups and individuals. At no time is

lignification uniform along the length of a fibre, and it increases in

amount with age and as the stem matures.

The process of retting was also studied, and the fibres were

submitted to the same treatment as in commerce. Retting is

primarily due to bacterial decomposition taking place under water.

The flax plants are allowed to remain under water till the bark

strips away from the central core. After retting the plants are

dried and then passed between fluted rollers to break the central

woody core. This broken core is separated from the fibres by

beating, and finally other impurities are removed by combing.
The first action of the bacteria is to attack the outer fibres

of the stem. The secondary wall is completely decomposed, leaving

the tertiary deposits exposed. The degree of lignification of the

fibre influences retting to a marked degree. If the fibres be heavily

lignified they are not so easily decomposed as less lignified tissues,

and two critical points in the production of commercial fibre are,

firstly, determination of the time of "
pulling

"
the plants, so that

extensive lignification has not taken place, and secondly the deter-

mination of the degree of retting, so that the secondary wall has

been completely decomposed and destroyed.
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INDEX
Abraxas grossularita, position of

vacuoles in, 104

Achromatic figure in plants, 197

Acroblast, 109

formation of, 141, 142

Acrosomal granule, 110

Acrosome, 140 et seq.

formation of, 109, 110

types of, 109

Adrenals, cholesterol metabolism and.
27

histology of, 27
sexual function and, 27

Allopolyploids, 224

Amceha, distribution of mitochondria

in, 126

Aneuploids, 228
Animal cells, function of Golgi apparatus

in, summary of, 119-121

Aqueous fluid, particles in, slit-lamp

appearances of, 80

Archiplasts, 170

Archoplasm, 91, 96
in yolk formation, 120, 145

Auriculo-ventricular node, 30

Autopolyploids, 224

Bacteria, nucleus in, problem of, 194

Biomicroscopy, 72

Blood, granular leucocytes in, 15

histology of, 13

macrophages in, 18

monocytes in, 22

myeloblasts in, 14

plasma cells in, 13

platelets, origin of, 16, 17

Tiirk cells in, 14

Bcehmeria nivea, bast fibres in,

formation of, 247-249

Brachymeiosis, 216

Cancer, cytology of, 161

Cardiac muscle, 28
bundle of His, 29

Cataract, 83, 84

Cavia, spermatogenesis in, 130, 142,
143, 144

Cell, constituents of, 90

inclusions, protoplasmic and
deutoplasmic, 91

membranes, 159

organs, 3

wall, microscopy of, 242

Cells, various, illustrating nucleolar

extrusion, 136, 137

Central apparatus in protoplasmic
inclusions, 91

Centresome and Golgi apparatus,
topographical relationship of, 5

Centrioies, 91

Chloroplast, investigation by micro-

dissection, 241

Cholesterol metabolism, adrenals and,
27

Chondriome, 98
in plants, 99

Chromaffin cells in intestine, 10

Chromidia, 91

and yolk nuclei, relationship between,
145

Chromonema hypothesis, 178

Chromophobe cells of pituitary, 23
Chromosomal chimeras, 228

material, 90

Chromosomes, deletions in, 135
in plants, size relations between, 225

structure of, 177

investigation by microdissection, 242

plant and animal, differences between,
180

translocation of, 133, 134

Ciliary body, inflammation of, 32

Ciliates, contractile vacuoles in, 158

Ciona intestinalis, mitochondria in, 132

oocytes of, Golgi elements in, 94

yolk formation in, 121, 152, 153

Clivia, root meristem of, nucleolus, 183

Columbella, granular acrosome in, 110

Conjunctiva, bulbar, pigmented mole of,

slit-lamp appearance of, 73

slit-lamp examination of, 73
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Cornea, abnormalities on or of, detection

by sclerotic scatter, 62, 63

endothelial face of, observation of,

57, 58, 59
illumination of, methods of, 36-39,

45-64
nebula of, optical appearances of, 51,

76

slit-lamp appearance of, 75, 76

normal, slit-lamp appearances of, 49,

74

optical section of, scintillating sheen

in, 61, 62

pathological processes in,

determination of level of, 32, 49, 67

perforation of, 77

precipitates on, 32, 37, 38, 49, 78

scar on face of, slit-lamp appearances
of, 76, 77

slit-lamp examination of, 49-51,

57-61, 74-78
surfaces of, observation by direct

illumination with specular
reflection, 53, 55, 58

vacuoles in, retroillumination of, 65

Cotton hair, convolutions and thickened

edge of, 244, 245

development of, 246

morphology of, 243

Cyanophyceae, nuclear division in, 192

Cytokinesis in plants, 199

Cytology of cancer, 161

pathological, 160

present trend of, 88-89

Cytoplasm, 90

investigation by microdissection, 239

viscosity of, 239

Cytosome, 90

Czapski binocular microscope, 44, 45, 72

Deletions in chromosomes, 135

Dentoplasmic cell-inclusions, 91

Diabetes, changes in islets of Langerhans
in, 12, 13

Diaphragm-lamp, the, 39

Dictyosomes, 91, 101, 107

Digestion, enzymes for process of,

relation of mitochondria to, 127

Diplodinium ecaudatum, neuromotor

apparatus in, 155, 156

Drosophila, chromosome figures from,

showing translocation, 133, 134, 135

Elodea canadensis, microsporogenesis
in, 220

Endothelial cells, 19

Enzymes for process of digestion,
relation of mitochondria to, 127

Equistum arvense, plastidome system
in, 170

Euplotes, neuromotor apparatus in, 156

Eye, microscopy of, 31

Eyelids, slit-lamp examination of, 73

Farella, neuromotor system in, 155

Fincham's pattern of slit-lamp, 45, 47

Flagellates, contractile vacuoles in, 158

Focusing lenses, influence of, on

configuration of focused slit-beam,

43, 44

Formation of acrosomes, 141, 142

Formica rufa, nucleolar emission in, 136,
152

Fruits, cultivated, sterility and poly-

ploidy in, 236

Gastric glands, cells of, functions of, 8

types of cells in, 8

mucosal cells, mitochondria of, 8

See also Stomach.

Germ-cells, female, function of Golgi
apparatus in, 120, 147 et seq.

Golgi apparatus, 3, 91

and centresome, topographical
relationship of, 5

as an artefact, 107

cells of gastric glands, 9
chemical nature of, 96
form and structure of, 92 et seq.

function of, 109 et seq.

summary of, 119, 121

in female germ-cells, function of,

120
in intestinal epithelium, role of, 119

in intestine, 10

in kidneys, 119

in lachrymal and salivary glands,
112-114

in megakaryocytes, 17

in neurones of Helix aspersa, 117

in parathyroids, 25
in plants, 168

position of, 171

in Protozoa, 157

in spermatid, 109

in spermatogenesis, 95
in thyroid glands, 25, 118

in vicia faba, 170
in yolk formation, 120, 147 et seq.

male, reproductive system in, 114
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Golgi apparatus, morphology of,

summary of, 108
one-directional functional activities

of, 96

position of, relationship to function

of cell, 4

relation of, to contractile vacuoles

in Protozoa, 114, 115

to secretory granules. 111 e^ seq.

to trophospongium, 5

to vacuome, 104, 105

structure of, 4

invertebrates, 93

vertebrates, 93

visibility in living cell, 97
vital staining in relation to, 97

remnant, 142

Gonioscope, Troncoso's, 34

Graminse, polj^loidy in, 229
Granular leucocytes, 15

Granule, acrosomal, 110

Gullstrand slit-lamp, 39-42

Haploids, 227
Hassall's corpuscles in thymus, 26

Heidenhain, telophragma of, 29
Helix aspersa, neurones of, Golgi

apparatus in, 117

position of vacuoles in, 105

spermatogenesis of,
"" Nebenkern "

in, 101

spermatogenesis in, 130

"Heller Hof,'' 91

Hemiptera, spermatogenesis in, 130, 142

Heterophytic plants, 218

Heterothallic plants, 218

His, bundle of, 29

Histiocytes, 18

Histiocytic system, cells of, changes in,

21

tissue, focal hypertrophy of, 21

Hodgkin's disease, changes in reticulo-

endothelial system in, 19, 20

Holmgren's trophospongium, 92, 95, 99
Homothallic plants, 218

Humulus, sex-chromosomes in, 222

Hymenoptera, nucleolar emission in, 136

Idioplasm, 96

Idiosome, 91

Illumination, direct, and
retroillumination, simultaneous

comparison for localisation of

depth, 71

in slit-lamp examination, 47, 48, 63

n.A.M .

Illumination, methods of, 63

proximal, 62, 63
with slit-lamp, methods of, 63

Inclusions of cells, 91

Intestinal epithelium, roh of Golgi
apparatus in, 119

glands, patches of, in stomach, 9

Intestine, basal or argentaffin cells of, 10
chromaffin cells in, 10

histology of, 10

Iris, inflammation of, 32, 80

malignant growth of, 81

slit-lamp examination of, 81

Janus red, staining of mitochondria

with, 125

Karyosome, 90
Keratic precipitates, 32, 37, 38, 49, 78

slit-lamp appearances of, 48, 49, 78
Keratinization in skin, 6

process of, 7
" Keratitis profunda," 32

Kidneys, Golgi apparatus in, 119

Kinochromatin, 184

Kuppfer cells, 11, 21

Lachrymal glands, Golgi apparatus in,

114

Langerhans, islets of, 12

changes in, in diabetes, 12, 13

types of granules in cells of, 12

Lathrcea, cytokinesis in, 201

meiosis in, 213

Lathyrus odoratus, nucleolus of, 184, 185

Lens capsule, shagreen appearance of.

82, 83
concussion injury to, 84

cortex, specular lustre in, 61, 62

vacuoles in, retroillumination of,

65, 66

crystalline, capsule of, in axis of

specular reflection, 56, 57, 82

concussion injury of, slit-lamp

appearances in, 84

direct illumination of, 52

fibres of, 32

layers of, age of, 32, 52, 85

minute changes in, slit-lamp
examination for, 82-84

pathological conditions of, exact

localisation of, 33

slit-lamp examination of, 81

suture lines in, 33

zones of, 52

9
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Lepidoptera, spermatogenesis in, 130,

142, 143, 144

Lepidosome of mitochondria, 101

Lepisma, acrosome in, 140

Leucocytes, granular, 15

Leuco-melanin, 7

LibeUuIa, nucleolar emission in, 136,

138, 146

Light, diffuse reflection of, 34, 35, 36

specular reflection of, 34, 53-61
transmission with refraction, 34, 35

Ligniera junci, nuclear division in, 188

Lignified tissues, structure and forma-

tion of, 246

Limbus, innocent melanoma at, 73

Limulus polyphemus, nucleolar emission

in, 138
Linum usitatissimum, bast fibres of, 250

Listera ovata, chromatic filament in, 179

Lithobius forficatus, nucleolar emission

in, 139

Liver, cells of, reticulation of, 11

histology of, 11

Kupffer cells in, 21

stellate cells of Kupffer in, 1 1

Lumhricus, oogenesis of, Golgi elements

in, 94
mitochondria in, 131

Lymphocytes, mitochondria in, 13

Lymphocytic plasma cells, function of,

14

Lymphoidocytes, 15

Macromitosomes in Helix aspersa, 101

Macrophages, 18

Mayou's pattern of slit-lamp, 45, 46

Megakayocyte, origin of, 17

ttteiosis, 203

investigation by microdissection, 242

irregularities occm-ring during, 208,
209

Melandrium, sex-chromosomes in, 222

Melanin in skin, origin of, 7

Melanoblasts, 7

Melitotus alba, cytokinesis in, 201

Metachromatic corpuscles, 175

Metachromes, 175

Metamyelocyte, 15

Metazoa, Golgi apparatus of, connection
with secretion, 116

Microdissection, 239
of cell membranes, 159
value of, 90

Micromitosomes in Helix aspersa, 101

Microscopy, limitations of, 1, 2

Mitochondria, 91

arrangement of, 3

chemical nature of, 123
distinctive characteristics of, 3

distribution of, in Protozoa, 125
forms of activity of, 124
function of, 3

growth of, 124
in gastric mucosal cells, 8

in intestine, 10

in lymphocytes, 13

in megakaryocytes, 17

in monocytes, 22
in myeloblasts, 14, 15

in oogenesis and vitellogenesis, 131,

145, 146, 152, 153
in plants, 171

function of, views on, 172

migration of, 174
in Protozoa, 158
in thymus, 26
influence on starch grains, 172

lepidosome of, 101

micro-chemical reactions of, 123

morphology and function of, 1 23 et seq.

reaction of, 3

shape of, 3

staining of, 125

Mollusca, vitellogenesis of, 145

Monocytes, 22
mitrochondria in, 22

Monocystis, mitochondria in, form and
structure of, 127

Motorium in motor system of Protozoa,

154, 155

Muscle, cardiac, 28

histology of, 28

Myeloblasts, 14

staining of, determination of

characters by, 14

Myelocyte, 15

Myoid cells of thymus, 26

Nebenkern, 130, 131, 142, 143
in Helix aspersa, 101

Nerve cells, Golgi apparatus in, 118

Neutral red staining of Golgi, 97

Nissle granules, 117

Nuclear division in plants, 188

Nucleolar extrusion, various cells

illustrating, 136, 137, 139

Nucleolus, 90
extrusions of, relation to formation of

yolk, 140, 146

in plants, function of, 182
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Nucleoplasm, 90
Nucleus and nucleolus, 13'i

investigation by mierodisseetion, 241

translocation and its related

phenomena, 133

Oenothera, meiosis in, 203

gigas, polyploidy in, 224

rubricalyx, megaspore development
in, 206, 207

Oogenesis and yolk formation, 144

mitochondria in, 131, 145, 146, 152,

153

Opacity and optical density, 68, 69

Opalina, mitochondria in, distribution

of, 125
form and structure of, 127

Osmiophilic platelets, 168
in plant cells, 102

Paludina, acrosome in, 142

granular acrosome in, 110

Pancreas, histology of, 12

Pannus, slit-lamp appearances of, 75

Paratncecium, dstribution of mito-

chondria in, 125
neuromotor apparatus in, 156

Parathyroids, histology of, 25
Paris quadrifolia, chromatic filament

in, 179

Patella, nucleolar emission in, 138

yolk formation in, 122, 145, 146, 147,

148, 152, 153, 154

Periplaneta americana, oogenesis of,

Golgi elements in, 94
niicleolar emission in, 136, 146

Pituitary, cellular composition of, 22

chromophobe cells of, 23

types of granules in, 23
Plant cells, osmiophilic platelets in, 102
Plasma cells in blood, 13

Plasmatic microsomes, 193

Plasmodiophora, nuclear phenomena in,

188, 191

Plasmosome, 90, 182

Plastidome, 169
in plants, 99

Platelets, blood, origin of, 16, 17

Polyploids, higher, 229

Polyploidy, 223
as source of species and horticultural

varieties, 233
Post-nuclear bodies, formation and

origin of, 143

Protomitosis, 188

Protoplasmic cell-inclusions, 91

Protozoa, contractile vacuoles and their

relation to Golgi apparatus, 114,

115

mitochondria of, 158
neuromotor system of, 154 et seq.

Pseudochondriome, 169

Pseudopodia, 16, 17

Reflection from polished surfaces, 53

specular, alteration of axis of, 60
of cornea, 56-61

"
Relucency," definition of, 3()

Reticular cells, 19

Reticulo-endothelium, 18

changes in Hodgkin's disease, 19, 20

Retroillumination, 38, 64-69
and direct illumination, simultaneous

comparison for localisation of

depth, 71

dissimilarity of binocular images
under high magnification, 70

light for, focusing of, 68

of vacuoles in lens-cortex and cornea,

65, 66

Retting of flax fibres, process of, 253

Sarrorirrus, nucleolar emission in, 138

Salivary glands, Golgi apparatus in, 112

Sclerotic scatter, method of, 38, 63, 64,

75

nebula of cornea as seen by, 75. 76

Secretory cycle, relation of Golgi

apparatus to, 111 et seq.

Sex-chromosomes in heterophytic

angiosperms, 221

in plants, 218
Sexual function, adrenals and, 27

Shadow streaks, production of, 52

Slit-lamp exam nation, direct illumina-

tion in, 47, 48, 63

Gullstrand, 39-42

adjustment of, 43
methods of illumination with, 63

microscopy of eye, range of

magnification in, 73

Skin, histology of. 6

intra-cellular fibrils of, 6

keratinisation in, 6

mitochondria in, 6

pigment in, origin of, 7

Sorosphcera, nuclear phenomena in, 191

Specular lustre in lens-cortex, 62

reflection of an incident slit-beam, 58
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Spermateleosis, mitochondria in, 130,

141

Spermatids, 141

Golgi apparatus in, 109

Spermatocyte, mitochondria in, 129, 141

structure of, 141

Spermatogenesis, 140

in Cavia, 130, 142, 143, 144

in Drosophilia funebris, 135

in Helix, 130
in Hemiptera, 130, 142

in Lepidoptera, 130, 142, 143, 144
vacuolar system in, 143

Spermatogonium, mitochondria in, 129

Spermatoleosis, 141 et seq.

Spermatozoon, formation of, 141

Sphcerocarpus, chromosome sets from,
219

Sphere or attraction sphere, 91

Spherome in plants, 99

Spongospom, nuclear division phe-
nomena in, 191

Stomach, histology of, 7

patches of intestinal glands within, 9

See also Gastric.

Strawberry, polypoidy in, 238

«S'?/werg^MS, nucleolar emission in, 136, 152

Tetraploidy, 225

Thymus, Hassall's corpuscles in, 26

histology of, 25, 26

myoid cells of, 26

Thyroid, differences in form of Golgi
apparatus and mitochondria in

resting and active phases, 128, 129

Golgi apparatus in, 118

histology of, 24

Tigroid bodies, 117

Tissue cultivation in vitro, value of, 90
Tissues and organs, 6

Tonoplasts, 175
Tradescantia virginica, chromosomes of,

180

Transillumination, 38
Translocation of chromosomes, 133, 134

Triploids, 226

Triton, mucous cells, gastric epithelium
of, 101

Troncoso's gonioscope, 34

Trophospongium of Holmgren, 92, 95, 99

relationship of Golgi system to, 5

Tiirk cells in blood, 14

Vacuolar system in spermatogenesis, 143

Vacuoles, contractile, in ciliates, 158
in flagellates, 158
relation to Golgi apparatus, in

Protozoa, 114, 115
in anterior lens cortex,

retroillumination of, 65

Vacuome, 91, 98 et seq.
in plant cells, 174

relation of, to Golgi apparatus, 104,
105

staining of, 99, 100

theory, 98 et seq.

Viciafaba, root tip of, Golgi apparatus
in, 170

Vitreous fluid, fibrillar or reticulate

appearance, by slit-lamp examina-

tion, 85
normal 33, 85

pathological conditions of,

differential diagnosis of, 33, 85

Vitellogenesis in mollusca, 145
in oogenesis, 144

mitochondria in, 131, 145, 146, 152,
153

Yolk, albuminous or proteid, formation

of, 152, 153

fatty or lipoidal, derivation of, 151 et

seq.

formation in Ciena intestinalis, 121,

152, 153
in Patella, 122, 145, 146, 147, 148,

152, 153, 154

Golgi apparatus in, 120, 147 et seq.
methods of, 148

oogenesis and, 144

summary of, 148-151
nuclei and chromidia, relationship

between, 145

nucleus, formation of, 131, 132

varieties of, 147

Zea mays, cytokinesis in, 203

Zoology, 88-163
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